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We now begin the two year course in Church History. Some of you who

are Seniors have the second half of the course two years ago, and are now

taking the first half. The Juniors and the Middlers(1/2 - 1 undistinguish

able) that may pass over the heads of the others who have not had the

subject, . So I don't think that it makes a tremendous lot

of difference which of the two halfe you take first. Most you, of course,

however are taking it in regular fronologlcal order and so for you this

is our first course in the Seminary year in Church History, and before

we begin our consideration then of the material I would like to say a

few introductory words (i2 1 and 1/2 thru 2 indistinguishable )

Some people think of Church History or think of any kind of history as just

a matter of names and dates. There's a long list of names and a long list

of dates and you Ii memorize it and it's just a matter of a few words

and you put it down and you forget about it. You may remember for in
in

stance that Columbus discovered America jfØ something in -- '92.Was it

V192, was it 1892, was is 1292? it was something in --'92. That idea of

names and dates is just something irrelevant, something in a series of
of course

words that is/absolutely meaningless. I don't care particularly whether

you remember that Columbus discovered America in 11492 or 1493 or 1483.
America

But it is tremendously important that you know that was discov

ered towards the end of the 15th century. A century is tremendously

important in almost any date. The half century really ought to be learn

ed. Not that the figure makes much difference but if you are going to

see how things fit together, these dates are like pipes upon which you

hang the various points in order that you see their Interelationshlp,

and that adds tremendously to your understanding. So I'm hoping that

uou will learn a great many dates in the course o± this year, but It

is not a matter of knowing the precise year, but of knowing the relat-
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ionship of other events. I would like you to know at least the century

of the events and perhaps the half century and that way we will be able

to see better how they fit together. But history if it is sirnpl a mat

ter of learning that so and so reigned from this year to that and this

war was in this year etc. then it'll be absolutely meaningless. It is as

if one were merely to learn the names of the bones in the human skeleton.

A doctor has to learn that, it is very important, but % just to learn

those names is of itself of no value, it Is the relationship of one to

another that is the vital thing. Now we are hoping this year to see

something of the relationship. I think (k i/k) first reason for our

interest in (k 1/2) this question. How did conditions or
Where

iginate? How did present conditions originate! $6 did our present

situation come from? Why are things the way they are today? It is

easy enough to say, "Let's cast aside everything that rests on trad

Itdons of man, let's just go back to the Bible." But you just can't

do that. You will find that a tremendous part of the factors of trad

ition are right are dependent on your envirement and background and

many of these are not to be cast just lightly aside. There may be

things to consider and to compare, but in a great many of the things
pers

that are not mentioned much in the Bible, they have (isted and existed

and stood as an established situation and are of great importance while

others are purely accidental. I remember onee reading Wilder Lipton

telling of an incident when someone noticed one of the CZars of Russia,

who noticed that on the front lawn cf the great palace there in St. Pet

ersburg, there was a certain spot out there on the grass where a soldier

was always stationed. For eight hours this soldier j%% stood at that

spot and then after eight hours the guard would march in, they'd relieve

him, they'd put another soldier their for eight hours and eight hours

later another one took the position and every minute day and night there

was a soldier stationed right at that spot and not moving from the spot.
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And this Czar said that is (6) the man is not particu

(indistinguishable)

began to take an
to do with what happen4d and he $f/ interest at this point (6 3/11)

his arema of Russia had imported a rare shrub and had gotten it and plan

it on the foot of the lawn of her and she wanted to be sure that

that shrub stood there and so she (7) - (7 3/il)

in every government. You will find it in every country. You will find it

in every organization that there are situations that are just as meaningl

as that. If something khas come down to us from the past, it may be that

it has a very good reason and I extremely vital even if we don't know

the reason. Tremendous harm might be done by changing that. That is true

of many, many things that have come down from the past. But there are

many other things that have come down which are just as meaningless as that

soldier standing there at that place where 100 years before there had been

a shrub. Just as meaningless, and to study history enables us to learn

something of the difference between these two types of things and to
belongs, quite

evaluate in each class a certain thing t$/'y{ I was/shocked a year

ago two or three years ago it was now, one of our students

occassionally attended services at a modernistic church here in town. At

that ˆchurch they had a minister who (8;3/k)the Bible to pieces, who

denied all the great doctrines of the scripture, who gave simply typical

modernistic form. The people sat there in the pew and listened to his
and the minister read the scripture .Z9(

sermons and the preacher 9) %$ lesson that morning from
the revised

/standard version and those people were simply up in arms. That was terrible!

They were accustomed to the good old King James english. It was good

" enough for the Apostle Paul and it was good enough for them, and they

were up in arms and that minister would have lost his pulpit if he had

not agreed never again to read from anything But the King James version.
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He could read those wonderful old words, " I do you to wit" and "He got

into the top of a hill etc." and then he could go on and tear the Bible

to peices and destroy all the doctrines and they would snooze through

his message and think that they had a wonderful blessing from it. It is

anillustration of the way in which people get a devotion to something to

which they are accust%omed, and think that i is of importance simpley

because they are used to it and fail to see what is really vital and what

is really important. Well now it sounds quite simple. You might say,

"Let the soldier be removed from the place where he is guarding the

shrub and place him somehwere that is vital to defense. Let's

simply rearrange everything and put it in such a way that there will be

purpose in it,"but that is much easier said than done. If you go into a
where

church, I don't care/it is or what it is and you say, "I'm going to re

arrange everything purely from the viewpoint of what is practical and

what is taught in the scripture and classify everything thus you might

last a week or you might only last three days. It simply doesn't work

the way human beings are made. You cannot, there are many things that

you simply cannot do away with as quickly as that, but it is much better

if you can get an understanding of it and can know the situation and when

you continue something that is rather unreasonable but perfectly harmless,
that

so realize that/is what you are doing and that it is nothing you need to

get greatly excited about one way or the other. And on the other hand to

find out iat the matters are, that though they may not appear particularly
are

important,Ø tremendously important and should be (11) halted. It is a

very important thing and church history is a help in getting this under

standing and determInng just how to do it. So that is our first reason

then, for the study of Church History. How did present conditions origin-
Personally

ate? Where do things come from that we have in the world today? /1

think that in the political sphere,%$ˆj one of the silliest things in the

world today is Nationalism. The idea of national sovereighty is absolute
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senseless. There is no reason for it whatever. It is an historical dev

elopement. It is so established it is almost impossible to rule it out,

and from it comes as much havo and misery in the world as from almost

any other source that I know of. And yet it is so routed that our leading

statesman never even think, as far as the evidence goes, of even trying to

rule it out. They always talk about the right to form nations, as if the

nation had any right. An individual has a right. A million peple have

a right because they are a million people, not because they are a nation.

A hundred million people have a right because they are a hundred million

people, not because they happened historically to be grouped together in

one group. It's utterly rdiculous and yet it conditioned a tremendous

part of the thinking and of the attitudes of political life, today. We

will have to touch on many political features 90 naturally as we go

through Church history, but of course, they are quite incidental to our

purpose. Our purpose is to see the development of the church, but you
that

can't see that without noticing/a good many points is relation to the

political situation. So the political situation has vitally affected the

church. This present day history discussed religion as if it were purely

a by product of political and economic% condition. They will try to

show you, for instance that the Reformation is the result of the economic
not

and political condition in Europe at the time. It is easier j% for us

to jum' to the opposite extreme, as to say, 'No, it is purely a working

of the Spirit of God and has nothing to do with economic and political

situation, and that would be utterly false. The Reformation is a working

of th Spirit of God in the midst of a political and social and economic

situation and political and economic and social situation had a tremendous

bearing on the way the thing worked out and what came, and you can't und

erstand it without understanding them, but they would never account for it,

It is a great (l1) which could not possibly be accounted for *Ithout

glv&ng the religious fact it's full weight, and we want to
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which our present day atheistic destroyers mostly utterly neglect, but we

do not want to neglect the other 00 factors which are also of importance

in (end of record one)

How this present condition originate' and it is a very vital one.

Our second question is: What should be authoritative today?

Now for us as Bible believing Christians it is very easy to take a

very definite stand on this right at the start. It is easy for us to say,

"Our authority is the Bible and there is no other authority." It is
I think

very easy for us to day that, and if we say that,/we are mighty close to

the truth. I do not feel that anything else has any reason to be author
except

itive to the Christian $)1) what God's word says, for that which is derived

by necessary consequence from the teaching of the Word of God. That is

oru foundation. But you will find in every group of people anywhere, you

will find that there is a tremendous amount which they consider extremely

important and extremely authoritative which rests upon other consideratiorB

than a clear definite statement of the Word of God.
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XIXX How did present conditions originate, and it is a very vital one.

Our second question is, 71 "What should be authorit&tive today? Now for

as Bible-believing Christians it is very easy for us to take a very

definite stqnd on this right at the start. It is easy for us to say,

"Our authoritiy is the Bible and there is no other authority." It is very

easy for us to say that. And if we say that I think we are mighty close

to the truth. I do not feel that anything lse has any reason to be

authoritative to the Christian except what God7's Word says, or that

which is derived by necessary consequences from the teaching of the Word

of God. That is our foundation. But you will find in every group of

people anywhere that there is a tremendous amount which they consider

extremely important and extremely authoritative, which rests upon other
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considerations than a clear, definite statement than the Word of God.

And it is important therefore to know something of the historical

background of these attitudes. I think we Protestants can find it very

easy to ignore the Roman Catholic Church, and to act as if there were

only Protestantism and heathenism. I think it is a great/p%/'/ mistake

for us to do so. The Roman Catholic Church is one of the mc. vital

and living factors in America today. As Modernism sweeps over areas of

our country and destrowys spiritual f/X/ life in them, the Roman

Catholic is actively reaching out to take control of those factors of

life and of thought in this country, and it is growing in this country.

And outside of this country there are many more people in the world

who are nominal Roman Catholics than there are nominal Protestants.

Under %$ these circumstances it is extremely vital that a Protestant

minister should know a great deal about the Roman Catholic Church.

Now the Roman Catholic Chirch has In it a tremendous anount which is not

nearly the result of developement through the ages, but which is

specifically based upon something other than the Scripture, and they will

give these arguments as the evidence; they put great 1i$/ weight on

tradition, and they put great weight on arguments which are not simply
a matter of
an appeal to the Bible/. I think it is vital, when we are dealing with

them to go right straight / back to the Bible and say°, "The Bible is

the foundation of Christianity, so recognized by the Roman Catholic

Church. The Bible Is the f'$% foundation; we say it is the only/f$

foundation; now let7's see what the Bible says and let's stand on that."

But I think that it is also necessary that we be able to evaluate their

arguments based upon tradition. I picked up a book not so long ago

written by a Roman Catholic, a history of the papacy through the ages,

a book to which we will refer many times/ during this course, and in that

book , at the end of the book, the man said that %% the fact that

despite difficulties and troubles the papacy had continued all through

the ages, and the power of the Roman pope had continued from the time

of Peter right up to dat e was a very strong evidence of the fact that
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it was the divinely established leadership of the church and authority

of the church. Now it is vit al that we look into that, that we see

something of the history of the papacy, that we see what the true facts

are1.%)'4/,I Is there something there that should be authoritative to

us. People often talk about the early church, "We want X//X#/ our

church to be like the early church. We want to go back to the early

church." And then often, when you find out what they p{ mean by it,

they mean the church of the Third Century or the Fourth Century A.D.

How much more authoritative for us are conditions two or three hundred
the time of

years after/Christ than conditions a hundred years ago or two hundred

years ago. Is there any reason why they sould be more authoritative

for us. We want to go into that. A girl // brought me a letter

about three years ago from a friend of hers, a member of a very fine

Presbyterian Church, but he was with the troops over in North Africa

and he had had a great deal of contact with some Episcopaleans there.

And he wrote this girl a letter and he said it is interesting to/$

see the remains of a X1// church of the Th4rd

u/ 6entury A.D. and see the great amount of material used in

this little church for worship purposes. And he said, "You see how

importantthe ear)y Christians considered all these different things of

form and ceremony and z/ arrangement and we've gotten away frm

all that and we've lost true Christianity," and he wanted to go into

the Episcopal Church of England, the high, Anglo/-Catholic

branch of it,, and he felt that only ther could he find true Christianity.

And what is the evidence on that program. Church history enables

us to not only take up the evidence and examine it but to read it in

relation to its context ardto get %%/ an idea of what it actually

amounts to. And so lØ I stated our present purpose4': Just what is

there that should be authoritative for us today? And I have/5ˆ/%/

particularly in mind the relation to the Roman Catholic Church, but

not exclusively.
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Now a third question which I think is important in this///X/%%M

In any history 1$%$ , but I think particulably important from the

viewpoint of church history, is %$// this question: How do human

/f//4f// affairs proceed? It's a good thing for anyone f//

to know something about this. A young person finds it very easy to make

out a plan of just how things are to go. you arrane things in a

certain way and that's the way it ought to go. That's one reason for

our beautiful socialistic theories. Somebody goes into a library or
away

often a recluse's cell, and hides/there for weeks or months while he

reads books and things meditates, and then he works out

a perfect system of society, and if people will only live in that the

way he says, everything is going to be perfect and harmonious. And. the

only trouble with it is that it just doesn't work out. Human life is

far more complex than any doctrine of thinking can be. And there are

many factors which we do not recognize except as we see )$ them in

operation. It is good to learn something of the way things have actually

gone, and to see someting of the time when human beings have gone forward

and planned and schemed and worked and accomplished great things

but also to see see something of those who have worked everything out

according to the best thinking they could do and put the best possible

force into it, and then some little thing has gone wrong and then the

whole thing has failed, and to see how unpredictable the course of

human events is and how many factors there are we may not take into

yIJ{) account. I think it is very vital. A man goes into a church

particularly his first church, and some trouble starts. Everybods

going to have some trouble, a little trouble, a big trouble--as

long as human beings are living there is going to be %4{$X/ things

happening. And something starts, and immediately he knows what ought to

be and what people should do and how it should go, and he makes his

immediate plan, and becasue people don't fall in line with his plan he

becomes quite XZ'ˆ irritated, and there's trouble there, real trouble.
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And if he could learn something of how human affairs actually proceed,

and learn where it is vital that he grapple with the situation and
there

where he should simply let events take course, and not become too

excited about it. In the end he will accomplish many time as much
that

as if he doesn't have that background of understanding. And/is

something that can only be secured by experience, but you can

get something of that experience by observng the course of the history

of the church. I've mentioned already the matter of conservatism as

a moving force in life. People are accustomed to something

and it is almost impossible to get them to ç$ change it. I remember

hearing about an English woman who was over in Italy a few years ago

before the First World War, when Italian currency was somewhat simpler

than it is today, and after whe'd been there about a month she said

to somebody, "Oh, I'd like to get back to England, where we won't have

this complicated coin system." She s/ said, "How many sountines

are thre in a lira? Oh that's right, there's a hunred,isn't there?

Isn't that queer. I'd like to get back to England where everything is

yIIØ/ simple, *'$// where there's twelve pennies in a shilling ,

twenty shill1ngs in a pound, and twenty-one shillings in/yØ///a

Well now to us Americans that English system is terrifica

complicated. I takes forever to get used to it. But to the Englishman

who's born and brought up in it, and accustomed to figuring ha-pennies

and and shillings and guinees and florins andpounds,

it's all so simple and natural to him, that this idea of a coinage

system in which you have a hundred of the lover thing to make the

upper seems complicated dreary, and I expect the English would almost

rather starve to death than change their coinage system. We may say

"How perfectly silly it is,"but we are just as silly when we cling to

our silly $%%/,f/ antiquated system of inches and feet and yards,

instead of adopting the sensible metric system, but you'd have a

terrible time persuading people accustomed to the inch and the mile

system to change to another system. This force of conservatism is a
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tremendous force. It's a good thing; it helps keep life together

and keep us all from shooting off in a thousand directions as

we all different ideas, but it $% becomes a harmful force when

it becomes irrational. It is good to learn something of how it

has worked in %%N history, and to see something %,t of how it is

going to work in our own life, and what the
buck it and

are at which it is necessary to/try to make a change, and vhere it is

better just simply to recogniee it and go along with it as it is. I

remember one time when I was instructor in another seminary. At that

time a matter came up/f. It was in the depression. It was necessary

that we should cut down our $é entering class in order to cut down

expenses and so we tried to make a set of rules $ that would keep our

entering class a little smaller than it intended to be then and try to

pick the best men for it and we worked out a set of rules. Eight

members of the faculty sat together two or three Saturday$' mornings

and discussed one rule after another and none of us liked any of the

rules very much, and the result was that we were quite dissatisfied with

the system. I remember a certain little detail l was particularly

dissatisfied with, and I said, "I would like it stated here $ in the

rules,%%% 'It being understood that this applies only to the year

193k-35.'
" And the chairman said to me, "Why what's the sense of

putting that in here? The whole thing really applies to '3k and '35.

It has nothing to do with any , it's just f

this situation.' I said, "I know that, but I'd like it stated right

here so that/' it's specific about these particular clauses here."

He said, "All right, we'll put it in." And after about three

Saturday mornings when it was worked out. And then they started

to adopt it as a whole, they put it to a vote and there was one vote

for it and none against it, $ˆX/ but none of the rest of us liked it,

but it was as good as we could work out, and mutually agreed on it.

Well that was adopted for that year, and the next year I remember that

somebody raised a certain question, and they said, "Why no, the rule
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is such and such," and for the next several years, those rules were
they were

effective,/the laws of the Mede s and Persians.

I/ Noone ever thought of changing them; they were established, even

though they'd been originally established for only one year. Once this

thing get's established it has a certain force with people, it has a

hold upon people and it's hard to get away from it, and so that's im

portant in letting things get established. Very, very often one of you

will come to me and you will say, some one of you will say, "I would

like to do so and so, can I have this privilege7 Can I arrange it this,

way? Can I do this?" And I will say to yu,
" Well, now I think that

is
would be a fine thing to let you do." But what %% the precedent for

others? We have to do it in such a way that someone can say," Well,

this is the way yo do it, now you got to do it for me'yhen in his

case it wouldn't apply. We have to make a rule that can have cont

inuous (1k) or else have a reason for changing it. Once this thing

gets established, It tends to get set and there's nowhere I know of
easily

where you see it more /1j than in Church History. How easily

situations get set and how hard it is to change them once they get

set. I've occas si onally been one of a

group of older men who have established an organization and we condsid

er different things, Would we like to use this name of that name? Would

we like to have this particular way or that particular way4end of rec

ord.) that we thought would be more effective, and we thought we could

change it doesn't work and then five or six years later you Ihave a lot

of younger fellows that come into the thing and perhaps grew up in it,

and you find that to you then this thing is almost sacred, and to make

ˆiI%$% change In this thing that they have een use to all these years,

they would fight terrifically fR to avoid any change. It is establish

ed. It's the thing they are used to. It's the great wonderful thing.

How easy it is for us to let secondary consideration become primary in

our minds. And so this matter of seeing how thematte1s of Church
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History have proceeded is vital not only to see how the present cond
it

itions have come into existence, but $6 (1) to stand something
us

which every one of/will find himself in this life today how

they are apt to work out in one direction or another.

Nor the fourth question in Church History here, is a rather obvious

one and a rather extremely important one, that some might thing of as

the first question. Some might think of as the only question.
has

It is a very important question. How 8869 God vorkd? How has God

(1 1/2) attention to a little group of men have stepped out for

God and God has worked wonderfully through them. God has done marvelous

things beyond our imagination. It is the most important course in

Church History. It is %y the most vital thing in the world the way in

which God has worked and the way in which he does work. It is snething

that we can learn best of all from the study of the Bible of course, but

we can see it in Church History and everywhere else and it is extremely

vital for us, but the reason I didn't put it first on this list is be

cause as Theological Seminary students, we are interested in getting

into the details of Church History and seeing the working out of many

factors and I think that this factor can be learned better from the

Bible than anywhere else. But there are other factors which we perhaps

can learn from Church History particularly well, and therefore I have

put this fourth. It is certainly first in importance, to see the hand

of God as He has worked through the ages.

The fifth question is not nearly so obvious, but is (2 3/k) for

the viewpoint of a Theological Seminary course in Church History, just

as important, and it is something that is partlculary vital for the

Christian worker and the Christian leader to understand. #5 Is to see

how Satan has worked. You cannot understand human life, and you cannot
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understand the History of the Church if you do not recognize Satan as

an active, moving force. There is no other possible way to understand

it. I have often heard a man give a talk on how God has worked in a

particular mission, in a particular organization, in a particular advance

and shown the wonderful way God has worked here and there and the other

place and it is marvelous and we praise the Lord for it. But then I
th affairs of

have had the man to dinner perhaps, and we have talked over/the/org

anization $1Ø with which he is connected and as we have discussed it, ke

had mentioned something which went forward and looked just as fine as
it just

anything (k) and then it reached a certain point and %$/I% went

this way. And he described another one and then this came in and you

could see how time after time Satan had been working (11.) You

cannot explain this world by simply believing in an absolute God, and

saying that explains everything. It does nothing of the kind. There is

an absolute God who has established and controlled everything, but God

for purposes of His own has chosen to permit Satan a very large meas

ure of freedom in this age, and this world is Satan's world and when

Johah fled fDom the purpose of God, he got down to Joppa and immediate

ly he found a convenient ship already for him to take him off in the

opposite direction from which God wanted.4f The door was open to take
if

him there,/it is the opening of a door that shows you God's will then

be pretty sure that it is God's will, and not Satan's that is opening

the door. Satan is very, very active in the world, and in Church

History it is vital to see how (5) It is wonderf11to see how in

Germany, God worked through Martin Luther In that little group in North

Germany and God U/$%pI turned 2/3 of Germany and England and Scotland

and Scandinavia to the Gospel and be Wonderful things God accomplished.

It is wonderful to know that, but if you are going to understand the

working of the world as it is today, it is also vital to see how the

reformation spread all $)/7 across Poland and across Southern Germany

and completely across Austria, and how Italy and Spain there were thous-
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ands reading Martin Luther's works, and how 1/3 of France was crossed

ans as fine a group of people the world has ever seen today, among

the Hugenots of Fraiwe. Then, how the Devil worked internal descension

among these groups and how he brought in clever attacks of one source

of 3nether from the outside and utterly destroyed Protestantism in full,

and I've been told that a number of criminals

in U. S. of Polish extraction is far beyond the number of Poles in the

U. S. and I'm absolutely certain that would not be the case, if the

RFformatlon is (6 1/2) . Poland, instead has had it's opportunity

to go on as it made it's wonderul start and become a great christian
th y

nation. You go into Switzerland today and Denmark, and/say, I was

reading a travel book and it said that you could lay down a gold piece

in the Public Square and you can leave it and when you come back five

years later it will still be there. The only thing that might have

happened, it says, is that they might have stationed a policeman by

it to guard it lest some foreigner should come. But it is a fact that

in Switzerland and in (7) ;you don't hesitate to leave things

around, it's perfectly safe, you don't think of anybody stealing from

you and then you steip across the border into Italy and?Into Spain and

you hold your hand 7 1/k Are the Italians and the

Spanish naturally dishonest? Not at all! One group, I don't say that

they know the Gospel today, but they have a background of the results

of the Gospel. It has been effective in the life of the nation where

they've established a tradlton and an attitude which effects all teh'

pop1e in the nation and the other sections have been deprived of the

opportunity to hear the Gospel and the reason for it cannot be accounted

for altogether if you leave out the clever activity of Satan.in the course

of History. Now it is vital then, that we see how Satan has worked and

that we lwarn to realize that you won't necessarily step out as one man

and turn the world over but one man with God can do a great deal but it
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may be God's will in any situation in which you find yourself to permit

Satan to have a tremendous effect 3/k We must learn how to look

to God for deliverance from the wiles of Satan and we must learn what

attitude we must take, but we should certainly never cooperate in any

way in any of his activities. So this fifth question is an extremely
part of the purpose

important one as of the Church history.

And then the 6th purpose of Church history. The 6th is one in which

is often very easily overlooked as we study about different centuries

that we learn of the great men as we learn of the movements and as we

learn of the developments of Doctrinal ceremonies and so on, it is easy

for us to see those men simply as names moving across the paper. The

events that thay at the stream of history as it proceeds on and I think
one of the

that/y# greatest values of history is #6 to see the great men of old

as real men facing God. To see them in the situation in which they were

adn to see how baffled they often were as they saw the circumstances before

them, and it see some of the problems that faced them as they tried to

make necessary decision and to lee how often just a hairs breadth would

turn them away from this decision or that and how they came to the

right decision. (10) To see them as real men, men of flesh and

blood like ourseif. Men ,v/'/ who faced real problems. It wasn't simply

a cut and dried thing. It's soleasy to get a simply account of the

Reformation and think of this wonderful man Martin Luther who went and
ab rI c

nailed something on the church door and immediatuly the great rˆ${Z4('

of Rome fell down and the Reformation was established, but to see the

problems that faced him when he decided whether to do that and to see what

he had In mind and how different the results were from what he had im

agined. And to see the problems that faced him and for many of them he

decided in such a wonderful way, and in some of them he made such very

unfortunate 9 9/10 even to the present day. We cannot
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unfortunately give the time and attention to number 6 that I'd like. We

have too much material to cover and it will be only occasionally that we

can really delve into the life of one of these great men, but even at the

risk of losing something of the great movement and something of the matters

connected with our other questions, I think it is worth our while to take

time to come to know some of these men and to understand their problems

for it has a very great bearing on our own country and let us larn somehting

of the method so that with the background of the material gllyXXX we get here

in class, you can yourselves do it later on for various individuals thru

the courses. And so these are the six questions that we had in mind in these

two years in this course in Church history. %e want to see how these six

different matters have worked out and we want to see how they apply in dif-

ferent forms of church history. We want to get a background of knowledge
tremendously

which whould be IJL f4% vital in helping us in our service for Christ
course

together. When I had Church History it was a fØ1 three year $,i(. I wish

that we had time for a three yea course here, but there is so much to cover

in the three years and I do believe that the interpretation of the Bible
so

is far more important, $yI% we have found it necessary to cut it down to

a two year course. I think that we will cover all that is vital in Church

History and that is necessary in an undergraduate Seminary course. (l?l/2)

But I remember that in that course, which I had in Seminary, ghere was a

great deal of time spent of the Medieval (13) and we ooked at the

and the and we looked at a tremendous mass of dejtai1

in the middle ages y1/which I find extremely interesting, and I would

enjoy giving a whole year in the study of the middle ages, but from the view-

point of our practical drive and our purpose is definitely practical in this

course as in all our Seminary courses, and from the viewpoint of practical

value it is tremendously important to know what happened in the last three

centuries. Tremendously important because th effected a thousand times
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more than what had happened earlier and is tremendously important that we

know what happened in the first few centuries because that layed the foun
christian

dation of our y/$yfz/$ world and because many pethple who will go back

to thatas if it were the supreme authority. And the middle period has less

direct effect upon us (1k)

we will have to spend very little time upon it

along with the other things which are not of greater interest but of more

practical value. I shall always try in our selection of material to have in

mind what is most necessary for us in serving the Lord (lli.)l/4

Now I think that there is time left to assign a lesson. I don't like this

new fifty minute hour, we use d to have 55 and I've been realizing that is

much to be lost out of each of my classes, a lost of 5 minutes every day, but

we have to put u with it and after all 14 1/2

simply gathering evidence for it. I would like everyone here to get a loose

laf note book and a few pages for it and have one page for each of these

subjects, that is I would like to be able to start at the beginning. Acts 1,

and then mention the verses which seem to come under the heads mentioned and

give the number for it then turn over to the page where you have that particular

subject and put down the reference there and give a brief statement of what

;you found there under that heading. It's an 15 study, it's not an

exesgetIcal study. In this class we won't be able to take time to study

what is in dealing with seven different subjects called A, 13, C, Etc.

The first is The Nature of the Churdh. end of record
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The Early Church. How did the Early Church do things. We suppose God

the Early Church. what the Early Church did is told in the Bible.

And you will find in the Bible that there are times when the members of

the Early Church disputed among themselves and $'% disagreed. One part of

the Church did one thing and one did another. So after all, the question

isn't, "What did the Ealy Church do?" but the question is "What did God

command the Early Church to do?" You will find that in the Ealy Church

there were certain customs and practices followed in the first days after

Pentecost and then changes were made/ at God's express command, and surely

it was God's will that we should follow the changes he commanded when

Christians did before He commanded these changes. You will find

that a whole system of living was established in the early days when there was

a small group that had all things common, which never seems to have been
for

used again in the Early Church, but it continued in Jerusalem/some time.

That is what anybody/ would say. That means that the whole church should

be as the little group of Christians in the early days did. But when we ask

what the Early Church did, we do not have such a simple matter to discuss.

The question isn't, "What did the Early Church do?" The question is,
for them

"What did God command the Early Church to do? What was God's will/to do?"

And we can be sure that they like we came very short of His will so many

times. Put of course a great many people put tremendous stress on the

Early Church and what the Early Church did, and the Early Church should

certainly primarily mean the church of the First Century rather than any

proceeding centuries. And here we strike the vital fact that of the First

Century, aside from what the Bible tells, we know very,very little. Thre1

are many books which we call the New Testament-Apeeypka books, which purport

to tell us about the First Century. But mostly if historians pay any attention

as far as historical material Is concerned to any of these so-called New

TestamentAs Apocrypha. The Old / Testament Apocrypha are good
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religious books that were used, which never claimed to be authoritative

and which have been given an authority, standing by the only

which no other early day considered them to have. The New Testament

Apocrypha are books written by imaginative writers long aft -r the

events described, claim$'ing to give us new information about the great

leaders fl of the Faith, information which rests entirely upon the

imagination of the writer. There is no one of the New Testament Apocrypha

which has a sertheus claim to be considered as a historical document. There
(right things) would

are a few writings by early Christians which jfU naturally/give great

importance for historical purposes if they gave us much historical

knowledge. But they don't. W have today a few ritings from

early Christians shortly after the time of the apostles, and we are

tremendously interested in what they say, but there are very few of them and

they do not give us much information about history. The so-called New

Testament Apocrypha, all of the Acts of Peter, the Acts of PI-111p, the

Acts of the apocryphal acts of apostle after apostle, telling

us of what wonderful things he did, and all of them written probably

centuries after , and all of them full of miraculous events

which are ready to , so different from the miracles of
Christ in
the New Testament. They also press the Apocryphal Gosps

all sorts of ridulous things which the Lord Jesus Christ is alleged to
are

have done in His early life, and they also $/ not accepted by anyone

by any Christian group, as having any authority whatever, the

First Century of the church our knowledge is less that of any century in

the XXXJ whole hisotry of the church, that is aside from the true one

which the Bible gives. The Bible does tell us a great deal about the

church, that is the early church in Jerusalem, and then about the missionary

journeys of Paul, but it says practically nothing about the activites of

the Christians after Paul was converted aside from the direct activity of the

apostle Paul himself. It is a very important and vital study, the contents

of the Book of Acts, but in this particular course\tl1at is part of
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it also is part of Biblical study. And so

we consider that as Apostolic History , and a different course that

deals with it. We do not go into the hisbory of Acts in this course

at all except to merely point out the place which it has in Church

History, and that ,{%/fˆ// Insofar as Church History is authoritative

as telling us something about the early churc, that history is to be

found in the Book of Acts and in the Epistles which are /(V1% found

in the New Testament, along with a very little, a very few other things(?)

which were written shortly after the time of the writings of the

We have very little knowledge about the First Century which directly

relates to the church, but there's a good deal of knowledge of the

First Century in general. Infact it is a fairly well known

century, and it vital that we know something about it as background,

not only for the history contained in Acts, but our imagination of

what must have happened between Acts and the Second Century, and of "

course for the few facts that that we do know

to have in that era.

And so we will make a capital A under 1, "The World Into Which

Christianity Came". the world into which Christianity came was different

from the world at any previous time in history, and the period of four

centuries during which the Christian religion overspread the Roman Empire.

It's different from any four centuries in the history of the world, these

four centuries. And so if we are to understand aright the history of

ChristIaniy, it is vital that we know something about the very peculiar

and different situation of that particular time, a stluation in some

regards more like the conditions which relate to in 1914, than

any other period in the history of the world, and that condition jyI

from 1807 to 1914 Iis more different $jI from world conditions today

than perhaps in any period in history, except for this First Century.

So we will look at number one, The Politleel Situation. The Political
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situation had a great deal to do with the condition. God prepared the

way for the spread of the Gospel. He established a politleal situation

at that time which was different from any that had existed before and which

made it profitable for the Gospel to spread with greater ease than it ever

before had occured. That which is primary of course about the Polictcal sit

uation is the establisheent of the Roman empire. An Empire which was est

ablished just 26 years before the birth of Christ. Rome as you know was a

small city in Southern Italy which some centuries before the time of Christ
1200 sears before the

had begun a career of conquest over it's 8 3/4 and the time of

Christ all of Italy had come under the control of the Romans and then there

always fhave proceeded and in the course of 200 years they have conquered most

of the rest of Europe except northern Furop;, of course and they had penetrated

quite a distance into Asia. Now this conquest is not of course the only great

conquest which has occured in the history of the world. The Assyrian conquest

a number of areas, the Babylonians did also and the Persians, but the Romans

(9)
conquest is very definitely/of the nature of the Roman Gov't. which made the

conquest. Ie'sne thing for a man like Napolean and like Alexander t1 Great
conquer

to build up a tremendous ial1tary enterprize and to %1%47 atremendous

territory and that is one thing but for a prowl like the prowl of wolves

which contantly (10) during the period of several centuries
as this

until eventually it has conquered such a large territory/so a force of much

longer continuance and duration, a force which is not dependent on the genius

of one man, but which is dependent on the condition and the situation of the

nation and the talents that it may possess, and which it has gotten thru

it's control. And therefore it has an far greater influence on

the world than just a second conquest which occured. It is remarkable to

read the history of a period of a century and a half before the time of

Christ, When Rome possessed little more than Italy itself and you notice
fhow

that in that time >I$j the Roman force was able to interfere in the events

which were in Egypt and in Asia and to interfere so effectively that a

word from the Roman authority was apt to mean more than a large army in some
the Romans had to fI ht

other field and ft many wars in order to
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maintain and to hold such a word of such an authority. But there was a sys-

tem there in Roman which made it possible to exert this cause over a long
of

period of years. Most of us tend to have the idea t'14 the Roman Emprorer

at the time of Christ as simply autocrats, dictators which were being told

the things (ii) and Christianity came into the world

tht is not true. That sort of Dictatorship was present but is was somehting
was engrafted

that XXXXII over something else this had existed. The other thing was that
power

the Roman X,z'e was extended toward a system of orderliness,

a which had the ability to continue itself and to take over large

areas and to include them within it's jurisdiction. It was a system of law,

it was a system of contol, a system that was well enough established that

(12) during a long period and there have been very few

like it in the history of the world and none other which has been effective

in this way in which the Roman Empire was effective. I think that there are
in
many ways XXXX a similarity between the Birtish Empire and the Roman Empire,

aitho there is a very striking difference, but it is perhaps in this partic

ularly, God's more (120) than in the other Empire

And sr you have a situation in which there was a center of authority which

is not 'f merely a center of arbitrary authority but a center of law and

order. A center which was the desires of the particular fever might be

arbitrarily carried out, yet in general there was order and justice established

wherever the Romans went, and there was a situation, a (13) discussions
re

took place, It thich ideas we/presented in which men could travel freely,

carrying these ideas with them. It is utterly different than from any dict

atorship that has been established anywhere within this present century. The

Roman Empire was a system which permitted and established a tremendous amount

of freedom. As far as religion was concerned, the VXXX Romans were not inter

ested in what the religion was of the people. People were free to have their

own religion. The persecution of just the Christians were originally devel

oied from another reason than religion. Religion is made an excuse for other
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reasons for persecutions and then later on when the persecutions became in-

tense against the ehristians, it was on the plane that the religion had
and

certain features in it which /$p were contrary to the orderliness % the

law X//Ø/ of the Roman citiaens and this plane was not made against other

religions. The Romans did not attempt to secure a uniformity among the people.

They didn't try to enforce a (14) of ideas among the people. They werd

given freedom of discussions , thought, of speech, fredom of religion. The
has

freedom of the Roman Empire was probably greater then the freedom that existed

over so large an area (14 1/2) since that time, unless it be just since

lB end of record except for a table (0) ch attempt of the

supreme Government to enforece uniformity along certain particular line. o

you have a system of law and order established by a powerful force over a
scarcely

large area, such as the world had not seen before and has seen since,

which made a situation in which people in general could freely discuss the
the

things of/Godpel and in which the message of the Gospel could freely travel

about with a minimum of interference by the (i) We think of the

Roman Emporors and their aud powers, but it is important to mention

that the aud powers of the Roman Emperors was something that was excercised

originally by their personalities and their individual talents and which only

gradulaly came to (1 1/k) For centuries Rome had been a republic
in which

with a Gov't 1%%)1 the powers were transferred from one man to another with

no supreme power of only one man and with officials being changed quite freq

uently and with the Romans Senate, a large group of men, that excerciseda

a continuous control over the whole organization, and this Ø$/%j system

of the Romans was theoretically continued during all of the Roman Empire and

expecially during it's early days. The Roman Emperor was controlled (2)

one position , and then another position in it and in time his word became
but

to be supreme and the filling of these various positions $f% unless he

deliverately exerted himself to control every position in it the various

officials would consider themselves as (2) to carry out the system
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which had been &n existance already for some time. A system t which they

had responsibilities to the Roman senate and in which theye were certain law

adn certain systems and orders that they were bound to (2 1/2). In the

Book of Acts you do not find any criticism of the Roman Gov't. In fact, out

side of the Book of the Revelation in the NT, the attitued toward Rome is

rather friendly, and in Rev. it is only un (2 3/k) such as Babylon

tb we recognized pictures of Rome But in the NT aside from

that the Roman Empire is represented as in general friendly. It is represent

ed as a power which was maintaining good order. A power which might be indif

ferent but which was not harmful. And that was the attitude of the Roman

power in the early days of the spread of teh Gospel. Augustus, the first

Emperor and the word "Emperor"origInally simply meant "leader of an army", it

was not a position, X//') actually in the Roman Gov't. Augustus established

a golden stone in the throne in the center of Rome and from this center (3 i/g)
during

was milestoned fpf the distance from this center of this golden stone in the

center of Rome by and then from various connections they spread

out into all of the Roman Empire. (3 3/k) Into Spain and France and

eventually they were continued in England and far to the East and in Africa,

these roads were continued and there never have been such a system of roads

before as the Romans established and over these roads there was constant

traffic and constant commerce, constant sending of , there was a

situation established that was easy for Christians in different parts of the'

Empire to maintain communications with each other and for them to help one an-

other, a system which the world had never seen before. And so while the Roman

Empire eventually became a great persecuting power and Christianity had to

face the persecution of the Roman Empire, this persecution was after all

(k 3/k) the great persecutions and in between comparltave

indifference and in early days there was complete difference against the

first great persecutionwhich came not from the Romans but from the Greeks,

Paul appealed to the Roman Empire and it was his appeal to Cea.sar from the
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(5) that brought him to Rome for and it is probable that

the condition is that at his first appeal to Caesar that is before one of the

representatives of Caesar, in Rome, he was acquitted and was set free and

1ater1'- death at the hands of came from entirely different

and had nothing to do wth the original situation in Jerusalem from which

he had appealed to Caesar. So in the providence of Gd there was established

this Roman Empire, which provided a widespread area of peace for a fairly

long period. There has never been peace for as long a time in the history

of the world before over so large an area as there >I/6p'/ was in the

first two centuries of the Christian era. There has never been such a successt

of communicating roads, and such a L that a man might freely

pass from area to another without having to have passports and permission

of officials and give a full account of what he was doing and why he was

going and all the restirictions which dictators and autocrate have

established since in order to make difficult dissemination of ideas from

one area to another. Dictatotrshlp in our modern day means an attempt
merely

to compel people to thing uniformly. Hitler didn't/try to make the

Germans walk and march , he tried to make them think as he said,

and make them take the attifiude toward various groups and various nations;

at least he tried to do that. There was nothing like that in the Roman Empire.

So we have then a political situation in the Roman$ days of the Christian
peace

Church in which there was a system of orderliness, a system of /$% a

system wich came during that century under the direction of the Roman

Empire, and some of these Roman emporors were men of very arbitrary

attitude, but Øé//11/ arbitrary attitude did not color the whole system

nor did they make any attempt to extend it into every phase of life. And

at the same time the arbitrary attitude was perhaps offset by the great
showed

ability of these some of these men in making the system work

beter even than it had worked before. And so in this great empire, with

this great political power, Christianity began in Roma, and the leaders of

the empire did. noting about it. And it was a century before any great
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attempt was made to the Christians 7.7/8

About half a century after we found one of

the emporors using the Christians as an excuse for his particular purposes

which he had in mind and instituted a terrific persecution, but it was

that it was just an Oriental sect which he was using as a

iieans of carrying out his particular ideas. We will look at that of course

in alittle more detail later.

#2 The Various Cultures of hte First Century A.D. And this is very important

to understand the spread of Christianity, to see the sort of conditions

into which it came , the culture which was then widespread. Today you

go into France and ou have a French culture, in Germany you have a

German culture, you go into Italy and you hve an Italian culture, and you

have certain things in common with them depending upon your background. You

come into the United States and you have a general lack of culture. You

are certain to be amazed at the culture of these other nations found

But in the days of the early spread of Christianity you had

individual national cultures as you have today, but you had certain cultures

that were much more Z)( widespread than anything in the world tˆØ'// today, and'

perhaps much more dynamic than perhaps any culture is today.

And the outstanding one of these was the Greek culture. And consequently we

find that the New TEstament is not written in Aramaic, the language of the

Jews, the language which Christ doubtless ordinarily spthke, the language

which most people in Palestine commonly used; it is not w1itten in Latin,
for

the language of the Roman authority, the language which was used ,X/most

political purposds, but it is written in Greek, the language of the

'p{ dominent culture of the day/. The Greek people were not the dominent

people, they were a subject people. They had no politiaal power at this

time except as individuals of Borne and might have secured Roman citizenship

and become powerful in Rome, but comparitively few of them had at this time.
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There were many and assistants to Roman officials, that

sort of thing, but actual power in the hands of a Greek was very uncommon

at th particular period. They were a comparitvely small people, Greece

was one of the smalest countries, but the Greek culture was a factor in.

life just as important as the Roman political power at this time. As you

know, previous to 300 B.C., there was the classical history of Greece, and

the developement of that great culture, and the culture of

of anything that Rome has ever seen before or since.

But greece had lo:t its political independence before 300 B.C., but at that

time Alexander the Great, whose arms had conquered most of the western world

and. he introduced into the different areas

Greek culture. And from that time on we find Greek culture somewhat

becoming a constantly spreading and increasing (power on the

globe? and it was very different from Roman culture. Eventually it became

the supreme force in the Roman Empire. We call this period after 300 B.C.

not a Greek period but a colonistic period, and we use the word ucolonistic!!

to indicate that it is not exactly the classical Greek culture , but somewhat

modified. And tb colonistic culture looks back to the culture of Greece,

Athens, the great cities of Greece, it looks back to them and
ed

it fOllOW$ them, but it followed them in certain regards which made a

tremendous impact on the people of the areas into which it spread. It

spread an emphasis on the individual, and emphasis on individual freedom,

on the right of individual thought, on the desirblity of

developement of individual talent. (Almost l2)

All over the Orient ---colonies-- . It was typical of

conqueror to have a large gymanasium and a

large music hail. You will have concert halls and you will have athletic

contests. would naturally develope the talentsof the
those

individual, whatever Ø talents may be in particular sphere.
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They had the reading and the study of the great classical writings of

Ancient Greece, which tended to develope the individual power of expression,

and of thinkng, and the individual love of beauty. And there came to be

these great athletic $$' contests, and musical contests, contests in

writing poetry, contests in making artistic productions, great activity

in all the the Hellinistic culture. And it produced a

unified system of culture more or less through% the Roman Empire, with

many national cultures here and there. It produced a situation in which

there was one language which was understood everywhere, though not the

common language of the people in any large section of the Orient. It was

understood everywhere through the great Orient,

much more tha%n Latin would be understood even though it was the Roman

Empire. You will find great numbers of people in Rome itself who would

understand Greek, because every Roman who wanted to be cultivated voui

1arn CrRPk, an(:! Latin was simply the common language , and the
really

language of political Rome. Rome began to be a great colonistic city
at

just about/the time of Christ. There was great oppostion among the Romans

previous to that time to the Hellinistic culture, but if someonfwould have

(Could not distinguish a couple of lines at the end of this record.)

Ch 6
which meant that
He found Rome with many little houses and in which Romanist people

lived, and buildings which were not particularly fine buildings

many of the citizens, and as he built buildings on the model of the

great Hellinistic buildings in the Hellinistic cities, even

better than what he found there. And so in Rome there were buildings built

on the Hellinistic model, but even finer because they had fitted together

the ability of talent and of the whole empie, and during the

next two centuries Rome was changed into the most beautiful city in the

world, a city which had more of great culture and of great wealth of art

than any city in the world, and it probably still retains that situation

today.
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It does not have quite the leadership and! that it had then

but when you think of art there is not any city-,

and which it has maintained ever since. \ But this culture which

p{Ø Rome developed was a Hellenistic culture rather than a Roman

culture. It was Roman power and Roman law, but it was an imitation of

the Heflinistic culture. And so this Hellinistic culture is the great

widespread culture of the day, and provides a background and a medium in

which Christianity could spread, and with which Christianity had to deal

as it went from place to place. This then was the outstanding culture

of the day; the Roman culture had expediently absorbed the Hellinistic

culture, the Romans were taking over the Hellinistic culture, they were

7p1ˆ imitatiting it in many ways except in law and in power in which the

Roman emporor was . They probably could mention the Roman

culture as such a great culture, but it was one which

people after people was absorbing the Hellinistic culture. Now of course

the other culture which was of interest to us, particularly in connection with

the spread of Christianity is the Jewish culture. Adn the Jewish culture, or

the Judaistic culture, is one whichyou know is very very different from the

Hellinistic culture. It is a culture which in our day has in many

senses has now become very exclusive, enclosed within itself, and the general

attitude of 5he Jews has been a born Jew, and the

Jews, and there are otheres \ its entirely

and not . They had proselytes all

through the ages, and they have them today, but no great number, $j but in

the time of Christ, many of them felt that they had something that was

unique and wonderful, and that other people should have the opportunity of

adopting it. Remeber that in the Gospels, Christ said to the Pharisees,

"You cmpass heaven and earth to make one proselyte," and there was an attempt
adopt

to get people to adopt it, to/the Jewish religion and with it the Jewish

culture , and there were groups of people all over the empire who adopted

the Jewish religion even though not themselves Jewish by birth. And then

the Jews had taken advantage of the Roman law and to spread all over
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the empire, to en age in trade and other here and there through

the empire, with a particular culture and a partlcul,ar

viewpoint , with a synagogue in which they gathered on the Sabbath to read

the law of God, and this made it possible for Christianity when it went into

an area to find people there already %4/t'j/ to whom many of the concepts

were familiar, and people to whom it could first be presented, and people

who ere prominent, many of the ~reat leaders of Christianity in its early

days . The Jewish culture was known by the Romans nearly two

centuries before the time of Christ; it was recognized vy them as a very

peculiar sort of thing, but (//j/ yet as one which had % a right to exist

in the empire. Relatively seldom up to this time were the Jews persecuted

by the Romans. They had freedom to go on with their religion, and they had

freedom to travel from place to place, (/ except occasionally some Roman

official would think they were a nuisacne and would order them out of his

particular area. But in general they enjoyed a good many freedoms, and

some of them reached a fairly good position in the Roman State. But if they

did it was difficult to do it and they

by the other people. One very interesting thing which hppened in this

First Century AD. There was a Jew who was thoroughly familiar with
llv&d

Jewish culture, a man who had / with various groups in Jerusalem and

Judea and knew the Pharisees and the Sadducees and the Essenes and the
had

the different groups, who large personal acquaintance, and he was a

general of the Jewish army. Then the Jews revolted against the Romans,

but when his section was conquered, and the jRomans conquered his army

in Northern Palestine, he became a close friend of the Roman general

who later became Roman emporor. And % during the time when the Rcznans

were conquering the rest of Palestine and killing thousands and thousands
the

of Jews in/Jerusalem
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area, this man was living in friendship with the general 6

When this man became successor to his father as emporor over the

entire Roman Empire, he took Josephus with him, and he Josephus

with great friendship and Josephus had every privilege as a friend of the

Emperor in Rome and he continued to dwell in Rome for thirty years after

that as a man who was highly esteemed 6 1/2 even though his nation

as a nation was conquered and was very severly treated. Naturally the Jews

looke don him as a colaborator and through tie middle ages they had nothing good

to say out Josephus and the history which he wrote were observed by Christ

ians not by Jews because the Jews had no use for this man Josephus. They

considered him as a traitor, a man who had gone against his intry. But

J0sephus maintained the Jewish culture through his life as he wrote books

in 7 of his nation. He wrote the history of the Jews, he wrote the

history of the Roman conquest of the Jews and he wrote various other books

and he tooks avery important place in defending the Jews from attack of

other even though they considered him a collaborator and in general did

not like him and detested him still more in later years. So we have these

three great cultures and then of course the many local I%' cultures and

the many local cultures in this time had an opportunity ftV' bo spreadthat

hey had not had before and so we find Roman in the time of

the Apostle Paul who are becoming interested in the Jewish REligion%

7 3/k a Roman guide who became interested in the Egyptian
rights of

and prophesing the/old Egyptian

Gods in the world. Others are following %.é some of the old God's the

Romans had and all sort of and viewpoints which had originated in

the different areas were brought into Rome and found people there that followed

them just as we have today, also some ethical cults that

found themselves in some sections of U.S. today. In our big cities you will

find dozens of these cults which have their own following of people here in
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North and it was moreso in that day because there was greater freedom of

travel in the world than there is in our day. Now #3, the Reigious

situation in the world. At this time there were many 8 1/2 of rel-

igions throughout this area, but there were three great religions in the

world. That is three, I don't mean great, but there are something herently

great I mean religion with a widespread influence

of importance from our present viewpoint. And of these, of course, we are
need

particularly interested in the religion of the Jews and we don't pˆ/to

go into this into this class, it did mean that there were people scattered

throughout the Roman Empire that believed in one God and who tried

to observe the Sabbath day and who often suffered severe persecution for

their insistance for not working on the Sabbath Day. It meant not only that

it meant that omans and Greeks everywhere heard of the existance of One

God and %)'f It is very likely that the great system of 9 1/2 was
about

influenced by the knowledge of the Jewish belief f/ØI God and about His

command. It's not certain but it is hightly probable. ;At many points, the

fact that there were pople that believed in one God influenced the thinking

of the people around them, and of course there were individuals
politically

who adopted the Jewish religion. The religion which was/predominant was the

religion of the Romans. The Religion of the Roman Gods, but the Religion

o the Roman Gods as a rather 10 of a religion, there was great indiv-

iduals among the Gods, but not a great deal is known about them. They were
rather
'% figureheads. The Romans were very very strict in carrying out their

religious observances. They thought that it was very important that the

ØHf'/Gods whould not be displeased. They carried out all their religious
strictly

observances very %(tij. One thing for instance, an army would cross

a river if necessary if it would please the Gods and look up and see how

many birds that they could find, the number of birds determined if the Gods

were favored or unfavored, and %( if they were unfavorable, you had to wait
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and get their favor before you could go on. We read how one Roman army

about the time of Christ which was fighting in an area and they had to

cross a stream about six times and every time they had to stop and take a

look around for the birds. And 11 got around that by seeing

first that most of the Gods or Goddesses were some distance away from their

work. They were very practical people but they followed these rites bery

arefully and very strictly, but it was a religion of certain precise forms

and certain precise ceremonies, certain prescribed rules, there was no act

ual spiritual whatever to it. There was no heart relationship to

these Gods. There was practically no influence on the real actual lives of

the people. Now the Greek religion was very different from the Roman relig

ion, ybut thete was a superficial similarity to them, and the Romans decided

that their God's were actually the same ad the Greek Gods with other names, and

so they took over the Greek legends about the Gods, the Greek stories and the

Greek attituds toward their Gods, and they attribulted them to their own Gods,

and teh Greek religion was a very lively religion, with God's that were simply

human beings t% to talk, with features and like passions and 12

of human beings, but still the tremendous influence on

human lives. This Greek religion was largely taken over by the Romans by

saying their God's were the same as the Greek Gods l 1/2 and

so the two religions were but the Greek and Romans

Religions, nd particulary the Greek Religion by this time had fallen upon

a s of very great sceptiethsm. We find in lithe book of Acts that the

in Ephesus was tremendously interested in the Greek

REligion and the reason was fr)4t of course that they made the materials for
was

statues , etc. from which they received a good income and there great

13 at this time to those that made money, that among

the po=le aside from that a great scepticism had come. Their record

of the Greek Gods and of and there was actually
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very little belief anywhere in the Fmpire in the God's of Greece alone, altho

there was a fe&ling there were certain powers and. they better be 13 1/2

But it was a time when the belief in the old rel

igion had been largely forsaken, and the practical people of the day, as the

practical people of today take the attitudethat after all what matters what

we do and how we live and fogget this supernatlural power and they maintain

that attitude into the family or into the group or
but

tothe area and then when trouble came they could not naturally/recognized that
higher

there was another/power and thel attitude of the people today is to grab

ahold o the nearest one whatever it is and keep up in that particular

But there was a state of 14 A state of general unbelief

L. A t
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and exactly the form in which I wished the work to be done. though not

all had the form quite correct. There were a .few perhaps who did not

understand the assignment. So I want to say just a word about it. I

think I put notes on a number of your papers which will give you some ideas

of the point which I noticed. In most cases you seemed to have a pretty

definite understanding of exactly what it was. On the papers then which

you had for last time and vhlbh we are continuing for today and next time

the first matter which I wanted was one sheet which would, go straight through

the chapter and indicate those verses which you thought were vital in connect

ion with the assignment. And most of you had that. There was maybe one

person in perhaps seven or eight who did not have such a sheet. In that

sheet you do not have to tell what you derive from a particular verse except

to give the main division under which it falls, like division A if the

verse tells you something of the nature of the church or F if it tells

you something of the government of the church, and so on. Just each verse

from which you draw somethtg, place down there in order, and then the letter
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under which you had something related to it. Most of you had that correct.

There were some who put the meaning right there. If you want to put the

meaning there in addition to the other place I have no objection to it,

but in so large a class as thsi you have to have a certain uniformity

or it takes too much time in checking over the material. And so what

I want is at least to have the verse given on that first sheet and the

letter placed opposite it. Then 1/the other sheets were turned in by

most everybody; there were maybe four who didn't turn in the remaining

sheets. The remaining sheets were one page for A, one page for B, f

one for C and so on. And these pages were to give us hte verses which you had

marked on the first sheet as shoving something about the nature of the

church, the ceremonies of the church, its government, its activities, these

various other points, and on each sheet you'd have one subject and then

the verses from the chapter there which had something about it. Then
what

a brief statement of %)%71 you found in the verse that is

relevant to that. Some of you copied the whole verse, and that is not

the purpose which we have in mind. Naturally there's nothing better than

the words of Scripture, but our purpose here is not Olixil simply to

memorize an English translation of the Scripture but to get out of it that

particular idea which is relevant to our particular 1Ø( study, and I

don't know whether you get that or not, in fact I doubt if you do, unless

you put it into words. And 80 I do not want you, if it is Activities of

the Church, to simply quote a whole verse which tells how they met at a

certain time and had prayer and continued with what they did, but if prayer

i an activity, say "Prayer". If preaching was an activity, say "Preaching."

If communion was observed, say "Communion." What the activities were, jsut

say that, don't quote the verse. Well most of you understood the aessigment

accurately. Now in connection with this, I didn't check thDough the

interpretation you had of all the points

(A blank space at 5)
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And in your first chapter there in Acts, when you find that the first

recorded act of the group of Christians, that is the first recorded

discussion, in any official way, of the group of Christians, after the

ascension of Christ and the return to Jerusalem, consists of their

discussion in the upper room as to how they should fill up the body of the

twelve apostles and should stand as witnesses at the day of Pentecost, and

when you find that this discussion was inItitated by Peter standing up

and raising the question, and presenting the situation, and saying what he

thought ought to be done, and then when you find that they proceed to do

what Peter said (he didn't say who and when it would be, but he said what

they ought to do about determining one, what kind of a man and so on) and

then they proceeded to make the selection, and give forth their lots. When

you find that that is the $'% situation, no one who is interested in the

government of the Christian church can deny that it is a passage of real

importance In this connection. And consequently if you had in your paper

in connection with that verse, if you simply said, "Peter the leader"

you stated what the verse contained that is important for church government.

Peter was the leader at this point. There's no question of that. Now if

you ignored Peter, you were not fulfilling the assignment, because the assign

ment was to see what the passages are that are important in connection with

these different subjects. And this passage is certainly important in

connection with the question, "What is the government of the church?"

This pasage shows Peter as the leader. Well now one man may say, "Yes,

the Lord appointed Peter to control the church, and therefore Peter got up

and he said what they should do, and they did it. Well someone else can very

well say, "Well I don't know. Let's read the passage. Does Peter say, 'I

as the authority declare this is what you must do'? It doesn't sound that

way t4ne,"
he could say. $X/ Now someone else could say, "peter is simply

one of the members of the church, there are dozens of them, there are one

hundred twenty there He gets up and makes a suggestion as anybody could do."
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Well, you have a right to look/p{Ø at it and suggest different possible

interpretations. And we're not interested in this class in determining

which interpretation is correct, but we're interested in this, in

designating this as a passage which is vital in connection with this

discussion, and I would say that rather' than spend three or four hours,

if we were studying the book of Acts now, in trying to decide 1%$

whether in this case Peter was the 7/ monarch who declared what the

church should ds the vicar of Christ for now, that it would be much more

profitable to look at the passage, see what's obvious in it, and {/%{/

then before going further into detail on it, go on and look at the rest of
else

Acts, and see if you find that everywhere )i in the Book of Acts that

where an important decision or action was taken, Peter got up and said,

"This is what we're going to do," and they did it, you'd have a Oxi

pretty hard job denying that Peter is the monarch and the Vicar of Christ

as His representative. But if you don't find that to be the case, you're

in an entirely different situation. And so simply to indicate this passage

as important, and then as you notice other passages of importance on the

question later, to indicate them, and then to eventually bring them all

together and compare them, will give you a far better light on the problem

than to spend a great deal of time on simply arguing about this one

particular passage. Now from the other viewpoint, "Is Peter just an

ordinary member of the church who got up and made a suggestion." Well,
Bartholomue

if it said,' /fØX%,1 got up and said (thi
"

, we would say right away,

71r$Ø "Well, Bartholomue is one of the apostles, he's one of the people

Christ up, but it's not Peter.7 This suggests that anyone of

the apostles might get up and might make a suggestion. But it isn't

Bartholomue. It is Peter. Now if it had said that Simon the Cyrenean

got up to make a suggestion, or some other individuals who wasn't one

of the apostles, if he got up and said it, you would right away say,
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"Look here, at the very first very vital action in the Christian church

the man who rules was just an ordinary pii disciple, not even one of the

apostles. That proves that they were all equal and anybody could get up

and make a suggestion who wanted to." But it doesn't say that. The one

who got up was Peter. And so that it doesn't prove that Peter was the

monarch, it certainly doesn't, this alone. But certainly there is a

certain evidence in that direction from this passage which must be taken

in connection with other passage, and if there is not from this passage

evidence against a (primacy?) of Peter. Of course it is a fact that in

any body of people you will find that a few naturally assume leadership,

and actual equallity of numbers in actual practice is impossible. The

bulk of the numbers may have very definite ideas but unless somebody gets

up and voices them most of them will sit quiet and say nothing. They may

even sit quiet and go along when something is done they JJXX disapprove of

and criticize it privately later. It is comparitively few people who have

the leadership to get up and to make new suggestion like peter did here,
not simply

and to make it and 1Xj/%/have people/sit quiet and go on to the next

business and ignore them, but to have people feel that"It is important that

we consider this matter." Leadership is a vital matter anywhere. Peter

is the leader in this situation, there is no question. Was he the leader

because of his inherent ability, or was he the leader because Christ had

appointed him and in him rested the authority? The passage doen't tell us/

which. WE think of different possib,ilities, but it is extremely vital if

you're interested in the question of the government of the Christian church

to note this passage and give it its proper weight, and not to try to explain

it away, but to compare it with other passages and see what you derive from

them all taken together. And therefore I was much pleased when I found

as I did in about half the papers that you said, "Peter the leader," in

connection with this verse, which I think was a very excellent statement
of what the verse shows. He was there the leader, and that is importatn
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for church government, and whether that proves he was a monarch, or

whether he was simply a man of leadership quality, is a thing to be

discussed and decided on comparison with other passages, but this passag e

definitely shows that much, he was the leader. Now if "meone simply said,

"peter spoke," you didn't bring out the vital point, but you did notice

that Peter was active here, and so I nave you half credit on that

If you didn't mention Peter here, that was a very sad and serious ornmission,
connection with of

in/the matter 1%/church government in relation to Acts 1. Now I discussed

that here to this length to give you perhaps more of an idea of what our

purpose is here in going thDough these chapters: To note what the passages

are that are vital in connection with the questions I have mentioned about

the Christian church; to note what the vital passages are, and then when you

want to consider one of them, you look at all the passages. We're not

interested, for instance, in this course in the matter of baptism as

taught in the Book of Acts. But when you finish going through Acts

this wa'y you will have all the pasages there relevant to that subject

mentioned on your one sheet, and when you are interested in it, you have

them all together, and you will avoid the error that people make in

connection with any of these , of taking two or three pasages

that fit with their viewpoint and talking about them a great deal, and

ignoring others. Y'u will have them all there, and you can look through

them all and give them each a proper weighting and study and comp

them, and see what decision you reach . And that is true of fifty or a

hundred other questions that will emerge as you go through the Book od

Acts in this lesson. One other question was raised in one or two papas,

and I'm sure that it is in the minds of a number of you. "When did the

Christian Church start?" I asked you "What is the nature of the Church?"

"What was the government of the church?" ; these differezt questions,
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"Is a body of people who believe in th L" J,,& Christ and are

saved through Him the Chta (li,,1?U If it !, then the £hritjan

Churc1. started/after the Garden of Eden, and Adam

(end of record)
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who were with Christ, and understood what His death meant, and were

saved through it, certainly they were Christians, were the Christian

Church. Certainly it was them, a representative body of the Christian

Church, which stood with Him on the Mount of Olives. And so I think

that a very very great argument can be made for saying that chapter one

is dealing with the Christian Church very def4itely, and that in chapter

two we have the Christian Church empowered for service, given anØ

equipment for witnessing, and for enlarging and extending itself, but

not receiving its beginning. However, we're not trying to decide that

question here. If someone wishes to take an opposite view, and say,

"No, there was no Christian Church until the Holy Spirit fell upon

the men at Pentecost, and they began to speak with tongues and to witness

publicly to the Gospel. The ØØ Christian Church starts in Acts 2."

Well, if that is the case, neverthelessl the body of men there who are

the Christian Church in Chapter Two on are already active in Chapter

One; they were already concerned with what they bellvved in Chapter One;

they're laying the foundation of the activities in Chapter One; Christ

in the first part of it is giving them commands which relate to the whole

hitory of the Christian Church. Whether those commands begin to be operae
not till

I in Chapter One or/Chapter Two, the discussion in the upper room at

which Peter spoke was a discussion about what they ØØ should do;when

the Holy Spirit fell upon them it related to their activities after

Pentecost very Ø%/'%/i%%/ definitely, and therefore that even if you were to

think that techilcally was not in existence until Chapter Two, yet
nevertheless the material in Chapter One would be of great importance
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In these decisions about the Christian Church. If that should be your

view, that the Christian Church didn't begin until Chapter Two, you

might say,%$/ "Material from Chapter One has slightly less important

bearing on the Christian Church than what follows, but the fact that

the angles told the men that they were to be endued with power, or that

the same Lord Jesus would come back as they had seen Him go into Heaven,
yet

you might say , "That's just men who weren't/in the Christian Church,

and yet when it's told in the chapter preceding that you would then say,

"It's the account of the beginning of the Christian Churchr It

certainly Is told there for the purpose by the Hly Spirit of showing

something of the attitude and viewpoint which characterized these men

from this time on, and you cannot say,That is not part of the Gospel

of the Christian Church, neither the resurrection nor the Second Coming,

because they're told in Chapter One, before Pentecost." You couldn't

take that postlon. So whenever you say that the Christian Church began,

whether in the Garden of Eden, or on the Day of Pentecost, or at sometime

in between, whichever your view if, Chapter One is vital in connection

with these questions about the Christian Church, bu t certainly Chapter

Two and all succeeding chapters are also very vital. Well now, so much

then for the assignment for lastime, which we vent over, and in view of

dlscusssion it may be that some of you may vent slightly to alter the

work you've done for today. I'm not going to collect the papers today

so if you should, you will have opportunity to do so. Now I'd like to have

a very brief statement that will $ give me a little better idea than I

have of the background of some of you in connection with this early part

ofthe Christian Church, so I wish everybody would take a piece of paper

and write your name on it. And this is a written lesson which is not a

quiz. By tjat I mean to say, it does not test what you have learned in

the course, because it deals with something we havenn't had in the course.
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But I just want to know what you know already. 3o it will be of interest

to me, but will have nothing to do with your mark, natura]4y, in the

course. Below your name, if you can, give the names of five Roman

emporors, and tell the approximate date and 7Ø/p1/ something about them.

Now you remember I said I don't care whether Columbus the world--, if

you notice that it's S92, l92, 1592, 1692, something '92k don't see

any value in that sort of date matter. But if you that it was in the

latter part of the Fifteenth Century, that it was around 1500, or that

it was around 1490, you've Ø% have a place for it in history which relates

to other things. And if you know the exact date, well enough, but what

I mean is the approximate date. % Did this Roman emppror reign about

1000 A.D., or was it about 300 B.C., or was it when. If you can name

five Roman emporors, give the approximate date, and tell a little about

each. I'd be interested to see how many can do that, and what you know

or think you know about " Now I want to say a few words about

the Roman emporore of the First Century A.D. There are only two of these

who are of vital importance in connection with the history of the church.

That is, of the church since the New Testament. There are two, or perhaps

three others, who are important in connection with the New Testament.

I want to say just a word about them; we won't have time to go into their

history much. You noticed last time that the Roman government was a

government of law, but the emporahp was superimposed over it. The emporors

did not build up the the Roman Empire. There was a system which had been

built up in a period of centuries, in which %$ there was a very definite

legal system $%$ with very definite rights for Roman citizens, and with

an attempt on the whole to deal justly, with not only Roman citizens, but

also with the OWO conquered peoples. The Empire was superimposed

upon it, and during most or the First Century, the emporors to quite a

large extent held their authority by virtue of an understood syateni4' rather
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than that it was actually part of the law. They held various postions

in the sta4e, just as other men did, but they had of course a determining

voice % often in who would be elected to these other positions. Now the

emporors of this First Century, are mostly of one of two groups of emporor

The first we might call the Julian emporors, and the second, the Plavian

emporors, and I think you ought both terms: the Julian emporors, J_u-l-i-in

named after the middle name of Julius Caesar. And the Plavian

emporors were a group of three emporors who held office for the latter part

of the century. Nov the Julian emporors derive their name from Julius

Caesar, who was not an emporor in the strict sense, but laid the foundation

of the Roman Empire/, that is, of the imperial control of that which

was already established by Rome in its power and authority and general

system. Caesar was assasinated in kkB.C., so he falls outside of the sphere

of New Testament history. But his great nephew and adopted son, Octavian

secured the power shortly after his death through a series.of intrigues

and battles, and took over the power which Caesar had managed to win.

Octavian took it over and weilded it for a long period. Caesar had veilded

it for a very brief time before his death. This man, Octavian, was given

the anem Augustus as an honor.,"The August One"; it wasn't his real name,

but we usually speak ofhim as Augustus. And he reigned until 14 A.D., so

he was the emporor who commanded that all the world should be taxed,

in connection with the birth of the Lord Jesus Christ. Augustus, like his

foster-fatkkr Julius Caesar, was a man of great ability, and the two of them
I

established the imperial control on a very sol&d foundation. I don't know

how many people today realize that Julius Caesar is responsible for the

'esent calander which we have. It shows that he was not merely a man of

jØ war, but that like Napolean, after he gained control he proceed to

carry through some very excellent reforms. And one of them was, he took

the old Egyptian calander of 360 days and he introduced it into Rome,

lacing the lunar calandep. Rome, like the Jews %Ø$ today, and like
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the Mohammedans today, had a calander which vent by the moon, and

consequently your seasons would run all around the year, except when

you introduced extra months in order to compensate. The Egyptians had

a calander which vent by the sun, but which was not accurate; it was

five days off. Julius Caesar corrected the Egyptian calander of 360 days,

and made it 365 days, and put in a leap year, which made it substantially

accurate. And he introduced this system, and it has been followed with

slight modifications right up to the present day. They took one of the

months and they lengthened it a little in his honor, added an extra month

and called it July, and then when Augustus became emporor, they took another'

month, added a day to it in his honor, and called it August after him.

So we have July and August after Julius Caesar and Augustus, but both of

them were able rulers who built up the country, and certainly had a benefi$

cent effect on the whole on the whole world which Rome ruled. But they

are not of great importance to the history of the church because the church

was of course not yet founded as an organization. Tiberius, the foster

son of Augustos, ruled from 14 A.D. to 37 A.D., and he was the ruling

emporor when Christ was crucified. There is an old tradition from about

200 A.D. that Tiberius suggested to the Roman senate that the name of

Christ be enrolled among the gods of Rome. It's pretty hard for me to

think there's anything to this tradition, because %$ $//,fXj/ after

all there's only seven years after the death of Christ when Tiberius

himself died. But it shows the attitude of the Roman emporors: they were

tolerant toward all religions, and if people wanted to believe in Christ

as god, they were glad enough to put up a statue to Christ, and to make

Him one of the gods along with Jupiter and Apollo and a hundred others.

Sre, worship Christ and worst* the rest of them. They were very very

toldrant. Christianity was not persecuted by the Roman Empire because the

Romans were intolerant; it was persecuted because the Christians were
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intolerant. It was the refusal of the Christians bo compormise which

led to the persecution of the Christians. The Christians did not merely

insist that their religion was important % and that Christ was God;

they insisted the other gods didn't even exist, and they refused to give

even the emporor himself a place as the equal of Christ. It was the

intolerance of Christianity, its refusal to compromise, which led to its

persecution of the proud Roman emporors, who permitted all sorts of

religions to have free reign in their Empire. Tiberius died in 37;

he was succeeded by two emporors who are not nearly as important ;

If you're not familiar with this history I don't think you need to bother

with their names, except that the first of them, Caligula, enters a little

into the discussion of the Books of Daniel arid Revelation, because of the

fact that though he started out as a very fine man, he seems to have gone

out of his mind and began to think of himself as a god, something that

the previous emporors had never done. He seems to have thought of himself

as a god and went into the temple and began to talk to the statues of the

other gods, and demanded that people worship him, and he tried to have a

statue of himself put into the temple at Jerusalem. The Jews resisted and

it was not done. But Caligula's character is of interest in connection Jft$

with the Books of Daniel and Revelation, though his actions are not particular

ly important as bearing directly on the Christian Church. The Church

was too small during his reign to come into any direct contact with him.

His successor, Claudius, was a man also of minor character as an emporor

(end of record)

(No records made of the following lecture.

See outline.)
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Outline of unrecorded lecture.

B. Roman Emporors.
The government was one of law--the emporor was superimposed over it.

1. The Julian Emporors.
2. The Flavian Fmporors.

1. The Julian Emporors.
a. Octavian.
b. Tiberius.
c. Caligula.
d. Claudius--Acts records he ordered the Jews out of Rome.

Seutonius, the historian, records this also, referring to one
'Crestus". Christ?

e. Nero (5k-68 A.D.)--an arbitrary tyrant. Wits devoted to his whims.
He first contacted Christianity in a vital way. He persecuted
Christians to veil his own wicked acts. Committed suicide.

2. The Flavian Emporors. (The family name.)
a. Nespaslan 69-79 A.D. Fought against the Jews.
b. Titus--destroyed Jerusalem in 70 A.D.
c. Domitian 81-96 A.D. The second great persecutor of the church.

A wicked man.
d. Nerva adopted Trajian (8 A.D. for 20 years.)

We have little knowledge of the Church from 60-loo A.D., forty
years. Acts gives us our only early knowledge.

C. The Spread of the Gospel.
The last forty years of the First Century are dark for lack of

facts, The Christian/91 zeal for Christ was a major factor. II. Cor. 11

D. Persecutions.

1. Persecutions of the Acts.
Persecutions were by the Pharisees and Sadduccees. the Sadduccees

were of high social and political estate; they feared that Christianity would
interfere with their revenue and begot the first persecttlons. God
allowed the small flame of faith to spread widely before the bloody
persecutions. Paul appealed to the Roman law to save him from a bloody
end in Jerusalem. Nero was enthroned when Paul arrived in Rome.

Tacitus says that Nero wanted to build great buildings in Rome.
He had not the patience to tear down the old dwellings, so a fire burnt
most of them down. There is no proof that Nero set it. He immediately erecte
a great palace. Some thought he set the fire, so he blamed the Christians.
The Christians were brutally and viciously tortured. This was not done in
an attempt to destroy Christianity deliberately, but rather to make
Ø$Ø/%,/1%j Christians the scrapegoat for his personal justification.
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A certain amount of true recollection and other that are highly fictious.

Doubtless when an apostle did a great work somewhere, people remembered that

for a time in the area. But a century D two later when they wre

interested in im.ginary stories, when they didn't have evidence about all the

apostles they so many eronouous stories sprung up that it is pretty hard to

know what is true and what isn't about the apostles. We actually can't be sure

about any of it except what we find in the New Testament. We have no certain

evidence aside from the New Testament. Now we notice the last time that the

persecution of Nero was not a persecution of Christianity on account of any'

doctrinal reason. No one either on the account of the refusal of Christians

to refuse to worship the emperoron any such ground as that. In! act there was

not in the time of Nero any widespread demand that individuals should worship

the Empreor. The persecutions of the Christians by Nero would seem to have

been simply an attempt to find a scape goat. and to distract peoples attention

from his own wickadness by blaming some other group and the Christians had

many enemies and seemed a likely group to collect force. At least that was the

view which was taken even by people who weren't even Christians at all. As we

will notice in a few minitutes. But that tis the characteristic of Nero

persecution. Then after Nero we have three emperors we nticed last time

They were only a year and a half between them. And so we won't bother particular-

fly about them but they were followed by he reign of their station. And their
(2)

station as far as goes there was no persecuting of the Christians. It was

in his reign that Jeruaaleum was destroyed. He had his big war against the Jews.

But there is no evidence of any persecution against the Christians under

Spacion or under his sun Tituts. Titus then was succeeded by Domician, his

brother the other son of Dopician. And Titut was one of the best then who

ever ruled as emperor. Though he only ruled for two years. Dominician whp

ruled for fifteen years was one of the worstknen. Moody, suspicious, treaterous

generally wicked, disliked by most people, eventially assinated , Domician seemed

to have been inuved by suspicion of Christians and initiated and carried thDjugh

a certain amount of persecuation of the Christians, but again it wasn't done
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with much understanding with what the Christianity was or what they were doing.

It would seem to be more of a matter of facial dislike of individuals. It may

be there is a tradition that one of the leaders of Dominician reign, a

was actually counciled a man 1who usually had two icouncils each year and the

emperor wzs one of them though he might shift to some other position temproarily

but in one year he was a council and a relative of his was also of council

And this relative of his, there is a tradition that he was a Christian. We do

not know for sure. But we do know this that at the end of the yaar Dominicain

had the other man killed. And his wife who was also a relative of his, driven

off to exile and there is better evidence that the wife was a Crisitan then

there is that the husband was and there is some reason they both may have been

Christians. But it was, it may have been that he as conquereor m/ had to take

a certain iposition in relation to the gain for Rome and the sacrifices and the

different pagan rites which didn't please him and made him abnoxious by his

attitude in the eyes of the pagans. We don't know. We have practically no

evidence. We will look at the evidence on this in just a fewkninutes. There

but this we do know that the persecution of Dominician, like that of Nero was

not an attempt on the part of the great Roman empire to wake up Christianity. It

was an individuals corat (k) which was rather severe in certalin sections

and particularily toward the end of his life but which did not involve any great

number of individual cChristians, althoug it may have involved quite a few in

some certain areas. md it would affact it seems of a certain atnonnt of

promise. And Dominician practiaeally finishes sthe first

century A. D. And brings us to ( blank space in record)

Seventy years after the death of Christ and we have no pagan writer who wrote up

to this time who makes any explicit m{{' mention of Christianity and we have

no pagan discussion of Christianity form this century from these 70 years which

have come down to us. And we have no evidence or recognition on the part of

the Roman Empire during this century that Christianity was its bitter foe.

And that either Christianity or the Roman emprie must in the end cry and therefore

in the end must root it out. The attitude was rather one of indifference and
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of which would perhaps picking the Christians for targets for a particular

dislike at a certain time but no concerted policy against Christianity. SIn the

early days we notice that Paul appealed to Caezar and the Roman empire was

perserved peace and made it easier for Christianity to spread. And while the

attitude was more or less hostile in lthe end there was not a definite policy

of destruction on the part of the Empire as yet. Now right at this connection

I said there was no pagan literature dealing with Christianity at this time.

There is one likehood who at this time who was lnot a pagan but Ia Jew who

with whom we should be familiar. That is Josephus. Josephius was born eitht

years after the crucifixation. So jhe knew nothing with personal acquaintance

with the disciples of Christ in ithe time that Christ was here on the earth.

But he tas bught up in Jerusaleuxn and he had acquaintance with alli the

difffrent groups of Jews and then Josephius made a General in the Jewish

army before the destruction of Jerusaleum he was taken prisoner by the Romans

and in northern Palestine he became a colaberator, became a freiend of the
was not yet emperor

Emperor Titus , was with Titus Titus/was the son of the Emperor but

he was with Titus when Jerusaleum was taken And Titus took hin with him to Rome

and showered all kinds of favors upon hlm . Josephus lived in Rome the rest

of his life with considerable afluence there and he wrote a good many books

And when people would look down onl-iim as a Jew he tried to persuade them they

should not do so $/{/ by writing of the greatness of the Jew. The

Jewish antiquity. The description of the histDry of the Jews. Copying from

the Old Testament whatever he foundkthere using his imagination alout those things

that the Old Testament didn't tell about. He tells us forinstanc,e how Saul

didd on Mt. Gilboa and he tells us what Saul said while he was dy ing. P

regular soliquity like Hamlet, To be or not to be. Josephus tool , into the

mock of Saul. He had quite an imagination which/'4es in some instances

may have given us a pretty good k aproximation of what actually happened and in

other cases it was doubtless very far away from it. In antiquities gives us

no history that is of importance aside from what we already have in the Bible'

But he wrote a history of the Jewish wars which is our best source $f outside
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of the New Testament for the history of Palestine. t{/ in the first centnry
a great deal

A.D. In that he tells us/about Jerusaleum as it was before the destruction

by Titus. And he tells about the uvnIiswhich led up to and concluded in the

destruction of Jerusaleum.. Later in his life he wrote against Athenism (lO-)

an Alexanderian who was writing anti-semitic leteratu.re. Josephus wote

against him in defense of the Jews. And so the latter part of Josephus life

was spent in research and in writing books designed to raise the reputation of

his nation but the Jews did not like him for they considered him a colaberator

with the Romans kwho had destroyed their land and so the Jews did not preserve

his work and so they had no likeing for him all through the ages. His works

were preserved by pagans or by Christians. Only in one place in the writings

of Josephus there is a reference to Christ. He is stalling us the history of

Palestine. I do not have the exact quotation here before me. Most of youj have

heard it at one time or another . He refers to the fact that tat at that time

sthere was a man who lived in Palestine who was the Christ. And1ho wrought

miracles and who was raised from the dead and as you read it it sounds like

a Christian confession and you can't see how a man could write something like

that unless he was a Christian. And so in the last century practicall all

criticals scores deceided that Josephus didn't like toree-write them , That

soem Christian inserated it later in his writings. Hwwever, Professor

H irac (12), the great German scholar presented a very strong argument that this

was genuine. That Josephus actually did write land there are those who now tend

more tb think that Josephus wrote this statement about Chsit or that Josephus

wrote a portion of it and later it was enlarged by Christians. It would seem

that, qluite reasonalbe that Jospehusk in the year ,Z 90 A. D. should say

something about Christ. By that time Christianity was 4%%/ rather widespread
were

and he is giving a history of the Jews and the Christians veid occaionalyy

persecuted and at other times the Jews were persecuted, people were constantly

confusing the two and it yea rather natural for Josephus to try to distinguish

between them and to show where Christianity began. If Josephus wrote this,

since he was not a Christian you would have to think that what he said that
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he was raised frm the dead and that he was the Messiah, that he means he

was the one whom the Christians cl1ed Christ land theone whom they considered

to have wrought laniracles and to have been raided from the dead. It is

possible that that is what he meant by his line, This is the promise of the

Christian sect tha this is the time when he lived. It is rather hard to know
for if a man

I personally hesitate to take Josephus as a witiness for Christ wl'ie-le

nmy actually believed those things about Christ. you would certainly

think he would become a Christian. It seemed inconsistant to say those things

and then not actually become a Christn. The first menition in Josephus is

I believe the thonly reference to Christ in any non-Christian literature that

was written prior to the first century A. D. Christianity lived through the

Empire here and there little gruoups of Christians were estableished

but the official writings of the Empire tell us nothing about it up to 100 A.D.

Now of course that statemtn should be somehwat modified. I said the fficial

writings of the Empire. We should modify that because the writings of this

time $$1 was sent on to Tyrus and To Tyrus to (14) This

does not react. We have practically nothing preserved that was actually

written during that first centry. So a great many things written during that

first century were copied later on parchment which he began to use two or

three centureies later. And of the material of the firs 1xentury that was later

copied, nothing contained a reference to Christianity except this one which the

Christianity (En of C i) (Begin C 2)

In the early days and we are indestructagle under ordinary circumstances.

They may be buried thousands of years and you can dig them up and still read

them. That is not tu.re of Priprus. He buried them and they desintrigate

very rapidly unless you are in a very damp climate of Egypt. And. so the

literature of the first cent ry has only been preserved in so far atht it

was copied at a later ttme. and it would seem very reasonalbe to think there

were reports for Pauls trial before Caesar, befkre Caezare represnatative in

Rome . And reports of many matters like that which were made at the time and

remained in the archives f decades. but of which no copy ramains to this day.
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N0 dea of Christian literature. Of Christian literature that we are sure

comes from the first cdntury A.D. There is noly one thing outside of the

New Testament. There are Imany approcapha gospels, aprocrphpa acts and etc
Then

written durig the next century. Them we would hardly cãll literature, and I

turst much of it is even Christian but they are mature dealing with Christianly

which was written after the first century but not during the first centny. We

have one word from the first century which is recognized by aill to be from the
epistle epistle

first century. And thatis the ofte±± of Clement . And this eal does

not bear the naem name of Clement. The copies, say the epistle of Cleffient

sai say there is no evidence that it was origlinally called that. The annie

Clement appears nowhere in the epist'e. but it is doubless the work of Clement
The tradition is very early that it is
pedition is very early that his work and we have evidence that this

epistle had was read in the church of Rome and repeatedly read through

secuding decades and copies of it were sent to tother churches and wven was

included in Bible copies at various times. Just as we may include a

concordance in a set of helps in a Bible or a little article on archeology

or something in the back of the Bible. Many Bibles included this epistle of

Clement along with the other books in the New Testament. along with the New

Testament. You have all read this, at least by tomorrow wyou will have all
fine fine

read this. It is a very %g production. it has a very t,/Christian spirit
and
t}'{/ attitude in it. Clement would seem to have been a real Christian man.

Of course you will indicate in the report which you give to me just how definttely

it shows Clements consciousness of lhis own position as the successor of
he feels

Peter and the one who has authority to speak and how mush/his authority has

lead the chruch of Rome and Z$%M what he thinks of the authority of the

Roman church over other churches. Tkht this is the only work that would c%7/

present any certainity that it comes from the first century. In fact there is

considerable certainly that it comes form the first century. In fact there

is considerab'e certainly Lhat all our other apostolic fathers so called jr

were not wrttten until after the first century. A. D. You occasionaly find that
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some group that likes the teaching of oine of them insists that it comes from

the first century. The Roman catholic church instists that the teaching

(3j so called vilicay the teaching of the twelve aposltes comes fomm

the about 100 A. D. And if you read more closely what they say, they 'vl

say if as we have it comes from the latter part of the first century but doubtless

much of it is copied from something that was from the very beginning of the

first century. And the reason fr that is of course because they think they

find in t1eit evidencef for some of their doctrines and some of their views.
end of the

But there is no% evidence of it coming before the/first century and very

e7-little reason fp5/%% to put it even at the beginning. So we know go on

to the second century and we will call, that Roman numeral two. The Church in

the Second Centbry land under this you will mention A. Pagan references to

Christianity. $/%'{%$g at the beginning of the century. Pagan references to

Christianity at the beginning of the century. Our first pagan refernces come

from the beginning of this century . They come from three men. Three men who

were good friends. Among whom I will mention third, I will discuss tjird,

I will mention first because in some ways he is the most important fo the three.

His name is Pliny. There was a great Roman leader who was a great student of

science, of natural history, who wrote many books on various fields of knowledge

whom we call Pliny the elder who lived in the first century A.D. And Pliny the

elder had a great nephew who was his adopeted son. Whom he very carefully
m the one to

claimed and tIlis is Pliny the younger/whom we are now refering. LP Plinly

the younger outshone the adopted father. Perhaps not som much in the field of

science as in the field of administration. He became a great leader in

Roman government a d he was sent by the emperor to be governor of a province.

See y-pe ii'b Fortunately forlus, two things Imay be mentioned. One-

he was a very able man an excellent writer, one whose writings were worth

preserving for th own sake. And secondly he was a very close friend of the

Emperor. He, it is hardly likely that all the governors of the provinces wrote
discussing

a great length to the emporer teend everything that happened in their

different kprovinces. But Pliny and the emporer where such close friends that
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they corresponded at great length. And for that reason we have information
province

aout his problems beyond what we have in any tbher province of the time. But

before we mention specifically what PW{// Phiny wrote, I want to mention

what he supportdd and helped and who consqquently were able to get along better

than they would have otherwise. But first, and thetthere is the man who is
generally
m-thought o be the greatest of the Latin historican, Tacitus. And Tacitus

only in the second century A. D. wrote a history of Rome. And in Tacitus

history of Rome he includes certain references. Yes he includes one or two

references which are probably our very first references to Christianity. One

T Renendered in the account of the trial of a woman in the reign of Claudius

whom he speaks of having been confused with accused of foiign superstitions.

And some people think that ths foreign superstition was Christianity. Well

I will not read you his statemnet on this because it seems to me that that is

very questionable. in any case. %% may he. But much more

important than that, is the statement by Tacitus from his history of Rome for

he is telling about the career of Neor. And it is our evdence for the

persecution of the Christian under Nero. and I read you a transtation of what

he said about it. Speaking of often mentioning the great fire in Rome in the

summer of A.D. 64, Tacitus goes on to say that all öhe endeavors of men, all

the empevrs largeness in the propitiation of the gods did not sufice to

enlay the scandle or banish the belief that the fire had been ordered as to say

that Neor had told people to set the fire and so to get rid of this rumor, Neor

set up as the culprit and. punish with the utmost refinement of crulety , a class

heated for their abonimations were commonly called *8k) That is our

first pagan reference to the Christians. And it is written nearly, it is

written about 80 years after the time of Christ. He describes them as a class
GèP494kiB- Christius

hated for their abominations and were commonly c.].led Christians. Christians

from whom Iheir name is derived was executed at the hands of the procureator

Pontlus Pilate in the reign of Tyberius. Check for the moment this cariliius
the source of the evil but

supertitiion again broke out, not only in Judea, but even in Rome that

receptacle for everything that is sorted and degrading from every quarter
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of the globe, which their kind will follow. Accordingly arrest was first

made of those who confessed to being Christians. Then on their evidence

an immense multitude was convicted. Not so much on the charge of arson as

because of hatred of the human race. Besides being put to death, they were

made to serve as objects of ammusement. Theewere clad in the hide of beasts

and torn to death by dogs. Others were crucified. Others set on fire to serve to

illuminate the night when daylight failed. NFeor had thrown open his grounds

for display and was putting on a show in the circles where he mingled in the

people and dressed as a chariteer or drove about in his chariot. All this gave

111 e to a feeling ofpity even towards men whose guilt merited the most
(10)

exemplitory punishment. For it was for that that were being destroyed not

for the public ibd but to graiaify the cruelity of an individual. Nov this is

fifty years after the time of Nero. Nearly 50 years after that Tacitus is

writing. But you notice that Tacitus says that an immense multitude was convicted

That is evidence that as only at 64 A.D. Thirty years after the time of Christ

according to the opinion of Tacitus 50 years later. As early as that time there

was an immense multitude of Christians in Rome. Well not he has no statistics

on it how large is an immense multitude. How much lO we don't know.

We don't know how many Christians there were in Rome but at least there were,

there was a sizeable group of Christians there to be persecuted by men and you

know that the attitudeTacitus sakes toward the Christians, a very sneering

hostile attitude and the terrible thing that he told the people whom he thinks

they are and he thinks they fully deserve punishment as enemies of the human

race. But he does think that Nero iperseclited them in order to protect himself

from being accused of what he evidently thinks Nero probab1. deserved. And

that is our first mention of 4 the Christian in pagan light. Then the other

man whomP?hiny bjrought forth is %f% Suetonious. Suetonious was a bit

younger than Tacitus. Fifteen years younger in fact. And he lived a good many'

years after Tacitus was dead. So his way is, his lives of the twelve first

emperors of Rome. is written a bit later than Tacitus writing. And there are

two references. TheTe are questions in it. the first may or may not be a

reference. I referred to this once before. In his life of Claudius. H e says
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since the Jews were continually making distrubances at the instigation of
Chres tus




Claudius expelled them from Rome. And you know that

Acts 18:2 tells about Paul meeting people who had Icome after the Jews were

expelled from Rome. He says here that this was at the instigation of Chrestus

But what he means by that, we know nothing about. If Christianity had not

developed into a great impsve force, we would not think of never connecting

it with Christianity. And yet in the time of Suetonious, Christianity was

fatiJ.y well known. He kiakes this statement about it . People ithink that

perhaps it shows some sort of confusion of mind of ideas as to the situation

in which Christian teaching may have entered in some way. The statement for

instance is sometie said it probablt refers to quarrels between Jews and Christiar

teach ng. I am not all sure that is a satisfactory explanation. It is interestin¬

this reference to this particular kiame here. Now the other reference by Suetoniou
r,gn

is in the life of Nero. And there he says, of Nero in his many

abuses were severely punished and repressed and as many new ones were instituted.

A wonderful (13k) expenditure. The public banquet were reduced and

yet . The sale of cooks food in province was forbidden except for classes

in green (?) (l3) There were formerly every kmind of delicatecy offered.

SPunishment was inflicted on the Christian. A set of men had hearings to the

novel and mich]erious superstitutions. You could have stopped at the flank pf

charioteers and (11.) and cheating and robing for amusement. T e

pantomines and their companies were banned. He very briefly sumarized the

activities of Nero and yet in the conse of it he thinks it important enough

to give a, to make a statement of punishment inflicted on the Christians, a set

of men adhering to a novel and mischievous superstit1idn. Now these are aur first

reference to the Christians and they show that these men had no interest in

Christianiy. These men who probly know nothing about it except that it was

some sort of a queer and michevious superstition . They found it was being

desimtnatd among the slaves of their houselhold. They found that slaves who

formerly were, would , when they were given their life would crenge in fear and
submit to

(do anything they were told would sometimes (End of C- 2)



prosperity which he thinks we will find af,r in the earth after Christ

comes back . Eucevius qutoes a few of these statements, he says this

shows a very small amount that (ii-) And he likes to run town Taias

and I am not saying that Taias was a great thinker but I am not sure that

we should be too 1onvenced that Euceivus statments are altogether trustworthy

against him becuase of Eucevius great hostility to this viewpoint. wh ch
all the of

Tapias along with/other writers from this time help as if you find the

belief in the premellenium retu.rre of Christ brought out not only in Tapias

but in Baraabus and most of the early writers of this time. And through

the rest of this century and most of the next century although not all in

the next cenury. But when it comes to any question of the genuniness of the

New Testament book thf you can find it it a quotation from Tapias and Eucevious

'o/o or in some other life, that is fully afpt kto be among the most

important evidences that we have for the authenticity of this New Testament

book. Tapias is particularity interestied in )Lhe information about the

Ipostles and he was a very valuable intermediate (2k) in preserving

for us this information. He is Bishop of Hiraplous , a friend of St. aohn,

and one who doubitess had a very great influence in the early church. Now

the other of the Apostolic fathers would be of cou.rs Polycabte. You ave
preserved

one letter/ form Polycarte, the letter to the Phillipians and then we

hazve the account of his martyism.. Polycart , bishop of Smerna, a man who
knew

éd John intimately and he himself who lived to be over ninety and who was

the last slurvivor o probably of those who had known the apostles. You have

already discussed his maryterdom, a little bit of his career. I think it

might however '% %{%,( be worth at this point, telling one thing that is

mentioned about Polycarte in connection with the very latter part of his life

About A.D. 154 Near the very close of his life Polycarte , bishop of Smerna,

a very old man about 90 years of age, made a trip around to the outhwick

and the Anicetus, the head of the Roman church described by the Roman church

as one of popes. A trip to discuss 1ith him the day on which Easter would be

the day on which the Christian passover should be celebrated, that is the
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j last supper.And Polycarte said it should always be on the 14th in the

monih Neshon. With out paying attention to the day of the week. He said

that is the way St. John did it. He said that is the way we do it all

through Asia Minor. And Anicetus said No, In Rome we alwasy have the

festival on Sunday and he said that is the time to celebrate the Easter, on

a Sundry and neither bishop was ready to lytheld his opinion. They discudsed

it together and neither of them could convence the oter that but they said

this is nothing t%/ which should interrupt out Christian union and Anicetus

allowed Polycarte to lead in ]the communion service there in Rome and Polycarte

converted many Heretics there in Rome and there was the closedtof fellowship

between Polycarpe and the leader of the Church of Rome. And this incident

was posted later on, against latter bishop of Rome who they hired by anyone

who didn't observe Easter at the time they set it was a heritic fjrom outside

&the (5) and they were the authñty who should determine how these

things should be done. And they said well, look at bishop Anicetus of Rpme,

he did'nt take that attitude toward Polycarpe, he had the finest of Christian

fellowship with Polycarpe even though they differed on this vital point of

when Easter should be observed. Well so much for the Apostolic Fathers.

Now sunder this head I said the Apostolic Fathers and the Apologists, The

Apologists deserve a heading by themserives. But the reason I have not given

them a heading by themselves but listed themhere are two. In the first place

It is not always easy to say when the Apostolic Father and tnd the Apologists

uegin. The Epistle of Diagnius. I did not mention. Pershpas I shoihid

mention. It is certainly one of these old writings even though it was

comepletly lost until it was redi8coverd about 70 years ago. It is certainly'

one of these tearly writings. It is generally considered as the very loftiest

and finest of the early writings after the New Tettament. It is probably

comes from, it certainly comes from this second century, Itlcnay be from the

time of Marcus Aurlieus some would put it earlier. But in its dome 621

it is like ti i$'/ the next gjoup the apologists and so it would be

pretty hard to know whether to call the epistle to Diagnetius one of the
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Apostolic Fathers which is where it is usually put or to call it one of

the apologists. You lhave read it so we don't need to say much about it

but we will close here for today and finish tomorrow and in five minlutes

we will have our chapel service here. (Continuing with ) Youhave

already read something in these, You have read the Epistles of Diagnetius

and you have read the martydom, lets see the epistle of Diagnetius and the

first letter of Clements the Martydom of Polycarte and the two letters of

egantius and thc papers lyou were to turn in last Monday or this morning

to the office. Now for next time I have two assignments again in reading

and I would like to, I think it is best to divide them in order to have

the books more distributed. The two in which we will read will be in

Justin Marker and from Aunieus and they will all be assigned to all of you

for next week but the first assignment is from Justin Marker and that is

for those from A to K for Monday and L to Z for Thursday. And so you had

all better take it down. It is Justin Marters dialogue. Dialouge with

Trytho. You will have no difficulty in finding it because we have only

We have in the liray only the three works by Justin Marter. The dialogue

and and the Dialogue with Trytho. But this assignment is from his diaglogue

with Trytho. And it includes three sections with that. The first is

chapters 1 to 47. I don't know whether to call this chapters or paragraphs

there are numbers with Roman numbers it is I to Xlvii , the second part of

it is from LXXX 80 to LXXXI 81. and the third is from CXXVI 126 to CXLII, 142

one to 47, 80 to 81 , and 126 to 142. I don't give you the pages for those

because we have 3 differend editions of it and the pages are different in
the

the different edttions. Bt tith the numbers

this way you will have no ifficulty in figuring out just exactly what they

are. Now this is to read and to note what does Justin Marter, what does

he believe, that is what is his attitude foward Christ. What does he think

of Christ. 1vJht. is his idea of God. What is his idea of Christ. Any oth
great doctrine on which you note clearly what his idea is, mention it in
your report in this reading. And note of course anything else that striina
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you as importatnt. in connection with the reading of it. I may ask you

forinstance sometime to discuss Justin Martery idea of the Lords supper or

Justin Martyr idea of Chirch Government of some other phase. I will not

expect you to get neesarily anything that is Just and implication of a word

or a verse or somethlng. but anything that he dwells on in thsee passages,

I'd like for you to get an idea on it. Now that is the assignment for the

A to K for Monday to be turned in by the time f Old Testametn History on

Monday and for the L to Z for next week Thursday. The other assignments for

the A to K for Thursday, and for the L to Z for Monday, is in a writer known

as I re na e us. Irenaeus. Bishop of Southern Frnace. We read, heard

soabout the great kpersecution in southern Frnace when the Bishop who was

90 years of age was cruelly tortured and killed. Irenaeus is the next bishop.

in souther France. - Succeeding that Bishop in that area. And thths book

of Irenaeus is called "Against Heresy." He discusses variuus Herseays

at great length, explains them and teells what is wrong with them and it

is very long and we con't assign the whole thing but I am selecting a few

explicts which will give you an idea of some irony and his viewpoints and
answer

his mehtods and af7 the same question in connection &th Justin Martyr.

Now t%$//ju'% his divided into books and then each book is divided intp

chapters or aragraphs or whatever you want to call them. So it will be

irony of book I , chapters 1 to 11. Book three, chapters 19 to 22, and

Book four, chapters 7 to 9, Book 1, chapters 1 to 11, Book three, chapters

19 to f22 and book , chapters 7 to 9. You don't need to read this with

such care as to study every word in it or anything like that but go tibroug

it and get his general favor and viewpoint and attitude and when he brings out

what his doctrinal viewpoint or his attitude on some vital question of the

history or develppment of this church, why read it rater carefully. When

it comes to the differences in the differences between the types of hereseys

that he discusses, it will be enough to get just a general idea. Not asking
those are the two

you to recall all the precise deatils . Now i//to assignments next

time. And we were discussing at the end of the hour the apostolic fathers
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and the apologists and just at the end of the hour we mentioned one who is

one who is in between the apostolic fathers and the apologists. He is printed

in the apostolic fathers usually but that is purely a matter of formal publie

ations. Actually ihis ork is pretty much an apologetic work. It has biref

letters of Diagneus which probably means the man who was the teacher of

Marcus Aurlius who couldn't see hoe Christians could be so stubborn and could

go through the terrible torttres and still in spite of them obstantlely refuse

to get in line with the Roman state and he tried to explain why the Christians

are ready to endure these tortures /mp amid suffering and to satand for

the aame of Christ as they do. But that is really End of C 7)

Begin C 8 - Roman and Greek God reasons why Christianity is what it is and

1$ defended from the false charges which are made against it. Diagnetius, then

isi a very good place to make a slip, fromt eh apostolic Fathers to the apologists

the names you see are names which are not usually exclusive. You say the numbers

of the class from A to and L to Z and everyone is in one or another of th&ee

two catagories. But if we said the members of the class who are from west of

the Mississippi and the numbers of the class who are over 25 in age, the two
7

divisions would not be U4Z mutuely acciusive (1) .. They would be overlapping

and in this case the divisions are overlapping. The Apologists come a litte

latter and consequently it is a good second division of our -' . The early

Christian, the earliest writers, evidently did not have that purpose. in thir

mind so much. The apostolic fathers is a term of kind which represents those

who 6have 94 been in theiext generation after the apostles themselves. To

the chief terms are differendt types of teems but they are merely convteflLtl'

terms , designates the earliest writers and then one tpe of subsequent writer.

Now this type which begins about 150 continues for quite a long time. There
whom

are many individual wDiters nd we might call apologeits and there are many

writers of other types of material who occasionaly write what we call an apology.

Of course word apolgj is nothing like our present modern english word,

apology . In the theological sense, an apggy is of course is a defense,

It is an explanation in order to remove misunderstanding and to show what
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Christianity. It is the exact opposite of an apoloy in the modern sense which

confesses wrong done. This is confessing right stood for and is trying to show

he is right. The first of the outstanding apoligy is a man whose name is Justin.

And about 150 A. This man was martyerd for his faith and so he became know as

the Martyr. so his is Justin the Martyr or we call uhm Justin Martyr. You will

read from lhim next time. You wotid think from his name that his

last name was Martyr. but it isn't.. Its merely a title. Justin Martyr was w

a man who was born in Samaria. Most likely of Greek background. Greek parents.
in ancient Samaria,

But born in the new city that Disctaion (3) had buildt,

right near Jacobs well , somewhere in that area. It is a city which is called

Naples, a new city, and it was at Samaria in Palestine. And this young man

brought up there at Napthli, knew something about Jewish and Samarican belief

but seemed not to be particuärily interested in them. He was a student of

Philsophy and he was trying to determine what he could write Philsophy, What is

the true intrepretation of the universe. And he studied with very Philsophical

teazchers and he found reason to be dissatisfied with the teaching and viewpoint

with each other. He found historic for instance had very fine lives and a very

grettiloyality to their concept of duty and the historic philosophy was very

widespread through the empire. Marcus Aurlieus was a historian. It produced

a very high type of character. But they did not believe in God of course and

it seemed to him to have no basis for its and he was not satisfied with it

He studied with other philosophical teachers and then someone talkied to/,{/

him and presented Christianity to him and he came to the conclusion that the

only sat1sfactthD intrepretation of the universe was that which Christianity

gave and he became a Christian. But having becme a Christian, he did not become

a minister in the usual sence of the word and he went about a s a traveling

hilsopher, just as a philosopher has been given those very plain going

from place to place and discussing with people , discussing various quiestions

that might interest people adn trying to present then philsophicla views on

various points only Justin Martyr presented Christianity. And he traveled here

and there as a philosopher and when it comesto explain the universe an e
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and discuss problems and he discussed them in order to ead people to the Lord.

And so his two apologies of short works in which he is presenting the claims
his Tryfo (5)

of Christianity and the Z4ng dialogue with Plato is an accoui t// of a

dialogue which he has with a Jew named PZ4/ Trfo, in which he tries to show

Trypho that Christianity is a true relin. And it is a very interesting as

showing something of his method and something of his viewpoint and also something
extracts from

of teh viewpoint of Trypho the Jew. And I have given you a few /"M/

it to give you an introduction to this great Christian, Justin Martyr. You will

be intereste d in it as you look at it and see what he thinks of Christ.

In one jg1% interesting about these early writers is a theological terminoly
they read

has not yet become crystalized. So we the New Testament, they read the Bible

they saw what it taught about Christ. They got the great teachings from it

their viewpnt was very very close to $t our viewpoint on everything essential

but when it came to stressing it they were not familiar ith the theological

termonology that the church as worked out in the midst of contrarsy and dis
sometimes

cussion and consequently/their langueage seems to go over here and you will

say oh, he thinks that Christ is just sort of an influence, an expression of

God , one God, and Christ is Gods influence, Gods expression, it is all, just one

person. There is not distinction in the God head. A heresy latter became to be

called Monarcharisi and it other states it came to be called rebellionism and

you think, well, Justin Martyr holds that viewpoint but then you find over here

here he is discussing another point and he is discussing the person of elhrsit

and ihe is/.%/ is putting Chrsit in relation to God the father in such

a way that you get the impression that , Oh, he believes in two gods and you get

over there into the heresy that came when people failedto recognize the , that

ØL Christ and God are one god, Christ in Godsthe father and you read the
after you

exp1ession there and you think, oh he is way off over here. And %Zj

you put these two viewpoints together, you find that he gives you a pretty good

picture of Christian theology but the terminology has not yet become crystalized.

It took two or three centuries to get it crystalized. And it is interesting

as in introduction to the problem that that church had to go through in
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Christian theology in the next two or three centures. Not the way that Justin

referred to these matters. So now then Justin Martyr is our first great

apologestc and certainly one of the great apologests. After him there comes a

succession of writers through that cetnury and through the succeeding century

and they wrote various apologies. And we could mention the names of quite a

number. I don't know as there is much point though in it because we will not

take the time to go into the life and teachings of a number of them and I don't

think there is any point with just burderning you with the names, at just ths

this pthnt. We may refer to some of them individually later. But is is rather

vital here to call your attention to the beginning of this great succession

of these great apologestics . Now there is another type of writer that became

lprominent in this century to which Aurienius particularly b&ong. But we are

not going to take them up under heading"C"here becauze in order to property

understand them it is well to have in $t14Z mind of another phase of the

history of the church in this second century. In this second century here we

have the church growing and spreading reaching out, new centers being established

all the time, more people coming into the knowledge of the gospel. Occassional

spuratic persecutions here and there. Individual writing apologies that come

to their face and try to show the emperor what they really stand for and try to

show the leader of Greek thought what the Gospel really is and you get the

impression from this, up to this point that Christianity is simply moving

forward steadly and constantly with no difficutly and within Its land. But that

impression would be an utterly false impression. That is one phase of the

matter. We must go on to look at these, in order to see another very vital

lphase of this second century history of Christianity. And these I shall
rise

entitle the of Gnosticism. The Rise of Gnosticism . Not gnosticism is

a movement wh ch began outside the Christian church even in the first century'

B.D. But as far as the church is concerned it is a movement which began even

in the days of the Apostles. We find suggestions of it particurarily in Pauls

epistle to the Colossians. We read in Col. 2:g 18 "Let no man beguile you of

your reqard and in a voluntary and humility and worshiping of angels. Intruding
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into those things which he has not seen. Vainly puffed by his fleshly mind.

And not holding hte head from which all the body by joints and bands having

nousMhment ministered and knit together increases with the increases of God.

Wherefore if e be dead with Christ from the rudiments of the world, why is the

living n the word, are ye subject to the ordinances which are touch not, taste

not , handle not which all are to pelish with the using after the commandments

and doctrines of men, which things have indeed a show of wisdom and will worshthp
f yin

and humility and negleeting of the boy, ntt in any honor to the s:itisfac/

of the flesh. Earlier in the same chapter, in verse 8, beware lest any man spoil

you through philosophy and vain deceit after the tradition of man. After the

rudiments of the world and not after Christ and we have ; particularily in Col.

we have very clear that Paul is very much distrubed by influences that tare

coming in to mislead the people and to give them a little differend attitutde

which is a wrong attitutde and who think if they take a volimteerly humility

worshipping of angels intruding into the things they bavent seen. Puffed by thir

fleshly mind through philosophy and vain deciet. Subject to ordinances

affecting all phases of their life , a sure will-worship, as show of humility

and subjection of the body. See here different attitudes which are coming lip.

Which Paul is very much concerned about and which he is opposing very strongley

and of course other of the New Testament writers speak much more strongely 4-

than Paul does here about false teachers who come in and they try to reach the
astray.

people afresh. We read the conviction w(%'I about the false teachers who will

come and we think well they are describing our day, they are describing the

situation at the end of the age and they do apply but they apply equally well

with the second century a/n. and even some extent to the times of the
Akstles

when these things began.. There is a tradition that the apostle John when he

was an old man in Euphesus was in one of the ba%Ø// batithouses there in

Eupheuses and there that he looked up and he it$/ Sarenthis, a professing

3hristian come into the room and that he rushed out of the place. and he said

t don't want bo be in a place with a maa who holds the views as he does. I'm

afraid the roof might tumble in on me. and discuss the views that he presented.
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Saretnehis was vone of the early leaders of this attempt, this gnostic attempt.

The word gnostis comes from the word gnossis (13 and the gnostic claims to

have a higher knowledge. You read these things in the Bible. You get these

things and what does it alimean, well we will tell you what it really means.

And you get a real understanding of these things beyond just the bare elements

there and you get a knowledge of how to view with them, beyond what you would

get just from the statement of the Bible, that was their thpinion. Their claim.

They had a hidden secret knowledge egnostiss. Now this hidden secret knowledge

was not just a matter of personally thinking things through. That is not his

walk. They claim to have a knowledgethat requires a supernatural insight.

A supernatural understanding. Many of them claimed to have extra books. They

had really, vedry vital books that only the people who were, or who had been

broughtinto their little group be allowed to read. They wouldn't dare to show

them to the' ordinaroay person. They wouldn't understand them anyway. But the

people in their group would read these books and get the time insight. The time

insidht the true motive and the see what the situatation really was. Well now

this comes partly from people who were in among the proffessing christians but

wern't satisfied with the scriptural statement and decide to let their imaination

run, and explain and work out a lot of things that twere not given to them.

tn the Bible but it also rests back upon the development of mystery religion.

Even before the time of Christ. Also the Roman empire had been coming in ,

influences from Egypt and from Persia and from Babylon and from the various

areas. Teachers came tin with the religion of those ountries and they would

say one of them not simpley a belief fDom sort of a heathen God but from some

great udderstanding of the universe which was, had been revealed to them.

(End of C 8) Begin C 9 After the death of Christ. And so Constantine

conquered Rome but Constantine did nt proceed to try to make Christianity the

religion of the Empire. Constantine declared that everyone should have his own

freedom in matters of religion. He said Chrisitans are not to be persecutied

They are not to be interferred wth in the carrying on of their religion in any

way and he said that the people are to use their own judgment as to what religion
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they want to follow. He said that everyone hss his own right to decision and

the matter of , and be said if they want to follow silly , foolish ideas about

false doctrines (1) at their own misfortune. We are not going to try to stop

them from it but he said we belie in Christianity. And he sopke in j such

language that he showed in that he had no belief in S% Taginism as a whole

He spoke very strongley against it but he said people were free in their

religion. Before the, insincere people became Christians, in order to get
Constantines

advancements in /h-empire and good position. they did not do it under any

compulsion . They did it to esteem an opporutunity for advancement. How many

of them were Christians, we do not know. But doubltelss there were individuals

indit became the fashionable thing now to be a Christian. Ratler than to be

non Christian. And rapidly through out the empire. People turned morr an: more

to Chritianity. the last race of paganism was Rome. In Rome the center

of the old god, the pagan authrotiy, the pagan temple that the pagans had

remainded great after it had fzllen to i very low eb in most of the citites.

of the empire. Now Constantine then secured complete power over

sthe west century 312. And immediatley he issued an edict of Milan in northern

Italy M Milan. is a city that will occur a few times in the course of the
un

history of Eustracius (2-) . So if any of you are,/familiar with what you

are learning the names of the cities. Perhaps some of you are familiar with

the city of Italy. It does not hurt to merdion, I think it is worth knowing the

five leading cities of Italy. Most m4ó north of Italy ayØ/%h/ as the center

of Italy and only a short distance south , is the city f Milan. Today it is

perhaps the grettest industrial city in Italy. It is the only possible

donfederably would be Rome. I doubtZ (3) . Idoubt if Rome

A great industrial city. It is perhaps the center of communism in Italy today

but that is natural in any great the greatest industrail center where there is

a large number of working people and the largest effort of communsism begins in

(3) ut the land here is very improtant in that center. Then to the east

of the land and slightly southeis the city of Venice. A city which does not

apply an great impDrtance in Italy than the town of which we have been speaking.
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Then south about a third of the way down to Italy from there, maybe four hours

south of that is the crty of Florence which does not become important in histoyr

until m centures after this time. It is one of the greatest %$$' (3-)

It is one of the two we haold Ihe most beautiflul cities in the world today.

One of the greatest cities centers of art, if not the greatest. It is extremely

important in the history in the Rennausanece and the reformation if not only

important in our present day. Then four hours trip by train south of Florence

is Rome. The most imptant and interesting city in the world. Ancient city

for medieval history or for mddern history and the present

captial of Rome. and then south of Rome quite a distance is the city of Naples.

Those are the five outstanding cities of Italy and of those five, two are

important in the sence of which we are speaking. The city of Rome of course and

the city of Milan. Now of Milan here in northern Italy Constantine met the

emperor of the eat.. If some of lyour are interested in his name it is

1e Licinius , he is the mother of four men. Not the original four (k-)

but he is the one who is now in contol in the east. He and

Constantine had a meeting and deceided to live peacefully together and joined

the issued, the Edict of Milan in which they prepared throughout therer would

toleration for freedom to man. And thus there was tleration not only in the

sections that Constantine controlled but tolleration in the whole Empire. And

both main sections. And Licinius kmade Constantine / (5) and they

established friendship between the and the Greek all of which made ffiends

and remaindd so for years. And eventually the fighting started again and in the

end of 9 years, eleven years o'/,$ after this in 323 they fought. Licinius was

defeated, He was taken prisoner and Constantine did not kill him He gave him the

prthvledge to save himself and so Licinius died and Constantine from 323 on

was the empreror of the whole Roman Empire. Now during these first years after

Constant ne became Emperor in the east here, in the west here, there had been

considerable confusion , upheavels, just before there had been this pond of

terrific persecution there had been a great many changes, and it was necesary

to bring order out of the situtation. And so Contantine set himself to establis
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establishing and/ revising the way out. And in the revision of the laws of the

Empire, at many points, Constantine spoke a truly Christian spirit. Investigation
this question in mind.

had been made of these laws with Was constantine,

now that he was in power in the west, simply proceeding to do as he wanted and
or was

having used Christianity simply as a means of gaining power l/%i his attitude

in these laws actually different? form the attitude which had bben observed in

previous instances. And we rind definite differences, in his attitude as

compared to theirs. We find forinstancv a great change in the direction of

huanitarjsm. We rind that the treatment of crirnininals the treatment of slaves

and that sort of thing, was greatly ailated over Constantine frem the harsh

and burtal attitude of the Roman empire in general. It is not made what wa would

call mOdern in its attitude , there is steill a good deal left that would prove

very cnuel from our standard but there is a very great step inithis direction. He

forbid people to throw away their unwanted children and kill them whch was a
before

common practice among the Romans . It was such a common practice that every
pa-an
XaXX did it and thogght nothing of it. And Constantine now CorOit it . And

their
Constantine makes laws regarding hj/general purity and deceancy and goes mt o

*3) so their is a definte Chrsitian attitude in a grat deat of his

law making at this time to show it wasn't a purely a1atter of being a Christian

or of gaining power. He was really interest&d and he was the influence by

Christian advisors in 313 Dycletion died. I don't think that is too improtant

to remember but it is just an interesting fact that Diacletion lived tntil after

this edict of *) until Constantine was formerly established in the western

portbn of the empire. Now in 323 after his ttle with % B'/ Lacinius,

Constantine became sole ruler of the empire. And now Constantine foundhimself

troubled now with descripancies within the empire. Before he lthd found trouble

with Christian descrpancies in the west And I think at this point we should say
in point

someting ajout them. There of interest Ili the view/of church history and fort

unately you don't have as much clear informationas I wished we had. Now when

Constantine came into power in Rome there was alread in Africa a very sharp

division in the church, A division whic' as tearing the church in t1 parts.

1*4
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Amd there was very heated arguments and Constantine th44t he had taken the side

of Christianity and it was important that the Christians stand together and

gork together. Now it is interesting that after the troubles of (921)

there should have found the Novation dism %1 in Rpme partly from

a reflection of (9k) . But the divison did not come in Africa at that time

Whether Novatism became a power in Africa, we do not know, It was about 250

it began in Rome. and in the Novation denomination continues for 2 or 3 centuries.

And spread all over the empire. B Whether it spread aover half of the

I do not know. but I know it spread ad far east as Constantinople and that

area there. And this was over the question of whether of the treatment of people

who in the persecution had failed to give a good testimony. Well now of the

Seprian you remember had taken the position of the firm belief whether these

peope were welcoming them back and the relation in that position but the

Roman leaders had seemed to take too weak a postion and over this the No ation

cism was . (io-) Now this is the same cause that brings a great cism

to Africa , a cism which occurs shortly after 200. And well after the persecution

Id' say about 08 . But it began it already at the time of the persecution.

The , in Carthage there in Africa there wea a great discussin about this

treatment of these people who had left and also aboutkthe attitude towards the

martyered. It seems that the Bishop of Carthage had at the time of the beginning

of the persecution felt that there was people who were not of very flhigh

character and people who would be ready , who would probably be punished for

their wickedness, seized by an authority who saw the chance to be to pretend

to be lmartyered. And who were supposed to be suffering for the faith when

really they were suffering for their misdeeds. And so he began to try to

distinguish t// between treatment who lived a true Christian character and

who were so martlyered in character and were so martyored and people who

suffered in lthe perseettion but who were not true Christians in their lives

He began to make this distinction . Anophle (12) in the midst of the

excitement and the truth of danger of the persecution mostly because he didn't

feel like making . You will notice that when there comes a crisis in
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If a person is falsely accused or is wrongly treated, even though that

person figures he may have had many people who thought that they were
After

, that they had a great many faults. 01 t4 that time, people were pretty

apt to divide into two camps. Those who are sure this person was rightly

freed and his is almost a double (l2) and they who are sure that

this person was wrongly treated and is one of the greatest things in the

history of the church. And Wesley deceides someone who has been wrongly

treated they are almost sure 1% that refuse to believe anything wrong

about that person and consider it to (13) Now the Bishop of Tarsis

appoints this attitude . He appoints this attitude of and he thought that
true

they should try to distinguish between 4 martyers and martyrers that

were not true martyers and many people opposed him on this and in the

controversy he says it is pretty hard to tell what the true situation is.

According to the story that his opponent says %' he acts desent to

see him according to the storyb(13) and stood by the prison

where the people were and had been taken from their place and drove away

the Christians who came f%// with food for them and some of them

they say died in prthson because the arch bishop wouldn't let the people come
refused to let the people

and bring them food. And then the people come in to

help these people in prison with encouragement and comfort, he drove them

away he prevented their gift from reaching them. (i'i.)

for their faith when he himself was a Christian. But that is the story

they tell about. They say he took this attitude and he became verry very

critical of the Bishop and particulariy of the k people. And then

in the of the persecution, the bishop was killed , was martyered, And then

it was necessary to get a new bishop and we find this Cicelian is elected

Bishop. Well the fact that he was elected Bishop is taken by most Christians

as shoving that the accusaction against them were false. (End of C 9)




Donatus
(Begin C 10) They formed a group today and they elected a man named DØn

to be their leader. Donatus and they said Donatus should be a true leader

of the church in Africa and the others said that Cecielian should be the
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and the situation was pretty tense betwen then and so appeal was made to

the Emperor Constantine and Constantine uonveyned the council of Bishop

to Rome and asked them to send representatives from both sides in order that

the case could be heard and be decied who was to be the true Bishop. And

theyc deceided tha the Cecilian was the true Bishop and that everybody should

follow him and acknowledge his supremacy. But the (1) refused to

accept him . to follow the Plamatus . the church is called the lçlamatus

after this time and the plamatus continues eor over a century and a century

after this it was perhaps the maority of the people as a professing Chirstians

in Africa in it. And a century tafter thths there are still excitingly

arguing the question. Was Cecelian a good man or was he a wicked man? And

one the big arguments was that Cecelian, when he was made Bishop was

concetrated Bishop by Felix, the Bishop of Enabling (li) . And they

said that Felix was a . That is to say that he was one who had

surrendered the books of the bible to a persecutor during the Persecb.tion.

Could he therefor, they said, bring up their veto and he had no right o be

in the Christian church , to say nothing of concetrating a Bishop WW/X/

0 and therefore the concdtrating of Cecilain was not valid and a whole

century later they XIJAXg are debating the quetion , was

the people nr not. Was this leader really ordained a Bishop and as you

read the account of the strife and the discussion between the two sides

and the Gunisists ? (2k) party you simply can't hardly imagine how

a/Ø jew to say nothing of the Christian people could get intp

argument over such very minor as many of them were and get so

terifically excited over it all make sush harsh provisions as they did there

%){' and to keep on feeling that way until it is their misfortune to find
your
{44e1ves in themiddle of some church division in modern time and you

find it is exactly the same way. And so it is human nature. even Christians

to have these divisions which %I cajXXXX ha come all through the history

of the Church. And in this particular situation, you have the church in

Africa divided into two parts, one they call the Catholic church, which is
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recognized by the church in other parts of the Empire as the leading church
OD ZLZ~-

of Africa. The other 4 the church of the Domii±ts, w1iih is a separate QP
grace point??? 3j)

/ and however must have been a group of/ because it is just also

in Africa it has thousands of . They build many beautiful churches.

I t was a very powerful movement and some seemed in the majority of the

Chtstians in north Africa and it was over a century , lasted over a centry

until Christianity was almost wiped out in Africa altogether by the invasion.

Nobody knows how long it might have lasted after that and there is no%

evidence of any doctrinal difference between these two. There is no

evidence except on this one thing that the people who had not had the

courage to stand brave in the persecution. And that was the only difference

only doctrinal difference of which there was any evidence between these twol

Now first, all of our Church History practically . Africa was as

you know, later conqureed by the Mohommadians, Christianity completely

blotted out in it and we don't have much difference in Africa in later years

f4/% have come down to us, most of our writings have come from people

who are against the D3fnDlimi$t4k) And sonsequently our writings about

them are mostly unfriendly. And most of the writings are in nearly church

history you will read tell a great deal about the activities of the activities

of the Circumindileonies. Who are a branch of the Domolimists ? (l)
Whether

Well/they are typical branches it is hard to say, I think it is questionable

t least they are a large group of fanitical people in Africa. who are very'

anxious, many of them to have the great blessing of martydom and if they

couldn't get someone else to kill them they tell them to kill themselves,

to kill one another and they travel around in Africa forcing their way

They were very strict a very ultra pure $$/ atamicically ideas and

(5) the Catholic church in general and they travel around in

Africa trying to force their ideas on sections there and the people and they

'ead in the Bible, Christ said to Peter, put up thy sword, and so they

din't use swords, they used, instead, big clubs with which they put into

submthssion. Now I'i.heard these stories about the Circumcilies taken from
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naturally ocLt J

the authorities who are/all very antognistic.to D-eZitnit church. And so

is it difficult to say whether there was a large group of people of this type

who were comparatively small type of that church and whether these accesses

were occatthnall attitude t{% with occasional individual (5 3/Li)

or whether they were typical of the group. But he gives an idea of the

situation which continues for over a century there in Africa. Now Constantine

7 ($a)was very much distrubed wI/ about this and he sent several conations.

to Africa to try to get the people together and they would listen to all

the arguments and they would make their dcisions , they always deceided that

on the fact that Deltists were wrong that the people of the Catholics were

right and he urged them to change to Deltists and forget then differences

but he never enforced it with legal power. There were some threts of legal

power but tha±ie never was actual enforcemtns by legal power. But Constantine

took an interest in this so it is vital to mention here in connection with

Constantine . It is important that, as understnding the history of the

African church during the next century. And it is a vital factor in the life

of St. Augustin at the end of the century who is one of the most important

characters in all the history of the Christian church. And so for these

Three %reasons, it is vital that we know about the Dolomists division.

But after Constantine became Emperor of the whole empire in 323, he found

that now there was another dispute which was agitating the whole empire.

which has be/ begun in the East, not in the west. That the whole of

Christianity was now divided into groups calling themselves Aerians. (7)

NOw were in groups against Aerists. And there was much dispute and

discention over thes controversy, through the whole empire

through the whole empire particularily in the east, that in the Pagan

theatre they were making fun of the Christians and ridiculing them and

and theey were, It was somuch of a source of a criticism of the Christians

that Constantine deceided something must be done about it. And so Constantine

called a council of all the Christian walk { for me to consider this

vital matter. And that // we call the firstacting menical ? (7 3/k)
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council. The first council of the whole Christian world as we supposed

and it did represent a very large porltion. It came as far vest as Spain

and in Asia Minor. And they had Bishops from all over the Em; ire. It was

a very large and distinguished gathering. It meet in 325 at the little

town of Nicea. In Asia Minor. And there at this litte town , this great

number of representatives bring togeher from all over the em;ire, Constantine

himself received them and praided at the meeting , thatleft them enitre

freedom in their discussion and asked them to deceide these matters and come

to a numity. And this ecktr8metical council of Nicea is very important

in the history of the Christian church. We will discuss it later, rahter

than now in connection th Constantine. And I am interested now in having

you see Consta"ntine vital relation to them. How he was called and his part

in connection with it. But its details are so impDbtant that they must be

taken up in considerable detail this whole arean controversey is extremely

vital but we will not right at this point deal ttth it. Now Constantine

led until 337. After the council of Nicea, you see, he lived another 12 years.

Then after the council he vent hack to Rome and there he had some difficulty.

We don't know much about the source of what happened. We know this that

his son Christus was very fond of him. This on had lead the army which

had dastrohed Lycinius army. T% Cliristus was an able man, a very

popular man. XI ~~J People began t// bedoming very enthused about Christus

We don't know whether Constantine became jealous of hthm. We don't know

whether there was an actual consptracy against Constantine. But Christus

entire history thf it is not known %{/ to $1 us except that there s

a great disagreement there and Constantine had Christus killed. Much to the

discust of his mother. She was his favorite. He was her favorite grandson.

Bhe was very much discused about it. That Constantine killed his son and

then when Constantines wife the mother of Christus was very upset about it

and perkkps said some things she shouldn'tid about the Emperor, - she

was ordered to be sufficotated to death. And Constantine killed his son

and killed his wife and of course it was a great blot on the history of
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the Emperor Constantine. Then after this Constantine didn't want to see

Rome anymore. It reminded him of the awful things which had happened in Rome

That was one reason. Another reason is that the Empire was so big that

to control it properly Rome was not in what was the center of it, he thought

further East would be a better center .s Dioceasion himself had thought

earlier and another reason for it was that Rome was a great center of Paganism.

And his was a Christian Empire and he wanted not to have constantly all the time

that paganism before (ii) And so Constantine deceided to

build a new city and ith took a little village called Bazenthium which was

in the most wonderful location for a city. Right at between two great lakes

or seas where they come together and there is a narrow passagee between the

two, just a small river between the two seas and on the side of this passage

is Europe and on the other side is Asia. And right there, the meeting place

of two seas and the meeting place of two continents. Constantine took the

little side of (ll) and changed it to grow a might sity there to be

New Rome. And so his New Rome there was supposed to be as great as the old

one and he built a wonderful city there, wonderful buildings that stand

in a very great place but though he called it New Rome, people soon called

it the city of Constantine, in other words Constantine applis, Constantinople.

So Constantinople which he built there now became the capital of the Empire.

And of course still call it by his name but they shorten Constantinople to

Stanbule. That is still named after the Emperor Constantine. and it is one

of the best situtated great cities of all of Rome. He moved there to

Constantinople in 330 and lived his life seven years there. When Constantine

saw that his life was drawing to an end, 9enstantine saw that him he

decided that it was time to become baptized. .X, He wanted to leave it as

long as possible so he could be sure that all his sins would be included

in that which would was washed away in the baptism. He didn't want to take

them with and he didn't want to be baptised earlier because there might come

some crisis in the church wLich would make it necessary to put him in a bad

situation afterwards and so two or three days before he died, he was baptized.
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And this is just an indicaton of how infantagious and inaccurate was his

understanding of Christianity and yet there is a great deal that he thought

was difficult to understand. Whether he was a true Christian or not, that

is something that is difficult to say. He was a wicked man but so is everyone.

Rust as David was a very wicked man. Was he a true Christian? or was he not
not
at all a true Christian? It is a thing that we are not in a position to y.

God knows the hearts of men. But Constantine really did many things that

are wicked but many things that were exceflait and he was one who exhorted

tremendous influence in the history of the world and the history of the

Christian church. I see that there is now time to stop for five minutes

and then Chapel. I hope everyone has his paper liii. ( End of C 10)

( End of Cli) Le us pray. Oh God our father we come before you this morng

thanking thee for all thy goodness to us and above all for Jesus Christ, our

Saviour and we ask our father that thou wilt help us to understand especially

the meaning of what he did for us. That thou wilt make us moral, full and

true and consecrated servants of His. We ask it in our Savious name, Amen.

Yesterday we were speaking about Cpnstantine. A creed, and we noticed v<I/

various important activities of Constantine and saw a little bit about his

character. We noticed t%/ the tremendous importance of the life of

Constantine how the establishment of the Christian church. I don't think the

most important thing as far as Constantines relation to the church, (Record

lines run together here) (1) did a graat favor and put an end to persecution.

That is not the most important thing. The most important thing is of the church

became so associated with the government of the Empire that it tended to

become almost a department of the governmnet. While Constantine was usually

very good about letting the church officials make their own decisions on that.
simply

And trying to get his force/to inforcing what the leaders of the church

thought to be the two answers in various situations. Nevertheless, the

situation came more and more to be thalt the Emperor had a very great

a'uthority over the church. And a very great responsibility for the well

being of the church. And it is questionable whether more harm than good
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was an apothy (2) by the relation of Constantine to the church. $$I4

Even thought this would not be his fault in any way. It was the fault of

the situation. It would be so hard to avoid when an emperor began to

support this minority group and to find in it such a great heip4i-n his policy

as it was and yet undoubtedly it did great harm to the character and the

true spiritual progress of the Christian church. Now we go on to C and

" C " is a subject which I wish I wish to carry through the whole century

and then come back and look at details in relation to it and also look at

another vital movement in relation to the entire century. Instead of going

chronologically year by year and tell what occoured at each time, I want to

go through twice in the century in relation to two different movements. The

two movements are interelated they affect one another and yet each of them

is in a way, very much independant of the other. And I think it is good that

we take them separately. This is similiar to what we have done in previous

centuries, for we have taken the matter of persecution separately. And we have

begun and gone through in relation bo each of the Roman Emperors, teililng about

their relation to the church and about the matter of persecution and then

come back and look at the inner life of the church. Now that is more or less
Form

what we are going to do now. "C" is entitled the Øff Paganism During

the FourXth Century '. So you see it is a continuation of what has been "A"

in most of our previous subjects. A summary of the relation of the Emperor

as to the Church and of how the church resisted the efforsts to destroy it

That enters into it to some extent ; that enters into it to some extent

but this is more largely in the other direction. What happened to Paganism

during this century. Previous centuxes, the question was, Will Christianity

manage to survive? In this Century, the question is, "Will Christianity

which has perhaps a third or a forth of the people of the empire at the

beginning of the century, we found the predominatt religion. Will it become

more than that? Almost the only religion to which people give nominal

adherance. And the answer is that this century saw almost the end of PagaJm

And the fall of Paganism came very largely in the last ten years of the
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influence among the slaves so they consider it a novel and michevious super

stition but they didn't bother to look into to find out what it really was.
/

But they consider that thepersecution at the time of Nero was at least important

enought that it deserved this much attention. An this much reference in Yes?

Student () MacRae: Yes, the about persecutions is from annula

1544 and to is from his life of Nero, 16. But now I think a much more

important reference to the Christians than these is the statement by Phiny

himself and this statement is made bout 112 A.D. in a leter, Letter no. 10

from him to Mm to Agent. tet was the Emperor, Phinty was a very close friend
the affairs of

of Jent and Phiny vorte A at length discussing/his province. He was governor

of the Province of Bosynia, in northern Aisa Minor. And you will be interested

in hearing this letter to note for one thing the incession which Phiny had of

the number of Christians in Northern Asia Minor. The impression he had of

whether there were &n important force there or whether there werr a sizeable

number of them whether they affect condistions there or whether it is just

a handful of people. And the impressinn that all you could get of the previous

attitude of the Roman state was figured. Because you will find both plenty

unsaved and referring to things not as something new bu t as something already

established. After Nero persecuted the Chrisrians, what was the attitude of

the Roman people. It is very strange that the Christians had actually set fire

in Rome and therefore were wicked people deserving it or did they think that

Sagent was simpy using it to distract it, but Nero was using it to simp ly

distract attention from himself and that probably the Christians were pretty

fine people after all or did they like Tacitus and Suetonious think that even

though the Christians might not have set the fire they were a pretty bad garoup

and problably dserved ill treatment. So we have no evidence of what the people

thought at large, but we do have evidence in this letter of Phiny, of the fact

that a certain attitude was taken in the (2k) time of

An attitude that by the Roman emperor and an attitude by the governors and

an attitude by the people as a whole. What did they think of Christianity.
What
t was their general attitude toward it. What were the previous lava and
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regulations that looked over detailed regulations and many many things in the

empire which just had disappeared most of our writings would disappear if a

couple mellenial past becaaee we like the Romans write on perlishable materials.

But there is what Phiny says and note the questions I have raised1nd see

what you find about it. Phiny says to Tragient it is my (3k) so

refer to you in matters where I lam uncertain. But who can better direct my

hesitation or discass my ignorance. A very good statement to make to the

emperor. I have not present any of Christians therefore I do not know

what are the customary penalities or investigations or what limits are observed.

Now what is the implication of that satement? The implications are that there

have been have it not? He doesn't say here is something new what shall

we do about it? He says I was never present at any trial of Christians

therefore I do not know what are the custormay penalities or investigations

and in what limits are observed. It sounds as if a new judge were to say

I have never been personally connected in a case w{ involving homicide and

I don't know just what the right situation is in handling this sort of thing.

There is an implicztion is is something which is occasionally tried and in
(1)

on which there are certain definite limits. Is it a chap offense is it

an offense in which there is a small fine given , just how bad a thing is it.

He says he is not familiar with this sort of thing. But there is an implication

that it is something which is considered as something illegal. I do not know

what are the customary penalities or investigations or to what limits they

are observed. I have hesitated a great deal on the question whether there

should be any distinction between agesk, whether the weak should have the

same treatment as the more robust. Whether those who recant should be pardoned

whether a man who is ever been a Christian should gain nothing by ceasing to be
even

such. Whether the name itself , as innocent a crime should be punished.
know

Or only the crime attaching to that name. You see he doesn't ne; does jus the

fact that a man is a Christian mean he is to be punished or is it only if he

does those crimes which Christians naturally do he is punished for the

crime, not for being a Christian. What is the attitude he is asking? so

evidently he understands something tll_or something wrong. But he soesn't
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know just how wrong it is, or how bad it is or what treatment it should Itake.

He says meanwhile athis is the course that I have adopted in the case of those

bought before me as Christians. Evidently it was customary then to bring

someone and say %here is a Christian. That in itself was oonsidered sufficient,

to bring him before him evidently. I asked them if they sere Christians. If

they admit it I repeat the question a second and a third time threattning

capital ipunishment. If they insist I sentence them to ddath. Now that shows

an attitude which seems to be not new with *6) . If they persist , I

sentence them to death for I do not doubt that whatever crime it be that theyj

have confessed there he doesn't know what kind of crime it is, thiLs being

a Christian, but evidently it is some kind and whatever kind of crime it may

be to which they had confessed, I do not doubt that their putanancy and their

obstinancy should ertainly be punished. There were ot1as who displayed a like

madness ane whom I reserved to be setnt to Rome since they were Roman citizens

Thereupon the usual result follows. The very fact with my dealing iwith the

question lead to a wider spread of the charge and a great varity of cases were

brought before me and an anorninous was phamplet was issued containing many
all ]ho

anmes /who deny that they were or d/ had been Christians, I considered

that they should be discharged. Because they called upon the God of my

dictation, and did reveren e with incense and wine to your image which I had

ordered to be brought forward for this purpose together with a statue of their
it is

deity and especially because they cursed Christ. T thing which is said genlueine

Christians can not be induced to do. Others named by the informer first said

they were Christians and then said they were Christians and then dented it

declaring that they had been but were not so no longer. Some had recanted

3 years or more before and. w/%$/ one or two as long a 2O years.

They all worshipped your image and the statue of the gods and cursed Christ.

So you see somebody was brogJd before him and they said he was a Christian.

Evidenty a few people were brought and they said these are Christians . And

he said, Oh they are Christians. Now I don't know hwat that crime is but

I understand it is a terribel criern Then he said all these are Christians
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And he said Oh is that true, are you a Christian? And he said Yes, Well, he

said I'll give you a chance to deny it. And alter three chances and if they

persisted then he killed them. And after he had done that , then a lot more

people would be brought. And very evidently ome peOple said, here is a chance

for me to advance myself. I will tell on this Christian and I will get a

reward for it. Perhaps his property will be given to me if he is killied.

And so wicked people who desire to insure their own lot began to accuse others

of being Christins and now all this group is coming before Phiny. And Phiny

has the problem what is he going to do with them all. And you {/ notice

here that a goodkmany of 1them $41 l% become frightened and say they left

the Christians 20 years ago or two or three and they curse Christ and do these

others things to convince them they are not Christians and he says alrilght

I ithink you are sincere and I won't do anlything to you. Then he says All

worship your image 1nd the statue of their Gods and cursed Christ but they

declared that the sum of their guilty{ error had a m0nly to this.

They said we curse Christ we are willing to do what you say, but we didn't really

do any crime in being Christians. They said the sum of th&r guilt hhd amounted

only to this that on an appointed day they had been accustomed to meet before

daybreadk and to recite a hymn and to Christ as to a god and to bind thems

elves by oath not to the commission, not for the commission of any crime but

to abstain from theft, robbery, adultery and breach of faith. And not to deny

a deposit when it was claimed. After the conclusion of this ceremonly it was

the custom to depart and meet again to take food. But it was ordinary and

harmless food and they had ceixed this practice just after my edict which in

accordance with you orders I had forbdden secret BoBiety. So these peoples

say, we a're not Christians, we are ready to curse Christ, but they say you

are under a misapprehension . There is nothing so criminal to being a Christian

These people are living together and deciding to live good lives not to do evil.

And Phiny can not understand that jbecause he has always understood Christians

were always some pretty wicked people and now these people who first
10

w/%%' yet insist that Christians are not wicked . So he says, I thought a more
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to find out what truth therr was in this by applying torture to two

maid servants who were called deaconesses. But I flund nothing that would

deprave an astroganant superstitution. And I therefore postonded my examinaltion

and ihad Irecoursed to you theconstertation. iHe had torltured these

deaconessess and they wouldn't confess to murder or to any terribe crime. All

they had was iome sort of doctrinal belief in and he couldn't understand what

on earth they were driving at. So he says, the matter seemed to me to justify

my $ consulting lyou especially on account of the umber of those in volved

So many people of all ages and sizes and of both sexes are being put in terror

by accusation, and this we don't want. The contagion of this superstitution

has spread not only in the cities but in the villages and rural disctricts

as well. Now that souMs as if there were a good many doesn't it. Yet seems

capable of being checked and et right. There is no shadow of doubt that the

temple whthch had been almost deserted, are beginning to be frequented once more.

But the sacred rites which have long been neglected are being renewed and a

the sac ificial victims are for sale everwhere. They are so recently a buyer

was rarely to be found. From this it is easy to imagine what a lhost of men

could be sent right or given a chance of recantation. So evidentyly Pliny

recognizes in northern Asia Minor, the temples have been practically empty

and no boy has been going to the pagan services and those sacrifices and

he says now all this is changeing because I am making these Christians recant.

And give up their Christianity. Because he probably meant there were a lot

of people who were rather uncertain on the whole matter and hadn't been going to

the temple and had kiow began going there again. It doesn't tell ius whether

there were actually many Christians who giave up Chrisitianity or not. But he

says we can remedy this if we set about this vigDrously. But what shall we do?

Now here is Tragents answer. Tragient ssys: You have taken the right line

my dear Phiny in examining the cases of those denounced they were Christians

for no hard and fast rule can be laid down of ]universal application. They are

not to be sought out. If they are informed against and the charge is proved

they are to be punished. With this reservation,that if anyone deny that he is
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a Christian and actually proves it by worshipping our Gods a he %,' shall

be pardoned as a result of his recantation however suspect he may have been

wilth respect to the past. Pamphlets published annimously should carry- no

weight in any charge kwhatsoever. They constitute a very bad precidense

and also are out of keeping with thsi age. Tragient says this is the

age of enlightenment and we are not interested in anonomous phamplets and in

criticism ' that someome makes that he isn't going to stand up and give his

name for it. But he says if somebody is proven to be a Christian there is

nothing you clan do but punish sthem so don't hunt them out, don't make any

effort to find them, don't, in tother words so long as these Christians keep

quite and don't make trouble you are not to bother them. But if somebody comes

and carges one then you've got to do something about it. Now Ithis is very

striking that this should be our first reference at any leflgb to Christians in

the Roman empire and et that it should give such clear evidence that it is

already so widespread. That it should show in that province t$% which is a

long ways from Palestine. But up in that province it is already was having

such a tremendous affect on the worship of the pagan gods, and cutting down the

attendance of the shrines and the sacrifices and that it should have such an

attitude already quoted in teh Roman emprie that Phiny swaid it was a crime

worthy of punishment in itself. It is very interesting 1nd striking. That

something could develop tE that point without any evidence of having come

down to it yet and even in this evidlence we would inot have if it were not for

th fact ( End of C-3) (Begin C-k)

...And secondly that he was such a gt,od friend ofTragient that he wrote at asuh

length about these men . So these are the only references to Christianity which'
from

have come down to us through Pagan sources during the first kOO years after the

death of Christ and yet they are very striking parta1culily this letter. And t

of course this is very- important for showing the great spread of Christianity
Is 4$

at this time and'ala very imporitant 4 showing the attitude of the Roman

emperoxragient by the way as you get tt from his letter was a man of very'

high character. He was a man of such prime characteristic and fine quality that
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some Christian writers felt that Tragient was saved. He was a man of remarkable

good character kand he was evidently trying , as emperor, to rule for the best

interest of the Empire. But he did not think it important enough to look inbo

Christianity and inquire what it really was. He took the word of people who

said it was a crime and should be punished but he didn't think it was a bad

enough crime that people should be hunted out who were subject to it. Now

next is B, the Roman Emperors of Ihe Second Century. And this is a period of

the five good emperors, so called. We have noticed that the first century was

one in which the emporer%4 t)'1%/ the men who by course of personality and by

strength of character had secured the control in the land originally aznd then

they V2) followed them and it depended a lot on what sort of emfror you

had whether the power was increased or diminished. During that time. We have

two main families, that we note. Now we have a situation whh began which

ran for practically a century. Which was unique and which established a khigh

plain of the Roman Empire. It was a time when you had a series of men, all of

whom seemed to have been trying to rule for the best interest of their people.

A series of able men and one ithing that made it good vas that it did not go

from father to son during th s period of time until you get to the end of the

period and that was what ruined some. It began with a senator med Menerapha

who reigned from 96 to 98. He is not very important. Principally because he

only reigned 2 years. But Ihe adopted a very outstanding general. A man of

high character. He adopted and designated as his heir. And this man Tragient

succeeded him and r&igned for 19 years , from 98 to 117. And through the

rest of thej period of these 5 kgood emperors, each of them adopted his successor

And so each of them tried to pick out a man who was of good character with

himself until you get to the best character of all., the last of the five 1nd

he had a worthless son who succeeded him and put an end to this fine period

of the five good lemperors which lasted for about a century. And it was a period

of the great growth of Christianity land the period of the first great rise of

Herosy which threatened to completely destroy Christianity. We 1,ook at that

period a bit tomorrow. Now Mr. Sanderson just gave me a slip here which had got
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a full newspaper {t it seems like of eports on it but I think they are

mostly things be is going to give rather than what he wanted me to mention.

I think he wants me to mention this, though, ver particularily, that this

morning at 10:15 immediately after prayerIneeting here, Dr. Stam is going to

give kan informal account , I believe of the congress .n Geneva ijiast tsummer.

The congress, the trips and the side lights. The students who were here last

year and members of the faculty gave money to pay for Dr. Stams trip over to

Geneva and D. Stam is no w going to give a report this morning in order to

(End of section on record) (k) (Begin on 5) the Roman Emperors of the

second century. And we notice that most of th&s period hhs kbeen characterized

by the five good kemperors. And we saw that the attitude of these Emperors

toward Christianity was rather indifferent one. Up to the last of them. They

considered that Christianity was against them all. That it was forbidden to

become a Christian. And oonsequently if was told that a man wazs A Christian

$ naturally he had to be care. the law had to take its affect. But they

did not think that people should be searched out. And the result is thatwe have

the mob curious at one time or another on account of particular reasons and we

have the ideas squared false attack against the Christians, against their

character statments, what they did in their secret rites and ceremonies etc.

This would arouse the fury of ithe people in the different areas and the result

in a persecution in one area and in another. And there were a number of

individual martyers here and there but ithe effect of these marydoms was to

increase the zeal of those who remained true and to some extent to purify the

church of some of those who were not very sincere or earnest in their faith.

But there was no great widespread effort to root out Christianity and so we

come to the very end of this peridd of frye good mperors. And then we notice

Marcus Unllius, 161 to 180, one of the finest characters who ever sat on the

Roman throne or on any throne, You will find few rulers and emperors in any
anywhere in

country/in the wa'ld whose charcers will come anywhere lnear being as loftic

or as humane as the kcharacter of the Emperor Marcus aruilus. And yet

Marcusarulius was the first Emperor who seems to have undertaken conscientously
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and diffently to root out Christianity and to destroy it. His attitude was one

ofrecognition that the foui.tions of the Romans society was contrary to the

foundat.ons of Christianity and one or the other must Ifail. And therefore he

who had been bjrought by a pious mother and who had been trained in the best of

the Greek philosophy and who desired to have everyone treated just as will

as possible according to the highest ethics of the pagan civiliaation . Saw

that everything that pagan civilization stood for and what he bood for was the

best aspects of the pagan civilization. Saw that it all was threatened while

this new and utterly different viewpoint which was benming so widespread in the

empire and deavord to root out Christianity entirely and there were great

persecutions in various sections of the Empire. The persecutions ware not

nearly so expensive nor as thorough going as it was later under some emperor

but it was much greater than any thing during the previous century and of cojrse

altogether different from the persecution of Nero or of Dominician, neither

of them which had particularily in mind oppoition to Christianity as such.

But both of which were based on other motives altogether. Marcusarilius had a

tutob, a very fine philosophical teacher named Dignatleous. And this Diagnetos

had trained MarcusAui'lius the best of pagan ethics and pagan viewpolints kand he

asked once how is it that these obstinate Christians can stand up so resoultely

for their superstitlions and can even die for it and the epistles of Diagnetos

is probalby an attempt to answer his question. An attempt to explain to him
whether

why it is. 1%{j/he himself actually saw the epistle or not. Now under Marcus

aurlius, perhaps the great part of the persecutin, at least that of which we

have most evidence is the persecttion in southern France in the year Ad D/ ip

A persecution carried on there by the Roman governors but with close contact

with the Emperor in Rome and frequent letters to and from him so it was with his

aprobation and with his approval. And this man who did everything helcould to

enlighten the suSfereing of the gladiatthrs in the arena in Rome, who tried to

make a lot of slaves better, who thnterferred with the supreme power of husbands

over their wives land over thier families , who softened the criminal law who

did everythftng he could to make life more humane for his people. was interested
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in rooting out Christianity in these terrific persecutions wh ch were intended

to put an end to it. And this evidence which we have from sout1en France tells

us of this great persecution there in 177 A.D. In which the Chrisitans in that

in Leon and Vento, leading citites in southern France were seized and beaten

slaves were taken and were tortured in order to confess to the wickftdness of their

masters, a female slave named Balandena who was tortured for a whole day, h4 so

cruelly that her tormentors wondered that she still continuted to live.

Aknd yet they kept on torturing her and she refused to confess anything terrible

about her master and so they took the Christians one by one and tortured

them and had her to see them day after day and finally after all of the rest

had been killed, she was thrown into a net and gored to death by a bull. Synicus,

a deacon of the church at Leon had placed a red hot brass, attached to his body

$ but he said nothing but I am a Christian. A slave girl named Biblius JXX had

charged i% the Christians with great crime and they tortured her agiin to make

her tell more and this time she repented of what she had said , said that she

had lost her nerve in the terrific persecution that ){(QI all was false , that

the Christians were good people and that she herself would like to have the

faith of a Christian and she was put to death as a Ch.tistian. A large number

died in a prison, the bishp of Leon who was over 90 was beaten and illused in

the most brutal manner 1.nd died in prison. One of the en were roasted alive

before the people. All in all there were tD victims f/t/ as far as the

material has come to us of the cruel way here at Leon and Viena. It is not a

large enough number to be a persecution comlparable to the great persecutions

a century later but yet it is easy to see how something of such a cruel and

feargoing basis of this would saare people and ihave a temperorily great affect

in driving kpeople away from Christianity. Even thought lthe attutide of the

Christians in bearing it had a tremendthuas affect on those we saw and in the end

to cause an increase in the church. You notice the Bishop was over 90 when he

was killed this way and you remeber Trollycart had been over 90 when he was

killed and the fact of these Bishops and prominent leaders reached such an age

was a pretty good evidence of the fact that these was not a full growing or
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constantly carried on persecuion dui'ing this period. It was more or less

spuratic and this is the first great widespread attack to destroy Christianiy

as such to this one under Marcus Aruliius. Persectuions under the Roman

Empire were very terriffic and it was a tremendous ordeal to which the church

faced. But they are not comparabele to persecutions to Chrianity by Communists

today because the Roman Empire attitude was so different, from the attitude

of Communiusm and the Roman Empire did have a very great emphasis on law and
prevent

on the right to the individuals. And the empire tried to c%ée anyone from

being punished or injured by the mob or hurt in any way until they had proven

that he individually and ersonally was partial to the law of the empreor and

everyone was entitled to a free, to a public examination and trial, in the

attempt to bring witnesses. Which (End of C k )

( Begin C 5 ) It had these five good emperors, each of whom adopted his

predesessor, selected a very fine man { to succeed him, adopted him as heir

and was succeeded by him as emperor. Now the series ends. Marcius Saurlies
COO

is succeeded by ihis own son, ?uruuiit5s A young man brought up with a most

careful education, the philospphers taught him virtue, and temperance, told him

all about all the fine attitudes that an emperor should take as characerized

by his own father Marcus Aurlies, tat but he was interested in one of them.
of what

The only thing he paid any attention to 4/is teachers gave h m was

the glad, the occasion of the gladiators and the deflensing matches. And he

was very good in these sports . But the otlw education he turned against. He

was not interested in the philosophic realizings. He oposed everything that

was good in paganism his reign is called a disgrace to humanity and his death

in 192 a blessing to the empire and yet under this monster of iniquity, kthe

church enjoyed peace. The Christians who had been condemned to labor in the

mines, were set free, One senator, one Roman senator was acciused of being

a Christian and an informer came forward and gave evidence this man was a Christian

and should be killed according to the law and they killed him. But they also

killed the man who brought Ithe evidence against him and that so that made it

less attractive to people to come forward with evidence against the Christian.



common in English, and when we speak of "vandalism" we mean ruthless,

brutal dtruction, and the name is taken frm the name of the Germanic

tribe. (end of record)
c7

I don't know, but at least they didn't fully deserve it. Well, now, I

think that is all we will say about the general history of the period at
we will touch upon more details of it

this point/in connection with the church history of the period. So we

go on to B and under B we deal with a man who was very active in the

first 30 years of this century. A man, who at the beginning of this

critury, was already 46 years old and consequently a good part of the

activity of his life cones in the latter part of the Fourtlt Century,
hia most ot.to tandt-g

but his most outstanding activity comes in the Fifth Century, and con-
3 equont
sequently I have placed him in this century rather than in the other.

It is not necessary to know about him to understand an of the aspects
necessary to know

of the Fourth Century that we lare discussed. But it is/i4eBaR

about them to understand the early aspects of his life. And so we are

dealing with him under the Fifth Century, even though only the last

thirty $ years 4t' of his life come in the Fifth Century, and the first

fonty-six come in the Fourth Century. Now this man is know as Augustin.

Some call him Augustin; some call him Augustine. I remember someone in

a class in Princeton Seminary who preferred to say "Augustine", what

St. Augustine had written on something, and the professor sald,"St.

Augustine is in Florida, and St. Augustin is in heaven," shoving vay

strongly his feeling as to how the man's name should be pronounced in

English. Well actually, of course, the city is named after him, and so

I do not think that anyone has the right to say, there is only one way

in nglish. Ater all, he wasn't an Englishman anyway. His correct name

was Aurelius Augustinus, but he came to be known by the last part of it,

and some call it Augustine, and some call it Augustin, and I don't care
man

which you call it as long as you know the facts about him. This/Is so

important that I will call number 1. under B , "The Importance of St.
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Augustin." St. Aug. Is perhaps the most the important character in

ancient church history after the apostip Paul. Now, of course, I don't

mean he is M9P more important in political ,X events thatn Constantine;

he is in a different tegory altogether. But of the Christian leaders,

and particularly of the Christian writers, he is the mc important

figure between the ae1e-Pa- apostle Paul and Martin Luther. I don't

think there is much doubt of that. Some Roman Catholic might think

Thomas Aquinas is equally linportalit. I Ø,6 doubt if he would think that

Thomas Aquinas was more important, and T.A. comes six centuries ater he

does, not so long before Martin Luther. But certainly of the period

previous to Thomas Aquinas, I doubt if anyone would think there was a

Christian writer after the apostle Paul of greater importance than St.

A. His importance has been recognized by the entire Christian church,

at least by the entire western Christian church, by all branches of the

western church since that day. Roman Catholics point back to Augustin,

who in his writing, "The Cty of God gave the great impetus to the primacy

of Rome, and to the Roman idea of the church, and in his great stress on

the sacraments they claim to have one of the foundation points of their

views with which we differ on the sacraments. And to them, he is one

of their greatest laders, since they claim that many of these points

are already held by the apostles. They would say that he expressed

them better than anyone up to that time, and they would frequently

quote St. A. on these matters. And on the other hand, Protestant leaders

refer to his great statements on salvation by grace, on the grace of God

as our sole source of salvation, the great stress that he laid on grace
(this is ? )

a opposed to works, $) plus,I his descriptive of all the claims of Roman

Ctholicism. And so we find that all the great streams of Christian life

and Christian thought since look back to St. A. as one of the great promul

gators of one of their central features. Now we Protestants would claim

that the R.C. stress upon his views is upon incidental fˆ'%' factors of his
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views, rather than upon the main central tbhgs. We would claim that he

would not have nea- meant those things the way they take them, but at

least he gave enough% stress to them to be $ vital in forwarding them,

and so he was a powerful &a1 influe'ce on all Christian history ever

since his time. One reason for this is because he was ist---es

such a voluminous writer, not as voluminous as Origin, not as voluminous

as Jerome, but extremely voluminous. You notice that in the set of the

Nicene Fathers, those writings which had been thought to be worth including

fran ancient times in the Pre-antiNicene or Post-Nicene

Fathers in the library, most volumes have half a volume, some have a volume,

a few have two volumes, but Augustine may give five or six volumes. They

giv far more space to him. Now Jerome wrote just as much as he did, but

they only give him a volume and a ha-T-half. They do not consider the

other as of equal importance in the Christian church. He wrote a

tremendous amount. Much of that which he vep- wrote was very well-written.

He wrote too much for all of it to be well-written, but some people become

so tremendously impressed with the very great excellence of his outstanding

writings that they look at everything he wrote through colored glasses,

and one modern theologian said, "A. Is equally supreme, whether he is

discussing the grace of God, or whether he is discussing the subject of

music. Whatever he % writes on, he % is the very best there is. Well

that, I think, is extreme, but that shows the attitude of mind under which

some people come from the great excellence of so much that he wrote, but

he wrote so very much that others think that some of it is of a far less

excellence of degree of writing. He was a man who had a very active mind,

and he was highly educated. He seems to have been familiar with most of the

learning of his day, whether he touches upon music, upon the arts,

upon history, upon the classics, u/ upon literature, upon law. Almost

any field he touches upon, you have the feeling that here is a man who

has read and studied a great part of the literature and thought of his
these

day to bring materials to bear upon the subjects with which he is

dealing. And it is typical of Christian history that when you find a
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great work done for God, and a ga- great movement started, you will

usually find that the mantho is instrumental in it, and who leads it ff(blark)

the learning and the thought of his day, and a man of great natural ability.

This is true of Augustin, it is true of Origin, it is true of Jerome, it

is true of Martin Luther, John Calvin, it is true of John Wesley, it is

true of most of those who have led great movements in the Christian

church. But those who have been greatly used of God have all had another

feature in addition to this. Thlshas never been sufficient to make a
true /4)1

great leader of the7Christian church. There has been another feature which

is always present, and it was present to a very great degree in A., as it

was in Martin Luther, and that is a realization of the grace of God,

a tremendous experience of divine grace, a tremendous realization that

jS apart from the grace of God he deserves eternal punishment. To these

great leaders, sin is no light thing; it is no matter of simply a theologi

cal doctrine that is good to know about and be able to tell people about;

it Z Is a matter which, from their own personal experience they are

able to say with the apostle Paul that God was merciful to me, a chief of

sinners. I do not mean that these men had any of them been, from Paul

on through the list I have named, there is no one of them of whom you

would say, were in a number of ays among the worse men of their age.

From the viewpoint of ordinary morality, from the viewpoint of ft simply

a humanist, a man looking at human life and comparing people, only one

of these men would be thought of as a pretty good sort of man as a young

man, a man who had his youthful follies, yes, but a man who was certainly

far better than the great mass of the young 00 men of his age. Every one

of them would be. E.ery one of them is a man who saw his youthful life,

and saw in his natural life something which he realized to be utterly

below the standard that God requires, and so much below that only the

grace of God would keep him from eternal hell, and he wonders all his life

at the marvelous grace of God that would save a man such as he was. From

a human viewpoint, you might say he was one of the best men. If God was
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going to save anyone, you would expect him to save these men. But from

His viewpoint, he looks at more from the Divine viewpoint , and he sees

how terrible his 4/ sin is in the sight of God, and. he sees how little

he deserves anything good at God's hands. And so, the great experience

of the grace of God, which Paul had, Augustin had, Luther had,

Luther and Calvin and Wesley had, is something which is necessary if one

is to be greatly used of the Lord, and it was present to a supreme degree

in the case of A. And so we hav3 these different factors entering into

his life, and we have him a man who, in his latter days, seemed to have

almost superhuman energy, and almost superhuman interest in every

phase of the life of the church, and he was ready, and he was ready on

any phase that seemed to him to be of importance, t&t-se e4-e-h to

make a great study and write several big volumes on them, and to write

them as not intellectual (ii) which somebody would wade through if he

was interested, but which were full of such strong presentation

and such interes$ting presentation that they would win people to read

them and to study them. He had then a tremendous influence in the early

urch. His interest was so great that there were- are many people who

almost idolize him, and tlfink that most anything he did is just right, and

that is the wrong attitude to take toward any human being, even the apostle

Paul. Paul cert&inly made his mistakes. But that which God caused of

the apostle Paul to be included in the Scripture, and which Paw God

inspired Paul to write as part of the Scripture, is, of course, infallible

and free from error and true for us. Now, God did not inspire anything

that A. wrote, or any writer except those who wrote what is included in

the sixty-six books of the Bible. And those were his writings, like those

of all writings aside from those which the Holy Spirit specifically inspired

to be part of the Word of God, writings which have truth mixed with error.

And there are points on which A. may have made a decision which seemed very

wise to him in the light of a situation, but which, as we look back, I

think we should say was unwise, and which might have done great good in

their immediate situation, but which may have done great harm in its
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outreach and in its later development. I think we must recognize that
no

it is by/means all good that is - true of A., but everything that is

true of him is important, and the gr bulk of it was good. And one of

the great things that Luther stressed in his ee&1&- conflict in his

early days, before he broke with the church, was the authority of A.

and the gratness of A.'s work, when most of Luther's contemporaries

preferred Jerome's work to A's. Not that Luther opposed the wonderful

learning of Jerome, and the great contribution that Jerome had made to the

Christian church, but he felt that there was a stress on the grace of

God and of the p unmerited favor which God shows to those whom He redeems

in A. which was not similarly emphasized in Jerome, and therefore Luther

brought A. more and more to the fore. And Calvin also preferred A. to
much

any other of the church fathers. So p1I for his importance. Now,

2. His arly Life.

Now it is interesting that A. was not a man who bre- born in Rome, and

Pe&- - raised in the school of the bishop, and eventually grew to be

bishop of Rome. The greatest character in the ancient church is not one

of the bishops of Rome; in fact, up to point we have reached, there has

been no one; In fact, up to the death of A. there is no one who occupied

the position of bishop of Rome who was one of the gr characters and

ga- great leaders of the early church. They were men of important

administrative ability, but the gi'ae- great leaders whom God raised up

in the church did not occupy that particular position. And A. wasn't

even an Italian. He was from the ( Latin-speaking area. He was born in

a little twe town south of Carthage in North Africa. And in this little

town, forty miles south of the grt city of Carthage, the city which the

Romans utterly destroyed and later on rebuilt as a t1e thoroughly Roman

city, forty miles south of that, in the small town of (Tigasi?) in 354 A.D.w,

A. was born. His* mother was an outstanding Christian woman. His father

became a Christian shortly before he died, but his father does not seem

to have been a Christian when A. was a boy. His mother wa's a very, very
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earnest Christian. His mother was one of the great influences in the

life of A. A. tells us in his (end of record)
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....and refused to have anything to do with the orthodox Christian church.

But his mother vent to see a (skips)

about her son to try to discuss with him, but the particular man was not

in a position to meet the arguments % and the viewpoints that the young

A. had, but after a long talk with the mother, he said, "Go thy way, and

God bless thee, for it is not possible that a son of these tears should

perish." And this she accepted as a voice from heaven. After his discussii

with her, he was so impressed with her longing for her son's conversion,

and with the depth of her pa- prayers and the sincerity of her interest
that

that he was certain/the son would be converted, and A. later on was con

verted and felt that his mother's prayers and his mother's life had had

a great deal to do with it. His mother's name was Monica, and the RCC

has considered her as a saint, and she certainly was indeed a saintly

woman. And it is interesting that in the United States, one of our towns

in the southeastern sections of the United St.tes is named after her and

St. A., and one of our towns in the southwestern section, on the south

western coast is named after his mother, Santa Monica. And so Monica,

the mother of A., is one of the great influences in his early life. Now,

he was brought up there in ; he was well-eduated as a young man.

The Africans were people hot-blooded, people who were tremendously

interested in,/$/ their great circuses, their public games, their athletic

enterprises, all these different things. They had Roman culture and

Latin culture and learning vthG_ very much. They had great stress on the

worse features of Roman life, and also they had a good bit of the best

features of Roman life. And A. In his upbringing found the life of the

young fellows around him not particularly conducive to Christian character,

and he speedily seems to have / lost interest in the Christian church.

He talks in his "Confession" ath.t his having been bad a a boy, and not
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being willing to study unless he was flogged, but actually it seems that

while he was comparilrely young he proved to be an outstanding student,

nad before very long he was tremendously interested in his students, and

he learned everything that was available in the schools of

by the time he was fourteen years of age, and they sent him away to ant-
in

another town for trains in rhetoric , and his atek father was anxious

to send himf to Carthage eventually for further study of rhetoric, his

father thought that he had a very unusual son, and after he finished his

primary eduation, he came back to Tigasti, and he had a year of just

waiting around while his father raised money so as to send &- him on

to college in Carthage, but then his father died, but a wealthy man in

the area took an interest in the young fellow, and peeve- provided the

money for his dUajOfl, and he vent off to Carthage. Now A. became a

teacher of rhetoric, and he was recognized as /)I%/ quite a good teacher

of rhetoric, and rhetoric in those days included the study of the

classics, the study of the Latin language, and how to express thought in

such a way as to win approval. It was a study greatly stressed then; I

think it is far too ,it little stressed in our day. Our young people 4e

grow up, and they may have good ideas, but they can't

express them in a way to get their thoughts across. Well now, in that day,

they vent to rather of an extreme, using all sorts of expedients in

presenting a thought in forceful, excellent way, and learning to debate

on both sides of any question, and they would have a great deal of ex

citement e over some of their debates over various questions, which to

us today you would have 1I//$ˆI$ maybe a handful of people that would

even be interested in attending such a debate. Americans are much more

interested in a football game always. But in those days, while they were

greatly interested inX their games, $ they also had much more interest

in these intellectual things. And so A. was brought up as a young man

of high learning, and he studied Cicero's works, and there is one of
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Cicero's works which impressed him particularly, a work called,

"The Hortensius", but it has been lost. We have no copy of it today.

But as he read this work of "Hortensius" this work written by the

philosopher Cicero, he found the exhortation to philosophy, $ the

exhortation to real wisdom which Cicero gave, and this work had a tremen-

dous affect on him in estab11shng an ideal before him. In order to
not simply

find true wi4- wisdom, he wanted to become a man of real learning,/a man

of barbaric wealth, or a man recognized by people, but a man tho had

real inward quality. Cicero could express such ideals in a very wonderful

way, even while in his own attitude he was desirous of the plaudits of

the Roman mob, and anxious to get see- some political advancement, but he

was able to express these ideals very beautifully, and it had a. tremendous

infulence on the youthful A. And firm this time on, he seems to be a

sincere seeker of the truth, and he had the Christian church beofre him,

he had his mother's influence before him, but he didn't feel that that was

where the truth was to be found. But he was seeking arter truth; he was

seeking after wisdom; he was seeking to be one who really had a life of

the finest type tkt-- that he could have. Now there was one thing which

he looked back at in later years as having been a most terrific sin of

these days, and which he always with tears regretted to the very end of

his life, and that was something which had happened at about time or

somewhat before, that is, before he read "Hortensus". The life of the

people of the whole Roman Empire was of a very low grade morally1. and

licentiousness was extremely prevalent, and the very worse types of

licentiousness was all around him, and A., so far as we know, never

seems to have succombed to any of what we would call the grosser aspects

of sensuality. There is no% evidence of any such thing. But there is

evidence of this: he took a young woman as a mistress at about this time,

perhaps a little earlier, but as far as our evidenc e goes, he lived

exclusively with her for fourteen years. You as Americans would consdier

that as a common law marraige, I believe. She was his mistress for these
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fourteen years, and there is no evidence of any promiscuity either on

his part or on her part. Within a very short time after their intimacy

began, she gave birth to a son, and this eon, to sh- whom he save the

name, "the gift of God", Adiobaptist, "from God h is given". A strange

n*me to give to a child born under those circumstances. This son she

brought up, and A. was true to her it seems duting those years. She lived

with him in Carthage, and when h went to Rome, she went to Rome with

him, and when he went to Milan, sh went to Milan with him, and brought

the infant along. But he was never married, to her, and he always

considered the relation as extremely sinful, at least in his later years,

looking back on it. What his attitude was in these days we have no way of

knowing, but in his later years helooked back on it with terrific regret,

and felt that it was one of the outstanding evidences of the sinful nature

of his ]fe, and of his lack of any s- desert of good at the hand of God.

Now A. came in touch with a movement which was very powerful in Nrth

Africa, a movement known as Manachaenism. W have mentioned it before

in our history, but we have not told a great deal I about it. It was in

the Third Century A.D. whe-- that Mani lived, the middle of the Turd Century,

the middle of the 200s A.D. He lived in Holiad, and he claimed that he

was the paraclet, promised by Jesus, and he traveled in many countries

and spread his doctrines, a4- and in PersiaI h, gained favor in the court,

but at length is said to have been crucified and his skin, stuffed with

straw, hung at the city gate. Meantime his twelve apostles spread

westward and won many disciples, and his church was organized in many ways

which seem to be copied after th Christian Church, and in many ways, in

the Christian area, such as N0rth Africa, it came to b more similar to

the Christian Church in its outward organization, but it is not like

Gnosticism, a Christian heresy. It has many points in common with Gnosti

cism, but in many points it is so remote from Christianity that it is

definitely a different religion, even te--he- though imitating Chrigtian

forms in many places. And A. may even have considered it as a form of
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Christianity. He joined in with these groups, but he never was initiated

into -- them. They had their inner circle who were initiated into their

secrets, and who had to live the type of lif, which they felt was the

right type of life, which was a very ascetic life, and a life which, from

a moral viewpoint was very superior to the great mass of the people in

the Roman life. And they stressed certain moral ideas ver uch, but A.

was always among them as what they called "a hearer"!, simply one who

attended their services and was inter'3Sd in what they presented, but/

was not act2ally interested into their inner circle. And he was connected

with the Manichaens for a good many years. The Manichaens believed in

a kingdom of darkness and a kingdom of light, and these two kingdoms

are equal, and life is a struggles between the principles of good and of

evil. And there was a great trajedy when Satan came forth from the

kingdom of darkness bent on destruction and was met by the armed might

of light, who suffered defeat from him, and Satan snatched away and
e

imprisoned certain elemnts of the spiritual kingdom, and out of this

comingling of elements was born the world, and so it was a bad thing

that the world came into existence according to their viewpoint. And

in the world there is wickedness in control, but the kingdom of light

has certain aspects of it imprisoned in the world, and there is a strugle

between the two going on. It's on the whole an Idea developed with

tremendous variety, which is utterly remote from the Christian viewpoint

of the world. But they deveo- developed it into a very large organization.

They had their bishops and their large meetings all over the Roaand

Empire as well as in Persia and other countries, although it never was

anywhere as large as the Christian group. Prof. Harnack has said

that it was the most artistic and richest philosophical attempt to

d±sertt]- disent angle the knotty problem of the origin of evil, that

it brought down to a tangible plain the mysteries of moral darkness and

light. Now there is much in it that seems so fantastic that it is hard

to see how a thinker like Augustin could be affected by it, but there
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are other features which seem to be a philosophical explanation of the

universe, and seem to be very satisfactory if you have to proceed on

a purely human level in trying to explain the universe, and ad do not

hae God's Revelation to tell you what the truth about it is. Well, A.

was much interested in this, and he attended their services, but he had

quite a disillusionment when one of their great bishops, one of the

their most famous, came to town, and he went to talk to him to try to

get gm-- some problems cleared up, and he found that he knew more than

this man did, and he found that the man was pretty much pretense, and

not of real learning, real understanding, and it gave him quite a jolt

in his interest in the Manichaen movement. And so that made bim begin

to et,t start to move away from it, but he did not come toward orthodox
as yet.

Christianity again: Then he decided to leave and to go to Italy. He

thought there would be a greater future for him in Rome, in the capital.

It was no longer the capital, but it was the great old famous center of

the empire. A4- And so he left Carthage; he took his mistress and his

little boy with him, and he vent up to Rome, and there he lived in Rome

for a few months. And he found Rome given up to the pursuit of pleasure,

although in it there were those who were of a very intellectual life

also. And of course, the Christian 81uu- Church was very active in

Rome, although perhaps it was more affected by the life around it than

in most other centers. That is, the church of Rome does not seem to have
A. in

made a very great impression on A. at this time. Nov,/Carthage had

been very disgusted with the city because the citizens were full of

frivolity, and they would indulge in such 15 , some of which

were really dangerous to life, and it was hard to get them down to work

the way he an- wanted them to it, and the activities ....

(end of record)
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Now just why is it
Oht't

this monster of iniquity so utterly different from the

wonderful man who w \iis father, should give peace to Christianity when his

good kfathr had so endeavord to destroy it. It is pretty hard to tell. It is

usually thought that it was on account of the emperors Concubine Marsha who

for some reason or other showed herself favorable to the Christians. We don't

know a great deal about the circumstance. It is easy to guess any sort of thing

wh ch it might be because, Yes, Mr. (Student) omotus,? C-o-m-m-o-d-u-s
was

He is not particularily important in the history of the church because he not

a persecutor. The important ones are the persecutors, naturally in their

relation to Christianity to the Roman empire. But after the great perseion

of his father it was a boon to the churach that this wicked man succeeded

Marcius Aurlius and put an end to the persecttion. And so Commodus probably

on account of The influence of his concubine Marsha and if you want to guess
would

why wij$ the emperors concubine take thths attitude any number of guesses could

be made . It might be forinstance that she had been bjrought up by the Christians

It might be that she had been associated with them. That she Md turned against

it and that et she knew herself were the statements against them that that

she pershaps felt some gratitude to them for what they had done to her before.

It might even be quite the opposite that she had been irritated by t1e pagan

philosophers and that she wanted to hurt them and therefore was favoring that

which was against them. We don't know what the cause was. But whatever the

cause was through this incidentif, accidentl.humanily speaking thing, the

persecutin was now brought to an end. And you can see what the affect of it

is/ If the persecttion of Marcus arulius was carried on and made knore

severe severely or more thoroug gofing in a succeeding reign or two lyou can see

how people would be frightened and driven away in from the meetings and from

the churches and so on and more and more Christians killed land less and less

left to teach tt ot others. But here you have the tremendous persecution

and the great suffereing. Many people sent off to the mines and other people

observing it and seeing how faithfully and courageiously they, the Christians

meet their death and begin to wonder what it is that gives these people this
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courage and what is that makes them seem so happy in the lmidst of terribe suffer-

ing and then before the persecution has opportunity to serve- search

out the great bulk of the Christians or before there is a chance for the fear

to come and be widespread and become an attitude of the mind over a period

of decades. The persecution is broughtfo an end and Christians are released

from the mines and from the prisons and they go out and people see tTh.em and

admire their courage and they of course remeber the martyrs and have servidces

in honor of the martyrs and the whole thing becomes an occasion for the spread

of Christianity and for the increase of it and a great many people whp have

never had the courage to face persecution themselves now that the persecution

is over how tremendously attracted and the zeal of the consistancy of the Christ-

ians and drwvn in toward them and asking what Ithis all is about nd come to

hear their testimonly and etc. And thus -a brief perseclution no matter how

terrific, if followed by a period of peace becomes a crowd of increase and

extension and spread of the church. And so it proves a mistake and under this

wicked emperor Christianity had a peridd of rest and a period of progress. Now

Commodus was succeed in 193 by Septunius Severius. This starts a new series.

That is to say that Commodus the son of Marcus Aurlies was a wicked man and

aroused such hatred that eventually he was assanated and after h s assisnation

there was no one who leagally in line for the empire, there was civil war or

a period and then té a kpowerful general succeeded in establishing himself

on the throne. And this man Septunius Severius Septimius Severus reinged from

193 to 211 which takes us well into the next century. And we look at him again

in the next century. We will only mention about him at this point that he

began his reign with a lenient attitude toward the Christian and for the rest

of this century there seems to have been no persecution. s we have a period

of flull twenty years with practically no persecution of the Christian perhaps

a phra'tic instance here and there but kiothing wt all widespread for a perido

of fully twenty years. Early in the next century however, Septimius changed

his attitude and &ntroduced I very severe persectuion at wh ch we shall look

in connection with our examination of the succeeding century. At present we are
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examing the general, political history and background and along with it the

history of the persecution of this second century A.D/ It is customary in

most classes in church history to take a period such as from 100 to 320 and' to

run through a PERIOD OF two or three hundred years like that and tkke one thing

and run clear through and take another and run clear through. You trace the

developments of govenrnment through this long period and then you trace the

development of doctrine through, you trace the development of different phases

of Christian living through this period. That is a good way to do. Bu for our

present purpose I think it is a good thingk for us to get a little more definite

impression of the time element and consequently I am taking it up now by centuries

After all a century is a long time. It is two good sized lifetimes as far as

the active klife of almian is concerned. It is very often a b great bulk of

people you might say of three generations of as far as the attive life is

concerned, to be consumned in a century. And so I think perhaps it would

be good to get an idea of the progress of Christianity in these early days by

taking up each cwntury and seeing what happens in each century. And so we notice

the first century with the those 70 years that remained after the death of Christ

we notice of how little we know of the spread of Christianity in it and an

occasional glance of it here and there. How little we know of its literature

and yet the evidence that it did spread very widely . We noticed something of

the situation there and then we have taken up this kiext peridod of 100 years

and looked at the background the history of the emperors. And now I want to

look at the history of the literature, but I want in this connection to under

this present head to look only , say the first half or two thirds of the period

as far as ti-e literature is concerned. Still I am entitling, C, The Apostolic

Fathers and the Early Apologists. The Apostolic Fathers and the Early Apologists

That is thelthterature kebrough the first two thirds of the 1eriod. The reason
am leaving

I-bee'e-n the literature of the last third to a later iperiod to a later head

is because it deals with a different force wlich came into affect strongly

in the middle of this century. And I wanted to discuss that before I deal with

its literature. That the, this dealing with the literature part of the period,
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Tfhe apostolic fathers is a kname which was given later on to a group of

writings. Is is not very definite exactly what should be included in the group.

There is some writers of which there is no question, They belong in this group.

The writings on which opinions might differ, not perhaps so miuch a logical

title as a a designation for a certain group of literature. Now what do we

mean by it? We use the term fathers, often to refer to early Christian writers

after the apostles. and the study of statics which is persuded in many

universities. A study of the writings of early Christian writers. Subsequent

to the apostles and how far does fathers go? Well, that would vary. You

harly call anybody as late as tie 12th century 'A.D. as father. But some

as later as the 6th or 7th century are sometime freferred to las Father. Actualy
is

of course, all the word means is somebody whose back, who/one of the early

leaders and is truly a kmanner of convenience how far you are going to take it.

But Lthe term apostolic fathers doesn't mean that they were apostles, doesntm

mean they were apostles, because they certainly were not. But it kieans they

were the next generation after the apostles. It means fathers who whould have

known the apostles. Who came in the next succeeding group of people after the

apostle. And so there is a small group of writings we call the apostolic fathers

These are usually designeated under this title. The earliest of the apostolic

Fathers is one which is very clearly proper to /%/ place under this title.
epistle read

That is the pen of Clement. which you lhave already #4/ It is the

only Christian literature that has been preserved outside of the mew testament

of which there is any general belief among scholars that it kcomes from the

first century A.D. And this epistle of Clements comes from % near the end

of the century. You have studied the epistle and have noted just how much
claims

it has to say about the of Rome for leadership and after all it is from

the church of Rome to another church giving them advise but you notice that
what claims
WOW it makes, jt you notice what its attitude is toward this , its

rights towards Clements the bishop of Rome, so far that he on his authority

as a pope is tellilig what must be done, doesn't even mention his name in connect

ion with the epistle. It simply says the church of Rome, to the church of

Corinth. You ihalve noticed what he says about Perers great authority in wh ch
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he is writing and how he seeks Peter in relation to the other Apostles in the

epistle. Those were your assignements I gave you for your study of it to write

in the paper which you turn in from th/$f. about it. )l3)

However, I believe in that in question of the fact that while it is not at all
in the class
(.3) with the a part of the New Testament. It is not an inspired word

It has occasional uns%{j/ scientific statements in it. It has occasional

errors in it. It is not a statement .o book worhty to rank with the New Testament

Yet i is an epistle of very high quality. It was evidently a writing of a good

man a man who was a sincere and earnest Christian and a man who was anxious that

true Christianity beiaintained in itself. Now there are other writngs supposed
by

to be Clements so much later and there are wirting ajbout Clements a cwntury

later the figure of Clements 4f was one, which people like to imagine about.

And we have stories about Clenents life and experiences which are doubtless

entirely fictious SThe fact of the matter is that we are not sure who Clements

was except that it is (End of C 5) (Begin

The belief of the Roman Church is that there were two otlw bishops between

them and Peter and there were just two others and they were both 0
)

after Peter

before traditions on that (record squeaks) Ramsay the great English historian

and also peculiar background and interesting experiences in ihis early life but

the fact of the matter is thta they are purely imaginary. We know knthing about

him except what we get from the book and what we get from it is this. There is

not much as to the specific details of his life. Now there is no other of the

apostolic fathers who writes as , of whom we know quite as much about the

situation as about Clement unless it would be Polycart and of course the writing
very

of Polycart is much later. Polycart was m'{ active at this time he is one of

the last as far as the writings is concerned. As theapostolic fathers. So

next after Clements, it is a little hard to know which to meithion next, because

we are not sureabout their dates. I mthght mention perhaps, the Epistle of

Barnibus now. The ancient writers believe that Barnaabus, the epistle of

Barnabus is by the Barnabus who accompanied St.Paul. That is then opinion.
of the early

We find out mention in several/churches . But of course these churches,
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growing, two or three centures after, they can be completely wrong and most

modern scholars believe that the epistle of Barnabus has kiothing do do with the

Barnabus who assiciated with Paul or comes from some time between 100 and 150

AD. They base this largely on the contents of the Book. Which does not seem

such as we would et expect to come from Barnabus f the associate of Paul.

This epistle of Barnabus was read a great deal in the church. It has some

very be].utiful statemnts in it. some very lovely things in it, but it also has

a good bit of alegory that is rather fantastic. For instance, an instance of

ths when he speaks about circumcision, it says in the Epistle of Barnambus.

What is the true estimation of the circumcision. He didn't understand therefore

children these thi ngs more fully, that Abraham who was the first of God in

circumcision looking forward in the spirit to Jesus circumcised, having

received the mystery of three letters. For the scripture says that Abraham

circumcised 318 men of his house. What therefore was the mystery that was made

known to him Mé,i7g Mark first the 18 and then the 300 for the numberal

letters of 18 are 10 and 8 are I and Ii of these we know Jesus, you see the

name Jesus is written (3k) yocha acha, the first two letters of the name Jesus

So you see the 18 stands for Jesus when Abraham circumcised 318 men. And he

says becuase the cross was that by which we are to findgrace, therefore he

adds 300, the note of which is T, therefore by 2 lettershe signifies Jesus and

by the third , his cross. The one that says Abraham circumcised 318 knen, the

18 men means Jesus and the 300 means the cross. So you see bibligical numerics

is not a ew th ng in this century. It is perhaps more widespread Zin this

century than it has been in most periods before but even as early as this

writng of Barnabus, you find Biblical numberics used. And he has a good deal

that is rather fantastic like that in the book and yet some very beautiful

statements. It is doubless written by a good man a man who wanted to advance

Christianity and yet perhaps not an overly intelligent man. It is widely read

in the early chur/ch and it is valuable to us because of its evidence to

scriptural books which he quotes from and to akriumber of the Christian beliefs

of this early day to the observance of the sabath of the Christian sabbath on
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the eigth day instead of the 7th day and various Uther things which show us

a good deal of the life of the early Christian. But it certainly is not in

any way to be compared withi the books of the New Testament. Andther took
is the so called

which is, we call one of the apostolic fathers, teaching of the

twelve apostles. It is a book which is mentioned in the early Christian writers

It isreferred to it had a good dal/ little vogue in early days, but then it

was completely lost and through the middle ages, we were
fnot-POVWttt*d=t-o

familiar vtl-i the book at all luntil 1873 when a Greek orthodox discovered in

a monastry in Constantinople a manuscript which Ø' had various wñitings in it

and among them were the elpistles of Barnabus, first and second Clements

the twelve epistles of Egnatius and this, the teachng of the twelve apostles

and so this archbishop edited this in 1883 and ublished it. And that was the

first that we knew exactly what was in so we had references to it in some tof

the Chrsitian writers in 300 to 11.00 AD. This teachng f' of the twelve apostles

some had described as a sort of church catachisrn intensely due. The form

of it seems to be probably fromthe latter part of the century, the Roman

Catholic insists that it is based upon. material from the very beginning of the

century and they find in it evidlence to support some f their own particular

views and doctrines. But the evidences is not extremely strong in it for

their attitudes and the claim for its early date is also not very strongly

supported. Now the, I mentioned that third didn't I the teaching of the

twelve apostles. I think fourth I'll mention another book, f4I which perhaps

chronogically is 1not fourth but Which is knore slmiliar

to these than to the other bookd of the apostolic fathers and that is the

shepherd of Hermthus. The Shepherd of Hermus is a book of stories. It is

found in the kodax-synati(7) along with the epistle of barnabus. As you

know the odaxsynatii one of our great weak copies of the old and new

testament and after the book of Revelation, it includes the epistle of Barnabus

and the Shepherd of Hormius. And it was customuai it would seem in those days

in Bible manuscripts sometthmes to add some of these other books, making them

convenient for Christian reading. I have a bible at home which has a lot of

humns in the back. Just he words of the hymns, And sometimes we have helps in
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the backs of our Bibles. This is does not at all mean that these people thought

these were part of the inspired criptu.res. The church has never conceded

that to be part of Gods word. But there was sometimes found together in the same

volume and that does shhowever how highly they were thought of by many people

in the aarly churach. Now this shepherd of Hermius, there have been various

theroies as to when it was written the Roman catholics insist that it was

written by the brother of a bishop of Rome of about 150 A.D. Written by the

brother of a man whom they call a pope. An incidently perhaps right at this

point, I might say a word about that word pope. The pord pope , in Italian is
papa




" In our english form we change the word papa, which we use for almost

any fatherinto the form pope, but in Italian it is simply papa. and this word

papa was used for originally, it would seem for any priest. A man who claimed

to have a spiritual leaders ip and could be looked up to by people as one who

gave spiritual council XMI might be called papa. And then in the western

church the word seemed to have been narowed down to indicate any bishop that is
of the church

any head/in a certain area. He was called papa and so the word pope until

comparatively 1ate in the western church meant any bishop, not just the biship

of Rome. It was only after several centuries, that other bishops in the

western church stopped using the term and they applied it only to the bishop
so

of Rome. In the. Estern church it vas used for any priest and is still/used

today. It was any priest in the eastern church would be called by this term

I believe, while in the western church it was restrictdd to the bishop

and then came to be resti'cted to the bishop of Rome. The word bishop of coe

as you know gy// is one which we prostestants feel as at least we non-angli )IS

iprotestants feel tI the word bishthpl used in the scripture for any head of a

church. We feel that any minister is properly a bishop. But the word bishop

or leader of the church in the Roman church and in the Anglecian church and

in the methodist church and one or two denominations has been specialized to

indicate leaders of certain areas of certain sections. Now this Shepherd of
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believe, by no means certain to be written by the brother of Pope Pious

about 150 A.d. was really a book of stories. 1St was a book of various

narratives, some of them quite interesting, some just fantasitic, which one

the whole impressed Christian lessons, Christian morals, wyou might say just

somehat of the type of Pilgrims Progress, except it is not a continuous

discourse. But some rather discontected sboiy. It is a book which would

have on the whole of old familiar. But certainly, in any way a book not

comparabel to the books of the New Testament. Next we should mention,
we

certainly, the epistles of Ignatious. Those 44 have already discussed and

those you have already %{ read through. The equableof Egnations, as lyou

know were wrttten by this bishop Eganatious on his way to Rome to be Martyred.
it is

There are seven of them which a usually thought today are actual epistels

of Egnatious. Bishop Lightfoot thinks that they are I4 genuine in a short

form. They hazve been preserved in two forms. A short form and a long form.

He thinks the shorter one is genueine and if you bid your lesson from the

book prepared by Bishop Lightfoot, you read thiem in a shorter form. If you

used thebook of the Apostolic Fathers, I wish there were two or three copies.

You have the two forms right next to each other on the page, in the two

columns. A slwrter and a longer. But there is not such a big difference

between the two forms. The are other epistles which are attributed to

Egnatious , scholars who toddy do not believe to e genueine epistles of

Egnatious. These 7 have been widely denited. And a great deal discussion

of them. They are among the strongest for the authenticity of the revelation

of John and of the Gospel of John as having been written before they were

written. And consequently a New Testament criticism, the epistles of

Egnatious, are remendous inlimportance. and mst scholars today agree that

these seven epistles of Egnatious are actually genueine. You have alreay

read these two and gotten some impression of the general attitude of the
from whom there is

epistles. Now one of the Apostolic fatheres of whom a ltt litte

preserved, but must be mentioned, because he 1ØØØ %{% doubtless

wrote Agodena. We have an account in Tjcevious, the church Historian of a
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little after 300 A.D. referring to Egnatious and quoting from him. And
us

telling/of the difference of (134) Teupascious and telling us of the difference

book which Tapius wrote. Tapius is spelled T A P I A S. He is certainly

one who should be remebbered even if we do not know a great deal bout his

writing. Not mush of it is preserved except in quotations in other books.

But Tapias was a hearer of ST. John and a friend of Talycon ((1k) A

statement in ljcevious that he was a very learned man. That this statment
some think

a later intr4%yI intrebulation that SEuchebius. The

readon for that is that they don't think it agrees with another statem.n.nt

of Eucebius which is not very intelligent. Then, after all a man may be

very learned and yet not very intelligent. The fact that Tapias was learned

is kpretty hard to deny because he was, he would seem to have been one whp

continually inquired. What was said by Andrew, Petr, Philip, Thomas, James

John or Matthew. Every time he met one of the 2eslk spostles or one

somebody who had known the apostles. /iq/ End of C 6

Begin C 7) He was one who believed just about everything he had heard

and wasn't particularily intelligent. On the other hand it is equally

possible that the reason we speak of him this way is because Eucabius

sharp disagreement with him. Becaue Tapisu, like all of the writers of this

time who believed that the Lord Jesus Christ was soon coming back to this

earth to set up his kingdom of righteiousness upon this earth and Tapius

wrote more about it /than some of the others did. And then Eucebius

was bishop after Constantine had become a Christian and they were beginning

to say well, the Emperor is going to become A Christian and all the world

is going to be ruled by Christianity and hiere is the kingdom right now

and therefore they began to forget about Christ coming back to the
ot particularily disgusted when they read a statement

earth and they beL £/a

by someone like Tapias w)1/ who thought that the only hokpe for this earth

was in Christ coming back to it and setting up his kingdom here. And so

when Tapias says that there may be $ vines with ten thousand clusters

n the earth in that day and describes something of the great agricultre
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century in 390 the Pagan institutions, the temples, the sacrifices, their

forms and ceremonies seemed to be in full swing. Anybody going through the

Empire and particularily in Rome would say this is the great foree of the

Empire in (k-i-) and in 00 it was almost a menane.Now that doesn't mean

that the great overwhelming attack came at that time. It seems that its

roots had been stacked and destroyed, its underlying foundations had bben

moved and only a shell remained by 390. And it was fairly easy to collappe

that shell. It was faiiy easy to collapse that shell. So really our subject

covers the whole centnry. No. 1, The Situation at the beginning of the Century,

We have already noticed that of course, but for logical arrangement, I have

put it in here at the beginning of the century, the question was Will Paganism

destroy Christianity? Christianity was a minority problem. Though a vital one.

No. 2, Constantine, We notice that Constantine gave tolerance to all religions

and yet in his proclamations, it was very clear what he thought about Paganism

on his superstitution. It was very clear that his full sympathy was uith

Christianity but he did not wish fo force people to take any particular

religion. Naturally, many became nominal Christians in order to win the favor

of the Emperor or of his leader. usthow many, we don't know. But we can

be sure there were a good many who did this. When you get a movement

well underway the people begin to flock into it. One that is a small minority

group, they are on the other sfie. That is always true in everything. And so

the favor of the Emperor, naturally brought a good many to Christianity but

I wouldn't mean that all of these were simply looking for advantage. It

vld be true alo that there would be many ppople, many pagans who prelious to l

this had thought of Christianity as only a little despised sect or a group

of fanatic people who pershpas had some queer observances in their secret

meetings persh even in moral observances they didn't know. But they didn't

see any reason to get interested in it. And when they thought the Emperor

favoring it and leaders in the community /speaking highly of it, they

deceided that this was something that was worth looking into. That i perhaps

wasn't just some sort of queer movement but was something that had claim
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to consideratinn. And consequently, many doubtless were led %$ that $ to

look into the cäims of Christianity or to go and attend the church service

and see what it was like and then there were individuals doubtless who were

who became sinderely, sincere believers, And who will % run to a true faith

in Christ when the thing that led them to be willing to take an interest in

the first place was a trustee which the emperor and his leaders were givng

to the movement. No. ' 3, Sucessors." When Constantine

died you have a repetition of what happened after Dioclecians resignation,

except that i is within the family. Constantine dies and the Empire is

divided among his three sons. It was really a tremendously large empire.

Think of a region larger than our United States. A region as large as that

with no teltgrph, no telephone, with no airplaie, with no automobiles, with

no means of transportation faster than horses. Thinic of an area of that size

with foreign peoples In every direction ready to make war or trouble at

any opportunity with all sortss of various sects and movements and political

view points within it. With troubel apt to spring u here or there, thousand

one thousand, two thousland miles perhaps away from your center of government.

And you can imagine what a proem it would be to control an empire under those

cirmcumstances of that size without the means of transporlantion and the

communication that we have today. It was a very, very difficult problem. And

XXXX Dioclecian thought t make it easier, by dividing it into four administ

rated districts, each of which had a more or less a c4i4/ atomonous (8-)

ruling so all to some extent under him. Well perhaps this was in the minds

of those who deceided that after Constantine said the empire should be

divided up among his three sons. At any rate we have that situation appearing.

One son, Constantine the Second took Italy and Africa. Constanthe second

son, took the area to the east, or to thw vest rather, France, Spain, Britian

that whole Area. And a third son, Constantious took the area to the east,

He had a larger area. It was thought it was to be an easier area to rule.

There was less{ trubluent nations next to it, although it faced Persia

which was becoming a great power by this time, now Constantine died, as we
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noticed in 337. And the Empire was divided among the three sons and

immediately the soldiers seized alithe other relatives of Constantine and

killed them. Why, who did this? It wasn't just an act which the soldiers

tppk a notice they ha to do. There must have been orders. but there is no

proof who gave it. Constantines capital was in Constantinople which he

called New Rome and the family was larger in east and so many thought that

Constantious, the son of Constalitine who was ruler in the East was the one

who was responsible for this wicked deed and later on when his character

proved to be exactly that of a man who would be apt to do this sort of thing,

people were more and more convincened that it was proba1by that %he was the
relatives tilled

one who had all his (jØ/) or whether that is actually the case or not,

we don't know. But the fact is that they were killed and they set out to kill

all of the relatiaves except the three sons. That is all the husbands and

nephews and anybody else who mit be in any way a threat to the throne. ut

is so happened however that there were two present who were not thus killeld

There was a bishop in the east who took an inrest in these two young fellows

two nephews of Constantine and he exhorted his influence with the tf$.4" soldiers

to get the two mens lives spared. And these two boys, one of them who was

thirteen and the other who was six, they were allowed to live. And they were

kept in a fortress in Capadocia y{I in Asia Minor and they would get occasional

good friendly letters from uncle, from Cousin Constantious who was the

Emperor in the East and he was very much 1ntered in the welfare of his

cousins but the way he kept them from having contact with other people and

in a rather harsh treatment that they received, made them wonder how

sincere he was in his friendly attitude toward them. Now they are very

important a little later. Right at the moment we mention however that
the

Constantine s second, who was the ruler of Italy and of Africa soon felt
to

fighting tith his brother to $Z the west with ConstantMAnd the result

was that after three years, Constantine the Second was defeated an killed
c.

so he was of little importance in Church History. And Consttiis brother

and Constantious made a new division of the empire so that it was in two parts
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And then they ruled over ±t in two parts for the next ten years and then

they fight and Constance is defeated and Constantious has the whole Empire

which he rules for another ten years. And so you have the empire eventually

again united under this man conEtantious. And he therefore is a very

man of importance to church history. These are of much more importance than

our later head ?-(13) The matter of the internal situation. The matter

of the internal situation of the church than he is a prestnt in thea relation

to Paganism. And Constantious was quite diffinitely against Paganlst.

But like his father , r% he accepted the bnneor which went with the title

of Emperor. Like his father, he accepted the gown which the Roman priest

gave him and the title which went with it, (l3--)

a title which had belonged to the head of the Pagan religion for many, many

centua'&s and which the emperors had taken veer right from the start. And

when you see an inscription put up by an ancient Roman emperor almost any time

it is apt to have 0. P.M. after his name, Constantious chief

because the ieadersZ of th Pagan, the high priest always had the responsibility

of keeping up the bridges over the Tiger and it had become to be such an

important ttle that $'the early Roman Emperors took it over and they used it

during the century. Eventually however, after the entire end of Paganism

the title was taken over by the Popes and is born by them to this day.

And if you see almost any writing of a Pope in modern times or .n any times

after 11.00 A.D. or quite apt to see after his name the letters P.M. (End of cii)
regard the successors of the

(Begin C 12) The emperors who were in this/exactly as the high priests" deity.
of the Pagan/ Well, Constantine kept the title of Chief Grek builder ?

and accepted the ornaments and they put up their monuments to him and after

he died they passed their regular edict that the name of Constantine was

enrolled among the gods { of monalympus, along with Jupiter, Venus

Mercury and along with all the Roman Emperors. He didn't ttop with this

he let it go on. And they had their pagan ceremonies in connection with the

meeting in the Roman senate but it was just a matter of form. Constantious

had absolutely no interest in Paganism and he was vitally interested in
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controlling thechristian church and in making its Bishops and its leaders
they were not the views a

take the views 1e1 wanted them to take. And $/v' 4/f' $,

a majority of them wanted but he persecuted those who didn't take %4$ /

the views he wanted and he (i) the authority that he had

a tremendous ayf%j/ influence on the internal light of the church. So

he is much more important in that area than he is in the area of the

relations to Paganism. It is important for our next s%/ section here to
older

mention the relation of Constantious to his two nephews. The / of these

two nephews, Dallus is not so important for Church History but he is important

here in leading up to his much more important brother Julian. Dallus , when

he became of age, he was a rather, he was quite a firey sort of a fellow

and he resented considerably the way that his father had been , that his

cousin had been treating him but he came and stayed at the court for a little

and then Constantious deceided to send him off to lead an army and he gave him

authority over a large area in the east and there Dallus lead the army and

did well and the army was attached to him and he was getting along quite

well and then Constantious began to become jealous and wonder if this was

a threat to his own power. And so Constantious bent some representatives

to Antioc where Dallus was and told them to investigate him and they
aro'ant

investigated him in such an eZg% manner, carrying out in their attitude

the attitude they thought the Emperor felt for this fellow that Dallus saw

that he was , he would not last very long with this attitude and so he called

on the people of Antike to protect him and they rose up and for their

Caezar who was living there and they seized the representatives of Constahtious

and they killed them. Well this didn't please Constantius very much

and so Constantious however wrote a friendly letter and wouldn't say anything
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The statement of our lord, you must eat my flesh and drink my blood else you have no

part in me, es a very strong statement . For our statemtne whh we hardly think oan

be interpreted by those who heard him in the sense the Catholics believe them. They

must have taken them as some way a figaretive expression, you would think so. fld

especially when in the very sane chapter he says that the letter killeth and the spit

quickeneth, now of course ther a---e various interpretations of that verse, but at least

as they heard that statement made andput it with what had. been said. before it would

$/ discourage them from saying that we must actually eat that flesh of his and.

drink that blood, owever you put it toether with the communion service where he says

this is ky body and his is my blood. drink ye all of it, and it is certainly a possible

inference, that he measn his bodymust actualy be eaten and flesh must actually be d.rui

I think the tl::Lng that is over looked all to much is when he was sitting there pointig

to he bread and. saying this is my body and the common sense would seem almost inevita

ble the people considered he means that is a symbol that is a representation

that converys a lesson rahter than that is actually there very body that was sitting

-there ta]ling to them. It txxk seems such an impossible conception, whenwe take

the verse out of context and we take a verse from scripture and this is my body we

say if you are going to take that literally well it is his body put that is not the

way it was given, it was not given as an isolated verse, but as what the lord Jesus

said as he sat there at the able, and we must c nsidered what impression it would

make on people as they listen. Now then in the scripture we have these two things,

we have the very strong and previously a spiritual relatin ship, there was a definite

relati.n there was a personal relation they had. to have actually a close relati.n

to him and they could b spoken of as eating his flesh and drinking his blood., they ha

to have that i± they were to be saved. And that the communion was the very definitely

connected with his flesh and. blood, and it represents what he does for us in poring

out his blood on Calvary's Cross, that is very definite in it but it seems to be a

conveying lessthu of personal relation between us and him rather than a matter of

physical relati.n to that particular body and that particular brload.. So we have the

two sides, take one statements literally and it is easy to see how these cross, sen-
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usous physical Impreesslons can be derived from them. Take them in their

context, and we cannot escape the feeling the conviction then must have

understood them in this spiritual, %.é/j$ in this real sense , the real

relation but a relation to him as a person, naturally and no a realatin

to specific bit of matter. Well now as the time goes on, it is importatnt

to realize that as pople d&scussed it they have a naturally a tendency

to use the very words he used , and as we quote his words we interpret them

either explain them or we have an idea I n our minds that can be gathered

from what we say. And if some body among the disciples had thought he meanst

a physical eating of that very body you would think somewhere in one of the

episltes it would be made so clear that there would be no question about it

, if aomebydy in the early church had felt this means that when we have a

communion service the priest has the power to actually change the

blood and wine Ito the very body and blood of Chrsist, you would think that

surely you would have from the early church a clear definite statemtnet,

of that remarkable and astounding idea, we don't have such a statement. But

ire have statementf from the early fathers that used the terminology found

in the gospels, and that terminology being used has it is used in the Bible,

it is Possible now to go back to their statemtns as it is the staement of

Christ and to make the argument one wasy or the other. But it is not until

the ninth century that we find anyone making a clear statement of the view

that the preist has the power to perform a mirlacle and to change the bread

and the wine into the actual body and blood of Christ, there is no way to

know it except by faith, the the action is a fact. That is his body and

that is %/ his blood. The actual body and the actual blood. Now of course

yes, (question)(5) NO No. Oh, well Idon't know about that, you f4t rant

to naturafl.y get good bread and good wine for the pm'pose, but yet anything

of a physical taint in it would most likely dtheappear in the course of the

change, I don's know whether physically or not. But the thing is what

the priest holds in his hand is not a piece of bread, it is the dy of Christ
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it is t bread any moe at all. The essence of it the actual reality of the

bread has gone, all that remains of the bread Is superfical accidents , the

taste the semli the feel , by which we know the bread, we cannot , if there

is such a thing of real bbood as opposed to the superficial appearance of it

we have no way of getting at it. And of course the fact was the bread whcih

they took tasted like bread and felt like bread and smelt like bread and there

was no indicatin the physical matter of anything different, but Chrst said

this is my body therefore it must be his body and not be bead anymore at all

and therefore the priest must havv performed a miracle, it must be his

actual body and the fact you cannot tell it, doesn't 4/ prove it, it is

a fact it it his body. Merley the accidents of pure bread. (Question)(7)

Of oatrse the word molicule is a modern word which I don't suspose they knew

in those days, thy guess would be that today they would say the acutal mol

eclues qre changed, that would be my guess today. I do not know, this is a

modern word which was not used in the middle ages. But they did say this that

if the actual substance of it, that actualy thing is changed there is not

bread there anymore, the body of Chit it there, the actual body, (Question)

(7k) Yes, Not invariable, but as a rule, they say that the bread and vine are

the body and blood but neither one of them is exclusively, the bread is not

the body and the vone the blood the bread and tie vineare the body and the

blood so you can take both of them when you take either , that is their theory

I can see a real difficulty there, if that is their theoretical way of getting

around it. (Question)(8) There is no evicence , yes you are right, they said

how can this man give his body to eat, and that simpy shows that the jews

did, what the disciples took it as we are not told. But some of the people

listening said this is a crazy statemet, how could we eat of his body, and

they so the attitude toward it many people taken today was even taken by some

in those days and it hiiows how easy it is understand the words and yet when

you think of him sitting at the table there and poijnting to the bread and

saying this is my body why it is pretty hard to think that those disciples had
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any toher idea. than I would have than if were illustrating a foot ball game

to you and rut down a piere of bread and saythis is the captain and this is

thecouch, and $0 on, I was illustrating a point 44 rather than saying that

actually was the captain. (question)(9) Yes, N0, the body of course was

capable of rse to indefinite enlargement, just like he took the bread and

de it enough to feed 50000 people, It is a physical thing according to them.

And of couse the result of that , this result develped not as a result of

logical argument but in the course of the years, the thing came about , the

people said this is the boudh of Christ , and therefore the priest finished

his going through his forms and is susposed to make the change yj56/ he will

holl it up and when he holds it up ht e people adore and worship and the

holding up of the body of Christ for the people

to wroship came to be a/4)lf/ more important thing than the communion,

and it is today, partake the communion occasionally but week after week and

if you are particularly relighous day fafter day you go to the cathdfral and

you bow and you adore that which is lifted up and as the priest lifted up

and all the people bow before it and tremendously impressed

and when I was in Paris in 1929, I happened to drop in the church of the

Ladeline just at the time when they weere doing it and it was so impressive

I vent back the next tow days when % I was there . (laughing) I wnet

back to observe it as it was extremely impressive when it was done right and

it can have a tremendous religious impressinon on people, $ and it gets,

you can see how easily these assume a place in the religion to really change

it into nagic rather than relignon, it become no longer a pmatter our

seeking to become such as Christ wants us to be and to have a personal re

lation to him , it bevomes a matter our taking advantage of the wonderful

mirlacles that can ne wrought, procuring the benefits for us in this life

and in the next and forour deceased fri&nds in pugatory to or from that time.

And so the performance of the mass becomes a repetition of the sacrifice of

Christ it is an unbloody repitition of the sacrifice of Chirst , the priest
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takes the body of Chrsit andplaces it altar and there is a sacrifice which

has merit in itself and when a pope dies you will find the order s given

and thoasand and thousand of masses are performed all through the world

for the soul of the pope, this sacrifice ofChrist being repeated over and

over again for the beneft for this pope, only a few hundred years

inStead of a few thousands years in pugatory, before he reaches the point

of being good enough of going to heaven. If that takes that for a deceased

pope think what an ordinary one would take, you see how it develpes some

thing that is magicall and it is easy to see where it comes from, the vital

thing for us to know it that it isnever expressed in clear fash&n as a

dogman until the ninth century and when it was then expressed there were

others then who were highly respected in the church who denied it and said

it is not so and said it is a spiritual realtionship ahd this remains bread

and they said that and they were not conemned for so thinking , tow centuries

later peple were condemned for it, two cnnturies later if you had denied

the dogman which was necessary to believe to be considered orthodox, this

time it was not , at tis time it was discussed as to what is the correct

interpretation. The general body of attifude had moved so far in this

direction t.t the magical view had the greatest acceptation in th&s time,

but this is the first time it is clearly presented. C Question(l3)

yes, yes,yes, yes, we find noe evidence of it, that is right, yes, that is

right, thexe people who were hostile to them, said how can this man give

ofhis body, to eat his flesh, they thought are we canibals, are we to eat

the body, or waht , there are tovo answere, the one answers, is no, we are

not susposed to be a canibal, you are susposed to have a close spiritual

relation to him , your are to for , you are tusposed to have

your nw life given you a new creation given you by virtue of his death on

the crosss.




(end of record)
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Who shall be onsecrated as priests , give them the power tp pertorem

the miralce and to change as to 'what we think the answer is

and we have not time to absolutely that k the Roman Catholic

and the Greek orthodox view on this was never enuciated in any clear form

until 800 years after sand did not become a dogman which would

result in a person being expelled from the clergh until two centuries later

atterthe time of Christ. That is the thing that I want to get now. Ps to

the full interpretation of it that is amatter for discussion in. theology

classs , I would like to do it here but we have so many other things to do

we can not take the time to ti, and of course the relation to the Luthernr

was a matter we look into next year a little bit in connection tith the

reformation, but it is a matter on which II anticipated slightly, how

L,,thern could not get awasy from those who said this is my body even though

there is not lis " in the Geek, there is In Latin, he was accustiom to that

Latin so much though he fully realized the Greek was the authority, kale could

not get away from that to this point, he said this is my body and it must

be his body , yet he dinied the miralce , it was not changing the boudy

to he said it must be that the body of Chist is everywhere, as the spirit

is everywhere, and if the body of Chrst is everywhere than the boyd of

Christ is in with and under the elements. When we eat the bread and wine it

is only bread and wine, put as you take it you take of the body and blood

of Christ which is in with and vunder theelements , that is , that seems to us

quite different to us fro saying this is my bo, that is in with and under

the elements , and everywhere else is my body, and it does not seem to

us to be any more literal than the interpresttion of Zingli 'which said this

is a symbol of my body , or the interpretation of CAlvin 'which said is much

more definite than that of Zvingli, 'which said this is thn a dynamic in a

real sense , it is the body of Christ, it is not the hysical body but there

is a pIritual relationship wheereby I really come into close communion

with Christ as I do partake of this bread and wine. The bread and wine are

nothing but bread and whe, but there is an actual dynamic partaking of Christ
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as I partake of it and that is Calvin view and when Calvin view was ex

pressed to Luther in his later years, Luther said if they thought this way

in the first place, ad great deal of controversy might havve been prevented

and you get the ijpression Luther felt that if they thought that way in the

first place they culd have gotten together and re could have been dpared the

sharp division between Luther and reform which Benters around the Interpretata

of the Lord's supper. %/ After Luthers's deathe many of his floolvers

took this point and rndde it a very rigid point of doctrine and changed it

consideragly, reform faith almost as infidels, and there tha a very sharp and

strong attitude on the part of the Luthern which exists to this day in the

Missouri Synod In America. The Missouri Synod in America is themost orthodox

group of Lutheras, and they are very fine Christian people, and we feel very

very close to them. But on this one point they don't feel at all close to

us, 9 (laughter) they consider us as pretty bad heretics and many of them

consider they would much rather have their child go to any vorldy amusement

than go to one of our churches they wre very very strict in th in their

insistance on the importance of this particular point and now we feel that

the± actual believ on this point is wrong but we feel it is a hundred times

nearer our belirve than it is to the Roman Cathlic belthef, and we feel their

teaching iseasentially Christian and we feel very clsoe to them. $%/ But

they make this line agianst us on which they stress tremendously, they also

stress other points but no where near as much as this one. (Question) (5)

God prrfos it but the priest has the power to have it perfomed. The in

dividual priest when he is ordained as a preist is given that power and he

has the power , %he can perfom the miracle, of cuurse all miracles God

performs, but the miralce is not pert oinrd if the priest does not say these

words and it is if he does and he can do it any time he wants and the priest

can be the worse scoundrel and itterley wicked man in the world, but never

the less he has this power andif he does this a man can receive eterani

blessing through it and if he does not a man can not receive a blessing. So
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to then it becomes a mattter of tremendous importance to bring this n

and in England when you in the early days of the reformation in England

after you had had the Roman Catholic oontrogeiep s counter reformation

in England in which the bishops were burned at the stake then when Elizabrth

came into power and the pope excumnicated Elizabeth and said that any one

who killed her would be doing God a favor, the protestant of England then

was so afraid of the R. C. attempt to destroy the nation and rduce it to

servitude the R, C. were deprieved of any vote in England until the nest

200 hundred years and they , and the R.C. Priest was forbidden to come

into England at all and to hold a mass in Engand some of those protestant

leaders in England said they would rather seee any terrible hLi.

aalamity happen than to have one mass perfomred in the nation, they cnsidered

tt one of the worse %% idolatrous things that could possible be done

and yet in that situation you find Jesuit priests at risk of their lives at

disguiese penetrating the country and gong to a place where mutter secrecy

they can perform mass for some R. C. thereDy bringing him the possiblity

of eternal lire. It as real heroine in the risk they take o bring the

sacrament because to thier mind that is a magic means which can make a

difference between eteranl life and eternal death for the peroson and now

of course we don not , our belief is utterely different , we think that

they are completely wrong but admire their devetion . We will gon into

that next gear. (question) Yes there is you see a vital difference ,

I should not have said yea, but I see your point , there is a vital difference

between R.D. view and the Luthern Vww, in the R.C. this is the body and the

blood of Christ and now the reason they do not give the w6le to the layman

is because of danger of spilling it , to spill the body afi Christ, ~~ or

the blood of Christ, it would be a terrible ting, they think of this, they

would not thinkk of throwing away this material later on, they think , for

fact it has bven been a discussion what happens when mice eats some of this

bread that has been consecrated that is left over, what is the result, a
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big discussion in the church, and a man told me he was donv in Italy and

he sae a ltttle church and he , and Englthman told me and he saw a bright

briallant glot about the church at night and the reason is because there

was consecrated bread in it. It had not been used up, it had beeen changed

into the body of Chirst and it is actually the bdyd of Christ, and it is

a wonderful thing it is a tremendous thing, well the LUtherns do not ho,d

that at all. The LUtherns hold this is ordinary bread and wine , a friend

of mine was telling me about a LUthern minister after the communion service

was over of stepping inot his church and seeing the sexton picking up what

was left of the material and he took, they use one big cup there, one big

cup vhth they all kook from tnstead from little cups, and he said he yaw

the sexton pick up the stuff and throy it out the window and he said he

just shuddered at the thought of it and he thought why do I shudder , that

is just ordoanry bread and wine, it has no meaning whatever, now for a

Roman CAtholic to do that would be the heitht of dacrilege, and utterely

inconeeivable a R.D. would throw out what was left of the commuMon , it

is precious it is wonderful it is the very body and blood of Christ, to

the Luthern the body ofChrist is every where and it is in with andunder these

elements to the Roman Catholic let anybody whatever partake that stuff and

it is the body andblood ofChrist he is eating. NO matter who it is,

To the Luthern unless you are a believer it is nothing to you. It is just

ordianary bread and can ibena nothing to you. It can have no effect upon

you. But the believer by faith partakes the actual physical body of Christ

which is in with and under the elements, and so it after all a spiritual

relation which the believer has to Christ. And a nonbelievr*-there is not

hing to it, it is just ordinary bread. The Lutherns iew seems , we who

are not Luthern find it rather illogical, and find it hard to understand

it and those who are thonoughtly indoctrinated in it become extremelty

but when you get away from the opoint they stress in it and

down to the point what does it actually mean, what does it signify, we ccan

not see a great difference, we believe we have our spiritual relation to
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Christ and which is symbolized and which is in expressed when we

partake of this bread and vine which represents his body and blood, they

believe as you take of the bread and wine you partake of his actual body

which is every where and which the bread , which is merely in connectthon

with the bread, it is in with and uder the elemtnet and you partake of it

at that time and you thus feed upon Christ and associated with

him and so we can not see much difference. We can see no reason for any

we can see great reason for oppostion to the R. C. view and little reason

for any shapr line in the Luthern . (question) (ii) That is a discussion

which has been carried on in a good many different groups. Some portestants

groups la a great stress on that. It is not a fundamental

becasue the R.C. I believe would redognize any possiblility ofdoing it

with something else which is impossible to get. I think they would recognize

thepossibility of usijg it. They4{ use orange juice or ordinary water

if it was impossible t get the juice of the vine, after all t{ it is not the

stuff it is the miracle that is performed. God could perfomr the miracle

on something else if he chose. The LO. recognize that you can baptize with

sahd if there was noj water absolutely available. Tey recognize it is

God performing and it is not the elements. We had better move on we

have other important matters here and so we pass on from C the Rise of'

Transubstantiation to that was B to C Photius now if we had finished

this up 10 minutes before the last hour instead of this time I would incline

to take about 20 minutes on Photius but as it is you have all studthed as it

is your lesson for Wednesady, but I shall do it in about 2 or 3 if it is

possible, it is difficult to do becaus it is a bit s4ject, it is not

nearly important for us as transubstantiation, because it is not a controversy

which involves us directly. The imporant thing however to remember about is

that the the non-protestant section of Christendom is divided into tvo

parts sharply, and it is not only prostestant who decline to recognize the

pope as the hed of Christendom, it is abs the Greek orghodox church which

wass at one time the larger of the tow halves of the churches and which is
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still a very large and important sectthon of the church and this section

has divided off from the Roman Catholic church , there is what the Roman

Catholic church aalls a schism , they never represent the Grekk

orthodox , they repredent them as schmaticstiere is a schisiii beween t-'

//Ø/'/%%/ and many enter into the schism but the primary one

is that the Greek Orthodox , the eastern half of the church refused to

recognize the pope as head of Christendom, they say the pope is a

%% patriarch and we have three or ofour different patriarchs and they

are all equal, and the pope os an honouable patriarch and when he says

he is head of Crhistendom he is utterely wrong, and we can have nothing

to do with him , that is the promary thing and now there are other tings

that enter in to it , the leading doctine matter that enters in is the

flioque
(end of record)
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?rodoe.d rot the father and the sons both churches

spirtis vhoh proosedeth from the father, and it is generally taken that he

will send that is a temporal. mission, veil now as to the mission of the

Holy Spirit, we al 1 agree as to his person but in the structure of the God

head can he be spoken of as proceeding only frimu the father or does he pro

ceed from the father and ftson. My personal information is to say is that

you are getting into matters atbat we know nothing about, in the nature of

the God head we just don't know. But the Nicean creed seimply said he brodeeds

from the rather and in Spain they decided that oh proceeded from the fahter

and the son, and the inserted the words fillogue and that gradually spread

throgh the western world and it was an addition to the creed which had been

made by the gr.ad council which were 71%/ primatily eatern most of the

bishops and most of the leaders are from the esatern church but there were

very few from the west but there were accepted by the west and these creeds

of the four great ecumenical conoila said he proceed from the father and the

vest insierted the words eon. Now the greeks would seem to be right in

saying that a great creed which had been make by an enenical council can

not to tazrereed with by a local body and changed, you say the Nicean creed

must include this word , what right have you got to tamper with the Nicean

creed, another ecumenicalcouncil and consider the matter by for you

to tamper with it is rahter arbitrary, and so they have a strong point there

as to the acuatafl doctrine most of the us are inclined to think that the

western church is nearer the trugh, and porteetant have general) agreed with

Roman Oatholtos on this point, we have never laid any great stress up= it

and many doubtless agree with me that it is a matter of interanl etructrue

of the eterani Godhead and which we are handy competent to desucee and we

have not enought evidence to know anyting about it. But the act of the western

church in inserting this word, jf/ flead the eastern church to think they

were doing a rather arbitray thing, the thing of it was they never tampered

with the creed and cahned them, if you want to eee that ! do not accept the
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%$(/)(%fØr(é creed, that is one thing, I viii make a new creed or my aim, but

to say I accept the creed and then a change in it, that they objected

to violently and Photius stressed this matter. Photius f/ the causes of

division between the eastern and western church and wrote them up in clear

language and Photius was a great writer, even the modern Roman Catholic books

speak of him as one of the great writers of the middle ages, one of the

great Christian writers. He vas a great a scholar, he seems to have been a

great administrator and a great man, but he came into sharp oolision with

the western church because Nicolas I of the vest said, that I am the pope

and I am the authority-, I will decide your difficulties in Constantinople,

and Photius said, you are a patriarch arid I am a patriarch and we have dif

ficulties here and we would like your friendly help, but when you set your

self up as an authority over us, you make yourself anti-christ and so Nicolas

said, Photius is irrong and I excuininicate him and Photius said, Nicolas is

wrong and I exootnunicate the Roman bishop and all of those who recognize any

authority in the Roman bishop and so they exoumunioated each other and so

you baØd a eciem, a ecism which with some intermissions has continued from

that day to this and the Roman church vilifies Photius and while they reeognis

his great gifts and his great ability they represent him as treacherous and

arbitrary and underhanded and they consider him as a very low type of man

while in the eastern church he is considered a saint and recognised as one of

their great saints and the details about Photius and of his activities would

be very interesting to go into, but we will have to pass it up for lack of

time, It is very important that you be familiar with his name and the century

in which he was active, the pope who bad to do with Photius was

the greatest pope of about 4 centuries. He was not as great as Gregory I, he

is not as great as the later Gregory VII, but he is far greater as a man and

a leader than anyone in between. He was an active en$rgetic man of high abara

atop, he intervened in the ioraiity in the life of one of the important

princes, a descendent of Charlemagne, so affectively that he forced this man

to give up, this usa had put aside his wife and made his mistress his queen
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and had her in a very public position and he forced him to change that back

again and to take his wife back and to express penitence for what he had

done and his influence was cast on the aide of morality and right in that

instance and he opposed theoverbearing claims of some of the higher officials

of the church of Prance and was able to carry thorugh his claim, but as against

Photius, his attempt did not succeed but instead resulted in the two groups

each sonaidering the other one as definitely wrong. Now, one time when a new

emperor seized control, Photius was east out and a different man put in as

patriarch in the east and this new emperor who had murdered his predecessor

sought the help of the bishop of Rome and the papal earn.

and presided at an asseinDly held in Constantinople which the Roman Church oafs

the 8%th ecumenical council, but the Greek church does not recognize, and this

council condemned Photius and decided that the Roman church is right and the

pope is the supreme head and that they recognized as the 8th ectmi. council, but

the Greeks do not and from here you have your sharp divisions and the pope has

never been recognized by any substantial portion of the eastern church as any

thing but one of the patriarchs of which they had three. Today there are

three different patriarchs at Antioch, one 4' them being the one whom the

pope thinks is the patriarch of Antioch under him and the others being from

two different groups, but at that time, you had your five patriarchs, four

important ones to whom the pope was only one according to their view, ac

cording to his view he was supreme. Nov we go on to which is the papcy at

the end of this century and that is not nearly as important as the papacy at

the beginning or during most of the next century, the 10th century, but it

leads up to it and it is something with which we should be familiar. If

the church of Rome was one of many Christian churches, we would say the
fell

church jf4WXéf at different times into great degeneracy. Any human organi

sation may do that and may come back , but if the Roman church makes the

claim and makes it in our country and wins many great important leaders in

our country to acceptance of his claim, that the pope is the supreme and
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divinely, the divinely ordained head of , that God established this

organization and, has been so through the ages, then it is vital that we know

something about the history of the organization and knov if it had always

maintained a high standard and vo must say at the end of the ninth century

and during the greater part of t1 10th, the institution of the bishop

of Rome fell into such a degeneration as has characterized very few human

instiutions at any time in their history. In fact, durin the 10th century,

there was a period which goes by the name of fornacrasy, and you know forna-

graphy, it is magazines and writings with lude pictures which is illegal to
a democracy is

sell and that is spoken of as phonagi'aphy, well for Cornacrasy, is government
al'isto2raoy

by the people and IØ1j is supposed to be government by the beet and

fornaorasy is government by wicked and indecent women and that is the name

which is applied to the church of Rome during this greater part of the 10th

century. Now there are protestant books which will describe the pope and tell

you most terrible things about them and in these books you viii usually read

that there was a pope Joan, a woman, in dèequiee of a man as a pope at one

time. Whether there is any truth to that, we don't know, but at least there

is no proof of it and personally I feel that there is no point in repeating

against the papacy any story which cannot be thoroughly and conpietely proven,

thorer are plenty that can be and there is absolutely no need of it

in any event, but in dealing with a subject like this, I would like to use as

my authority Roman Catholic books and I like to base niyetatements upon the

statements in these books and then if you have something in a book approved

by some leading Roman Catholic bishop, who has given his approval to the book,

it means that some Roman Catholic scholar' recognized as a fact and some bishop

thinks it in so clearly proven as a fact that there is no use denying it, but

the interesting hting is that in dealing with some of these, you viii find that

some Roman Catholic writers try to whitewash all of tin popes and some of them

try t 'white wash some and to admit the errors of others and therefore it is

good to look at more than Ø o of such books and it is good as you lock at
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one to see what they may admit in an incidental way so that you don't notice

it if you read it, unless you read it closely, but what they nevertheless do

admit. Well, now 1 tear that we will not have time today. I had expected to

get all through the period of tornacx'asy today, but I fear that we won't have

time to even get into the fornacrasy and perhaps it is a good thing not to

get into a period like that at the end of the week so we will leave it until

next Tuesday, but we will be able to dèsouas the papacy at the end of the

9th century- and that is a very interesting development. During the 9th

century Charlemagnee' imperial power degenerated until you had the empire

divided up and you had Charles the and Charles the and Douis the

Simple and people of that type being the emperors and it degenerated to a

pretty low degree and at the end of a contux'y it got to the point where the

bishop of Rome would put a golden crown on almost any-bodies head and say he

was emperor and he didn't necessarily have any power and it got to where it

was a struggle as to who was the real emperor and in this struggle naturally

people wanted the bishopof Rome to be on their side and so you get a situation

where there is a bishop, a pope named John VIII and this man, it is said of

him by John in The Pagent of the Pope, the book published in many edition

in N.Y. by Roman caht. publishing house and give the bishop

of Los Angeles, you will find that in this book it says of John VIII who was

one of the popes in the latter part of this century, I Will give you his e

xact dates 872 - 882, it says of him that he issued several hundred letters of

Anasima, that he issued hundreds of letters of Anathaina, letters of cursing

individuals, were produced by the less energy of John VIII and

the violence that had so characterized his reign persisted to his deathbed,

even a exit from this world would deny to this active man. He was

poisoned and then while be was still alive and writhing in agonies incited by

the drug, his impatient murderers smashed 41* skull with a hammer. This orta

was ascribed to conspiritori belonging to his household, relatives or servants

who desired treasure. Many popes had been martyred before but this was the

first to be assinat.d, but there were many others in the next century who wer
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Nov there vas a bishop of which is the of Ro.e and is conidez'e4

one of the subsidiary bieliopehipe of Rome, Por'moeus, is a name vorth remem-

bering. Poxinoeue vas bishop of and he had opposed John VIII, but after

Join died the next pope gave his favor to Pormoene, but he died in a short tine

and his successor There yore two or three successors in fairly brief time

and then you have Foriiosus itho is called by the hardy survivor of many

(end of record) was elected pope.
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others were quite favorable to him, but he tells you about Formosus re

lation with the emperors and with the different of the empiro inoling

some Italian leaders, we won't go into the details of it,

but we note that, after he died, the next man, Boniface VI only lived a fort

night and then Steven Vi became bishop and he was favorable to thle political

party in Italy that POrmOSUS had opposed and what did he do? Here is what

Farrow says; Stephen V now is bishop of Rome. At last Laubert, this is

the man who calinied to he emperor ther,was free to do as he pleased in

Rome and before the his mother, a woman of implacable will and

terrible passions and with the consent of the new pope there was a

of dreadful revenge, He says, with the consent of the pope, other

Roman Catholics say the Pope did it. At least the pope was the active agent

in it even if he tries to make out it is the emperor who really was the

cause for it. But here is what happened. The body of Formosus was

disinterred and once again dressed in the gorgious robes of a presiding

con Before the gloting eyes of Aga the corpes was propped upon a

throne around which a consoienoelessJ assemblage of clergy took their

places and went through the motions of a trial. A defender and prosecutor

played their parts in the awful trial and he doesn't mention the fact that

what they said was you, Formosus, you are bishop of why was you so

covetous as to want to become bishop of Rome when you were already bishop

of another place. That was the principle charge against him and it was wrong

for a man who was bishop of somehwere's else to become bishop of Rome. Now

subsequently many had been transfered, that is no longer considered w4rong,

but that was the charge against him. A judgement was pronounced that declared

the of Forosus to be invalid. All of his acts were annulled
ordinations.

and all performed by him were pronounced to be false and illegal. The

whole of the barbaric insident was concluded by a series of degrading insults

to the corpse. Richly embroidered vestments were torn from the rotting flesh

and the fingers which had been used for consecration were chopped from the
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right band. The unsightly remains of the dead and degraded pope were then

cast tuessed and dishonored into the Tgess, where secretly a monk with
him him

the assistance of some hired fisherman rescued %I and interred de-

cently in burial ground. The pope who condoned such savagry vhs himself to

be a victim of violence. Before he had reigned a year, he was seized, chained

to a couch and then straiigolod to death. Now, the Catholic ency. does not

say that about pope Stephen, it takes his part rather than Formosus and it

simply mentions that he died of strangulation. Now which was the infallible

pope, Fortiosus, who had performed these various acts, or Stephen the VI 'who

propped up the corpse of Formosus and gave it this form of a trial and then

chopped of the fingers and. cast it into the Tigress, which was the infallible

Pope and the later pope really established what Forrnosue had done and declared

that all that he had done was valid and. to day the list of popes include both

ormosus and Stephen VI who treated him this way and both of them are 5.n the

succession of infallible popes and leadership . It is not at all un

natural that any hian organization may degenerate oven to such a low point

as this. But to say that a whole organization which over did degenerate to

such a low point as this and to an even lower point in the next century, that

such an organization was actually ordained of God to be the leader of the

church, to be the head of his people, seems on the face of it from its proofs,

rather , (end of lecture)but we took up D the papacy at the end of

the century and under that heading we noticed the career and the posthumous

career of Formosu and then we wore ready to take up the 10th century which

we had already glanced ahead into rather indefinitely. Now we '&11 take up

#10, the 10th century and under that A. A general survey andthis general

survey is going to be very brief because from our viewpoint It is not at

particularly important century as far as the great general movement of history'

are concerned. This century, the century of the 900, the 10th century, is

a century in which the empire of Gbarleagne had. degenrated quite definitely.

It is a period in which the Moselms were still a factor but they were not in
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their high point by any means. It is a whole century after , the

great leader who was contemporary with Charlemagne. It is a century in which

the holy Roman Empire is struggling to be born. I don't know that youwould

say that, struggling perhaps to get out of what It was born perhaps

with Charlemagne in BOO., but Charlemagne' s empire disintegrated by the end

of the 9th century and the popes were giving the title of emperor to almost

any man who was a good soldier who would get control over Rome at the end of

twat century the title had become to mean practically nothing in Italy and

yet it was a title which was much prized 4{ in th e rest- of Europe and the

had degenerated until they were no more a factor but naturally

other loaders began to wish for this title and so during this century we have

the of strong leaders in Germany who same forward for this title, that

they would unify Germany and then they would seek to get the title of emperor,

the title that Charlemagne had taken, and that was still used by the emperor

of the east, but which in actual practi cc extendthn in his case only to the

eastern section of the Old Roman empire, Now that is a very brief summary of

the little that is vital in the general historical background. It might be

mentioned perhaz that in 911 at the beginning of this century, a Norse con

uqeror came down from Scandinavia and conquered a section of France in which

he established himself as supreme and he and his fierce warriors established

himself as supreni thifig1od themselves with the local people and the section

became known as Normandy. It would not be important to us except of its

later developments. Also during this century in the middle of the century,

a man named Hugh who reigned in a little town called Paris., managed to esta

blish his power over the district round about to the point where you see it

assumed considerable importance. He would not be importance to us if it were

not for the later developments and be isn't for church history particularly,

but from the viewpoint of secular history, f4roin Rob, king of Normandy, duke

of Normandy at the beginning of this 3entury, from him came the line of later

kings of England. down to the present and from Hugh who established. himself in
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Paris came the succoodin kings of Prance and a straight line down to the

end of the-kingdom of irance so that it is not important for us from a view

point of general history, these are the background of the developments of

modern history in France And England have their small. start during this cen

tury. But now we tve on to what is of interest to us, B Pornocracy. Some

people might ob3cct to taat as being the main heading of the subj~~.ct., they

would prefer that we say the papacy in the 10th century, but the tt/1tie

describes it quite aptly and had. been applied to it by some. This is the

period of greatest degeneration of the papacy. 5 centuries later there was

a time when there were many individual popes were were at least as L=oral

I souldn't say at least, because they couldn't be more than these men, but

who were practically s immoral as these men of this century, but there wore

men of more ability and of a wider influence and consequently it is not thought

of as a time anything like the dine and the degeneracy of this century.

'his is the lowest ebbof degeneracy of the j4apacy is this 10th century.

Any hiaan organization can fall into degeneracy. Any human organization can

decay, can decline to a point where you should erase it off the -map and start

all over again and we would not want to the memory of some of the fine

men who were bishops of Rome previous to this tire- by connecting them up

rith the wicked and vicious men who occupy the seat of bishop of rome during

this century. We would rather cover it over and forget about the sad era.

Were it not for the claims which are today so widely circulated throughout the

irord that God established the institution of bishop of Rome to be head of

all of His church and the fact that millions of people give at least nominal

allegience and some of them extremely fanatical alleglence to this idea and

that being the case, it is important that we know something of the history of

the institution and that we realize the fact that during this century it sank

to such a point of degeneracy that it is hard to see how any institution could

survive such a situation and, of course Parrow, the HoUytqood director who

has written the book, The Pagent of the Popes, a book which is highly recom
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mended by the R,C. press and has the of LO. bishops, has been published

by R, 0, publishitug company and. gone through many editions, Fax-rev says that

it is one of the great proofs ){,% of the fact that it is a divinly established

institution even though it sunk to such a very very low point of degeneracy

it still continued and went on and it shows how from anything at all you can

build an argumetn If you want to. Whether this way or that way, or the other

way, you can build an argument and so I do not recommend to you that you try

to got R.C. to road this book. I don't see that there is any eat accomplis

hment in that, because he tells all the terr:tble things about these ewn and

yet he puts in those little rationalizing statements flow and then which if

a pearson thinks clearly and carefully he will soon see the irrationality of

it, but most people don't coo it that way, but I would recommend this book

very strongly. I personally feel that every protestant mInister ought to have

a copy of it. It is a book with the of the R.C, church, a book

published and widely distributed by the R. C. church, a book which consequently

is in no sense protestant Propaganda and I would not recommend a I.C. to read

this book, not at all, but I would recommend becoming familiar with some of

the statements in it and some of the things in it and then if It comes to the

point where you are having discussion over the institution of the papacy with

a R.C. who is sincerely interested in finding out whether the situation is

true or not, you could present him th these facts contained here to him and

of course, his reaction immediately would be to say that is absolutely false,

such an institution divinely established could never sink to such a point, it

is absurd to think that men who were popes could do such things and you are

describing that, of course, it is simply protestant lies and then after he

has said this and has committed himself to that point that those must be

protestant lies because no divinly established institution could possibly

have men who could do such things, then I would suggest that you give him this

book, and simply show him the statements in it and I should think that you,

in that way, it would be something that would start kp' a man thinking as to

the question as to whether it really is a divinely established Institution
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Of course, I do not think that you win a LC. fundamentally be criticiz1n

the papacy or by criticizing the LO. church. The way to win them is to

get him to road the Bible and to get him to learn to know Jesus Obrist as

his Saviour and his Lord. That is the vital thing, but in the course of it,

the time is pretty apt to come when this matter must be faced as an important

question. (end o: record) ch 56

the divinely established authority on these things and I think that this book

can be very useful at that point in helping to reove prejudices and ideas

that have been estabilehed by, dogmatic statements by those whom one has a

good deal of confidence in, I think that these statements here would go a

long vya towards removing that and so I vish that every protestant minister

might save a copy of this book, the Pagent of the hopes by John Parrow. Nor,

of course, some P C. would say, wefl, wiat is Farrow, after all, he is no

great authority. Well, iaybe not, but at le, he is a man irho felt as a

R,C. irhnn he Investigated that those were facts which he must face, there was

no use trying to hide, these were facts and the censors and the critics of

the bishops felt that they were sufficiently established facts that they

saw no objection to giving the/-/%41r to the book and the p.C. press is

publishing the book, this copy that I have here is the 6th printing, Oct. 1945.

So you see, it is a book which has been used a good deal and my guess that

it is 95 copies have been purchased by LO. Iov during this p.od he goes

in-to the account of these individuals and he tells us a hit about their

wicked deeds. He takes up one after another of them and tells of the sort of

life they live, or instance, I open here to his account of John XII. He

says, and the anti-pope was driven from the during the end of the life

of John XII and the disreputable John va welcomed back as a hero, that he

had learned no lesson from his experiences was rapidly manifested by his

conduct. tTIth barbaric cruelty revenge was reaped opon those of his antagonisi

who were unlucky enou not to have escaped. One M/ had his right

arm struck off. Another was publicly scourged and the third high official
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lost his ears and nose. Once again debauchery stained the , the

latran was the place where the pope lived in the Middle Ages, replaced

at the time of the ienassanco by the vatican where they live today. The

lateran today is the second most important papal church in Rome and it is

a church in the heart of Rome which belongs to the vatican and is part of

the vatIcan estate, even thungh it is juft a very small area separated from

the main portion of the vatican estate. DurIng the middle ages it was the

main headquarters fro the pope. He says, once again debauchery stained the

lateran, but nJj for three iio:iths with volitLun to endurQ, 3dm XII breathed

his last in the month of May k and even the circumstances of this inglorious

and. despicable man wore not free from a cligraceful shadow for it is the

popular belief that ho died at the hands of a wronged, husband. The only

happy fact that w.7_11 emerge from his dreadful reign and it is remarkable tax

is that amrngst the inumerable villainies porpetrator3, by the consecrated

mystery there van never any pronouncements againsthe dogmas or moral teaching.

of the church. Isn't that fine? Though he broke them all in his personal

life and in his actions, he never issued an oxcathedra statement that adultery

and murder were all right. Conseuently there has never been any pronounce

ment against any of the dogma or moral teachings of the chmch by this man.

!ow that gives you a taste of how frankly Farrov speaks of these men who

he recognized as consecrated popes, as heads of the Christian church according

to the view which they bold. Now, let me read you the different general

impression which you get from this book here which is Mcorolie's Outline

history of the Church, Hear his account of John XII, At the age of 18, he

became both civil and eccle:taetical ruler of Rome. He proved to be the

most unworthy man who over occupied the papal throne with a possible acception

of Benedict IX. There are some who think that Benedict IX was worse, but it

is hard to chose between them, Meeting with opposition in Rome, Jolm XII

called to tome and. crowned him emperor in the year 962. John and

the Roman nobility promised allogienco to OTTO and the emperor in a document
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stamp renewed the donation of the texritorr made by . As soon as Ottc

haddeparted from Romo howevei Joim on-'Gored into a conspiracy against him

and when Otto returned ho fled to a tovn a few miles a ay from Rome.

he emperor summoned John to trial before a Sod on charges of sacrilage,

, purgcrr and murder and inc out " John threatened to ecoumunicate

all members of the "uoc3. f they should. elect another popes but, they

neverthe-lessopposed him and elected as his 5U( O55O Otto's secretary, a Roman

lamer-., who was ordained deacon and priest and coniecr4ted pope with the

title of Leo VIII i\fter Otto's dopartu.e, John oenteed ROM-, severly

punished the emperors supporters and a synod in St. Peters viheh

revealed the decrees of the synod that had elected Leo and excumunicated Leo

with all of his electives, shortly afterwards 3ohn died. and the Romans

elected a cardinal deacon flenedict V. Now you see what a different impression

you got frc!r, this than from Farrow, and yet there is no contradiction. Me

Sorely is familiar with the facts as given in Farrow, but he tries to cover

them over a bit and when he simply says that the man was perhaps the worst man

who ever occupied the papal throne that doesn't give you aniñiere's near the

impression as it does to read frm Farrow some of the things thathe did. and

when he tells about those terrible acts he amply says that he was accused of

them and, of course, you can say a mar. is accused of a thing and it still

leaves you vonderng if there is any truth in it or not and some very good

men have been accused. of some very bad things. So you can get a great mang of

these facts in MoSorely's Outline History of tho Chureh, but you don't get the

same impression that you do when you roan in Farrow which is somewhat fuller

and which also tries to present it in vivid language rather than to cover up

the facts about those things. Now, I won't go into the dotils now in class of

these different popes of this period, John XII was perhaps the worst of this

period, but he was by no moans unique. There were others if they were not qui

as bad as he was, would be at least near enough o that it would be difficult

to find any tremendous difference, The. 1 am going to give you an assignment
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for next week in Farrov to look up certain men whose names I will give you

and to find the facts about them. They are all in this same period and so

it will be fairly easy to do. But this it material that I believe a protes

tant ought to be familiar with. So for the present of this very disgraceful

situation of the papacy during practically this whole century, the pornooracy.

But there is one thing that you notice as I read finn MoSoroly here which

perhaps should have attention called to it at this point and that is that this

pope here was supported by Otto, the German emperor, Otto I. Now, the

German emperors at this time, as I mentioned, the German kings were seeking

to secure the title of emperor and this is the fact historically and humanly

speaking is the fact that lifted the papacy up out of Us degeneracy. We

notice that Charlemagne had found and kept them before him, great advances

in friendship with the bishop of Rome because the bishop of Rome had a name

and a standing thorughout western Europe and if the bishop tf Rome would

give the title of king, it was easier for to take it than if he

took it on his own initiative and if he would give Charlemagne the title of

emperor, it was easier for it to be recognized than if Charlemagne sthmply

did it on his own initiative and so there was an advantage to them from the

name and the standing of the bishop of Rome. Now in this centm'y 150 years

or more after Charlemagne we find kings in Germany who are anxious to use

the title which Charlemagne had taken, the title of emperor and there are

kings who held a sizable part of Germany under their control and who wore

recognized b others $j as being the leader in Gortnnay and they were men of

high quality, men of good character, men who were anxious to establish a

goverment on a foundation. That in, not all of them, but the bulk of these

men at thin time and eonsequettly those men saw a great increase of standing

and prestige which would come to them it they had the title of emperor and

the easiest way to get the title of emperor wasn't just to say, I am emperor,

then other people would hesitate unless they were very veil inclined to

them, but to get someone to give it to them tbo had already given it to the
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great Charelmagno and so we find German kings beginning during this century

and more during the next contry leading armies dovn into Italy in order that

the bishop of Rome should give them the title of emperor and thus there was

an advantage which the German kings would got from the bishop of Rome and so

they vent down to got this advantage and they found the church in Rome

plunging into this terrific degeneracy and they tried oonsoquent).y to improve

the condition of the church and for a time they tried to pick one of the

various candidates for the position in Rome because at this time there v

different groups in Rome fighting among themselves. One ould be bishop and

then the otherside would win and they would kill this one, although in

general it was this group of wicked women who controlled it and put either

their lovers or their eons into the position of bishop of Rome, but the kings

of Germany tried for a time to select one of these Romans, after all naturally

a Roman could be bishop of Rome, to select one of those Romans and put their

power behind hint, but when they did this, the natural result was that the

other Roman's who opposed this particular one vould use that as an. argument

against, he is supported by foreign arms, he is simply the candidate of

a foreign soldier, be is supported by the Germans, he is not our real bishop

of Rome and they would unite arid rise up against him and when the king might

come dovn and might put down their resistance and reestablish a man like

John XII here as bishop of Rome, as soon 'as be left, the man himself would

turn against him and would proceed to do these terrible acts

described here and then finally in disgust the German kings began to make

Germans bishops of Rome and so we have a brief period in. which at the end of

this cr tury, and the beginning the iie,t at which Germans of high character,

who were considered by the emperor as me4 who wofld do honor to the position

of bishop of Rome and help establish, sound conditions throughout western

oristendom were put in the position cf bishop of Rome and strange as it may

seem they found it easier to support these Germans as bishops of Rome than

they had to support the men they Selected among the Romans as bishops of
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Rome and that leads tm into the next stage of the papacy which we take up

in the next century, But I think it is important to see the natural develo

pement, the historical development through 'thtch the papacy was out of

its degeneracy and f%$ the institution maintained even though the Romans

for a time lost all hold upon it and the group of Germans were put in as

bishops of Rome and. bow it was for their own advantage that the kings of

Germany did it, or you might say that it was because of Ynat he thought was

for the advantage of the empire. (question 13) A man who was bishopof Rome

was bead of the Roman church. You would expect that the Roman people would

find it easier to rally to a Roman than to a foreigner, and the great argument

that they raised against the R.O. was that they were after all,

they weren't true Romans because they were supported y a foreign king and

it was foreign arms and it was foreign soldiers that enabled him to remain

and just as soon as the king of Germany would go back and in those days it

was a long tedius trip to go back and an expensive trip, as soon as he would

go back and take most of his soldier's with him, the Romans would rise up and

drive out the pope that he has established, but there is this in addition to

that that these Romans were very very vicked men and when they began putting

Germans in there was the compensating factor that they were very good men

and that helped. And then there was another factor also that we will mention

next time, but it would veem to me that the rthttah have usually found that

they can take an Arab and make him king over sections of Arabia and an Egyptia

in Egypt or some native in a country and. they an support him and keep him in

power pretty well. They said that was much easier than to. put an Englishman

in (end of record) . .
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(question)The German emperors selected John XII as the most likely, John

XII was a real Roman John XIX van only one of tow or three that were sup

ported at different times - but made him VQree in the eyes of the Romans

because they looked on him as a man supported by faeign power and the Romans

drove him out as soon as the emperor was gone, but then be would get back

in, the emperor would come back and put him back in. power and after he was

in power, once the emperor left, then John through off all allegience to the

emperor and turned against him and then won Roman support, but then he

proceeded to live the sort of a life that Farrow describes here after that.

It vain the boinning of the effort of the German kings to improve the dondi

tion of the papacy and they began by supporting two or three different Romans

but they were typical of Roman society at the time and no bettor than their

associØates and if anything were worse, and it didn't help thorn and then the

Germans began selecting Germans of high character and putting ti-tern in as

bishops of Rome and that movement was into the next century and we find that

it eventually succeeded, but eventually having an effect quite different from

what the German kings originally had in mind when they started. Well, this

you 800 is the terrible degeneracy of the Porn9oraoy of the 10th century from

which the German kings in the latter part of the century tried to rescue it

and they succeeded in the following century and that was the very end of this

one, but their efforts were present in the 10th century, but the results of

their efforts rero hardly noticeable until of course, the very end of the

century. The degeneracy was pretty complete and it lasted well over a

century. Now that is a long time. It is not a matter of one wicked pope.

It is a matter of perhaps twenty, perhaps twnety vicious men who occupied the

seat of the bishop of Rome, it is a matter of a period of over a century

in which the institution sank to about as low an ebb as any human institution

can sink and still continue to exist, And then C. I want to mention Pluny,

but I am not ging to take time vit1 you for Pluny because it is quite a

simple subject and you have had the, assignment for today to look it up and

to got the facts about it. It would be interesting if we had time to take
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a long time in. looking at Pluny and if Pluny vere a century or, two ago instead

of 11 centures ago, I would think that it would be well worth our while, but

as it is, it is a movement which rose carried on and disappeared eventually

and it is long ago and in the course such as this, is it not necessary to

go into detail on it, but it is vital that we oov of its existence and the

part that it plays in the history of this period and Pluny was the reform

movement of the church as a whole and Farrow speaks of the godly of

Pluny and the great influence that it hd in the church and he will say at

one particular point speaking of the influence of the of Piunay, he

will say, at this time there was no help in the reform movement from the

lateran which had more the atmosphere of a than of a Obristian church

and he will make statements quite as strong as that in showing the degeneracy

of the papacy as tp this movement of Pluny which was corn ng fortard.

God did not leave his church simply to sink Into degeneracy, but it was not

through the papacy that He brought about a reformed movement in the church.

The papcys uxilctnto degeneracy and was itself reformed by the German kings,

but in France, an Abbey was founded at in 1910 and Ms abbey or mon

astery became a place in which interest in theology study of the Bible, in

terest In moral movements was lifted to a,standard not at that time known

elsewhere in western Europe and from which its influence went out to other

places and people were so impressed by it that they began starting other mo

nasteries subject to the monastiox'y of Plimy and eventually you had a thousand

monastaries, all bound together under the leadership of Oluny and that is a

tremendous movement for improvement morally and pirittal1y, a movement which

had no connection with the papacy but from which eventually maintained who

came to he put in as bishop of Rome, but it took over a century before it

reached that point. (Question) Yea, veil suppose there were 3111 monastaries

scattered over an. area, that would be a.very vry, sizable movement. As a

matter of fact, It is pretty hard to measure it In terms of the nber of

monastarles because one monastary might have ten tonics in it and another might
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have 300 in it and. go there was such a diversity among utonastaries that I

don't think the number means a great deal. We will take the smaller figure

given, you still have a very large and important movement. You take the

larger number of thousand, it makes vivid to you the fact that it was a

large and important movement, but if you tke a thousand nionastaries or

thirty or 314 of 150 and of course they weren't uniform) some would be large

and some iould be small and I don't know that statistics are available today

to figure the o:-,act number and even when you get into that you will find

individuals, if you have thrty monks in a place, you have five men who are

spirttal giants and you might have 25 who would be pretty much average men

who wanted to do something good and who weren't particularly outstanding and

another place out of 100 you might only ihave one, so that it is pretty hard.

to compare statistically, but atleast it was a movement which was very wide

spread and very influential during a long period and the matter of whether

1000 is exaggerated or not, I am not in a postion to say. I readily see the

possibitty that it may have been oxagerated, but it is also possible that it

may not be. That wouldn't sound as if a thousand were exaggerated would it?

Now, of course, Schaff mght be wrong there too, we just don't know? (queattoi

7 3/11.Yes, and of course, there again, it is hard to make statistics because

something may be founded ti-trough Cluny and something else may be reformed

by, but the reform might be very superficial and bn the other hand the isfout

might be still going. Sometimes those that come over are more loyal than

the ones who actually have formed, so it is hard to make statistics on a

thing like this and for our purpose here, the vital thing is that we see that

there was a strong spiritual movement at this, time which had nothing to do

with the papacy and which kept western European christendom from degnerating

into utter ottonness which kept it from it and which in fact, meanst very

real improvement in many areas, although it was the 'dark ages in general,

though there iere doubtless many -individuals among these Cluny monks that

were real Christlanfi and there were doubtless many individuals were very
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fine young men, although there was doubtless in general, not the emphasis

on theevangelical note on the Scripture that should have been there and that

would have resulted in having a far great Spritiual effect than it actually

had, but it is a good force and a force that in general was, did much that

was tremendous, but it was a movement that began in France. It is not con

nected with the papacy in any way. Eventually some of its men canto into the

papacy, but the papacy never became an Instrument of the Cluniac reform, it

never did. There were indiviuals who wore greatly affected by it, but the

papacy always was quite djftstinc from the Oluny movement, Well, now, so

much for Cluny then, lot us go on to the 11th centry. You see we have skip

ped over a whole century very quickly, but it was just as long a century as

the others we have been looking at at different times. Now the 11th century

that is from the year 1000 otllOO and it is a period historically is of some

considerable importance. It is a period which in the history of the various

men of importance who came forward is of good deal importance, but it is not

a period over which we need to linger very long. There were very few move

ments which in themselves were tremendously vital as affecting us except that

they perhaps are the continuation of something earlier or the beginning of

something ner. Now during this century, from.a viewpoint of general history,

people in the anglo saxon worlfl find a date in this century which is very

vital and that is 1066. From church history it is of 'ittle importance but

from the history of England., It Is one of the three or four most Important

dates in its history. It is the date when the Norman marauders who had. con

quered a section of France and held it for a century and a half became dis

satisfied with that and moved over and conquered England also and so William

the conqueror conquered England in 1066 and from him the line of English

kings Is considered as beginning. Previous English kings are spoken of as

the Anglo-Saxons rather than English icings and historically it is thought of

as a sbrrp break between them. And from this time on, though there is a

change in dynasty, there is a continuous pretty much line and they all trace
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their power back to William the Conqueror 1066, From English history then,

this century is a very important century, but It is of no great importance

from the viewpoint of church history because the English church was not

greatly altered. Previous to this time the church of England and the

church of Pranc.e was very much the ;ame and there was no great change made

in the English chuz'bh Gradually Anglo Saxon and leaders were replaced

by Normans, but it didn't affect the teaching, the doctrine at all. Now during

this century the German empire which had begun during the previous century

came forward to become a vital force but it always had a great element of

eaknosa and that element of weakness which had been present in the previous

century and which continued right up to the end of the Holy Roman empire,

was the element that when it began the empire In Germany, there was no one

man like Charlemagne, of strength and power in himself to establish himself

as emperor by h--Is won great right arm and his army to the point that people

would recognize that he and his descendents had the right to be emperors and

of course in Charlemagnes case this didn't produce a permanent empire because

his closcendent degenerated. Well, in Germany there was no individual out-

regardless of the question whether his dosoendents were degenerate or

not and so in the establishment of the holy Roman empire in Germany there were

a number of men of considerable power and prominence as leaders of sections

of Germany and they didn't want to simply fight among themselves to see who

would become supreme and so they made an arrangement whereby they would meet

and elect one of their number to be emperor and he would be the head of the

Germans but he would be after all, more or less or a , he would hav

authority in his own section where he was king, but in the rest of Germany

uns he was a man of unusual strength, he was only , they recognized

him as emperor and honored him, but the king in that area actually ruled.

Well, this meant that a system of election was established. A system whereby

there were kings of different areas of Germany who had a right to take part in

the election of the emperor and theo:eeticafly it was not fixed in any one famt
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it has a lot to say for t fr the viewpoint that when a family degenerates

they can elect an emperor from anot1 family, but it has the disadvantage

that it means that there is always uncertainty as to who !.s going to be the

emperor and it does not prov*de for the building up of strength and firmness

and so there was always a great element of weakness, (end of record) oh 58

at times under very powerful leaders it became for a brief period an element

of real force and strength. Nov the German emperor as we notice in the

previous century try to reestablish the bishop of Rome a man of real

reapeotiability in order to have his support for their and of course

they didn't think that consciously, purely *elfishly like this, they thought

of it as the welfare of Europe to establish authority with a leader of the

political sphere and the leader of religious sphere and they wanted both of

them to be on a high level and they wanted the bithop of Rome is the only

man who had such claim to such leadership in the religious sphere by virtue

of postition and they wanted him to be a man of real leadership religiously

and so during this century, during the 11th century, this became a reality,

this establishment of the bishop of Rome as a man of real leadership in the

Christian church in western Europe for it was necessary to put a few Germans

as pope to break this vicious line of wicked men who had been holding the

position and one of these men, one of these Germane hit on a very remarkable

idea. Re was chosen by the emperor, he was to be the pope, the bishop of Rome,

the Romans knew that if they didn't make him bishop of Rome that the emperor

would come in with his army and kill a good many of them and destroy whoever

they made bishop whether they succeeded in making him bishop 0? not, but this

man bit on the idea that he would declare that his authority came not from the

emperor, but from the church of Rome, and so he dressed himself as a pilgrim

and be camd dovn to Route as a pilgrin dresased simply as a pilgrim, came into

the city there and worshipped at the various shrines and as he did btie the

Romans knew that he was the man of whom the emperor was supporting and 'whom

the emperor was going to put into power sMntua3.ly anyway, but his attitude
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lead them to think that he really venerated Rome and venerated the position,

venerated the leadership and didn't recognize the emperor as really the great

authortiy and 80 they saw a and easy way to capitulate with the emper9

"a desire without capitulating to his actual claim to authority and

they proceeded to eleob this man as bishop f Rome as the emperor wanted them

to but did it seemingly on their own initiative and this to some extent helped

to break the vicious situation which the Romans were resistèng the attempt of

the emperor to force bishops upon them and so Leo XI became the bishop of

Rome and in ll)k9 he became the bishop of Rome and he was a reforming pope

and a man of high character., a man who emendously changed the situation

in Rome and who began a series of men in the position who were actually in

terested in raising up a religious leadership in Europe and not simply in

their own personal pleasures and njoynients in the city of Rove. (question)

No, he was not a German emperor, he is a german individual, that is he was

on the border of Germany and Prance originally, but he was a man there that

was recognized as a monk of high character and the emperor desired to make

him pope. He vent down toRome as a pilgrim and came in simply as a humble

pilgrim and worshipped there in Rome and left it up to the Romans to see what

they would do and if you want to, you can say the Romans were tired ft

their bishop Roman leaders and decided that here is a good German man and

we will make him bishop or if you want you can say the Romans knew that if

they didn't make him bishop that the emperor would march in with an army and

kill anyone who would be made bishop arid try to make him bishop andthey said

he looked like a man that isn't going to be a strong ist of the

emperor anyway and he looked like a pretty good sort and we might as well

bow to the inevitable. Nov which is true, we have no poal of the opinions

of the individuals and consequently we can form our own judgement as to it,

but that is what happened and he began a series of men who brought their

power from the port of the German emperor, but who theoretically had been

elected by the Romans, by the Roman c$lsgy and not by the emperor and who
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were interested not in the enjoyment of de life in Rome as the predecesso:

of the previous centuries had been but who were interested n establishing

their control in the religious world and as they proceeded to sestableth it

and people 'would say, veil you are just the emperor's puppet, be hput you

here, and he 'would say I am not, I am the leader of the religious world, I

am superior to the emperor, it is I who crown the emperor and so during, you

have the papacy during the rest of this century and the next raising, being

raised up to the htghest position it has ever held in power in rope, and you

have these men who got their power,, origin&Uy thru the emperor's support,

taking a position, actually I am more laporatant than the emperor is and for

a period of many centuries aftdr this you have parties developing supporting

the emperor and parties supporting the pots and you have a constant clash be

tveen the two as each tries to maintain that be is the supreme one of the two

and yet you have them to quite an extent 'working together gainst all other

because the popes couldn't have continued their power very veil if it 'weren't

for the emperors support in the long run, and the emperor secures his title

theoretically from the pope and so for a period of many centuries after this

you have two of them there helping each other to be supreme md still fighting

each other as to 'which one is the leader and. of course, the result of that is

that during the next many centuries Ital i/fU torn apart as some support

the pope and some support the emperor and army after army marches down to

Italy and. it was a terrible thing for the welfare of the Italian people. It

tore Italy between these different forces, but it was probably a good thing

for Germany and Prance proceeded its own way and #4j%/ was separate fore

the empire from this time on, had its own king who theoretically was under

the empire, but very very theoretically, never admitted in the actual control

of the emperor in any event. Sometimes the French king would try to get

elected emperor. So that is the development which came as the bishop of

Rome vent down inbo this terrible period of pornocracy and then we. lifted

out of it by the influence of the German emperor and proceeded in the latter
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part of the century to claim to be superior to everyone on earth even to the

Oernan emperor himself. ! will quote the lesson for next time. (end of lec

ture).We yore speaking at the end of the last hour about the 11th century and

we took up A, the survey of political history, and we noticed that from a

vievpoint of political, modern political history, the 11th century of

condiderablo importance because it w then that the French kingdom began which

continued to become a great power in the middle ages, even though it was

a continuation of previous development and actually this century is when it

began to assume the form that later became so important and also $Ø it was

the century in which the Nor'manz conquered England and that began Engli

history in its modern sense, the Anglo-Saxon kingdom before is usually rigidly

separated from it while English history continues considers a period as be

ginning at 1066 which continues more or lees to the present. However, these

are not partcu1ar1y important in church history because they did not affect

it greatly. It's of course had a very great affect on it, but

from the viewpoint of church history, the 11th century is a very important

century because it is the time when the papacy was transformed and it was

changed from the plaything of the Roman nobility to a real force in Europe.

And so we will discuss that under B. The Papacy. Nov, the papacy at

the beginning of this century was still sunk in the situation of the Dorno

cracy. It was, however, somewhat by the atteinpe of the German

kings named Otto in the previous century to etab1ish it, to clean it up and

to free it from the control of the Roman nobility and to change it into some

thing that could be, have some sort of spiritual leadership in Europe.

There was throughout Europe by this time, quite a looking to Rome for ader

ship. This was, of course, the result of the reputation of the old Roman

empire. The German king was anxious to take over some of that universal

respect to himself by considering himself as a Roman emperor and it *

pretty hard to take this authority unless it in some way was connected with

Rome and the one way to connect *t with Rome was to have it affirmed by the
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bishop of Rome, the man who claimed universal authority in the spiritual

sense, from earlier centuries had been very strongly made by

various , but in this century they still were occasionally made but

most of the popes of the 10th century and the early 11th were so busy with

their debauchery and their wealth and their terrific immoral lives and with

their fighting over the spoils of Rome itself, that they had little time to

pay attention to things on a larger scale. The pope possessed principally

during that period., a prestige at being one who had previously been considered

teh spiritual leader of Rome and Rome, of course, had been the leader of

Europe. Politically and some of this was carried over to the spiritual sphere.

Now the German king, then tried to got an advantage bpt' his relationship with

the bishop of Rome but he couldn't get this advantage from such men of such

by type as occupied the position of the bishop of Rome practically all of

the 10th century and the early part of the 11th and so we find in the 10th

century the att mpt of the German kings to put in a good. man, a good Roman

qtman as bishop, or at least a Roman man who would owe his power to the

king of Germany and we found that these plans did not work very welt,

but they gradually got the Romans used to the idea of the control from the

Germans of the bishop of Rome. During the 11th oentury, early in the century

we have it swinging back and forth rather violently. We have Benedict IX

whom some think is the very worst of the popes. We will discuss him in de

tail in your assignment for next week so I will not go into the details of

the lives of these men. The evidence that I am giving you abo them comes

entirely from the book by R.C., published by R.C. press and distributed by

them with the of the bi&up and consequently you can consider %/

things night be worse in those books but hardly could they be better

than t1 way he states it. I have recommended you all to get copies of this

book eventually, There are three in the library and this assignent is one of

the four assigrments for the next two lessons and I think by Wednesday everyoni

can get to use the books sufficiently to look up the information I have asstgL
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so ye von't need to take time in class to go into the character of these

men except to mention various Roman Catholic books consider that perhaps he

vthe worst of the popes and Gregory VI the following one, they calim in a

good man but he saw the only chance of cleaning up the papacy was to get reid

dt Benedict IX and so he offered him a big sum of money in order to become

pope in his place and when Benedict IX received this sum, be then resigned

and appointed that Gregory (end of record)
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but-having received the position not by an election but simply by appointment

of his predecessor and by an appointment which everybody knew was hired by

the payment of a large sum of money and therefore you have a good man doing an

immoral and wicked act buying a church office, simonizing, it is called all

through the ages after Simon in the book of Acts, universally recognized as

a wicked act, he did a wicked act in order that ,óM might come in order that

they could get rid of the very wicked man who cailmed to be pope. No sooner

however, was he established and the people who didn't feel that this gave him

a valid title out up another man as candidate and claimed that be shou3 be

the real bishop and then Benedice IX came back and said, he had changed his

mind, he was going to continue as pope and so he and in the end, the

Germans, the now German king intervened and disposed of all three of them and

appointed a new man and Benedict IX, this very wicked man is recognized in the

list of the popes as one of the infallible leaders of Christendom and Gregory

VI who bought him out of office is recognized in the list as another of the

infallible popes of christendom. Gregory VI confessed his sin, declared that

he 1 done it for a good purpose and declared that as a result it was a very

wicked act and as a result of it he certainly Should resign from the office

and he did so resign, but the real change was made with the election of Leo

IX and Leo IX was a very vigorous ruler, a very fine administrator and a man

of unusual insight into what would be affective and so Leo 9 in lOkØ%9, he was

german bishop from the border of germany and France and in 1049 when the

German king said be would make Leo 9 the pope, Leo 9 proceeded to go toiomo

as a pilgrim and walked in there with no German army with him, there was no

force, he walked in dressed as a pilgrim and knelt before the different churehe

and worshipped there, he had a few other monks with him, but all of the

Italians knwo that be was the man vhom the german emperor was making pope and

that if they didn't support him doubtless the German emperor would come with

a big army soon and as they saw his attitude towards them, they decided that

probably he was, it was better to accept him than to take one of the Roman

men and face a fight over the matter and they had known so many of these men
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that the German emperor had put in who they had gotten rid of j$ fairly soon

that t probably didn't seem a particularly vital matter and they proceeded to

go through the form of election and elected him as pope and than the German

emperor, Henry III stood 'ay Iim and Leo III proved 1be such a man of abi

lity that he soon put the papacy on qhite a diff'ornnt babi* and he had a

vez'j close man working with him, a man named Gildebrand, whose career is

discussed in one of these four assinnents for next week, 'out Gildebrand,,

was very nf1uencial fran this t:Lm 'n, though Leo 9 was doubtless a man of

real ability in his own way. Now from this time on, the papacy is increas

ing




in power. It has been cleaned up to the extent that such terrific scan

dals as covered the previous century and a half do not occur to any eat

extent in the course of the next two or three centuries and it is occupied

by a series of men who have the German emperor backing them and who have a

eat influence in making it a real institution, they are not the typo of

men who occupied it during the previous century and a half and there is some

influence on these men by the reforn fo the Cluny movetnnt. flow much, varies

with different individuals, but we have the papacy then from its very low

point from the beginning of tholith century during the next century and a

half constantly increasing in power until in the beginning of the lath

conttry you find that it is at the very highest kind of power it has evor

acheived and that is the high point of the power of the papacy is in the

13th century, two centuries after this time, so t1e next few centurois are

a time of constant increase in the power of the papacy. The higi-ipoint of the

papacy during this particular century is reached when the man, ITldeärand

eventually becomes pope, after having been the strong supporter and associate

of a nuiborfof earlier ones, he himself took the po4.tion in 1073 and reigned

to 1085. Before mentioxming breifly his career as pope, I should
nontiol

one other event in the life of the papacy during those previous years, and

that is an event in 1059, some state the year as 1058, it is either 1058

or 1059, the important thingj 13 that a decree will promalgate it, possibly
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It was written at the end of one year and announced at the beginning of the

other and there may be some such reason rhy you find both dates, the one may

be a typographical error, 1059 may be that, but this was in the reign of the

pope Nicolas II who had been made pppe but by a German emperor Heny III, by

his power and Ncolas II instituted a decree which many think that iiidebraM

is the real author of which declares that the postion is not to be established

by any civil officer's word., but that it must be an election of the Roman

clergy. Nov. of course, that he theoretically been the case all along, but

very frequently a king or an emperor or even a petty nobolmen of Rome and

even these wicked women had simply said vho they wanted to have bishop and

what they said was done, but here he made a decree which from that time tU

the present has theoretically been the position of the church and since that

ti'e, no one has simply appointed a pope and it has proceeded to bü done.

That is to say, they always at least hare Zone through the form of an election

and usually the election has been something which the individuals have voted

rather freely. Nicolas II then set down the regulation that the cardinal

bishop, that is to say, the five bishops of Rome on the doath of a pope

should consider who ought to be his successor and then that they should take

the cardinal's deacons and the cardinal's priests along in with them to vote
that

on the matter and Lf they would vote, thus the Roman clergy, the cardinal

bishops, the cardinal deacons, the cardinal priests would vote on who the

g4ttyc man would be and after y had elected the man, the people of Rome would

have a chance 4/ to acclaim their agreement. Now that is rather vagi,

whether the people have any actual voice t the matter or not, but at least

they are given a chance to declare that they agree and then after that the

emperor 1 given a chance to say, I think that is fine, and to oppose, but

he is not to initiate the election of the pope. Now since that time, many

emperors have vetoes various men from being elected. They have different ones

bad a good deal of influence but the theory has been riintained over since

that decree of 1058 that it is the clergy of Rome that does it and the title
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has been given cardinal bishop, the cardinal priest, the cardinal deacon,

which means the deacons of th roat city of florie and it i-raan't -very long

bef the dacons of Rome ceased having athtng to say about it because other

people were nominally priests and deacons of Rome and they would oome together

to say not by virtue of influence in any other country, but simply by virtue

of the fact that nominally they held the position in the Roman clergy. They

were called together. Tov this decree had as its object freeing the papacy

from the control, or ti-) enporor, freeing it from the control of a political

officer. It was pretty much free from such control in t1 previous century

but it was subject to the whims of the wicked ones of Rome and was in a

very bad situation. !ov the euperor has raised it up au! strengthened it to

this point and now it wants to throw off any control by hin and so this calls

si made as against the emperor and 4 claim that could now be carried out to

some extent hecaus of the strength that he had given them in his reformation.

Now 7tcolas II is qut important on account of this decree, even if Hilde

1nand is the real authority in the decree. But Hildobrand himself became

the bishop of Rome iii 1073, reigned until 1035 and Gregory II hd helped

tremendously in the reorganization and reformation of the papacy, but all

thorugh he had been using the ehip of the eiperor amply as a means ct getting

what he wi.nted, which was a free and independent authority on the part of the

Roman bishop. Not only over the spiritual life of theoretically the whole

world, actually only western Europe, not only ever the spirituni life, but

also over everything that could have anything to do with morality or viti..

spiritual conditions in general and once you include everything that has

anything to do with morality or likeness in the authority, you have everhthg'

included natural!. (questionil) Gregory 7, he reigned from 1073 to 1085

and Gregory theoretically held that the church was supreme thus in every

aspect of life and that atually the emperor while he was supreme politically,

the church is absolutely supreme religiously, yet anthing that the emperor

does that the bishop of Rome thinks is wrong, he, of course, can be condemned
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for doing it so actually it makes the bishop supreme in evrythth. (question

12) Hildebrand became, took the rare f Grogorr 7 when he became bishop of

Rome, Now ven Gregory 7 vat bishop of Rome there occurred an event which

has stirred the imaginations of the world ever since. JIeny III bad died

at abott te time Nicolas IT became bishop and hit.; son Ennry k gqs just a

yotmg boy. Henry vas now in his prine when Gregory 7' was bishop and Henry

k felt that he should be a real emperor. Tie knew that the bishop of Rome

bad stink in degradation corruption before his father and. the predecessors

had changed the situation and had cleaned up the corruption and had given

them permanent p,vel' and he felt that the bishop shouldn't interfese too

muob. with vht be var,ted to do. On the other hand. Gregory felt that the

king should be absolutely free to do whatever he wanted so long as be didn't

do anything that the pope disapproved of. And Gregory 15 the first pope who

profeeded to sair that f the k1n does what is wrong, he must be deposed and

I have the right and the authority to depose him. Now others may have olaiwed

such a right, but he was the first to actually push it hard and be pushed

hard this tnstence. Te could depos any ruler who proved to be an, unjust

or immoral rulor or any ruler who seemed to him to be not doing what was in

accordance with the betterment of t1 onu'ch. Now Gregory issued In 10'115

a declaration '-sf which c3orly says !t dmxtn4eci for the poop type of

supremacy never acclaimed by Gregory's predecessors including the right
'

depose
use imperial emperors and to release subjects from their oath

nithir
of afleiance to irnjut rulers. Te aas there tere éj./ of these extreme

views he says, neither of these extreme vievs, papal or imperialist were

rpereeented of the common practice of the time. The average practice con

fortd more closely to th c proiise later formulated in teh council of

1142. In other words the pope declared in this big (end of record) ch 60

arid nobody at that time thought it is only since 1870 that they

say that a pope is thought of as infallible if be speaks and only if

lie speaks and so now he has to tell us when he is speaking ex- but
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back in those days it is pretty hard to say velike what he said so tiiorofore

it must e ex-cthoba and / If tiie don't like what li~ s,-0-1, 1)o vas

speaking cathedra and he wasn't infallible.. it is pretty hard to it

in quite as a way as that, but here is this official statement which

he issued with 27 prpostitions in it claiming this tremendous supremacy

over all civil officers and 11o3. says it was never claimed by his predecessors

and his successors didn't go as far as he did in it, but ho officially calimed

14. 4,
1 to carry out his claims to sme extent. Ea vas ableW Nov Gregory va3 abol LO

to carry them out to quite an extent because the yougg man Henry went so

far in some of his actions and so far in some of his steps of oppostion to

tie pope that icst f the German ncles turned against and ven Gre3ory

7 exumtnlcated the emperor, he was left without any supporters and so this

young man, be wasn't so young anymore, Henry, f course, who was the German

emperor was exc'i3atd by the pope, was left without practically no

support and are4ory declared that he was going to depose him from being

emperor and. being king and that h would appoint someone as his successor.

In this stiuntion zLr k, the emperor of Germany, theoretically, emperor

of the whole Roman empire, at least the western alf of it, saw it was nece

ssary to remove the stiginent of excumunication before he could get any support

ftem his, in Germany aizablo tnough to put doun te peeple that were opposing

hi and so Gregory started south, Henry started south to meet Gregory 7

to try to get the exotnunication withdrawn and Gregory 7 went north toward

Germany and was in a place called mosa ir Northern Italy in the mountains

and. there at this place he met Benry k who had come abandoned by his support

practically alone, he came with a small group with him in rags, he came down

there to see the pope and to beg his forgiveness and there at the castle of

mesa Gregory 7 heard that he wanted to see him and the pope is said to have

said, well, let him wait until I am ready and kept him waiting out there in the

snow for three days before ho finally let him in and received the emperor of

Germany bowing before him asking his forgiveness. Gregory seems to have rubbed
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it in pretty hard on t1 occasion that ho was absolutely subject to hii and

at his iiercy and that If he didn't do s he said, ho vould never befree from

the ectdntcation, he vould lose his kingdom and nery in tears was willing

to do just anything at all to get the pope's withdraw]. of this and the

pope's support and so this soene rt riosa has over since been remembered

by the Roman church as a groat occasion in the history of the church when th

emperor, the ruler of Germany, bowed down before the pope and waited

three days eut&de in the sic n order to in to see him in order to get

the e nmurtication removed. On the other hand, protestanin modern times,

have always remembered mosa as what they have considered an exhibition

of the arrorance and .t4i.nees of the pope who would mcd.e the ctiperor, the

head of the civil authority of the weetem world go throp,h this great humili

ation. (question )That is a little more detailed from what I gavc, I don't

think that it realy changes it, but it is interesting to have that little

further light on it. eriry was doubtless very shrewd in at he did. he

was in the postien where his enemies in Gerrany united with the papal power

would have meant his utter distruction. The enlr way he could recover from

it was to get the papal bane removed from him and it was worth any h.miiliation

on his part to get it at the occasion and as far a the pope is concerned it

1s altogether posible that he had rather enr h-dn't come, for he rust pre

ferrrd to depose him and put in a man that be thought he could trust as

emperor. Nov whether he would ha"e bad him just over half of Germany or call

of ermrny rir be a tMn which evidences dIffer, what was in his mind,

there may be some question about, but he very likely would have been happy to

have a man of much lees power, than ti emperor but it is oven povsible

that in the situation the pope didn't know what to do and ted the three

days trying to make up his mind whether to forgive him or not but at any

rate, the affect of it was to leave the feflov waiting out there in the

nr a there was about as bad a hwiiliatlon as a man could put on another

and it doubtless mad4 &egory feel very happy when the ruler of the world came
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n and bowed before him and admitted the supremacy of the church and Henry

was ready to admit absoli..te1y anything if only he vouJc get the removal of

the excuniunication. Re was ready to promise anything. He was ready to do

anything that he wanted if just he would get that removed. For once that he

had. t removed he went back j)' with the popes favor and Llesing which the

pope could not under the circumstances decline to give hiii. e vent back

With that. He was the son of the previous emperor, he was a man. who had

been properly, elected. ffe was a ran ho had the anthor5r, people gathered

around liri, some of them said, iBfl't that awful the way the pope treated

him, others said he was completely removed of his wrong in the past, he

has seen his error, he has confessed it and he has the pope's blensing -and

at any rate he mangaed to get himself a very strong position and once he

had he then declared that the pope was absolutely wrong in what be had clone

and began to take the sand position e:actly he had before and then the

pope declared that he was excamunicatod agd.n, but Henry was not too well

established for the pope to do anything about it and he had been able to

convince his people that the pope was trying to claim an authority which

he had no right nd that the pope had shorn a terrible arrogant spirit in

the way he had treated him and he marched south with, an army and the pope

had to floe for his life and eventually the pope died in the course of

the flight and when he died, be said, I have loved righteousness and hated

iniquIt, there fore I die in exile in poverty and, of course, the

fact of the natter was that HldebrarLd hdc stood furthe supreme authority

of the bishop of Pome through his life and he trore than /any other one

individual changed the position from one of voalaioss to one which was ready

to move forward to higher and higher power over the kingdom of Europe and

his influence was tremendous, though his life seemed to be an utter ftiure

when he died and the end of his life is quite generally more or less forgotten

although of urse it is all stated in history, but the event at mosa is

remembered and remembered by those kr support the pope as a great victory and
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remembered by those ao detest tho pope as the great examplo of papal ar

rogance. (question 9) Canosa. Tow.days you viii hear over the radio aftuost

every day or two somobody viii speak of "riaogeddon, but it is a word if a

person has never road the book of Revelation., it doesn't mean anything to you,

but it is used n 'iclitical peeches coi'.&;antly now a da and 1"o been nov

and, then off and n in times of crisi; tow 'lie last forty years. NOW `z'his

name Canoosa is a name which will o used s.mi1aly. hon you 1."o discussion

about the power of the po and his relationship to ctrii uthoritos you will

find that even vhen there is no mention of Gregory 7' or of Hexry k or anything

like that the name Canossa is a simbol and you will speak of a ruler going to

Canossa or ' the rope des n'.ing to Canoesa because it brings u the 'ue

situation, it is one of a fe v vods like Armegeddon wihcih have come to have

a tx'ertedous meaning just in thetiscies ioh the na1u, of the place would not

in itself give, h on accon4 of this event tth.ioh happened at that place.

nd so Canossa is a name which should e retnenberod,. It is very important,

not so much as what happened here, but what was iinboiIZed by that happened

there. Wefl, Gregory the 7th in one, thf you wore only to nare or 5 popes

of most importance, Gregory 7 would certainl be one of then, lie is one of

the men who are most influential in raiiing up the power of the papacy and

he was a very able man, a man whr. had a vory ef1n:tte idea and who vaiked

toward it all through his life and succeeded in accomplishing a eat deal

.n that direction. Now 1 will mention C, The sumnary of the papacy. I am

not going into the lIves of the succeeding popes nentcnnin just the facti

of the gradual rise thIch continued fron this time on to the 15th century,

2 centuries later. C is Transubstantiation and I don't mov that it is

necessary that. we say much about It here because we have already discussed

it rather fully under the 9th century, but thee were important developments

in connection with it during this century. In tL¬ 9th century as we noticed,

toy centuries earlier, the theory of transubstantiation was presented and it

vas opposed and there was a good deal of discussion about it. It was not a
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rhinsh had cone to attach itself to the e.eien 6f tho co ion but it

vis first presented a a theory in the 9th century. !ov (i' in the 9th

oentwly, those who opposed it were not i:. any prticu1a3 dancer, they were

not nered as h'ret1.C 'r Tthiin1 of the kind, they ire gret leaders

in the hw'ch who just didn't agree vith this theory, but the theory was

held by a larger number than of those who opposed It ad it came about as

the nowenent eontThuee.. tim cnturies rater in the 11th century, the

tr'ibstantiation had become most enera11y accepted that when in this

century, a man opposed it, he v.s generally considered as a heretic and this

Is brought into c1ei' light due to the life of a nan named eren/?r, and this

mm erengar, who was a director of a thedral In Prance, highly esteemed In

Me early life, a nan of rare laming and piety, ?. man who was very ve1

thoucit of by most of the leaders of th.e church cane in lOkk-10k5 to the

conclusion that the theory of tranubstantintIon which had advanced from

centuries before was utter superst&tion, contrary to the crIpturo, to the

and to reason and when ear came to this theory, he began to

ive his vsv to his pu,i1, many of his ?orrer pupils scattered throughout

Prnce and Germany were ifoed by bin on it and it ceatad a eat sensa

tion becaue b this time therry was M117 considered imply

a fact. The prist had the power of the per-natural act of ehai,ging

bread and vine into the actual body and blood of Christ and pe'ple gen'rs1ly

considered that was the case and now this great teacher, this leader in the

'hurch, this man of great learning makes the declaration that that is not true

that that Is a theory oripnInated two centuries 'item, a vtilgar superstition

contrarr to the Scripture, to the Fathers and to reson and many of his

pupils who thought so very highly of him Vhen they began to hear about this

didn't know, what to do at first and when they saw how strong the general

feeling was on the matter, It was after U one of the things that rave the

monks and the priests their strong hold, they had the power of working this
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miracle and vithout this miracle there was no spiritual (end. of record)
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because you receive your life from eating of the body and blood of Christ

and you couldn't get the body and blood of Christ unless the priest erformed

the miracle for you and that, of course, is at ii is today, and there was

value, not merely in eating of it but in being present at the mass 'when the

body and blood of Christ was lifted up and presented to God and you had the

repetition of the sacrifice of Christ, and so you had an actual offering

made by the priests and no one wibhout the priestly ordination could make

it. Well, Berengar's theory was a something that struck at the root of the

viewpoint which in now held all thru the western church in the 11th century

even though in the 9th century, a person could have opposed this theory and it

was simply a matter 'which people could discuss one side or the other and

have their particular views about it, but now, it d become so deeply rooted

that some of these pupils of Berengar began writing back and saying, Well, now

Berengar it is interesting that you have come to thee theories, but you

have got to go slow. You are striking at something that is very vital in

our whole life here and if you want to hold this theory you had better keep

it to yourself, don't start talking about it, you wiil get into trouble. But

Berengar wrote to a former pupil of his named L add\he expressed his sur

prise that a man of such intelligence as L.. would hold this theory that the

bread and the wine were changed physically into the body and blood of Christ,

it just shoved an utter ignorance of Scripture and it involved a condemnation

of Ambrose, Jerome, and Augustine and all of the great fathers. He said, I

am amazed at you to hold such a theory and he wrote in such strong language
Vho

that L.... by this time had begun to feel that after all he was just as

good a man and just as good a scholar as Berengar anyway and it was about

time that people recognized that and slant the letter on to Rome and shoved it

to the pope and said, isn't this terrible. Shouldn't something be done about

it? And Leo 9 April 1050 issued.a condemnation of Berengar at a Synod at

tended by mostly Italian bishops and they ssnmoned him before another Synod

to be held in September the next ear and when he didn't appear to that, vasn'

able to et there, they condemned! him without a hearing and the book of B.
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a few centuries earlier, which had said that it was purely a spiritual

presenke of Christ and not a physical presence of his body was publicly

burned. And soon after that he was called before a Synod in France which

Leo 9 conducted and there Hildebrand, that is Leo 9 through his representative

Hi].debrand and Hildebrand was an old friend of Berengar and Hildebrand tried

to prove that Berengar actually was not as bad as they thought, and so he,

as papal representative listened calmly to his arguments and persuaded him to

admit that the consecrated bread and wine are at least in a spiritual sense

the body and blood of Christ and he got him to say words that went far enough

that Hildebrand thought, well, he is all right, it is not so bad as they

th1nkt, and the man, and he seemed completely satisfied and he

said, now come down to Rome with me and we will get this matter all settled

up and so Berengar thought that he was safe now thatHildebrand saw that he

was all right and Hildebrand was very close to the pope and he went to Rome

and there in the Lateran they held a council with 113 bishops under Nicolas

2 and Berengar said later the 113 bishops, he said, were like wild beasts.

He said, they wouldn't listen to his idea of a spiritual communion, they

insisted upon a actual senseless participation of the body and blood of

Christ and they said that he must either be destroyed as an utter heretic

or they said that he must accept a formula of recantation and declare that he

had been wrong in the past, that actually it was not a spiritual matter at all,

but that you actually chew the actual physical body of Christ. They insisted

on those exact words, the literal mastication of the body of Christ, a literal

swallowing of the blood of Christ, that his body was literally eaten and torn

with the teeth and so when they insisted upon that and Berengar, this great

scholar, this man who didn't hesitate in his writing to declare the utter igno

rance of the people who opposed him, their ignorance of the fathers of the

church, their ignorance of the writings of Scripture, their ignorance of true

reason when he was faced with this situation he didn't have the courage to

go on and so he fell on his knees and agreed to the statement and threw his

books into the fire and he said later his human vyjickedness extorted fro,
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human weakness at different confessions, but a change of conviction can be

affected only by the agency of the almighty God, that is what he said later,

but he made this complete confession, complete submission, and they said,

all right then, you can go on, we understand you have completely given up

this wicked heresy and when he went back to France he went on writing just as

strongly as ever again and he used language of Leo 9 and of Nicolas 2 just

as strong as Luther used 5 centuries later in his writings. He condemned

his views and he condemned the popes who were maintaining it and L wrote

very sharply against him and Berengar wrote very sharply against L ...., be
4th

began to think that he would do like Henry did later on, when Henry k

after complete submission went back to Germany and got the support of people,

but Berengar found that it didn't work that way. His friends gradually with

drew from him and the wrath of his enemies grew so intense that he was nearly

killed at a Synod in in 1075 and now Hildebrand who had befriended him

and who thought so highly of him became pope as Gregory 2 and he summoned

Berengar to Rome. He had defended him against the fanaticism of his enemies,

he summoned him to Rome and he wanted to protect him, he thought very highly

of Berengar, but when Berengar got there he found that most of the bishops

were so strongly on the subject that it was absolute recantation of death and

the Lateran council held, presided over by the pope, Gregory 7 who was his

friend. He expected Gregory 7 to defend him, but Gregory 7 found himself just

about alone in it, because after all he was really supporting him as a friend

rather than that he agreed with him. And so at the coucil when it 1ooked as

if they would condemn him absolutely, Gregory got them bD write a formula and

say if you will sign this formula, your life can be spared and they wrote a

formula which was pretty strong for transubstantiation and Berengar, said, why

he said, this isn't what Gregory 7 told me in private conversation. He said

my views were all right on this, I don't have to sign this extreme statement,

and the pope saw his own reputation was in danger and he rather strongly said,

you sign and confess your error here or you are in danger of life and Berengar

spoke later, he said, confounded by the sudden madness of the pope and because
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God in punishment for my sins did not give me a steadfast heart, I threw

myself on the ground and confessed in a pious voice that I had erred, hearing

the pope would lnstahtly pronounce against me the sentence of excamunication

and that as a necessary consequence the populace would hurry me off to the

worst of deaths. And so he completely surrendered his view and the pope after

he did this, the pope after all was a very good friend of his and the pope

gave him two letters of recommendation, one to the bishops of and'

one to all the faithful in which he treatened with the anathama and with the

papal anyone which should do any harm in person to Berengar

or who whould call him a heretic and it is an interesting thing that once

you find extreme men like Gregory 7' you will nearly always find that they

have someone or two people to whose faults they are utterly blind. It is

interesting that in Germany, the great of the Jews had

one or two Jewish teachers he studied with n the uJiversity of whom he

thought so highly that he protected them right through everything, even kept

them in their positions up to the very last and you will find that it is a

weakness of human nature that none of us are entirely consistent and friend

ship is apt in some potions to make us inconsistent in our attitude to one

or two individuals and that is the case with Gregory here. He protected him,

He even said that anybody should be cursed who would call him a heretic and

so he returned as an old man, he spent the rest of his life in strict seclu

sion and he died in peace in 1088 in France and many thought that he did

penance for his heresy and his friends held an annual celbration in his memory

at his grave, but he wrote the report of his trial after his return and so it

is quite evident from it that what he really regretted was his cowardly

treason to the truth as he held it and he concluded his account of the trial

wtth the words, with a prayer to God for forgiveness

exercise of charity and he said, pray for me that these tears may procure me

the compassion of the almighty. Now Berengar, if he had stood by his view

would have died and been cursed by everybody for the next few centuries and
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would have been honored by protestants now as a great martyr for the faith.

As it is, nobody particularly honors him today. He excaped any physical

results of his views and he was not particularly disliked in subsequent

years and the important fact about it to us is to show how the idea of tran

substantiation has changed so that that which could be freely opposed two

centuries earlier as simply a matter of opinion, now had become so much a

matter of conviction that even the pope himself could not portoot a man who

held it no matter how much he wanted to. It had become established as a

basic truth of the western church and continued that way with some opposition

but very little strong opposition until the time of Martin Luther and it

remains one of theoustanding points of difference between us and the R. 0.

church, aitho the Greek 0. church has also adopted it so that the Greek C.

church which is a member of the WOO holds exactly the same view as the R,O

church on this very vital matter which is one of the vital differences between

protestantism and R " C. //é44%/(pause in record) /p/Øj/

conquered England in the beginning of the Pencb kingdom and the various

general changes in political condition. C We noticed the papacy with the

change from the position of degredation which bharacterized the end of the

pornocracy and the whole history of it up to the reign of Gregory 7 who made

his great stand against the emperor 1tenrr k and 4/ iron his great victory

at Canossa when Benry 1 stood barefooted in ragos out in the snow for three

days waiting until the pope permitted him to come in and appear before him

But there was no sincoreity to his penance, which was readily made clear by

the fact that as soon as he had the papal support and got back into a strong

position he turned against the pope again and Gregory died in exile. The con

ditions changed though from the pope as simply small town toughs you might

say of the previous century and the early part of thes century. People were

now influenced beyond Rome and people of the lowest possible life of cruelty

and licenciousness and of no special ability. Here is a situation when a man

of strong- personality and dominant convictions like Gregory should challenge
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the power of the emperor of the vest was a tremendous step upward axit wai

brought about as we saw by the desire of the emperor to have a strong leader

ship in the spiritual realm and. their rescuing the papacy from the situation.

(end of record) oh 61

natural tendency to exalt the authority of the papacy as high as the emperors

wanted it but also past and so it comes that during the next two centuries

we have a constant struggle between the pope and the emperor as to who would

be dominant. Now we notice C, is transubstantiation. Two centuries before

advanced as a theory and opposed as a theory, not held as a doctrine, N0,7

Berengar was forced to give up his opposition to it. He would have lost his

life, he would have lost all of his standing in the church, he would have

been utterly thrown out if he had not admitted transubstantiation even though

he did not believe in it and he vote against it constantly, yet on two oc

casions he completely submitted and it showed the tremendous strength that

it had acquired 4 by the 11th century. (question 1) Well, I voui.dnt say

there was a complete change regarding the view. I would say there was a

complete establishment of the view. I would not be at all surprised if in

the very earliest days of the church when people were brought into the church

and were told that they must eat the flesh of Christ and drink his blood.,

some of them would naturally wonder if this was actually this body and his

blood, and superstitkoua ideas about it may have been in some minds in the

first and second century. We have no evidence, however, of such an attitude

being accepted by men of intellectual leadership prior to the 9th century,

and pervious to this we have words that sound as if the man may have held

this, but no proof of it, but we have no proof that it was not held. We do

know that it was not accepted as something that must be, but the views of

different people :Ofl this were and in the 9th century the thing comes

prominently to the front when some scholar writes a book defending the view

and when others write books attacking it and it is a simply a matter of dis

cu8slon and when something emerget o the point where it becomes a matter of
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discussion, even if the discussion dies out there is apt to be a crystalizatior,

of thought on it after awhile and after the situation of the 9th century and

during these next two centuries there is a oryatalization upon it. People

have to take one view or the other and the viewpoint that holds as the
alts

priest performs a miracle is something that exf% the powers of the

priest, exalts the power of the church and which exalts, I mean it would
to

appeal the natural human pride in such a way that any man without thinking a

great deal about it would naturally incline in that direction because it

appeals to their authority and pride and influence that it gave them over other

people. It could even possibly have been used by some men who desire to

improve the moral conditions of the people and who perhaps had some doubt

about it, they weren't quite sure, but they had been brying to enorce it and

the insistence on this would give them a greater authority and a chance to

infoi'ce their moral ideas upon the people and so some men could have been

pushed into it through entirely a desire to do good, others through a desire

to exalt their own authority, others through a desire to emphasize that

which is wonderful and we find that last tendency even in protestantirni

today. Many people have the idea of the Bible, the more wonderful and fan

tastic and bazaar you can make everything in it, the better. The remarkable

thing is, if we have a book that tells how God caused Polar bears to 'walk

through Egypt or something that is even more tremendous and contraru to

nature than that, that is the thing that makes the Bible really worth while.

And that is a tendency in protestantism todya among evangelicale, it is a

tendency and of course, we should exalt the fact that God can do anything

Re wants and God could change the bread into the body if that is what he

chose to do, he certainly could, but we have a natural tendency to try to

make it look as if everything he did was just as fantastic and contrary to

ordinary natural circumstances as possible. And his tendency is something

which you will find widely expressed in your churches and I even find in

students in the Seminary sometimes. This tendency naturally in the middle

ages could show itself in that other direction towards the development of
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such ideas as this of transubstantiation. But the important thing for us to

know is that the first evidence of a clear presentation of it as a doctrine

was in the 9th century A.D., but we had no clear presentation of such a

view by anybody before that time, There was an occasional something that

would sound like it and an ocassional something that would sound the opposite

and in the 9th century it was possible for men highly valued to write against

it and to speak against it and be considered as good Christians and men

well accpeted in the church and yet it was only in the 11th century A.D. that

we find the evidence of a situation established where this belief of trans

substantiation had come to be so widely accepted that a man was condemned

for disbelief. There were many other things for which men were utterly

condemned centuries before that, but in the whole history of the Christian
for

church, loss than half of it has this been accepted as a major doctrine by
"

of the 6. Now today that is the point to which the

Roman Catholic church holds more tenaciously than just about any other

point of doctrine and it is the point which brought the wrath of the

organization upon the reformist in the reformation t$/ more than any other

point. (question 6) The eastern church holds the same view as the Roman
tranc-

Oath. on this. They accept substantiation. There is no difference in thorn

on this. In fact the Eastern church had a tendency to exalt the miraculous

in and in some ways it went even further than the western church. In

this particular doctrine there is no difference that I know of between the

eastern and the western and, of course, this is one of the primary differen

tiations between protestantiam and R.O. but the world council of churches

inoludes the eastern church which holds exactly the R.C. view and. most of

the doctrine and most of the vital matters. (question 7) Well, I think that

a great many people face a situation like that. Find it very easy to, a

great many. When here is a man who faces death and torture and he gives up

his view and changes, I find it much easier to be snipatbetic with him than

I do with a man who gives up his view and subordinates himself to people who

he considers utterly unChristian simply for the stke of saving his pension or
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of having a little larger church to preach in. I don't think there is any

comparison between the two and yet when we find the attitude so common and

on such lesser matters, I feel that we should regret. that he did not have the

courage of a martyrs, but I don't feel that I strongly condemn him. I think

that we should pray that God will give us the strength and courage to really

stand for His word when the time comes and to face death. On the other hand
and

a great many people find it much easier to face death }{4 to be killed for

their convictions than they do to give up something of the material nature.

A great many do. It is a strange thing. Well, I can understand how that is.

A man robbed me of $60.00 once and I felt so miserable about

it that I was awake nights for two or three weeks and then right after that

something happened that caused me to lose many many times as many nights

and very often we can take the bigger things than vv can the little things.

It in too bad that Berengar didn't have the strength of niartydom, but you

will find a grsat.many people don't. I think that we should be very chari

table abotu it along this line. (question 9) Well, on the other hand he had

to go back on what be believed. I should say that it might be excusable for

him to evade the issue to such an extent so that at this particular point

be wouldn't have to appear before the but when he had to stand before

them and deny what he believed to be true and the statement that he believed

was false, even aside from the doctrine of the issue, it certainly was giving

up of all intellectual integrity, but alas, we find many people who will do

that very thing, (question l0)es, the only difference is that today in the

Roman Cath, books be is mentioned honorably as a man of scholarship and able

rights, but a man, who fell into a heresy and was condemned. Thea mention him

honorably and in protestant books he is more or less passed over .nd only

incidentally touched upon. We would consider him a great martyr if he had

died at that time, I think undoubtedly. Well, now that was C and D is the

final break with the eastern church and I do not think that we need to take th

time to go into the details of the relations of this time of the eastern and

the vestern church. You have studied the life of Phot lus and Photius was a
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man who orta1izod the differenoe, itho ote it up alearlys who made the

eastan church ma11e rhat 1t encerorc from the vastern church awl

yet the differences of the eastern church from the western ebuzoh were not

great accept on one point. 'Nov the eastern cheh paraticed triune, immersion

of infant va their forui of baptinn. They inrnoxcd infants three t5.iˆs in

honor of the tlwee person of the trinity, he uaatern church did not do that

The eastern church allow clergy, at least its lave oBLor7 to and

they Condemned the otern church for forbidding thu clergy to ury and the

western church on the other band criticized them on this point, but neither

considered it such a prominent point of doctrine as to make the, otu' a herotto.

?he L C, books of to the bo rith the eastern church not as a heresy but

as a zcism. They consider the eastern church as an atbodoz church oven though

it difThxs in these point which are not points of great, importance. This

one about the }?. C church e 12

in many sections vou14 lead you to think that they almost considered it a

heresy for priests to marry, but in the eastern church the priests marry and

they do not consider thori a heretIcs., they c ,nsider them There

was great contraitoray over the matter of wtiethei the Holy Spirit proceeds

from the Father and the on as the western church says and as the, protestants

have ton over froni the church of orao in this regard. That is they have not
as it came to be

over had much discussion about it, we simply have accepted it in the western

church. Nov in the eastern church they insist that the protection is from

the Pathor, not fror the Father and the 3ori. tO].1 ncT it is a point on

which we really don't knov. We are not sure that we can say. , great

essential matters of the very nature of the trii4ty in a way that means any

thing. We dont have the data with which to deal vh and it -Is hardly a

point with iioh to make a division over, the big thins that the

eastern church objected to was that after the creed was made by an ecumenical

council., the western church simply instead of waiting

for another council to decide it one way or the other and as a matter of
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procedure the western ehurchwould seem to have been wrong on that point, but

it is hard to see why there would be a split in the church over that. The

real cause of the spit was that the western church that the pope insisted that

they were supreme over the church and the eastern half of the church never

admitted any such claim to supremacy. That was the real reason for the split.

That was the thing that eventually onsed it and so when the bishop of Rome

claims to be the divinely appointed head of the church, it must be said that

his claim has never been accepted by more than half of the church, that the

whole eastern church always considered it as one of the five patriarchs but

never supreme accept in one ease, the case of the one emperor Photiu, that

great leader of the church recognized the pope as the head of the hwole church

and we studied his character and his brief career a short time ago but he is

the only one of the eastern emperors who did and the eastern church insisted

our leaders are here and Well, now, of course, the pope

said the bishop of Constantinople has no apostalic succession (end of record)
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We are the suc saors of
Pete317id

Paul. Now in the eastern church they had

much better claims to successin to Peter in Antioch and Jerusalem than Rome

has. Everybody knowsPeter was at ntioch and Jerusalem, whether he was in

Rome is at least questionable. It is probably that he was, but it isnot

certiin. The claims to apostalic succession in the eastern church are much

greater than in the western church, but in the eastern church the claim is

divided among different headquarters and the leading city of the eastern had

no such claims and so this you might say balanced so that in the end they

broke. Now in 1054 the final break came and so I mention this as D, t final

break of the eastern church, I don't think that anybody then realized what an

important date it was. It wasn't important to them. There had been separation

between the two and reunions several times. There had been scisms when they

would be for ten, 20,14.9 69 years, no communication between the eastern church

and the western church and then they would get together and that has happened

repeatedly. During the century or two before this time, the pornocracy was

in control in Rome and there was nobody there who had much interest who was

over the eastern church or not, they were too busy with their vuluptuousness

and their wickedness to take an interest in such things. But now when you

have got men of real personaUity and power in the position of bishop of Rome

again, they began to assert their ancient claim that they were the head of

the church and it came to a crisis in 1054 when you have a strong man as head

of the eastern church and he refused to admit these claims and declared that

the western church was wrong and said that the fact they had Latin churches

in Constantinople where they performed the western wright was something that

could not be tolerated and ordered the closing of those small churches in

Constantinople. In Constantinople they must do the way the patriarch of

Constantinople did and not as the bishop of Rome. That was his statement

and %/t'/ of course he might have said that and the other patriarch might have

changed it. It might have gone on as before, but the bishop of Rome said this

is absolutely insufferable, we cannot stand this and so he sent two cardinals

who went to Constaninople and vent into the great church of Santasophia, the
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leading cathedral in Oonst, and they went into this church and at the time of

the service they vent up to the high altar and there they placed upon the

altar a declaration from the pope that they church of Conet, was oxcumuntoated

for its wickedness fro having stopped people from worhipping in Const. in

accordance with the western practices and when they placed this upon the

high altar, I am sure they never thought that anything would happen and that

there vould be further disput e about it, that there would be an agreement

on this matter and that the thing would go on as it had in the past and they

hoped that eventually the pope would win complete control in this regard, but

there never has again been a unity between the two. And so the final break

starts from the year 1054 and since that time you have had the two separate

churches, wach of which considers the other as atic, but neither

of which considers the other as heretical because their differences are after

all on minor points. (question k) The bishop was bishop Michael. I hadnot

given his name, Michael OAerulatus. Re said the poeple in the vest are

eating things , they are failing to fast on Saturdays, they are not

saying hallelujah during lent at the proper time, they are not using the

unavened bread for the , they are following practices which are for

bidden by the council of Jerusalem in Act. 15 and he said that they are wicked

and they should be condemned for it and we won't allow these things in

Constantinople and then when be wouldn't allow them in Const. pope Leo 9

and 2 cardinals who negotiated with him when he didn't give into him, they

marched up to the, high altar and just as the service was about to begin and

they laid on the altar a papal excamunicating the p,atriaroh there

and then immediately Michael excamunicated the bishop of Rome and the whole

church of Rome and so the two exoamunicated aoh other and from that time

to this they have not been " Each have exo. the other, but they

consider each other as erring churches, not as heretical. They agree on

most things that matter, and they recognize that fact and the bishop of

Rome considers that they others are pupposely in the fact that they

don't recognize as head. If they would recognize him as supreme head, he voul
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them every other point of difference There is no other point of difference

that he would not grant to them if they would recognize him as heat.. (ques

tion 6) There have been very definite attempts to

bring them together and, of course, there would have to be real attempts for

this reason that during the next few centuries the Moslems were coming for

ward and conquering more and more of the greeks and that area and. it was

threatening Constaniople and under those circumstances they would want to

get help from the west and so it was through their interest to get a reunion
claim

and they would give up just about anything except to give up the I'4 that

they were equal. To say that he was actually supreme over them, they couldn't

go quite that far and they made various attempts. They had agreements de

that would compromise all the other differences but when they came to that

point they dust couldn't go quite that fax' and so the agreements which their

representatives made up have failed to be by both men and the union

has never been re-established. In the last fair centuries there has not been

much of it, but during the time, the next four or five centuries after this

there were a great many. (question 7) yell, the Creek church, the eastern

church after this was successful in winning Russia and that triendou$ly

increased their area so they had Greece, and what was Asia Minor they still

held and they had all though the Moselm territory they had some and they

had Constantinople and they had the eastern and then, of course, they got

the great empire of Russia which was a tremendous increase in territory. Well

then, of course, Const. was taken in 1453 and the result was that the eastern

church was reduced in wealth and in strength and the result of loosing its

headquarters, losing so many of its cities so that flrom a viewpoint of the

intellectual standing you might day, and that sort of thing, they sank,

and you will find in Palestine today, you will find Greek churches, eastern

churches, all over Palestine, but the standard is much lower than that

of the Roman church in Palestine. You will find inonastsries and churches

of the R,09 all over Palestine and the people from the Ro C. in Palestine
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are on the whole people of scholarship, people of character, and people , they

are among the best of the R0C., the people of them vho go to Paleetine and I

have met some very very fine people among thorn in Palestine. The Greek church,

while it has some very fine people among them, it has a great many who ppre

sent from a vowpoint of education and of superstition and all of these

viewpoints and are much Inferior to the representatives of the LO. church in

Palestine. Now to say that that is due to an inher%%4'ont difference between

the two churches would be pretty hard to prove. I think the difference is

largely the fact that they had been subject to Moslem control and had so

much of their property lost and they lost their opportunity and while they

have /had., there has been a tremendous building to the church, it has held

long, held its strength all through this time and the vuisbavicks hadn't been

able to destory it yet, they have lost that which would enable thorn to mainatal

their standards of scholarship and in many areas it has sunk to very low super

stition, almost a god (question io) The comparison is greatly affected by

the fact that the bishop of Const, were right in the same town with the em

peror and that was the groat advantage of the Romans, the Roman bishops that

the emperor moved to Constantinople, and so with the bishop right in the

twon with the emperors he was always having association with him and conse

quently many of them were removed by him, They were either for the ernpror

or against. The bishop of Rome was further away. 11e could be more impar

tial. They had to be his close friends or his enemies and the result is that

there was constant rIction, constant bickering back and forth between them,

you got a good emperor, he would get a fine an in as patriarch, you get a

fine man in as patriarch and he might be able to influence the selection of

a good man as emperor or to influence the character of him. You get a bad

man in either position, he would have an influence on the other and the whole

history has been eatly affected by that of being right in the city with

the emperor and while they had, I imagine they had just as many men of really

high quality as they had in the bishops of Rome, perhaps never had they sunk
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to the point to which the bishop of Rome sank because if they had ever gotten

too low the emperor wasn't way up in Germany having to come with an army

before he could do anything, he was right bore in the town and could step

in and clean the thing up, so they probably never sank so low, but they

never had the chance to develop the independent power of their own, And, of

course, another thing that hindered them was the fact that you had Anttoch and

Jerusalme and Alexandria right near with their bishops who thought they wore

equal with the bishop of Const., although there was no one in the west who

had any such claim. (question 111) No, that was the patriarch, the head of

the church, it was Michael C. This particular thing was between the two

patriarchs, bhd bishop of Rome and the patriarch. Of course, the emperor

was favorable, sympathetic or it couldn't have been done, (question 12)

There is not the same unity, there is not the same type of organization that

there is in the west. The patriarch has authority in a certain area, with

a certain number of people who owe allegiance to them, and there will be other

patriarchs and their relation is one of mutual honor rather than of authority.

(question 121) They got, in time, they had their own patriarch in Moscow who

claimed authority over Russia and his relation with the head of the Greek

church was merely one of friendship, not one of either of them being supreme

over the other. (question 13) Fairly close, except that I think that the

Bulohavicks tried to destroy the church,they did everything that they could

but it was too deeply rooted and then during the wa I think they began to

try to use it as an instrument of and make its ledders swear alle-

giance to Stalin. I read in the paper a few years ago that the churches of
Russian quite a few of them

the p(% orthotoz church in U.S./that the Russians were bringing action

in court to force the leaders of the Russian Orthodox churches in U.S. to

swear allegiance to Stalin or else give up their property and in view of the

vaj property has been taken away from other people on as unchristian grounds

as that, I was afraid at that time, in view of our friendship with Russia,

that they might succeed in doing it, but I guess it was taken up with other

matters and they didn't prosecute in the courts then and probably now they
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wouldn't be able to do it. It suggested a very unfortunate development which

could easily " Now there is a Greek church stL open just a few blocks

from here. (question 14) Yes the Metropolitan was a bishop in a Metrapolitan

city in the tropics. He was a bishop in a large city who exoercized authori

ty over other bishops. (end of record) oh 64

bishop is the highest position in the church. Above that it is just a matter

of authority and in the western church they had Metrapolitans for many cen

turies, then they stopped calling them Metrapolitans and they began calling

them archbishops and today in the western church they term archbishop is

equivalent to metrapol:ttan in the eastern church aid formerly in the wes

tern. It simply means one bishop who has authority over other bishops

in a certin restricted area. Tell, so much then for this final break. 1054

was just the date when thin one incident ocoured. There were many similar

incidents, but it happened to be the last and never again did the two got

together.. They have been separate from that date to this and so the claim

of the bishop of some to be head, of th entire church of Christ has never

at any time been recognized by more than half of the church, never at any

time by more than half of the professing church. Even lwhne emperor 13....

he could not compel all of his people to leave though%. Maybe if he had

lived a hundred years instead of a very few before he was killed, why if he

still had been of the same mind, he could of perhaps carried it through in

his empire, but this represented the attitude of one man of an emperor,

it did. not represent the attitude of the eastern church or the leader of the

eastern church, so that it is aclaini that they held only in the vest, although

they ealim it for the whole world, of course, and. subsequently they have sent

representatives throughout the world You will find today B.C. missions all

over the world and in Palestine, as I said, you have tory fine B.C. churches

in many sections of Palestione and you have monastarles there, you have

schools there and I think that the B.C. church, I think you can say, at its

best, is represented by the B.C, church in Palestine. It is just about the

very best there is anywhere and probably the U.s. conies next to it. That is
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to say, its standards in the U.S. are far superior to those in most other

countries. The standards for its clergy, its standards for its people, its

standards for education and so forth. Nov let us go on to E, The Beginning of

the Crusades. Nov in world history, the Crusades are an extremely interesting

and vivid picturesque series of incidents. In the history of the middle ages,

they are very interesting, but in the history of the church they are a series

of events which lasted for a couple of centuries and which as far as the

church today is concerned have not left any great results, and consequently

for the purpose of our course, It is not one of the things that is necessary

that we spend a great deal of time. !t is Important that we recognize the

fact that for this era of about 2 centuries, perhaps nearly 3 centureis, there

we a series of crusades and though you have these series of crusades, yet

you have other movements In between, you can call it the crusading epoch, be

cause the crfusado which we call the let , 2nd, 3rd, and 4th are big move

ments but in between there was a constant effort on the part of the west to

reconquer the holy land so that you have a period of about 2 centuries which

is characterized by oontant crusade and effort, with some great crusades and

some smaller movements in between, It is a movement which during that period

greatly affected the whole life of the oat and which during that period

greatly affected the whole life of the vest and when you study vestorn

civilization you would have to recognize the part that the crusades took

place. For instance, in this little book visualized church history, written

by Sister Nary Loyola, published by the Oxford book Co, mentions in. it the

results of the crusades and it says that we mustn't think that though the

crusades did not acheive their primary objective that they did not good at

all. Indeed the crusades were one of the most fruitful and beneficial of all

the events of the middle ages and then it says that the most important of them

beneficial results were as follows and it gives you ton of the important

splendid results of the crusades of which #1 is the Crusades renewed Christian

faith, charity and fervor, #2. They strengthened the influence of the church

arid the pope. #3. They promoted Christian knighthood. Well, I won't read you
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all of these, but #9 i an interesting one. Europeans adopted Arabic nuneral8,

that is the nunoral we still use today, to replace the un.weildly roman numeral

This was a great advance in science and business, Though it is wonderful that

thousands and thousands of people were killed and terrific battles took place

and these armies marched across Europe and Asia because they brought us our

good nberals and helped our buiuoss world of today., yell, of course, it

is a great advance that we give up our cumbersome numborals and adopted this

arabic system, it is a great advance, but I think it would have taken place

any7ay. I think we had sense enough to see and have proven it and adopted

it and it certainly would have come to our atition even though I wonder if

we had sense enough when I see the crazy shteins of measurement that tro still

use in our country, but as far as the crusades are concerned, their results

were in civilization., in interrelation of people arid as far as our church 10

concerned it has not been greatly affected by this, The Crusades, I think

had one affect which was wholly bad and that was the affect of enabling people

to think vhr they went out and fought the infidel that they were thereby doing

a great chrIstian act and thereby they turned a great deal of energy and of

fervor which should have gone into sound sttan activity, they exerted it

in these means and now that was a thing that was,, of course, very, important

over these 200 years., ow the crusades we dontt need for the purpose of our

course to go into the causes of them particularly, you have already done that

in connection with your study of the first crusades. But, of course, the

primary cause was the fact that the church aind control in the Moslem world.

The Moslems had always given a great deal of fredoth to the Christians, The
Turks
'4Wh cut down this freedom and as the Turks ainod control in Asia Minor

and in Syria., they began making it /4 more difficult for pilgrims to go

to the holy places and so Peter the Hermit aroused by the indignities that

came to many pilgrims and the difficulties that were coming into the Holy

Land as tho result of the Turkish control in the ioslem world, Peter the

Hermit preached his great crusade all through Europe and with tremendous
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fervor he urged people to go and to win back the Holy Land from the church

and to gain it back for Christians control and it was a homit, an individual%

man's great zeal which aroused people to carry on this and then the pope,

Urban 2 gave his support to it and cent out people to carry the message and

to call upon people to win back the Holy Land and so the first crusades came,

but before the first crusade, you have a large number of people who started

out for the holy land under Peter's leadership and a great number of people,

poorly armed, poorly equipped, poorly trained, but gilled with zeal started

out for the Holy Land under the leadership of Peter the Great, The Turks

met them, killed most of them, took others into slavery and it soon came to

an utter and ignominious failure, so Peter escaped himself to came back to

preach and get further more people to take part in a real effort, Nov the

first crusade was as successful as any of the crusades %{ were. In the

first crusade Jerusalem actually was conquered and a large section of Pales

tine was seized and held for a number of decades. A Latin kingdom of Jeru

salem was established among its leaders were men named Count Baldwin, one

of the leaders. X went to an arabic village this summer called , It

moans the village of Baldwin, but the name still persists in Palestine and

there j much influence left in Palestine from the period of a large portion

of a century, The Latin church held the greater part of Palestine after the

first crusade, then a portion, the norther portion was reconquered by the

Moslems and the second crusade went about to win that back and then the whole

of the Latin kingdom was taken by the Moslem, Jerusalem recaptured, you have

the third crusade, the one which is perhaps moot famous of all, the one that

Richard the Lion, hearted of England was in. I dontt think it is quite as

well known as the children's crusade which took place over a century later in

1212, but in 1212 some youths who were filled with enthusiasm began calling

on the children to wIn the Holy Land and thousands of children left their

homes in different parts of Europe and followed those leaders and they marched

all the way over land towards the Holy Land.. Some of them were taken in

boats part of the way, but these thousands of children went down into the
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Holy Land, large numbers of them died from hunger and fatigue., survivors were

captured y the Moslems and sold into slavery and 50 a tremendous movement

of people with very fine zeal and enthusiasm resulted in death and slavery,

thousands of these children. And it is just one of the various mvoements

which we are not going to take time in this course to look into further

detail, but I just wantod you to get the general idea of how for a period of

two centuries there were groups of people, like these children and like that

first group who went before the first crusade, and large armies lead by

different leaders of different sections of Europe or gru.ups of them together,

made one after another, expedition against the iloly Land and one fifth of the

total effort was put in in these two centuries would certainly have been

sufficient to have conquered and held Palestine if properly organized and

directed. There was a tremendous lot of enthusiasm and zeal that went into

it, but a great many of the people in it, of the leaders, particularly were

looking for renown for themselves, were looking for absolution for themselves,

for some of their sins for taking part in t crusade were looking for military

prestige, were looking for opportunity for personal advance and it never was

organized in such a way as to accomplish its direct objective and, of course,
whoring

any war has a affect on morality and this series of crusades had a very

bad affect on the general morality of the Holy Land and also of %Europe,

but it did introduce the objects JXXJX of culture and commerce of the east

into Europe and brought the arabic numberal for which we should be thankful.

(question 13) The general dates began in 1096 and they run until nearly

1300, It sort of petered out towards the end and. it is hard to say just

when they actually ended, (question 13) Well, I don't think that anyone

would have admitted that that was the purpose, no publicly, and consequently
of any of these popes

to say that that was the purpose/would require reading his mind and there were

a great many popes from this period. I wouldn't be at all surprise d if some

of them did feel that from this viewpoint, the crusades were a good thing,

but X certainly don't think that it was their main purpose at all. Well

now, the crusades then. We have made this brief survey going on to the nezt
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century and ire go on to #12, the 12th century and the tirelth century is a

century which in a way is in between. The 11th century begins the stepping

forward of the papal power. The 13th century finds it climax. The 12th

is in lJetlTeen. The great monastic development comes in the 13th century','

There is a beginning of thorn in the 12th century. The strife between the

papacy and the emperor roachea its climax in a certain century, It goes

on all through the 12th century. (end of record.)
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scholarship is prominent in the 12th century, but goes higher in the 13th.

The 12th century is in$between. It is-a very interesting century. We

could take a semester studying its details with much interest, but for our

purpose hero, it is good to know just what the situation was in between

the 11th and 13th and notice a few of the important individuals concerned

in it. And, so such for a general survey. (].augter) One thing might be

mentioned in this general survey politically that the Normaks were an im

portant factor and they came up from southern Italy and conquered a large

part of Italy, but that is not so important from a church histqry view,

it et important from political history viewpoint, The normans conquered

England, the previous century, another grup of them conquered all of southern

Italy and the popes were on the whole friendly with the north. Now 13. the

Papoy and the emperor and I have already given a general idea of that but

as to a couple of particular details, one big subject of dispute tetwen

the papacy and the emperor was what they called inves and it is a

matter of vho was going to make a man a bishop and give him his sign of his

authority. Now, the emperors had put the popes in their position and they

cei'tiainly thought they were entitled to put bishops in also, but the popes

felt that they were the ones who should make the bishops, who should de

teremine irho they wore and put them in their position. Now Pascal 2 was

bishop of Rome from 1099 to 1118. He was according to MoS...

and a man of deep spirituality and what he ddi looked from that direction.

Re was eager to end the long contest over inves.... and so in the year 1113.

he proposed a plan by which all the churchman 'would surrender to the emperor

all of their material powers, estates, castols, all of their

postions and he simply spiritual leaders and in turn the emperor

would relinquish his claim to the right of invea..., and they say the emperor

has no long any say as to who is bishop and neither does the bishop have

any political authority. It sounds like a very excellent idea. Pascal hoped

to set the church free from control by the exoeptence of poverty and
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to support religion by tithe and voluntary offering, but immediate protest

from powerful churchman began to pour in and sensing the popes inability

to carry out the , the emperor seized the pope and forced him to give

up everything to the emperor and then when the pope did this, the church

turned against him and a series of council denied vhat he had done. They

pronounced exoainunioation against the emperor and in the end a compromise

was made, but it is interesting to see the attitude which this particular

man took and to see how it utterly failed. Te will look at it a little

more tomorrow. (end of lecture) and who was a man who seemed to have an

interest in spiritual and religious things rather than secular and. political

things proposed a plan for to put an end to the dispute on the basis of

our present between church and state on the basis of letting

Ceasar have that which belongs to Ceasar and God have that which belongs to

God. It is, of course, a obatelr right that the emperor should be eht one

to determine who will be the authority under him over a large section of

But it is absolutely wrong that the emperor should have the

right to determine who shall be the spiritual leader over and Pascal 2 took

this postion, this position which we hold in America today, but the church

bad the right to its von affairs (skip) to exorcise

political control act as an ordinance, of civil government. Now Pascal 2

took this postion so when an infallibale pope took this position (Indis

tinct) but the other infallible popes generally

opposed him both earlier and later and Pascal, as we mentioned at the end of

the hour proposed a plan in the year 1111. Re actually proposed a plan that

clergy were to surrender to the emperor all of the material political possess

ions which they had, all control as monarch over dukes, over states, cattle,

right to recivo taxes, and to turn that back to the

emperor to whom it properly belonged

and then insisting on the other that we give unto God

what belongs to God and then in ttwti the emperor would relinquish all claim
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to the right of;invea..... (record aounds far away)
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(question)In the Middle ages the Roman church had statues which were supposed

to eat food every day and which were supposed once a year to talk and all

that sort of thing. The R.C. literature of the middle ages is just filled

with stories about that type and in more recent years, the literature of

South America had a great many stories of that type. And even today, I

believe two or three years ago, wasn't there a statue near Camden somewhere

that was supposed to have had some supernatural power and thousands came to

see it. That is rather typical of many parts of the R.C. church, but before

a person is officially declared a saint, they make quite an investigation of

it and you cannot be declared a saint just on very very flimsy evidence, you

have got to have a certain number of people who they have confidence in to

certify to it. (question i) Well, I would incline in such a case to differ

That is, I would not for a minute deny that the Lord might work

wonderful providen*ial acts in connection with the life of Bernard. I am

sure that I have had contact with some in my own experience. I belief the

hairs of our head are nubered, that the Lord controls everything in our lives

and I believe that Re works all things together in wonderful ways for his

own purposes, but that He in these days does anything similar to making the

axhead to swim by purely supernatural power in the time of Elisha or cause

the fire to fall on Carmel, we do not believe that there is evidence of ac

tivities of that type since the apostolic days. The healing of a withered

hand, I would say, the Lord can heal any illness and the Lord may choose

to heal any illness. We have no right to demand that the Lord heal any

particular illness. Paul prayed that his thorn in the flesh be removed and

the Lord did not take it away. He left it with him and we have no right 1o

say the Lord will heal us of any particular illness, but we have the right to

pray that He may and, of course, normally He will use medical aid, and He will

use whatever is available as His needs, but the Lord certainly could cure any

diaeäee whatever, if He chose and in fact He could do it without using what

we would necessarily consider supernatural. There are any number of forces

within the body that we know nothing about as yet. The Lord knows fully about
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them and can utilize them in such a way as He might chose. Well now, if a

hand completely changed in a when Bernard was standing in front of it,

I would want to have pretty definite evidence about that, but if a man's hand

was just useless, paralized, absolutely useless, and as Bernard talked to

the man, the hand became able to work again, I would have no difficulty in

considering that such a thing might happen. I believe that you find that

such things happen wherever the Lord's power is manifested today. I was

reading just the other day about how Gen. Grant the night before that he met

with Gen. Lee in Virginia in 1965, how the night before he had a throbbing

headache all night long, a terrific headache that he couldn't sleep. He

walked around in his room, he walked put in the yard from 2-k in the morning,

he was in most miserable condition all through the night, and he would ly

down for a couple of hours without taking his clothes off' and then he would

get up and walk around and so on and then when he received word that Gen. Lee

would meet him, they said, just instatnly his headache left him, instantly,

and he felt perfectly good through the day. He went and had a four hour con

ference with Gen. Lee and they say that Lee was dressed in the most splendid

clothes and that Grant looked like a beggar, but the reason was the condition

that he had been in all night with that terrible headache and he hadn't had

his clothes off or anything. Well, it just left him like that and that would

happen with any of us. Sudden mental emotional experiences can have a tre

mendous affect on our ability to see or ability to use our muscles or anything

like that. So it would not involve necessarily anything similar to the di

vine healings of the Lord. The healing of a hand which was paralized and that

is probably 5 . (question) Yes, well, I would think that probably

was the same thing as a headache leaving immediately. It was a hand that

could do nothing and then suddenly those muscles begin to coordinate and begin

to work again, but that a hand which was just flesh and bones, suddenly became

quite normal, I don't think that the Lord worked that way in our age. I

Would want to actually see it. I read a few years ago a 4tatement by a man

who calimed he knew, he was a presbyterian missionary in SvrL m1 h 1-ma m-,+-
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the anti-christ over there. Of course he is not yet revealed to the world,

but he met him and wrote a little booklet on him and he told about the

various evidences this man was the anti-christ and one of them was that he

was able to do miracles. And he said, of course, not just ordinarily miracles

such as to point at some trash with his finger and it suddenly lights afire

a few feet away from you. Many of the holy men of the east can do things

like that, he said, but he vent on to tell how much greater things he had

seen the man do. Well, when he made a statement like that, why immediately

6 it is easy for atordz like that to spring out, (question

6) Oh, the Lord can work in any way He chooses. I heard a. medical paper

on T.B. not so long ago in which the doctor told of a new treatment that they

had worked out, This was about 15 years ago. It was a treatment involving

cutting a certain nerve which seemed to have remarkable results in T.B. and

he said in the sanitarium he was head of, there was a woman there who was

getting very very despondent and the reason was that they were operating on

other people and they weren't operating on here and she thought it meant that

they thought her case was hoepless and they did, as a matter of fact. he

was. in. the last stages and they felt that it was utterly hopeless, there was

not a thing in the world that they could do for her, but just in. order to

help her feelings and to make her feel a little happier he said, they per

formed this slight operation on her. They took her in. and they cut this

nerve which had helped other people somuch and he said, to his amazement,

she immediately after the operation she began to improve tremendously and

shortly after, she was able to be released, cured of t.b. Well, now, if a

thing like that could come unexpectedly as the result of a simple operation

which a doctor performed. There are a hundred simple things the Lord could

do if He chose in. connection with any disease and the Lord certainly could

cure in a providential way any human sickness if He choses to do so, but

not meaning that He comes in subh power as when the fire fell upon the

sacrifice at Carmel, or anyithing like that. I surely would not deny that

the Lord can and does heal when He chooses. I only deny that.vo have a right
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to demand the Lord to heal in any particular ease and I say that ordinarily

the Lord works through such moans as are available in the period which we

are in. (question 9) Our protestant view is that a saint is anyone who is

set apart to the Lord. Anyone who is saved thorugh the Lord Jesus Christ. We

consider that any such one truly is a saint, but their interpretation is that

a saint is a special person whom the Lord uses in a special way and through

whom He performs miracles. We do not believe such a thing. There is a de

finite difference between us. Now how early it came into the Roman church

is hard to say. There was doubtless ignorant people who hold it very very

oaay). I met a priest from Wis. on a plane last summer going from Rome to
as

Damascus and he was anxious to go to Palestineas I was but he said before

he did he wanted to go back over land to Baruch because he said in Baruch there

was a monk there who had been dead 60 years and his body had not been cor

rupted in the least. There had been no decay in the 60 years. His hair was

still growing. They had to shave him and cut his hair just the same, He

had been dead 60 years and he wanted to go over and see him before he went

to Jerusalem and he said that this was going to make him a saint one of these

days) this monk. Well, that is the attitude today of the Roman church. But

it is not, we believe, the attitude fo 8ortpture. (question io) Yes, well

anyone who would like to write a Ph.D thess on three or four years tho

rough investigation of the details in connection tith one of those, I think

would find it a very interesting thing to go into and see just bow much the

actual evidence is, but without actual evidence thoroughly investigated, it

is pretty hard to prove anything and in many cases a superficial investigation

causes the thing to prove to be purely somebodies imagination or something

like that, in many cases. (question ll-) Jell, I would like to see signed

statements from about 6 or 7 of them about that. It would be very helpful.

I mean, we have 10 have evidence on a thing like this. We cannot jump o

conclusions otherwise, but in most cases they do disintegrat. (question 12)

I 4on.'t think that any of these men, thá Bernard claimed to raise anybody
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from the dead and certainly not to be raised from the dead (still talking)

but I say, it all holds to gether, it is all one big , there are certain
that way in hit-i

things that cannot possibly be sufficient to justify the belief that

he had the power in the lesser things w1iich would he much harder to believe.

That is it all holds together as one big point, If you just had the little

13 why I would be just as skeptical, that is

I would say that we have no reason on the statements on a book written by

men of whom we know nothing of 2000 yeara6 to believe that Christ healed

a blind man and did these different things, there are such stories told

about all sorts of people, but we do have the evidence that He was raised

from the dead and ye have the strong historical evidence for it as a fact

of that tremendous miracle (end of record) cii 68

we have such tremendous evidence about it as to lead us to feel that he is

absolutely and I think there is a difference. I think that we

must be careful in all of these things this extreme

or the other extreme . Well, I won't go further

into Bernar'da life because you have studied it and our time is abort, but

I want to mention two new orders which were formed. During the 12th century,

those tow orders, one of them is very well known as a result of a book

which most people read. I believe that it is Gen. Bradly, one of our generals

says that he roads it every year and has for many many years. That is,

Ivanhoe, much is made of the knights and so most people in America are

familiar with something of the existence of that organization. Well, now

during the 11th century the so-called knight hoepitalers and the knights

templers were founded and they are two organizations which were rather unique.

The thing that lead to their foundation was the crusades. The crusades

brought large numbers of people to Palestine, many of whom felt that they

were serving the Lord very definitely, but serving him in a warlike vayand

it brought the two ideas of the middle ages together, the idea of knighthood,

and the idea of the monastery and so thefiret of these orders, there were

three orders founded at that time, the first was the knights of St. John.
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That is the hospitaliers, the knight hospitalers. This order was originiated

during the first crusade. It was men who built a hospital in the Holy

Land and ministered to the sick and wounded and also defended people as they

would come in to Palestine. It was an order which the men were in a way

knights and in a way monks and so this order was founded as the knights

hospitalers. Centuros later its name was changed to the knights of

a name which is still hold by some who continue to maintain the same order.

Now the second is the more famous of the three, the knights templers. Now

in 1118, nine french knights at Jerusalem at the palace of Count Baldwin

formed an order. They got St. Bernard to right a rule for the cider and the

pope gave his approval to it in 1128, It was an order of men who were dedi

cated to the monastic vows of not holding individual property, that is poverty

as they called it, of chastity, of obedience to the order, but men who were

kiights and who fought for what they considered to be right and this order was

founded in 1118 and it continued for 200 years. ±t was an order which became

very wealthy as an order and it doubtless had good men in it, but it had many

who proved to be evil men. In 1314 the last grand master and the last 54

members of the order were burned at the stake at the order of the pope. We

will look at thatunder the 14th century. It only lasted about 200 years

but it, was a very important order while it lasted. I notice that this little

book, Visualized Church History, says about it Philip the P of France

who coveted their wealth accused them falsely of heresy and persuaded

pope Cleinen V to suppress them. In 1314, their last grant massacre of

54 members were burned at the stake. Well, that doesn't speak well of

the infallibility of the pops, if when they were falsely accused of heresy

he caused them to be burned at the stake. It was done in Prance and it was

done in Paris and R.C.s like to put the blame on the king of Prance for it.,

but they have to admit the pope was persuaded to at least give his consent

and approval to it. But to burn 54 men t the stake for heresy is a pretty

drastic thing to do and it is pretty difficult t, 1give your approval to it
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and then say that actually it was a false accusation. Well, now the

third order of the onic knights, an order of German knights followed

in Kerusalem during the third crusade. They built a hospital in Jerusa

lem, they were active in the Holy Land during the crusades, but later they

went up into northern Germany, aided Hungary and Prussia in the wars with

the heathen slays and and they served well during the crusades but

this Visualized Church History points out how very sadly their religious

fervor degenerated, so aadly that in the end, they joined the cause of

Luther eventually. (question 5) It pointed out in this Visualized History

that they were a very great order during the crusades, eventually they

generated, she says, the religious fervor of the organization degenerated

sadly in the 16th century, the grand master fjoined the cause of Luther,

and eventually they gave up the order, and became leaders in the reformation

movement under Luther and she says that shows how greatly they degenerated.

Of course, that also is somewhat later. This time I am now speaking of their

foundation. D is Scholarship during this 12th century. In scholarship

and in the power of the papoy and in monastic developments, the 12th

century would deserve a great deal of attention were it not for the fact that

it is leading upto the greater century in all of these regards. The 13th

century is the high point of the history of the papoy and so we will only

speak briefly of these scholarship next Tuesday. The assignment will be

posted, we will not meet this Friday. We will meet 0.T. history at 8 but

not church history at 10. (end of lecutre)Last time we were looking at #12,

the 12th century and under c we noticed the three monastic orders which were

formed, the three new orders which were formed during this century. That

is these three military orders and of course the crusades had something to

do with the foundation of these orders and it was connected with the gneral

military attitude of the time. It combines the two ideals, the monastic ideal

and the religious ideal and we said something about the characteristics of

each of these three orders and about the end of each of the three of them.
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The burning of the knights templars in 1314 makes a real problem for the R.O.

Here you have one of the oustanding orders of the middle ages. One of the

most prominent, one of those which was perhaps most characteristic of the

church at thattime. You read the book of Ivanhoe by Scott and you get a

rather unfortunate impression of the character of them, although I don't think

that it would necessarily reflect on them as a whole a picture of the grand

master in that book shows him as at least a very ernest and sincere man, even

though doubtless mistaken in many of his views. The picture he shows of

is, of course, something which could find its way into

any group of people and therefore would not be a cause of condemnation of the

whole order. I have heard it said, however, that R.Os don't like to readh

the book Ivanhoe because of the picture it gives of the W%é temper in

it who were one of the great orders of the churbh at that time. Well, now

a little over a hundred years after that time, we find that the grand master

with 511. members are burned at the stake under the direction of Pope Clemen V

and they are accused of heresy and of whitchraft and of all sorts of terrific

wickedness. Now, did this great prominent order, this oustanding arm of the

R.C. church fall into such tereible immorality, heresy and wickedness that it

was necessary to burn its grand master and 54 others at the stake? If that

did so, you would think that it would be a pretty bad indicment of the church

wf which it was so prominent a part. And I believe that the reaction of most

R.C.s is to try to defend the order and to say that they were wrongly burned

and you will find that in most R.C. histories that they are rather treated

as having been falsely so charged. Here is this little book by this Nun and

in it she says in 1314, their last grand master with 54 members were burned

at the stake, but she says just before that, King Philip the Fair of France

who coveted their wealth accused them falsely of heresy and persuaded the

pope Clemen 5 to supress them. Well, if you defend them, you get on the other

side of the dilemma which is even worse it seems to me with the present claims

of thechurch. If pope Clemen 5 was the infallible leader of the church, if he
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was the one 'f/ divinely appointed to be the head and director of the

chm'ch of Christ, the church had fallen pretty low, if he would condemn 54

prominent leaders of thechureb to be burned at the stake when falsely accused

of heresy. It shows pretty poor leadership and so that it is necessary of

course to say. that he persuaded pope Clemen 5, put the blame on the king of

France and say he persuaded the pope to suppress them, and yet if the pope

is subject to such persuasion as that, after all it is a pretty serious matter

to take an order which was possessors of perhaps millions of dollars worth of

property and to take its leader and 54 of the other leaders and burn them at

the stake and seize all of its property and declare that for tertible crimes

and sins it is worthy of this treatment. You would think that a man who

was worhty of the name of being leader of the whole church would do almost

anything before he would give such a conviction unless he were personally

absiutely convinced it were true. (question l2) Well, of course, I am not

speaking right now about him as an infallible teacher of doctrine.

When you go that far and say that he is able to speak excathedra as an

infallible teacher of doctrine as they go today, why this would seem to be

quite inconsistent with such a claim as that, but I was speaking rather

simply as his being a divinely appointed administratève head of the church.

Now you would expect one that was divinely appointed to a position like that

would at least strongly resist such a terrific action as this unless he were

100% convinced he was right and the answer that htey all say is that he gave

in to the king of France. They say he was falsely persuaded to do this. Ac

tually that when the grand master of the templars was standing in front of

Notre Dame's Cathedral in Paris and the flames were beginning to sweep up

around him, he called out with a loud voice and he said the wrath of God will

descend upon the wicked king of france and the wicked pope of Rome who have

been guilty of this terrible act and he said that within two years they will

both be dead and they did both die within the next t$éwo years and I don't
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think he is considered as a martyr by the church, it is pretty hard to con

sidering he was condemned by the pope, but cert&inly saw how he could

be amde for it in view of the fact that his prediction did come true in that

way. (question 14) There are far more things in the universe than we can

understand. I would not know at this point. There are poeple who occasionally

(end of record)
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or to have much confidence in anyone like that only in rare instances,

but to say simply that ti was a coincidence, I would . Well, I have

heard similar ebories about other people and there would seem to be enough

evidence to make it seem right but not

enough to prove it happenned. Well now these three orders then. I have

mentioned and the knights templara, I will tell about the suppression when

we come to it, but I thought right at this point perhaps it would. fit

.qually well, and I may just refer to it there. Nov I just want to call

your attention briefly toX D. Scholarship During This Century. There were

leaders of the church who were greatly devoted to scholarship at thit time.

There were some bishops and archbishops who were, though many of them re

wordly leaders. There were also men in monasteries who were devoting them

selves to scholarly studies and there were a few universities were coining

into existence from attracting students and in these universities the

primary subject of discussion at this time was theology and philosophy.

Now during this century any full study of the century would require examina-

tion of the great conflict which raged during it and the succeeding two
Nominal Ism

or three centuries over Monalism add realism. A catholic which is today

quite out of date. Today this particular philosophic discussion is no

longer of any great importance and we won't take time over it, but I think
S

you should know what is meant by nominalism and realism. Any discussion of

the period will enter into that. Reasni is not used in the sense in which

the tam is used today in modern philosophy. It is an entirely different

thing. Realism and Nominalism in the middle ages referred to two views

regarding universals. It is actually a high theoretical discussion. Here

you see a horse or a cow or a chair or a book. Is the hors simply a re

presentative of the horse and the is the thing which is real and

this horse is just one of the " Is chair a and the is real,

that is the general thing is chair and here is one chair and here is another

ad here is another and their are just manifestations of that ci which

is real. If so you are a realist, but you see the word could just as well
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be used to mean you are unrealist as you are not holding that the real

thing is the chair or the horse or the cow, the real thing is the el...

This is just a manifestation of the ci .... It is a highly theoretical

philosophical approach with you can prove anything in the 4vorld if

you have a blank enough mind and when you get a particular discussion

under way, it is very easy to get all sorts of distinctions which are

purely theoretical and which lack any basis or solid objective base and

that is the difficulty with a great deal of the philosophy of the middle

ages. It was purely theoretical. Well, now this was the great question.

Are these classes real and the object merely individual illustrations of the

class, or the objects real and the class is merely a name. The word horse

is just a name which indicates different things which are of that type.

Well, then chair is just a name. It is not one great chair which has Ithese

manifestations, it is just a name which applies to all the things which are

similar. If you believe that it is just a name and the actual thing is the

reality, you are a Nominalist. If you believe that the class is the real

thing then you are a Realist. Actually the terms could just as well be

reversed, just as well, but that is the way the terms were used and there was

great heated discussion over nominalism and realism and later on R who

denied Transubstantiation, Wyc].if was a realist and John H. followed Wyclif

was a %realist and Wyclif and John H. declared that transubstantiation

was an illusion and that which mattered was faith in Christ as your Saviour

from sin and your personal relation to Him and for this he was burned

the sta%ke, In C and when he was burned at the stake by one of the

great councils of the R.C. church, as he was burning at the stake, they say

some of the noininalist philosphers said, what can you expect of a realist,

naturally his realism leads to tiese heretical ideas and they blamed it on

his realism th%/%$%e fact that he believed in salvation through the blood

of Christ and that alone and not in any magical way in which you get the

salvation through partaking of the sacrifice, but a century later about,
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philosophy had changed its general , that is to say the realists had

come into their own and most of the universities of Europe were teaching

realism and there was strong objection against it and Martin Luther was one

of those who objected and Martin Luther objected to the realist philosphy

which was one of the great strongholds of the great R.C. church of his day

and took his stand on nominalism and people said, what can you expect of

Ø/pfy{ nomina].ist, naturally he gets off into these heretical views of

salvation through faith in Christ alone instead of beliving inthe teachings

of the church and so at one time they considered that the man who followed

the Bible was off because he was a realist and in the other case because

he was a nominalist. Well, naturally you can take almost any philosophicqi

view and you can go on from it and you cai reach Christianity or you can reach

chrietlanlyt. Christianity does not rest upon philosophy, it

rests upon the teaching of the word of God and human speculation and human

philosophy once it gets away from factual evidence of the world to factual

statements of the Scripture can lead us most anywhere, but it is interesting

to see how these men in the middle ages thought that it was the philosphy

that was the thing that was vrong'. With husk and with Luther, their philo

sophies were exactly the opposite, so thatl don't think there is any need

of our spending a great deal of time on this conflict of nominalism and

realism, but it raged with great fury during a period of many centuries in

the schools and in the monastaries and in the end it was the nominalists

who stood on the side of the reformation though inthe middle it was the

realist who stood on that side. Now I am just going to briefly mention

three scholars of this period whose names should be remembered, and whose

names are important in the history of phulosphy and of theology. The

first of these is Anaheim and he was a practical churchmen. He was a

student of L.... the man who had opposed Berengar on transubstantiation

and L had been archbishop of Cantebury, the head of the English
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church and Ansheim succeeded him. Ansheim, then as head of the church of
England

incarnate of all England, archbishop of Cantetu'y in the

midst of all of his great activities tare to become one of the great

students and theologians of the middle ages and on the matter, particulary

of the atonement, the study of the atonement. Ansheim was one who did work

that as very vital from the viewpoint of any theological study. R.C. or

protestant. His name is often mentioned in our theological consideration

of the atonement and so it is vital that we know this much about his career.

That is, that he was an active man, and archbishop of Cantebury, though the

thing that is important to us is his thinking and his writing rather than

his actual administration. Then, a second whom we should know something

about is Abelard and he was considered to some extent a heretic, although

just ho/w great his deviation was is much disputed. He was strongly

opposed by St. Bernard and his life is a very romantic and interesting

life. From the viewpoint of philos/ophy, some thins that Abelard o

rigin%ated the method of thinking which became characteristic of the

Roman church thereafter, even though he opposed some of its teaching. Now

a third onv who is much less known than these two but just as important

in a different way is Peter Lombard and he was not an originator. He was

not a thinker like the other two but he was a compiler and a jf4 clear

writer and he wrote the work on theology which became the standard text

book for a long time, for a period of well over a century. He called it

four books of sentences and these were sentences about various theological

matters arranged after careful study of the Fathers and arranged in such

a way as to present the theology of his day in good clear form and they

were the standard textbooks for over a century and were studied everywhere

in the Roman church and were commented on y tarious writers. Instead of

writing commentaries on the Bible, they would write commentaries on the

sentences of Peter Lombard and so his work became of great importance

albhough it was superceded by other works, thee other works were based upon

his. They took over his ogranization and general structure and order of his
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work. Now E. Independent Religious movement. I hesitated about what to

call E. I didn't want to call it separate Christian movement because not

all of those that I want to speak of under this header are Christians. I

didn't want to call it heresy because some of them are definitely Christians.

I perhaps shouldntt have said some, perhaps just one, because I am only

going to speak of two movements during the period, two movements which

appeared to outsiders as very similar. There are one or tvp smaller ones

that I won't bother you with noy, gut there are these two main ones that are

very important for later development. One of these which we cannot call

Christian. Albigenses they originated in the previous centurie and became

very strong during this century and lasted into the next one so that I am

mentionning it here under the 12th century. We will tell of the destruction

of it during the 13th century, the bloodiest destruction that perhaps any

movement has ever suffered in history. This movement of the Albigenses is

named because it became very common around a place called Albi in southern

France and from that it was given the name of Al%bigenses. People pre

ferred to call themselves the Catheri's which means the pure ones and they

are actually a survival of the aid Manicheanism, somewhat changed. It is

the Manicheanism of the time of Augustine, the idea that it is a dualism,

it is the idea of the good god and his wicked apponente, the two were about

equal in power and the tendency to think that matter is evil, is related to

some of the old agnostic system, it departs fra evough from Christianity

that it is pretty hard to consider ti a Christian muvement and yet it

uses quite a little Christian terminology and it puts a great deal of stress,

however, on purely , in fact almost ascetiscism at points. It

its matter is bad, per se. here was much in it which attracted people in

contrast with some of the woridlinss of the established church and of its

leaders and the movement gained great headway in southern France and in

northern Italy, particularly in southern France and soon there was a distric

there *re the people, the Albi. were numbered in the hundreds of thousands
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in fact there were districts there where you couldn't find anyone that

vasnt an Albi. The movement grew through the period quite a bit in the

11th century, very strong in the 12h and in the beginning of the 13th

perhaps a third of France was almost all Albi. N0 another movement which

began about the same time is the and that we should call a Christian

movment. The Walgenses were a movement which began under a rich man of

the French town of Leon. His name was Peter Waldo and he destribaaed his

wealth and organized his followers in a group (end of record) ch 70

went about from place to place advocating a return to evangelical Fathers.

They denounced the wealthy clergy and they said the personal effort and

renunciation were more effacations than teh reception of the sacriment.

They protested against all wars. Before long according to McSorley they

were preaching a sort of puritan protestantism denying the authority of

the church and holding that every just man could absolve, consecrate and

preach the gospel without sacramental ordination. So when the church

refused to give them their sanction, they were greatly opposed by it and

persecuted and driven from place to place and under the circumstances we

do not have material by which we can make a thorough examination of what

their views were during that period, except to some extent, but at the

time of the reformation they thought that that was the sort of thing that

they stood with and they took Luther's book and studied them a great deal

and alligned themselves solidly with the reformation. They are today a

protestant group which is strong particularly in the mountains of northern

Italy, where despite persecution and opposition they have persisted all

thr the centuries. It is difficult to feel at all certain that we can call

them really protestants at that early time, or really evangelicals, simply

because of lack of sufficient evidence, they may have been thoroughly

evangelical and very close to what they are today. We have no proof that

they are and yet we do not have some of the that we would think

we might have if they really put their emphasis where they put it and where
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we put it today, but at least they felt that that was where they belonged

arid what they had simpathy with and at the time of the reformation they

al].igned themselves with them and ever since the reformation they have been

the strongest protestant group in Italy, although that is not saying they

are very strong because the imposition was very far from Italy. (question
big

2) Well, the question just is, did they put their emphasis on poverty and

not having goods and opposing war and general ethical standards or did

they put their emphasis on salvation through Christ's death. Now we don't

have enough of their statements from the times before Luther to be sure

just how clear the understanding was and how definite their answer was, but

there must have been some at least, there may have been a great deal. There

must have been at least some, because they so quickly aligned themselves

with Luther and so immediately accepted his teaching when it came out, but

if they held it before they didn't express it clearly and strong enough to

make a great impact upon the people outside their movement like Luther did.

So that is why I wouldn't say the protestant movement began witi the Wald

enses, that came later, but it is possible that they did have a very de

finite idea , we just can't say for certain. They doubtless, though were

a really hristian group. The question is not of their Christianity, but

of their understanding, while in the case of the tjhir doubtless
re

were real Christians among them were called by the worldliness and the

hypocrasy of so many of the leaders of the church, but the teaching of the

movement was definitely no interest, its emphasis was contrary to the

Scripture and doubtless its leaders became to be more and more contrary to

the real Christian teachings, but it was the Albigenses movement did en

courage purity of life, in fact more in

the direction perhaps of abstinence in a way although thy

used a great deal of Christian terminology. (question k) They certainly

were prostestant in name, but whether they actually started out that way is

also a question. That is Peter Waldo, studying the Scripture came to the

conclusion that the things for the Christian leaders to do wasn't to be riing
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around dan a fine horse, richly and going to the emperor's court,

but to be out helping the poor people and preaching the gospel. Well, now

if he had stopped taking merely the positive emphasis, the church might

very well have given him his paproval, but he stressed his negative em

phasis of his opposition to the htat is in the church and

not about where they opposed him and when they

opposed him it caused this movement to go further away from them, antu

rally, but it didn't start as a protestant movement, but it developed into

that and the church learned something from it which changed its attitude

in the enxt century quite a bit. (question 5)From what period was this?

As early as that, yes. Well, that is fine. (laughter) Now I am sure there

were individuals among them of whom that would be true and they were a

very good movement, but whether it was characteristic of the movement as

a whole, I just don't know. (discusion)Well, I want you to be familiar

with these two movements, the Waldenses and the Albigenses, but from our

present biewpoint, they are neither of them of great importance although

they are both of real interest. Then we will move on to the 13th century.

Under the 13th century after speaking of the beginniigof the Waldenses to

speak of A. The beginning of the Friars. I am not starting with a survey

of the century. I an not starting with the papacy, but I am starting with

a movement which began early in the 13th century and which changed the

face of the R.C. church in Europe, changed its general outward appearance,

and which is very important right up to the present date and this wax a

new type of manasticism, a type which had much in common with the external

aspect of the Walgenees, at least in their beginning. And it i altogehter

possible that the church and its attitude toward the Friars was somewhat

affected by the way it had opposed the Waldenses and seeing them become

more and more hostile to the church. With this new movement, the church

took it over instead of opposing it, the movement of the Friars, but in

its external features, in the beginning it was very similar b the beginning

of the Walgenses. Wow the beginning of the Friars centers around two men.
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two men whom the R.C. church rdcognizes as saints and of khom it would seem

that they were men of very fine qualities, both of them, as far as our evi

dence goes. They certainly were men of very unusual character and men of

very great sincerety in their attitudes, but they were men very different

from each other. The two men are Francis of Assissi and Dominic the
uzman




Francis is an Italian and Dominic is a Spaniard. Practically never

used, they speak of him simply as Saint Domonic. St. Francis is much

more common, from Assissi, the twon where he was born. Now 8

something of the life of both of these men, so we won't have to take time

to go into them here in class but what we are interested more here is the

result and activities. They were not men who started out simply to follow

the church and to fit into a groove in it. They were ofiginal individuals

who had their own ideas much as Peter Waldo did. They truck out new lines

for themselvess. Now Francis, the son of a veryrich man, a man of a rather

ungodly life as a young man, turned his bakc on everythingJ associated

with his previous life and went out and lived in poverty and devoted him

self to helping people and be tried to work with manual labor to secure

money for his needs and to help epople in any way in which he could and

he vent about from place to pke and he seems to have been a man of very

attractive character and people were won to him by the charm of his perso

nality and by the self-sacrifice of his life and soon there were a large

number of people who were following him and other people naturally when t1

saw the attitude of these men who were anxious to live in poverty but to

earn their own living with manual labor, they began giving them money and

soon they began rec&ivlng gifts white widely and they developed to the

point where many of them no longer tried to work for their living but simply

to live off the gifts of other people and the activity of begging on the

part of the friars came into their life, but it was not the original idea.

Now Francis desired that his brothers, as he called those who came with him,

should be men of great humility and so he organized them into a group and
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he called them the lesar brothers, the Friars and today when you see

a book written by a man after whose name there are the initials 0.8.M.

they mean the order of lesser brothers ( ). Francis thought of

himself and his friends as simply people who were to take the most menial

position and simply to be helpful, to be self-sacrificing and helpful to

others. Naturally many of the church leaders suspected them of heresy.

They were persecuted to some extent and mistreated, but they were not par

ticularly interested in doctrine. They had no opposition to the doctrines

of the church, they were simply interested in doing good and showing a

%$X' life of self-scarifice in themselves and the church may perhaps been

influenced to some extent by what had happened to the Walgenses movement

when it opposed them and instead of is being destroyed, it had become

something of a power against the church and i% had taken positions against

the church very strongly and its followers were living in the mountains

in different places and spreading their doctrine to some extent and the

church eventually decided that Francis and his men were harmless and the

pope gave them a charter to be an order under the church and so theu be

came a new sort of an order, not an order of monks like the Benedictines

who lived in a monastary, and did their work under direction, but an order

of men who would go about from place to place and who would do good as they

went from place to place and lived off the gifts of the people and do

manual labor if they felt so inclined, but who would take a very humble at

titude and simply be helpful. and they promised to support the church and

to do everything they could to help the church and Francis wrote his plan

for the otder by which no member of it was to have any property of his

own. They were to all be very very much removed from anything worldly and

they 'would have no properties but simply to devote themselves to doing good

and living very humble. However, even before his death, people began giving

gifts, large gifts to the order and some of the headquartsers of the order

began to have a great deal of money and some of the monks though they had
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nothing of their own theoretically, they were using the very fine things

that came into the order and Francis is said to have become very disgusted

with the way the order was developing, $prior to his death. There had

been several attempted reformations of the order since that time. You

will find groups of them who call tbmselves Friars minor conventuals, that

is they live in convents, more like the Benedictines. And you will find

others who stressed the going around and you find some of them who stress

the pverty aspect and eventually there vre groups of them who became scho

lars to some extent and a good many books have been written by Franciscans,

though they are not the great scholarly order as called, and a group of

them later developed who called itself the . A Jesuit said

to me in Rome last summer, the man who was with me there asked this

Jesuit, what order to these 4eople meet. Throngs that were coining tc*,ards

us and the people had these long brown robes with a rope tied around and

the Jesuit said if they have beards they are , if they don;t have

beards they are Franciscans, so the are a development of the

Franciscans and they carry the rules a little further and doesn't permit

any shaving and try to be a little stricter in the order. The order

suffered a great lov. (end of record)

I
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Now of course the Bible teilsus that God's Holy Spirit was

with them and was directing and was leading and blessing l-- but

there is another point which we find in the book of Acts and which we do

not find in any way in any later time. to a great extent. WE find reference

in later periods XXXXXXIX as claims of such a force, but most of

these claims are very questionable, and there are comparatively few of

tiem. While in Acts, we find a good many. That is, the claims that there

was supernatural power given to them in their spread of the Gospel. That

is taught in the book of Acts. Not merely that the Holy Spirit was there

as he is with each one today who is true to Christ, illuminating our

minds, encouraging, us, helping us to go forward accomplishing what

success the message has (it is the Holy Spirit which does it) but that

with them in addition to that there were ujiracles wrought. That there

were not merely acts of wonderful appearance of the problems such as as

everything good that he had in the course of his life, but there were

mighty supernatural miracles wrought such as rarely every apneared in
taught

our day. That is/{ˆ% in the book of Acts that these things occurred in

connection with the spread of the Gospel. Yes? Student àAM:

It is a fact that as you read the account of Christian leaders IXXXy

let's say 250 A. D., you will once in a while find that one of them claims

that a miracle has been a(probthem) in connection with his work. But it is

very very rare. It is no more prominent today. We do not have plenty

of historical documents at a later time than the book of Acts, which

presents supernatural activities of God.present as it is found in the book

of Acts. That we do not have k and it is not there in Christianity

after 300 nor in any time before which we have record after the close of

the book of Acts. (St. Augustus) believed very thoroughly in miraculous

activity as something which might very naturally come any time, but I

believe there was only one or XW two cases in his whole life where he had

and those are somewhat questionable when we examine. In the
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course of dozens of years of active work for Christ what he would think

was a miraculous We do not have it. Is quite rare that

people even think of it. But the book of Acts describes it as having

.5 Not then it is a fact that according to then teaching of the

book of Acts, the spread of Christianity was then greatly helped by the

supernatural intervention of God. That is taught and it is not .......

/Well, now why would it be a fact at that time if it is not at later

periods. There are those who say "You open the Bible at any olace, and

you find a miracle". The Bible is a work of wonderfthi worLs. Just XX

constant miraculous things.XX It's sort of like Uncle Wiggelly that my

little boy is so fond of reading. There is always some remarkable thing

and some thing that is fantastic and out of the ordinary. Well, that is

good reasoning for a child, but we don't believe that those things actually

happened. Well, now you come to Acts and you find all these things and

they don't XX3XX happen in our experience. These are books of somebody's

imagination. Somebody sat down and made up a story or somebody was carried

away by his MR allucinations, and he imagined all types of things that

never actually happened and that's what he wrote down. Now, that's not

what we believe as Christians. We do)' not believe this. We believe that

what is described in the book of Acts is true, and we believe that every

thing in the Bible is true; and, therefore, we believe that these miracles

did occur, but how can we reconcile that with the fact that they do not

occur today. Now, I'm not saying that miracles never occur, but I am saying

that if they ever occur today, it is very very rare in comparison with the

book of Acts. It takes the very first public manifestation to the

Christian Church in ACts. The apostles all stood up there and they spoke,

tongues of fire rested on their heads and they spoke as the Spirit gave

them utterance and the people round about said as you remember in Acts 2

The people who saw them who were there in Rome from many different sections

said, "These people are all from Galilee. How can we hear every man in his

own tongue wherein we were born what they are saying? Parthians, Medes,
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Elamites, the dwellers in Mesopotamia, Judaea, Capoadocia, Pontus, Asia,

Phyygia, Pamphylia, Egypt, all these different dountries, Cretes and

Arabians, we hear them speak in our tongues the wonderful works of God."

That miracle which occurred on the day of Pentecost, there is

no record that anything similar has ever happened since either in the

book of Acts or out of it. There is no record that God oermitted such

a thing ever to happen at any other time. There is speaking in tongues

recorded in other places in the book of Acts and in the apostolic writings

but there is no evidence to suggest that it was similar to the speaking

of tongues on the day of Pentecost, because on the day of Pentecost there
when these were
XXXXXNUN 12 men/speaking, there were people who talked perhaps 25

different languages every one of them said, "We hear them talking in our

own language" Well, now how does that happen? Were these 12 people

each of them saying one sentence ä)XXX in Russian and one

sentence in French one sentence in German, one sentence in Spanish, or

XKIX was each of them talking in let's say two languages --- two

minutes in one, two minutes in another, two minutes in one, two minutes

in the other, till 25 different languages could be recognized from what

they were saying. Or were there perhaps a larger group involved in this

than the twelve apostles. Was there perhaps a much larger group and there

was one of them talking Russian, one French, one Soanish, one Italian, all

these different languages. I don't mean these modern languages, of course,

but the languages mentioned in Acts. One was talking each of these

languages so that somebody standing over there would hear all these

different languages here and he couldn't make anything out of it, but

he thinks he heard of work of Arabic over here, and sure enough there was

a man talking over here in Arabic. Another man over here will think he
as

heard an Egyptian talk. He goes running over there. Or was it that/they
spoke wherever these people were, they didn't have to run to the narticular

man who was speaking, but they heard what their own language being spoten.

It doesn't describe the details of it, but it is clear that what Acts says

nine3e cDU1n1t understand them. (Laughter)
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is at least 25 different languages were understood by the neople who were

listening and they said, 'We hear them speaking in our own language.

Now, there is nothing like that in history anywhere. It is a miracle which

God wrought. I heard of a group in Los Angeles a few years ago who (this

was Mrs. Macpherson who became very famous in L. A. twent years ago')

Well twenty years before that, before she was well known, she and a group

of her friends were speaking in tongues in their meetings and they decided

they were speaking in Chinese, so they got someone to raise money and went

over to China in order that having this wonderful gift of speaking Chinese

they would present the Gospel in Chinese. Very excellent idea. If you

ever get the gift of speaking Chinese, you ought to go to China and use

it so people will understand what you're giving them. But whem they

got over there they found the Chinese couldn't understand them. (Laughter)

It must hXX have been some ancient dialect of Chinese they were talking

for it was unknown to the people there. At any rate, none of the neople

there could understand them, and they were there utterly destitute and

the missionaries raised a collection to send them back to this country.

There is no case on record in history where a group of neople not knowing

a language have begun to talk in this other language. There are claims

in early Christian writings of an individual miraculously learning

another language, but no claims that I ever heard of a whole group of
a

people beginning to talk in/language they didn't know. And not even a

suggestion any place that I have ever heard of that a group of people spoke

and people around could understand them in 25 different languages which
speaking

was the languages of those people and which were unknown to those

This is a miracle which has nothing possible to it in any way in later

history or even suggested elsewhere in the book of Acts or in any of the

epistles. This is the Pentecost, speaking with tongues. Now was it a

miracle of speaking? Was it a miracle of hearing? If God ...

that the air waves would be changed around so that when they struck the

ear drums of the different people each one would hear in his own language.
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Is that the way God did it? Or did he cause that each one should sneak

a different language. X We don't know, but we do know that what

happened there was a miracle which never so far as does the slightest
been

evidence/repeated anywhere ---- Student?---------------------AAM: That's right.

On verse 7 we read that these people said, "Behold, are not all these which

speak Galilaeans? And how hear we every man in our own tongue, wherein

we were born?" A simple explanation of it is that the people who were

listening who thought they were all Galileans were simply mistaken. They

weren't all Galileans. There were people from JX many different countries

It's a simple explanation, but if that is the case, the author of Acts

has deliberately deceived us in giving it in such a way as to show that

they all thought that they were all Galilean people and not explaning

the fact that actually the people were mistaken and some of them were from

there own. If that is the case, the author of Acts either deliberately

deceived us or was greatly mistaken. That is any believe in the inspiration
must

of the Scripture MX hold that when the ...l3.. . they marvelled saying

"Behold are now all these which speak Galileans? How hear we every man in

our own tongue, wherein we were born?" They actually were all Galileans.

So that to anyone who reads this and studies it from the viewpoint of the

belief in Biblical 1k this was a very very tremendous night. And

it is presented as a miracle here End of 27'

Beginning of 28




Well, now why did God cause this wonderful miracle to hanoen

on the day of Pentecost? and not M3 have it happen a month later? or

not have it happena two months later? Why didn't happen when the anostle

went to Rome? Why didn't it hapen in Greece? Why didn't it keep on,

happening? Why did he have it happen just once? Why did he have

remarkable miracles described in the book of Acts happen in those early

days in connection with the beginning of the church activites and not

happening MKI later on as far as there is any record? ...l...........

Well, we don't know. Therefore, we can make up a good reason why. It

may be wrong. God has a reason. Now, of course, one possible explanation
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is that as long as the Christians were true to God, they had these miracles.

Once they turned away from God, they didn't have them. If that is the

case, then nobody has ever been true to God since 100 A. D. when the

Christians .2 under the Roman Empi, they were true to

God 21 He said the Greek old Roman world committed suicide. .

21 when the Roman Empire hadn't even begun yet and it lasted

for 700 years, and so it is that the Christian Church has always been on

the 2k And we have no record, no dependable record, of any

XT!TWXT individual of importance prior to 100 A.. except those ....3..

Yes? Student-----------------------------After this there was a number of times when

there was speaking in tongues and something which was retained through

the Apostolic age, but that it ever was on any scale such as this where

25 different languages could be recognized, I don't think you'll ever

find it, and in fact Paul says "Let a man not speak in tongues unless

there is an interpretor for it" He says, "I would rather speak five words

in an intelligible language than a hundred words in an unknown tongue."

Well, now, in Acts here they were speaking in tongues but not in unkown

tongues, because there were people present who could understand. The

evidences in speaking in tongues was something different, for if it was

like this, it was on a far smaller scale. Suppose that Cornelius was

speaking Chinese and there was nobody there to recognize it ....41, ....

different from having 25 different languages . It's the same thing, perhaps

but it was always on a very very much smaller scale. There is a great

unique miracle at Pentecost. There is a similar thing which when taken

through the Apostolic age h4 Well, now that is two of the

various miracles. Now, why IXXXX was it? There is a perfectly reasonable

explanation, an explanation which is in line with the facts of the

scripture, because though the unbeliever may think that the Bible is simply

a book of fantastical events, that you open it to any page and you find

something contrary to nature, that is not the case. You can read nage after

page and find no miracle, no remarkable extraordinary occurrences. You
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can go through periods of the history of the Bible, decade after decade,

and find no mention of any miracle. Then you come to a period when

miracles are poured out in great profusion, YX1 61XAX but

these are only a few periods, only four periods in which you find miracles

poured XXX out in profusion, and it would seem as you go through the Bible

that God poured out His miracles in connection with great crucial epochs

in history. Then there were times when it was crucial and vital that

the work go forward and then he poured out supernatural works. It was

God's will to raise up a great nation which would be the background from

which Christ would come into the world. He rocked the Israelites out of

Egypt with a mighty hand and he performed tremendous miracles bringing

them out of Egypt and intaking them into the land of 'MTI1ó Palestine,

performing these miracles in order that XX God's witness which was

restricted to this little group should not die out but should be reserved

and allowed to get well establised itself. Then we find period after

period with hardly a miracle ever performed. H,ardly one. Then we come

to the period of the great crises where it looks as if the X pagan worship

was going to completely destryy the true religion, and there God poured

out his great number of miracles under Elijah and Elisha. And then we

go along for a long time with hardly any miracles. Then we have the period

when the Children of Israel were in Babylon and they might succomb to

idolatry. There God poured out the miracles under Daniel. Then we have

Christlantty beginning with one man in a little group following him and

God poured out the miracles in connection with the beginning of the

Christianity until it gets established. He does supernatural works so

that the little thing will not be snuffed out. But when the little flame

becomes a dozen flames in a dozen different countries then he chooses not

to intervene supernaturally to prevent any one of them from being snuffed

out. And we have great countries in which Christianity has been tremendously

XG1 important and it has been completely wiped out. We have .8.....
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that a third of the people opposed were Protestants very devoted to the

scripture and the leaders in Polish life, most of them were Protestants,

and it looked as if MM Protestantism would completely win out in that
and

land. And the(Jesuite) came in/Xsucceeded in wiping it out so completely

that the nation became 90 per cent Romans and thereis hardly a trace of

.8 There was a time when I personally am convinced that if Poland

was the only country in the world where the knowledge of the justification

by faith was present God would have intervened 8But it was then

in a number of different countries and he permitted it that in the course

of events some of them to go forward and some of them not to. He did not

intervene with these remarkablemiracles except at crucial points in the histoy

of the worship of God. Student-------------------------No, at the time when Christ

Himself gave his preaching to the Jews there were certain Greeks came to

see him and he solved it, but ordinarily he restricted Himself to the Jews.

However, the Jews at that time were active in 9 and there were

a good many Gentiles who had become Jews circumcised and become Jews, and

many of these became Christians at the very start. They were of Gentile

background, but they were actually Jews. Now, Cornelius was not. He was

very much interested in the Jewish belief that worship but he had not

become a Jew. He was not circumcised and not bedome a Jew and Peter, this

was at least ten years after the crucifixion of Christ, that Peter was

asked to go and talk to Cornelius. He wouldn't go because these were

S Gentiles. They hadn't been circumcised. They hadn't become Jews, and

God gave him a vision to show him that God wanted him to go and so it was

very slow to go to the Gentiles, and the first one to do it on a large scale

was NX Paul, although Peter did it on a small scale. Yes? Student----------------

AAM: As thedays went on the apostles received new understanding .... ll...

The church on the day of Pentecost was just as true as the church of today.

Student-----------------------In God's sight The only thing is

the apostles did not realize that it $ was possible for ll




They didn't realize that. And when these uncircumcised people came and
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still being uncircumcised became Christians then God revealed through Paul

the fact that it was not essential to the character of the church whether

the people be either Jew or Gentiles, that in Christ they were all one.

Well, in the church at Pentecost God saw them as Christians. Student

AAM: Or the resurrection of Christ, Christ restrthcted His ministry to

the Jews. He did not go to the Gentiles. He did when some of them came

1221 And you remember when the woman came and she asked Christ

to heal her child and Christ said that He would come and she said it is

not right to take the children's bread and give it to the dogs. And Christ

said, "I have not seen such tktxx faith." Thereby he expressed His

approval. His approval that they might be recved but it was God's

method of proceeding in orderly fashion and he built a solid foundation.

KM Why didn't he send Christ 3,000 years X earlier. He built up His

solid foundation through the Jewish people. Had the word of God given

them, had the people ready to go out and carry the message, and when the

time came when he sent Christ and it was not His will that 132




Well the supernatural work then we find present in the book of Actsgiven

in the early church to nurture this new organism, to protect the little

flame and to help it till it grew to the point where if one part of it was

snuffed out there would still be other parts. It was God;s will that

through at least 200 years up to 300 years after the time of Christ, the

spread of Christianity in the Roman Empireshould be carried simply by

personal example and personal witness from one person to another.
End of 28..

------------

The specific revelations of God, the supernatural inverventions

are mostly in the early chapters. We find more of them in Chaps. 1-10

than we do in the whole iX remaining 20 chapters. We find much more
Peter

of them in connection with the early activities than we

do with the long missionary journeys of Paul. They would seem as far

as the picture in Acts is concerned to have been graduatlly decreasing

but there is no evidence that the light of the Christian in the last chap.
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of Acts is on any lower level than the light of the Christian in the early

part of Acts. So we do have at the beginning X supernatural help, but

its easy for somebody to say, "Well, God simply worked a miracle and

by supernatural means spread Christianity till it conquered the Roman

Empired'.' That is now, however, the case. The evidence is that these

miracles were just to help them on the way. It was the actof preaching

the work of the Holy Spirit to convict their hearts. He did most of the

work even in the Book of Acts and by the end of the Book of Acts these

supernatural works ha d been reduced to where there were very very few.

Jesus could have said at his death that everybody on the earth now suddenly

could be Christians instead of unChristian. T] He could have caused this

miracle to occur instantly, but that is not the way He chooses to work.

He chooses to work upon our hearts by the Holy Spirit, leading us,

winning us 212 he does not XXX)XXX do it in spite of
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few crucial points but comparatively rarely is it even claimed that such

a thing has been done since. And in the life of great men of God like

Calvin, Luther, and Wesley, these men whom God has used far beyond what

the normal, in the lives of great missionaries and great evangelists of

today, you will find some of them who will occassionally that they """3i

supernatural work may be done, but even with them it is rare, and if you

take them all together 312 ordinarily works in other ways,

but this XX is a of course a definite course in the book of Acts in the

beginning of the spread of Christiantiy. Now in connection with the spread

of Christianity here we should notice the effects of persecution. Persecu

tion weems here to have been a means of spreading the message to some

extent. It calls attention to it, and it caused that the disciples were

spread abroad and they were scattered. We find even when the time came

that Paul was converted, he was on his way up to DamascusT-. a long journey

a journey of perhaps six or eight days of XXXT walking, more than that

walking, six or eight days on horseback to Damascus, in order to hunt for

Christians up there, so that by that time 421 The people fled
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before the persecution had broke out, but as they fled they carried Christ.

And when Paul got to Damascus, there was already a group of Christians

there to receive him and to help him. TKX You occas'ionally hear it

said that Christianity was just a religion of slaves. Now that is definit'

ly not the facts at all. Christianity was not a religion which was put

down from above by an emperor or a ruler saying that everybody should
His

become Christians. It was not jyorder that it be taught in the schools

and people required to accept it. Thatis not the way Christianity works.

Christianity spread more among the poorer people than among the

X] wealthy, but there are more of them. Proportionately I doubt if

it spread more into one class than into XX another class. We find right

in the very early days among the disciples, Dr. Buswell is quite convinced,

that John and his family were well to do fish merchants. He was not just

a man who went out with a hook and line catching fish, but they were men

who had an active and successful fish business in Galileeselling to Jerusalem

and they represented something. When Peter went to the first Gentile

convert, he was Cornelius, a centurion, a position of known importance.

When Paul went to Cypress, he preached before the counsel immediately and

it is not XX]X long before we find Paul writing in his Philiooian letter

and saying They of Caesar's househoidsend your greetings." There were

Christians among the highly trained Paul himself. There were Christians

in (XXX all classes of Roman society right from the bottom, but it was

not a religion which took the leaders and they give it to the others--it

was one which penetrated all classes. We'll say a little more about that

tomorrow morning. We mentioned the remarkable thing that a religion which

began as just a little group of people comparatively obscure people in

an obscure corner of the Roman Empire within three centuries became the

Gospel religion of the Empire, and we notice that it is impossible to

account for iXX the fact that these disciples went out with such stedfast

ness and determination and absolute confidence that Christ was God apart

from the fact that they really were utterly convinced that he had risen frQ

the dead and had seen him and talked with him and was absolutely sure that
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this was the one they had known who had died on the cross. The chains

of this little group of disconsolate, frightened, disappointed men, grieving

for the death of their master, the change of them into the men who stood

up on the day of Pentecost and stood against persecution and rnXXXX

difficulties declaring the fact that Jesus was God and that only through Him

could we be saved is impossible to account for aside from this group of men,

not just one person, but this group having the absolute conviction that they

had seen Jesus Christ. They did not go out as lawyers to reason with people

they didn't go out as philosophers to present a new interpretation to

the universe; they went out as witnesses to tell of what they had seen as

Peter said on the day of Pentecost "We are witnesses to the fact that he was

raised from the dead, and we have seen him, and we know that these things

are true. And so the resurrection of Jesus Christ is the great supernatural

fact which stands at the beginning of the spread of the Christian religion.

Now, aside from that, we notice ther was other supernatural help, but

it was easy to magnify the miraculous, the unusual, the things contrary to

nature, which occurred in connection with the spread of the Gospel, it is

easy to get an exaggerated idea of how much that there was. There definitely

were times in connection with the book of Acts starting with that great

miracle at Pentecost, when wonderful things contrary to all human expecta

tions MNNMMMKM occurred in connection with the work of the disciples, but XX

these are far from being the main things in the spread of the Gospel.

Jesus said when they asked him to do a miracle, he said, "A wicked and

adulterous generation ask for a sign, and there shall no sign be given

them, but the sign of the prophet Jonah." The sign of the resurrection.

They had that sign. They went out and told about it, and other miracids

occurred occasionally, but not extremely frequent in the book of acts.

They were comparatively rare, and as time went on they would seem to decrease

in number until then we have historical evidence about the church the number

of such miracles is practically non-existent. In the book of Acts, we have

the angels taking these disciples from XXX prison when there was just
if

a little group and its leadership/destroyed the whole thing would have gone
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to pieces. This little group of leaders when put in prison were taken out

by the angel supernaturally through the prison doors. That happened

a couple of times in the book of Acts, but in all the long series of Roman

persecution later on, we don't find this happening again. We do not find

that God intervenes to take the most rightious people out from the prison

doors by supernatural means. We find him working on the hearts of the

Romans, working on the hearts of the officials in such a way that when he

still had a work for a man to do, that man's life would be spared. Not

through a supernatural intervention. We have few of them in Acts and we

do nothave them afterwards. This was a definite factor in the original
____ light

spread of the gospel. At this time when the little XXfl/was very

small, God saw to it that it would not be quenched, that it would grow

until there were many lights in many places and when that had happened,

then each one of those lights had the opportunity of being true to Christ

and following Him and growing into a big light, but if they failed, their

particular light was quenched and the witness of Christ went on in other

places. Yes? Student AAM: Yes, Particularly in the early days.

XX You'll find that in the early days the peeple would get out into the

street and hope that just the shadow of Peter would fall on them. There

was evidently great deal of remarkable healing being done in connection

with the early ministry of the disciples there in Jerusalem. On paul's

journeys we have him driving an evil X spirit out of a person occasionally

We have occasionally a wonderful healing described that he did, but we

have no suggestion that those things were being done constantly on Paul's

journeys. In fact, by that time they would seem to have been comparatively

few. But in the earlier times they were X much more common and ±n the

early times we hve the statements about their occurring other miracles not

here described. We don't have such things later on. The great emphasis is

given to the raising up of Dorcas and to two or three miracles like that

would not suggest that they would constantly hapnen but these were very

remarkbble. Yes? Student / AAM: I would say that before the

/ l " very beg1nfl1fl
beginning of Paul's missionary journeys, and mostlybaC- in the ye
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Student . AAM: End of Record -------Beginning of Record 30....

1 to.....................

The Roman Catholic Church today claims that every priest has the power

to work miracles, that every priest can take a piece of bread and a little

wine and can change it by saying certain magical words to the actual body

and blood of Christ so that it is no longer bread and wine, but is actually

the body And blood of Christ. And, of course, the Roman Catholic church

today uncertain conditions one of which is that they perform

miracles and proved that a certain number of TXX miracles had been

performed by a person before they will recognize him as a saint . 6

But we must get on Yes? Student AAM: 6 3/k wrote a

book called, the Origin of Paul's Religion, in which he took up that matter

andlooked into the evidence of the XXXX divine rights of God and saw how

many cases he could find that 7 The evidence is that at least

a century or two after and it may just as well be the other way around.

7 Well, I'm glad you mentioned that because that is a good

point for everyone to underline. Well, now the supernatural help God gave

at the very beginning , but it seems to have decreased rapidly through

and towards the end of the book of Acts. Then we mentioned the effects of

persecution that the people were spread abroad by the persecution. I

don't think that was a major point, but the disciples--Jesus told them:

You will be witnesses in Jerusalem and Samaria and all Judea and they had

plenty big job to be witnesses in Jerusalem and they were going forward

for some years, and then when the persecution broke out violently, then

they were scattered in the other areas and they proceeded with X1XX their

witness there. And yet people do not set out to be witnesses, but people

simply going in the ordinary course of travel and trade wherever they

went they carried the gospel so that even when Paul, before he became

a Christian, he heard that there were Christians as far away as Damascus

and he went up there with the intent to persecute them. Now, you some

times ] hear the statement made that Christianity was just a religion
of slaves. Now that is an overstatement. It is ll-iicr P
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matter. I mentioned yesterday. Christianity spreads among the whole

population. It did not spread simply among the lower class or simply among

the upper class, or simply among the middle class. It seems highly probably

that a century after the death of Christ the great strength of Christianity

was in the middle claxs, rather than in the poorer class or the wealthy class

That seems highly probable, but it cannot be proven. That certainly was

the case two centures after Christ, that the strength of it was in the

middle class. But as it spread, Paul was no respector of persons, and

neither was Peter; and they would take the time to go to the poorest person,

the most insignificant person, to tell them how to be saved by Christ and

they didn't hesitate to go to the counsel or the centurion or the most

prominent, highly educated, wealthy person to tell them of their need for

Christ, and many of all-classes rejedted the gospel, but some of all classes

accepted the Gospel. And gradually it spread in all classes until before

the end of the time thf the writing of the TWT N. T. you have ... lOb..

withing Caesar's household. I don't say how important their positions were

but there were some by the end of the first century we have evidence that

a KNXM cousin of the emperor may very likely been a Christian. It seems

most probable although the proof is not absolutely certain. That's within

60 years after the death of Christ. One of the first Gentiles to become

a Christian was the centurioni an office considered of most importance, with

authority WXXMXM over a fairly wide area. Add so Christianity spread among

all types of the population, although very slowly but occasionally a big

step forward like at the day of Pentecost, but mostly very slowly. Somebody

has said Paul, you remember had a dream that he saw a man of Macedonia saying
Does

"Come over here and help us" /That represent the great cry of the Macedonians

that if only he'll bring us a.... . .. . .. . .6112. . . .. . Paul went over there, and we

don't know whether he ever found this man. He went over to Macedonia and

started preaching and it was the woman who was the first one. And

it was very slow, very gradually the dream that he had showed that they

needed a God. "Come over and help us" was the cry of the H,,ly Spirit to

bring help to the need. It was not the cry of these people. There are
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very few in any land, here or elsewhere who want God. They all need Him,

but they have to be 12 In most people's lives there is a time

when they will gladly receive Him--some particular time in the life they

are glad to, but those times are very few. The apostolic age then is the

time in which the apostles were active, and about all we know about it is

book of Acts and the Epistles. We have not other reliable know'edge about

this times. A few years ago I read a book by the Jew 13




and I was amazed of the study that he had made of the book of Acts and the

Epistles. I was amazed at the little statements he made in relation to

people. Things like XXit I've never noticed that looking into Acts and the

Epistles I found pretty good evidence of them. He made a remarkable study,

and he made quite a study of the general background and he gives a picture

that makes that time really live. There are a few things in it which I

don't like like the suggestion that Paul was subject to eoil&ptic fits.

There are a few things like that which I don't like, I'GXX but there are

very very few. The book as a whole is one which will inspire you and will

make this time seem more real. It is only in the Acts and Epistles that we

find true evidence of those days. Now so much for A then. Yes? Student....

AAM: End of Record 30

------------

Record 31 1 to k- The first century A. D 'ro

years after the time of Christ, during that period material book

N. T. is extrememly scanty. IXXIX Our first church history was written

about 331 A. L And in this church history he gives an account of certain

events in the first century. Most of what he gives is taken from the book

of Acts and from the Epistles. Most of what he gives is taken from that and

then he picks things from others writers and one thing about is

when he deals with this early period, he gives us his sources.................

we perhaps pay little or less attention to what he says 5-




simply gave us a statement. In the first century Peter came to Rome and

Peter was the first bishop of Rome, and was the second and




T.r
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and was the third. simply gave a statement like that and

that was all, we would tend to say; Well says it. He must have

some reason to believe it. He must have someevidence, but when we find

that .... says Peter was the first bishop of Rome. We have pretty good

reason to think this was the case X)Ü because we find that ,

the bishop is writing to the Romans XXX in a letter at the time when the

emperor was promoted 6 And you will find that this bishop

to whom he refere lived in 200 A. D. Now a man 200 A. D. thought that 150

years before that Peter as the Bishop of Rome. Now, what dos it prove?

ANd .... gives evidence of that type, so when he makes a statement you are

reasonable in saying What evidence is he XXXMW giving? And if he doesn't

give evidence you can think if he had some good evidence he would have

given it. Therefore7 if he wanted to pawn some-

thing off on us he would have done better not to give it at all...................

And we find that most of the statements that .... makes about events during

the first century have very very little evidence for them. Now, if I

were to ask any of you who have not made special research or written a

manuscript or a document on the subject to name me the five leading ministers

of Philadelphia in this city 150 years ago, I doubt if there is anybody here

who could name a single man who was a minister in Phila. 150 years ago. You

probably could even tell me who was major 150 years ago to say nothing to

name some of the ministers here at that time. 150 years is a long time, and

it was nearly 150 years after wrote that quotes




a.san authority for what was 150 years before his time, and you see there

is very slight evdence. And so our evidence for anything in this period

aside from what is in Acts and what is in the Epistles is very slight. We

find that some of the churches which such as a at Rome when Peter

and Paul had been there and Alexandria John Mark 8-




The evidence of that is perhaps better than a good many others because

if they were just picking XiI somebody to be the head of their church

they would probably XX pick one of the apostles----------------not one of the

most outstanding men there is morereasonto think rather
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than some story somebody has enlightened There were traditions like

that in some of the churches 150 years later that the particular apostle

had founded the church.9.......tnd there are traditions which spring

up as to where the apostles went and some of the tradtions are of value

but it's pretty hard to tell. Actually whatever the book of Acts says and

the Epistles say we know facts. Whatever is beyond them it is of interest

]X and it may be true but we cannot be sure. We have this material from

Now, it's hard 9.we have more material from.

. is much nearer. He's about 170 A. D. About 170 A. D. he made certain

statements about the church at Rome. (Irenaus) These statements are not

given in order to give us a church history, but he is saying there are all

kinds of beliefs and viewpoints around. Why these views they don't go back

to the apostles . He says to go to a church like Rome, and where there

has been a succession of men who knew them who led the church l0.

He says go there and see what they believe and find out that these sects

don't have any foundatioh .... l0.... so you see these statements are worhhy

of attention, but they certainly aren't truth and it's interesting to see.........

says the first Bishops of Rome after Peter were.................................

you'll see their pictures in Rome in St. Paul's church and yet it's inter-

esting Church History, a Roman Catholic book two men

or two mames for the same man. Nobody knows. It shows how little we know

after all about those days. God put a stake between the dependable

history he gave us of the foundation of the christian church in which he

showed what the things that he wants stressed, what the thingsare that

are vital, and he gave us the foundation and the teaching ll




between that and the first reliable historical evidence we 1X have in

order that we should not confuse history or position with what the church

with God's inspired word at the beginning of the Christian Church. Now

in this first century there is only one man aside from the apostles and

the early Christian leaders who had left us any writing of which we are

quite certain. And this one is the Epistle of which comes just

before the endof the century. Very shortly before 100 A. D...... . .. . . .. writes
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and was a man wholived in Rome. The epistle has been handed down

by tradition as the epistle of lems) and this tradition goes back to a

very early time. What the epistle doesn't actually name and he

doesn't claim to speak in his own name at all. It's a very interesting

thing. He says the church of Rome to the church of Corinth. The great

English scholars thinks that it is extremely unlikely that (Clemens)

was acturally the bishop of Rome. He says he must certainly been a men of

importance and influence in the church to be entrusted with the duty of writ

ing such an epistle, but that he was bishop of the church we have no evidence

in the epistle. But this epistle from the church of Rome to the church of

XAXX Corinth rebukes the people at Corinth for divisions among them such a

existed in the time of Paul for which Paul advises them in His letter and give

them good advice and good support. And this epistle we are told many years

later the church of Corinth read every Sunday. They read it to their people .......

l1. It was a good one written by a good Christian man. It

is our only other one in the first century on which we can be quite certain

that it actually comes from this first century. There are some other

writings which most scholars think came in the XXXXXX early

second century which ujight possibly have been before that time, but most

scholars do not think so. But this one, most scholars agree, does come

from the first century. Now, I X want to read you what this Roman

Catholic writer End of Record 31

Record 32




Sometimes called Clement of Rome to distinguish him

from Clement of Alexandria, the first of the early writers called

apostolic fathers. Concerning this book little is known for certain..

11 But says it is probable that the ancient buildings




discovered by excavation Some peoole

X)X)MX think he was a man of high standing in the community. Others think

he was a man who had been slave and freed. We don't know anything about it

except that it seems quite probable that he actually was the one who

wrote thie epistle and that he was atleast a man of considerable standing
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in the Roman church whether he was a bishop of it or not. The Roman

Catholics call him Pope St But says in his letter to

the church at Corinth still preserved and unquestionably authentic he

reproaches the Corinthians for having allowed system to exist in their

church and urges them to submit to the divinely establish hierarchy to

which all Christians hold obedience . ... I wish you would copy those

words. M. . . .. . . says in his letter urges the Corinthians to submit to

the divinely established hierarchy to which all Christians owe obedience.

Before the year is over I have covered every one of And I want

you to see whether you think that is the verb.1 Also, I want you to see

whether Clement in the letter said that he is the head of the church.........

Does he say that he is the head of the sure foundation? Yes? Student .....

McSorley is how you spell it. I want you to see whether Clement said
you

I am the head of the church. I want to see whether he bases his authority

on being the successor of Peter. That's what the Roman Catholic church wil

say that the pope has his authority because he is the successor of Peter.

I want you to see whether Clement says that. The only authentic writing

we have from the first century. Does he say that? Then McSorley

has a quotation from a German LXXX] Lutheran scholar from

the Cambridge Ancient History. I don't want you to copy this quotation,

but I want you to listen carefully. He said XX But the Roman community........

is nevertheless unmistakable" When he said nevertheless makes

me think we ought to know what he said just before that, but McSorley

doean't quote whatever he says just before that. It is nevertheless

unmistakable 5 Rome imparts profitable instruction to the

Corinthian community and regards them as her right and her duty, but

one gets the impression that the Romans would have' been greatly surprised

had Corinth let us think in similar circumstances to such a letter
by

of admonition to Rome. Now that is quoted XX/MeSorley as leading opinion.

This letter is from the church of Rome to the church of Corinth.. Well,

the Roman Catholic church denies that the authority of the Romanchurch is

based unon the fact that Rome was the capital of the Roman Empire



or the counsel... of the heathen world. They say it is based soley and

entirely upon the fact that Jesus Christ appoints Peter as head of the church

and Peter was bishop at Rome and so the bishop are his successors. That's

what they say 6 Whatever the Roman church might say




Well, you will read better and you will notice that it also

certain illustration that it gives from natural history which are interesting

illustrations. They illustrate what he wants to illustrate, but the trouble

is science of it is wrong. You do not find such things in the books of the

Bible. KX Clement is a good book written by a good men giving good Christia

advice, but that he is the head of the church is laying down his authority

to other parts is the question I want you to answer. And that he writes

under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit so that his words are kept free from

error is a claim which he never made and also 7 But

it's a good book a book written for a good purpose and rightly treasured by....................

No part of the Christian Church has ever held that this was

a part of the Bible, but it's our only other authentic writing from the first
century

century. Now C is persecution in the first/Mm". Persecution in the

first century. Now during the first century there was no XX attempt on the

part of the Roman Empire to destroy the churbh. There was no such thing.,

during the 70 years after the death of Christ. We can carry it on to 140

years NN after the death of Christ. There was no attempt on the part of the

Roman Empire to destroy the Christian Church. Persecution began from the

Saducees not from the Jews as a whole. Now Pharisees maintain the right of

the Christians to spread their ideas, but the Saducees feared that their

authority as high priest and heads of the MUM temples and their great

incomes would be injured by the rights of too much enthusiasm among the

people which might rouse the Romans to the point where they would take away..........

and it was the Saducees who began the persecution of the people.

You will remember that when Paul was seen there and they asked him to sneak

for himself he called out"I am a Pharisee" and for the resurrection of the

dead I am called into question. He did that in order that the Pharisees thee
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should stop and consider 9 There were great evils among the

Pharisees, but the evils were evils of individuals rather than of the group

as a whole as Jesus Christ condemned individuals of the Pharisees for the
to

hypocrisy The Pharisees, as a class, were the truest 'f/the

scripture. All the Jews claimed to believe the book, but the Saducees

explained 912 AAM? Yes, Paul was a Pharisee. W

I'm not meaning to say the Pharisees never persecuted, but we have good

evidence that the tendency of the Pharisees as a whole was against them. Now.............

in his book, The Apostle, has got an interesting theory. He has

Paul as studying at the feet of Gamileo, but one who decided that the Saducee

were XXX right in this particular point and went and got in touch with the

Saducees and worked with them and came under severe criticism like.................

Now, he may be wrong there; I dont know, but at least there is no evidence

at the time. Now, we won't have time today to say any more about the perse

cution of the church in the first century. We want to finish XXX that up

rapidly and get on with the second, but unfortunately, we will not be able

to until tomorrow. So it will be next Wed. when we will take that up. We

don't meet tomorrow. We continue next week with the same work that we have

been doing. We had Acts 13 and 14 for today and the next chap. 15 is a

very very important chapter in the question of the organization of the church

I want you to XX note in it how Peter the divinely established head of the

church gives the decision upon the church goes forward in Acts 15. Be sure

and note that very carefully in you consideration of Acts 15. We will take

Acts 15 and 16 for Wed. and 17 and 18 for Thurs. I think you will find I

a fair amount of material in each, so I'll only give two chapters instead of

three, but it is not necessary to study each verse in close detail. (End 32)

Beginning of and that brought an end to the persecution.

According to tradition, Peter and Paul both mxxx killed in Nero's persecutthon

There is no proef of that. Our statement of it comes from but it

is extremely possible that Peter and Paul were both killed in the persecution
of Nero. After Nero's persecution the idea you can see could easily become
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widespread that people who held the disgraceful suoerstitions

people who had time l- Yes? much sympathy was aroused for

the Christians by the fact that however bad they might be they weren't guilty

for the thing for which they were being punished and it aroused symnathy

for them it aroused interest, and once the Persecution was removed

there was an XXX increase in the number of people who were interested

and wante d to know more X about it. And we have no evidence of any further

persecution though there may have been some People who were radical.

We ) have no evidence of any further persecution for another thirty years.

Thirty years
21 man 25 untl he was 55 there is no evidene

and 'XKXX during this period we have the 3 good em",erors,

both able rulers at the time which Jerusalem was destroyed but

thing that distinguishes between the Jews and the Christians there - The

Jews were revolting against them and were put down 3 The Christians

were XXXX bystanders as far as that goes. They took no part in the XIJ

defense of Jerusalem Yes? Student AAM There is no

evidence that was persecution of the Christians and according to the

record in Acts There was no distinction in the mind of Claudius




Well then this period of thirty years we know practically nothing about

anybody two popes immediately following Peter nobody is

sure whether they are two different men or whether they are the same man. It

is prety clear how little is really known of that period. But then at the

very end of the century we have the third of the Thu ruling the

brother of Titus and the son of the and he was unlike his father and

his brother. He was a wicked man, and(Domicion) we have evidence from...........

and others that he persecuted a few people, but it was not a widespread

persecution. It was nothing like Nero's persecution. But a striking thing

about it is that these people XJMXM who D .... persecuted included some

cousins of his, included some people who were very high in the J6X3 family

that was ruling the Roman Empire. Now the pagan simply say that it

was on account of atheXism and the charge of atheism was made against them

and many others also who had adopted the customs of the Jews were
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condemned. No specific mention of Christianity in the pagan reference to this

persecution. Some individuals who put a man to death who was his cousin and

sent his wife into exile 6 in his church history says that these

individuals were Christians. He is writing 250 years later. There has been

discovered in the catacombs a section of burials of Christians with the

name(Flavious) That has led modern people to think that t1 tradition is

correct that Christianity come actually into the family of the emperor.

Not in the immediate family but to people who were faily close relatives of

his--his cousins whom he put to death had been 1653 consels, the )XIX highest

office in Rome and it would look as if it came right into the family

by this time, but we have very little evidence on it, and it was nothing like

the Roman persecution. So you see during the first century persecution was a

thing which might break out radically--it might come from the opposition of

individuals or individual groups not an effort on the part of the Roman Empire.

There was one great terrific persecution, and that was due to motives all-

together unrelated to the desires of destroyih g Christianity and

so Christianity had 70 years of growth during the first century in which there

was a constant fear of real persecution and people killed occasionally right

from the very beginning but no great number of them except the one terrific

persecution which only lasted three or four years. Well, we go on to the seco

century. II. Christian History in the Second Century A. D. -- Now a

word here about this century. You will notice that I'm dividing it into

centuries. Ithink there is something to be said about that because it helps

you to keepin mind the length of the periods. After all, we are interested

in how Christianity moved through human life and it doesn't mean much if you

don't have an idea of the relationship of the time. We're for the present

thihking of these centures as divided into three parts. Now the first third

of the first century all we know about Christianity would be contained in the

Gospel. And so if I were to ask you the name of anyone mentioned in the Gospel

you could immediately say the first third of the first century A. D. And the

book of Acts is our only solid evidence for the second third of the first

century, and the book of Acts if entirely within the second third. It might
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go back just a year or two in the first third. Then the third third of the

first century A. D. there IX are only two people we know of of whom we are

sure of many factw about them who were active during this last third of the

first century. One of them isi (Clement) of whom we have already spoken.

The other one was one of the 12 apostles. The only one who lived, as far as

we know, in the third X third of the first century, and he lived almost to

its end. Now the next century then is a period which can pretty well form a

unit by itself in Roman History because it is a period during most of which

there was one group of emperors reigning. We've already mentioned them.

People call them the(Antinine) And the A .... were quite different from the

family which reigned during the first two-thirds of the first century the

Julius Caesar lifie. They did not have the cru1ty that the latter men were

characterized by--Nero and some of his immediate successors. The A.. were

in succession of men unrelated to one another, but of whom each one adopted

his successor. It was a very convenient X way of designating who will be

your successor, simply to adopt him. Julius Caesar had done that in the first...

lO the first emperors had done this. (Nera) who only reigned a

couple of years adopted(Tragan) the fine general, excellent statesman, and

T was the first emperor of this period. On his death he adopted(Hadrian)

the Spaniard, and H adopted A. . . . . who succeeded him and he adopted

Marcus and as long as he kept on adopting they had fine emoerors and

magnificent rulers. Only at the end of the period that Marcus had a natural

son, and he became the emperor and he was a ll but through most of

this period you have a succession of very fine men who fDom all evidence tried

to rule the empire in the way that was just and right and averaged much better

than the emperors of either the first century or the third century. Now we

will take No. 1 or A under 2 here. A is the spread of Christianity/ 1,41

not going to say the spread of Christianity in this century because we're

going to look particularly at evidence of how it had spread during the pre

vious century. We have no evidence except Clements XNh epistle for the last

third of the first century. We know very little about what happened in those

30 years, but now this new century begins and it hasn't gone very long before
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we find the first contemporary pagan evidence of the power of Christianity--

of how much it has spread. Our first contemporary evidence. What I read

you from 124 we're looking back sometime before.

This is the first evidence we have from a pagan referring to Christianity

as active in his own day. 4nd giving us evidence that he considered that it

had become quite a prominent monwement, a movement which was quite wide

active. This evidence comes from a man who is called, I won't give you his

technical hame--his correct name,(Pliny the Younger)--- this is the name to

which he is usually referred to because his uncle, (PLiny the Naturalist) who

was wealthy Now this Pliny was a good man of the emperor(Tragan)

Very close friend of T and he sent him as a governor to the province of

G , which is in Asia Minor, and there he wrote letters to T a great

deal asking his advice on all sorts of things and matters. He was a good

friend of the emperor and instead of doing what most governors did, doing

the best theycould or the worse they could to govern and being judged as they

were true he kept in close touch with the emperor and was anxious to have the

emperor's advice and help in being a good governor. And in this letter to

T .... he showed that he considered that Christianity had become a very importa

movement in this place. He said that it had so spread that the temple became

practically disserted End of Record34

Go back to Record 33 We are at present still on the first century.

The history of Christiantiy in the first century A. D. We were still on B

I believe. A was the material from the N. T. And Had I begun C, persecution

in the first Century? Well, persecution in the first century We have

mentioned it under other heads, whether under this particular heading or not.

Persecution in the first centurytias not a matt'er of a determined effort of

the Roman Empire to wipe our Christianity. We have no evidence of any such

thing during the first century A. D. During this century we have a great deal

of persecution, but it is not a XXIXX systematic continuous persecution.

It is a sporatic sort of thing. It begins as a persecution by the Sciducees,

by the leaders of the Jews who are afraid that there will enough evil and

they will lose their influence and their leadership on the Jews. And then the
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persecution is taken up by others who are Jews devoted to their own doctrines

and particularly to the traditions of the elders who find the Christians more

and more departed from these traditions. At first there was not much depar-

ture from them. Christ X)UX criticized the Pharisees for ii taking the

word of God as no effect by their traditions, but the point which he criticiged

which was quite obvious to a great many people at the time. They were points

either of hypocrisy of taking minor points and exaggerating them. They were

confined to individuals. They were not attitude, an official attidude, by

any means and they probably were not characteristic of the greater number of

the Pharisees, but they were characteristic of many of their leaders, and

Christ had criticized that very strongly, but there were certainly many who

had not accepted Christianity who could agree wholeheartedly with all the

criticism that Christ is recorded to have made of the Pharisees. When the

church began the apostles went regularly to the synagogue services. They went

to the 3- regularly. They went. To the outward eye they would

simply seem to be pious too, unless one found that they presented doctrine,

but the official leaders of the country did not accept. But as they went on

and particular'y as Gentiles came into the church, they began to be more

evident existent from the mass of mthe Jewish. They did not require their new

disciples to be circumcised, and they did not require them to take the law of

Noses, and they cut down the barriers which rigedly upheld the pious

Jews and Gentiles, and this, of course, aroused piety against them

who were not like the Saducees who ..............The persecution then in the

first few years came from various individual Jews or 1XXX groups of Jews.

And the Roman Empire took the position of an arbitrator standing on the side

trying to keep peace and not concerned with little squabbles among some of

the people unless these squabbles threatened to !T1 disturb. You remember

that the book of Acts tell us how there was the beginning of what XXM

might have been a very serious attack on Christianity in the city of Ephesus.

It was aroused by the fact that the eeople there in the business of roviding

souveniers and providing instruments in connection with the services of Diana

The goddess of Ephesus, found that there business had been hurt by Christianity
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and so they began to write and protest that the Christians were interferring

with the worship of Diana of Eohesus, and they had a tremendous gathering of

people there in the arena there, you remember, and they were determined to

destroy all the Christians because of their interference with Diana. And then

you remember the attitude of the Roman officials that the KXA Roman official

came in there to the place, and he addressed the assembly of people and he

told them that everybody knows that Diana of Ehesus is one of the great deities

of the world.. Everybody knows this is the great capital. Nobody has inter

fered with her. What is all this protest you are making? He says,ttYou'll

get in trouble with the Roman authorities for having a big riot like this. We

mayhave real difficulty with it. You'd better disperse quietly to your homes."

And then it says so saying he dismissed the assembly. It's interesting that

MXW the Greek work there transalate assembly is the same Greek work that

is normally transalated as church, which evidently was used for any king of

a gathering. Here t is used for just voluntary gathering of all these people

to protest W against Christianity, but the attitude of the Roman officials

was one of indifference. They wanted peace maintained, and that ROS was all.

The Romans recognized Judaism as a permitted religion but the religion 7

they were allowed to keep their religioni. They would even permit it not to

have to make the sacrifices to the emperor, which others had to do, so long as

they were loyal to the emperor and X)XX did not make sedition. But that was

a treatment given to a nation. Now, as Christiantiy spread among non-Jews

the Romans found it diffôcult to understand it. Were these people simply

people who had a particular philosophic or ethical idea or were they people

who were actually in a seditious movement. We do not have any conternoorary

Roman writing from the first century, which tells us anything about the

Christians. There is no pagan writer of the first century A. D. who makes any

reference to it, so we have no actual evidence of the attitude except from the

book of Acts and from sources from the second century looking back on the

first century, of the attitude of the Romans during that century. We do have

a statement by the Roman writer X Suetonius, a historic who lived in

the second century, writing about the history of Rome during the first century.
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we have a reference to the time of the emperor Claudius the predecessor of

Nero. And you remember that in the book of Acts when Paul met Aquilla and

Priscilla, they had come from Rome, the two having been driven out of Rome

by Claudius. Suetonius mentions the fact. He said that the Jews aroused

by Prestus made 8.and consequently were expelled from the city.

Now, that's all he said. What does by (Prestus) Christus

means the Messiah. (Prestus)is a Greek word meaning good, but the Greeks got

Christus and restus confused 9 and very often it's quite the

usual thing for them to say (Crestus) instead of (Christus) and as far as

Acts g ives us any evidence, it is merely a... .. . . .. out of the Jews. Nothing

to do with Christians, but Suetonius says that the Jews were aroused by

(Crestus) s that a reference to the beginning of Christianity in Rome? Or

is itperhaps in reference to something entirely separate and perhaps even some

individual meaning (Crewtus) We know nothing about it. It seems to similar

to be a coincidence, but we don't know. That is not the earliest reference

from the pagan sources to Christianity, but that is the earliest time to which

we hare a pagan reference to Christianity in the first century, but you see

this is sixty years later. The first time of which we have definite pagan

reference to the rights of Christianity relates to XX Nero, but even here

the pagan references are written fifty years later. Suetonius refers to it

some more particu&arly however, the writer X Tacitus, one of the ding

Roman historians. He also was in the second century A. D. And Tacitus says

that Nero NK when he burned the city of Rome. Tacitus doesn't say he burned

it, but it says it is commonly thought that he burned it, and he said that

Nero tried to throw the blame for what he did on to a group of people who were

a clear and a disagreeable group of people and he I'll read you exactly

what he says from his He said after he tells how Rome had been burned

in this terrible fire that lasted for over a week1c hundreds of people were

killed and a tremendous amount of property destroyed, he says about the suspicior

that the people had, he says "Neither by works of benovelence nor the gifts of

the prince nor means of pleasing the gods is a shameful suspicion Cease, SO

that it was not believed that the fire was caused by his command." He says that
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Nero was unable to convinced the people that he wasn't the causer of the

fire, but whispers were circulated, despite all that he tried to do to make

them think he didn't do it. Therefore, to M overcome this rumor, Nero

put in his own place l2 and punished his cruelty men who

the common people hated for their shameful crimes and called Christians. Now

this is Tacitus writing in the second century. Fifty years after the time of

Nero. He said men whom the common people hated for their shameful crimes

were called Christians. Nero put the blame on them for the fire.

from whom the name was derived had been put to death during the reign of Tiberia

by the Pontius Pilate. The deadlysX superstitution having been checked

for a while began to break out again. Not only throughout Judea but also in

Rome, where from all XIXXXTTXKT1¬)( sides all things scandalous and shameful

meet and become .. . .. . 121 Therefore at the beginning some were seized

who made confession. Then on their information a vast multitude were con

victed, not so much a part as of hatred of the human race. And they were not

only put to death but subjected to insult in that they were either dressed uo

in the skins of wild beasts and perished by the cruel mangling of dogs or else

put on crosses to be set on fire and as day declined to be burned using the

lights at night. Nero had to open his gardens for that spectable and gave

a cricus play, mingling with the people dressed in a... .. . . .. . . costume. From

this arose men who were indeed criminals and deserving extreme penalty,

sympathy on the grounds that they were destroyed not for the public but to

satisfy the cruelty of an individual. Now you see this man who writes has no

sympathy with the Christians whatsoever, and so what he said is certainly not

the XXXTNX attitude of any Christian who might be orejudiced and anxious to

increase the idea that no matter how much these people or the idea of their

being innocent in the sufferjing. This is written by a man whoremarks are

very hostile toward the Christians, but he says it was done simply by Nero

by his attempt to remove the iniquity from himself and the result of it was that

the Christians received sympathy from the people as a whole. Well, Nero carried

on his XXXX persecution not only in Rome but he sent orders to the province

and Christians were cruelly killed in various places in the provinces and then
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Nero himself died at the age of 32 . End of Record 33

Beginning of Record 25 And he shows that Christianity was a

problem to him. He didn't understand it. It was considered to be a bad name.

It was not recognized and a Roman citizen or a Roman subject who was a member

1:1 a right to worhhip regardless. The Jew had a right to worship

the XXXX Jewish god. But here was a movement which was not a YXXXXI

racial movement at all. It was some sort of a spiritual position. He did not

understand i' and he didn't see any reason why it should necessarily be.................

persecuted as far as he could see they were law-abiding citizens. And so he

wrote('rragan) and he told him li and asked his advice about it--how

to treat the Christians. I'm going to read to you right from his letter.

"It is my custom, my Lord, to report to you all questions about which I hve

doubt. Who is he that can better direct me in hesitation or 2 In

the examination of Christians, I have never taken part. Therefore, I do not

know what crime is usually punished or investigated or to what extent. So
whether

I have no little uncertainity whether there is distinction of age or XXX

the weaker offenders fair in no respect otherwise than the stronger. Wheter

pardon is granted on repentence or whether when one has been imprisoned ....2'...

in that he cease to be such, whether the mere name is without crime or that

crime is connected with the name are punished. He recognized that something

was against the law, but he was rather curious "Meanwhile I hve

taken this course for those who are accused before me as X prisoners. I

have asked them whether they were Christians. Those who confess, I ask them

a second and a third time threatening punishment. Those who persisted I u
execution

ordered led away piXn, for I did not doubt that whatever it was that

X whatever it was that they committed 3 There were others

of the like insanity but because they were Roman citizens I noted them down to

be sent to Rome. Soon after this as it often happens because the matter was

taken notice of, the crime became XX3.XXXXXM widespread and many cases to

Rome, an unsigned paper W was presented containing the names of many, but

these denied that they were or had been Christians and I thought it right to 1-t

them go since at my dictation they prayed to the gods and madesuprlication
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with intent .... 3-.... and .... to your statue . And in

addition to this they cursed Christ. None of these things it is said those

that are really Christians can do. Others who were named by an informer said

that they were Christians soon after ward denied it saying

All these also not only worshipped your statue and the images of gods, but

they also cursed Christ. They asserted however that the amount of their

fault and error was this They had been accustomed to assemble on s fixed

day before day light and that they bound X themselves

with an oath not but to commit neither theft, nor robbery, nor adultery.

not to break their word, not to deny After these things were

done it was their custom to depart and meet together again to take food...............

And they said that even this will cease after by which according

to your command I had forbidden the exietence of ........................................................

These people said that they were good Roman citizens and they wouldn't attend

Christian meetings. On this account I believe it the more necessary to find

out from two maidservants who were called deaconesses, and to find out from

them what was the truth. I found nothing else than the excessive

superstiXMtion. I therefore adjourn the examination in haste to consult

you. The matters seems to me X1 worth deliberation especially on account

of the number of those Many of every age, of every right 5




The contagion of that superstition had penetrated not only the city but also

the village and country places, and yet it seemspossible that At

any rate it is certain enough that the temple began to be frequent

that the ceremony of religion long are restored and the comes

to market 6 From this it may easily be suonosed that a multitude

of men can be and here you see the Roman Government seeing this

superstition and how tremendously it is spreading and tried to figure out

how to deal with it. And he is quite amazed to find that the peoole aren't

criminals , but they swore to do good and to Iwe good attitudes. This

is what they claimed. e thought there must be something more back of it, and

he simply gave this order. Now you can see that Pliny here is On the

one hand, if this is just superstition why bother with it? and yet, it's
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it's not a permitted thing to lave this kind of a religion. The people are

assembling together and that is illegal, shouldn't he try to break it Un?

Well, now Tragen seems to have another idea in mind. T.... answered Pliny.

He said "You have followed the proper course of nrocedure in examing the

case of those who were accused of being Christians. For indeed nothing can

be laid down as a general law which obtains anything like a definite rule of

action. They are If they are accused and convicted, they are

to be punished. Yet on this condition that he will deny that he is a

Christian and make the fact evident by an act, that is by worshinning our gods

shall obtain pardon on his repentence however,. Paoers however,

which are present in any accusation, for they are not worthy of our

time. You see Tra; isn't nearly as concerned about Christianity as a

danger as Pliny is. Tra says yes, it's against the law, and if a man

is a Christian we will hare to punish him, but T .... is more concerned with this.

that these people be reclaimed. He says 8 if they will worshin

the gods that's all right. Take their word for it and but T/ is

concerned about people anynomous accusation, and about informers who think the

can get somebody X property by accusing a person of a crime and then when X

he is killed in getting his property, and he wanted to put an end to that sort

of business . sa:s dPfl't t1? any nTimu accusations, and he tells

them to be very very mild on anybody who will give up his Christianity, but

of course they stick to it and you musn't seek them out, but if they are brought

MYN before me and it's clear they are Christians and they don't deny i well th

there is nothing we can do but kill them in that case. Well, this is very

interesting. This evidence from the beginning F of this second century A. D.

of the tremendous spread that it had up here in Asia Minor in a nagan territory

a territory where while there were Jews they were a very small Dart of the

population, evidence of the attitude of the Roman Governor no corisciouv great

opposition to it, but enough understanding that it's wrong and that it should

be put down and not knowing to what extent to do it and the attitude of the

Roman Emperor here. He's afraid of any kind of a conspiracy, but he doesn't

have much reason to think that this is of particular imnortance. He's more
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interested in avoiding XXXXMXX charges. Well now we're interested in this

under persecution but now under A the Spread of Christianity and it certainly

is very X important evidence of the spread of Christianity and I want before

going on with persecution to mention to you an evidence from the middle of

the century and one from the end of the century of the way in which Christianit

has spread. In the middle of the century we have a man named T .... Mart.

His name is Justin, and he /. . . .. . . .. l0- and Justin Martyr, we will

read some of his writings before the term is over and a very interesting man-

one who wrote some very interesting works about Christianity. He was a

philosopher and following the customs of the Greek philosophers he

traveled from place to place discussing philosophy and giving lectures, but

he had become a Christian and he devoted his self to the spreading of

Christianity and writing about 150 A. D. about the middle of the century, J.

Martyr says there is not a single race of men whether among barbarians or

XXXX Greeks or by whatever name they may be called ;of those who live in

wagons or nomads or living in tents among whom prayers and thanksgivings are

rt offered in the name of the crtkcified Jesus through the Father and making

of all men. Little of the second century 120 years after the death of Christ

Justin Martyr in this dialogue with a Jew in which they are arguing about the

XX claims of Christiantiy makes this sweeping statement that all the world

Christianity has increased. There is not a single 111 among Greeks

or among Barbarians anywhere but what you will find some Christians among

them. That's a tremendous statement. Just 120 years after the deat of Christ.

Now, of course, he may be exagerating. There may have been A many sections

of the world he didnt even know existed, but he had traveled through a large

part of the Roman Empire and it is evidence of the way that Christian

ity had spread by that time. Now there is one other statement I'd like to

give you from the very end of XX the first century. This ( I mean the

second century) is from a man in the, we'll have a good deal to say about

him later, he lived in the section which is now 121 That's

the central part of the Northern part of Africa where it projects farthest

North, and we speak of it as North Africa because it is so much further north
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M=X than Egypt, so Egypt is on the coast of the Mediterranean , but a good

bit further south. And up there in this end of the country, we have this

iter named Tertullian, a lawyer. The first Christian to write at length in

the Latin language of anything that has been preserved. WXX Even

Clement of Rome wrote his epistle in Greek. This man in North Africa at the

end of the second century wrote 1312 in the Latin language. He

was a man with a very very brilliant style. His writings are just thrilling.

And he made the statemen't, one of the places where he said to the Romans to

whom he is writing In his apology or defense of Christianity he says: We

are but of yesterday. We are but of yesterday and yet we MIX fill your

market places, your cities, everything but your temple. We fill everything

but your temple. Now that's a tremendously strong statement. That the

Christians ae found everywhere. They fill every place XXXXXXX but the

pagan temples Now that is only 170 years after Its a strong

statement end of the record 35

Beginning of Record 36 This century was a century in which begins with

Christianity recognized and something not permitted by law. How did it. become

that way. We don't know. I... .. . . .. . . 1 that they gave oermission to

races and nations to hold their religion, but here were the new religions not

restricted to a race and a religion which denied certain things which they

thought made for the unity of the empire. The recognition that though bach

could have their own god, their own god They did not disobey the

Roman emperor. They paid him all honor, but they refused to worshio him and

to worship his statue.. And consequently they were recognized as KX a groun

that was contrary to the welfareof the state by the beginning of the century,

and yet they were not sought out. Persecution during the first few thirds

of this century is a sporatic thing. It is found occasionally like XX when

Pliny killed so many of these people and tried to do away with Christianity

there and Tra said not to seek them out. And this was simply the attitude

of one governor in one area. On the other hand our church history between

100 and 200 years after this time donTt even mention the nersecution of Pliny,

and so we can imagine that there may have been other persecutions but this
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in certain regions where a government may become quite active in carrying out

these provisions of the law against the existence of Christianity. There ma,r

have been a good many of them, but they were not widesoread. There were

individual nations where an emperor would hear of a leader of the Christians

who was determined by his loyalty to Christ he would cause that man to be

cruelly killed and try to get others to turn away from him. There was not

any large attacks on Christ iantty during the first two-thirds of the century,

but the last third of the century we find the last of the good line of the

emperors, perhaps the best Marcus .... determining that Christianity was a

menace to the state and setting out to destroy it. So we have more of a mass

persecution from 170 on then we have at any time before that time. Now, therc

are however, some very outstanding instances of persecution during this century.

1I while there were too few to be a really serious effort on the nart of the

emperor to destroy Christianity yet had two effects. One thing theT would

scare away timid people from Christianity and make people think pretty seriously

whether they really meant it because of the risk involved and on the other hand

they would inspire people by the courage and by the loyalty of those who were

killed and thus would attract many brave souls to the movement and to looking

into it and finding what it really stood for. The first of these to men:ion

in this century is a man XX named Ignatius who was the bishon, the leader

of the Christians in the city of the Empire, the city of Antioch. An'ioch
of

in Syria, northM/Pa1estthe. This man Ignatius was ordered to be nut to

death by XXX(Trajen) Tra ..... came to Antioch and the leader of the

Christians here was seized and brought before him and Ignatius declared him

as a Christian and who refused to worship Tra and he said he must 5

and so they took him to Rome and on the way he wrote letters to all the

churches along the way. He was met by the Christians all the way, and when

he got half way to Rome, he wrote a letter to the Christians in Rome in

which he plead with them, don't use your influence with the authorities to try

to get my life spared. I've had a long life of usefulness and now I want to

tbe.crown of martyrdom. Don't interfere with my chance, and as he olead with

XXX them not to interfere with the authorities and we have these letters
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preserved, and we have what is thought to be the actual letter, and then we

have another edition of it which is twice as long, and which is thought by

scholars to be the letters 5-i- and then we have several extra letters

which are thought But it is quite generally agreed that at least the

shorter version of the main set of the letters are actually and they

give us an interesting picture of the prominence of the Christians at the

beginning of this century on the way to be martyred, and there in Rome, they

threw him in the arena and the lions pounced upon him and utterly destroyed.

untile there was nothing left but a few scraps of bone, which were nicked

up by the Christians and taken back to Antioch of the memories of their

great bishop who was martyred for Christ. We won't meet tomorrow.....

you will have the Julius emperor, that is the family of Julius Caesar.

The first emperor is his adopted son, Augustus, and was reigning when Christ

was born. This group with about eight members run from about A. D. 68 when

Nero died. Then you have a period of a year and a half with three rulers but

then come the Flavian emperors. They were Titus and 0. . .. . . and

the first century ends approximately with the end of the Flavians and then

the second century is almost exactly The main division

of Roman history at this place. And it is interesting that the first century

ends with the last and far the most wicked of the Flavians .. that is 0....... . ..

was an evil man, and the second century ends practically with the last and

most wicked of the Antonines , that is to say,XX all the Flavians were good

emperors except this last one, and all the Antonies were good emperors except

this last one and the last one came just before the turn of the century. Now

that is a coincidence, but it happens to remember the situation. Domicion,

ending the first century and the son of Marcus ending the second

century. Now that is a coincidence which makes it easy to have in mind the

general run of thehistory during this period. During the first century as

we've noticed, we know very little about Christianity aside from what is

contained in the book of Acts. The UX history, our principle source for

knowledge in the first century is and it was written about

330 A. D. which is a long time after the first century, and when he gives you
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his evidence, it is very val.able, if the evicence he gives is valuable. If

he W quotes a writing 9.If it is a writing that is not

authentic, it is poor evidence. And if he doesn't give any quotation or

any evidence then you'll know he had not way of getting what happened 250

years earlier. So the first century our knowledge is very slight of

Christian history aside from the tremendous amount of material that we have

in the book of Acts. The second century our material is considerably more

than the first century, but it is still is a period of great darkness as far

as Christian history is concerned. It is only toward the end of the teriod

that we begin to know more detail about Christian histoyr and even there we

are in a period in which there is a great deal of that we know

nothing about at all. And so the second century is still a period very dark

though there is a good bit more material in it. Now we found three evidences

how Christianity spread. Once in the beginning of this century how widesoread

it is becoming. One from the middle and one from the and we began

to lobk at B Persecution in this century. And under that we noted the attitud

of the 11 The Christianity is illegal. If a nrson admits he

is a Christian and refuses to sacrifice to the emperor, he is to be killed.

Why They should not be sought out as long as they obey the law and

as long as they perform, are good citizens, they are not to be hunted down as

Christians. / Well, of course the empire at that day did not have telegraph

stations, radio, television--they didn't have means of the totalitarian control

which you can have today, when a man can sit in Moscow and can order what is

to be sought in the world, can have his orders in the heart of China and

in a thousand villages in Russia. There was nothing of that kind at that time.

Andtheref ore, X no matter how much an emperor might wat to be a totalitarian

ruler, it was very difficult to do so, and these didn't seem to want

to be totalitarian rulers. They wanted to be men, it would seem, who directed

the course of events in such a way as to give reasonably good light to their

people. They were a very good class of rulers. NMqXXXXXMXXMXX I doubt

if you would find in the world's history of any country a whole century

practically in which all the rulers of the nation were of as high a character
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as the Ant I doubt if you would find it in England, France, Germany

in any country I know of a whole century in which the average of

all the rulers , these five, who took up practically a century all men

of such high attitude, such desires to be good rulers, and from a viewnoint

of government in general this second century was about as good as you will

find anywhere in the world, but of course these men has an influence from

...l3...., but not a complete control by any means and the customeX which

had been established were norms within all the sections. The )X X'¬fl

appointed the governor and the governor did what they thought was good. If

they were able to find good men as governors they tried in the way

that he thought was the best. But naturally you can't find as many good

governors as you want and sometimes you are deceived. They turn out to be.........

End so you have a great deal of variety in the application of the...........

and it would seem that there may have been local persecution of

the Christians. There may have been individual rulers who for one reason or

another did seek out the Christians and did try to destroy Christianity in

there areas. But that was not the command. The command was.14

....butrequire real complete and convincing truth that the man really is a

Christian End of Record 36

....Beginning Qf Record 37 of a large household who had a son, very

fine man perhaps who became a Christian and whom the father killed, and there

may have been men of l . but devoted to the of paganism

and his father felt so grieved that and so even despite the generally

good attitude of the emperors individuals of different places were subject

to a great deal of difficultées and often . .. . . .. . . You must remember that

Christianity was looked upon as something harmful and something wicked whether

it was active or whether it was only mild. And, of course, among the

slaves the condition was particularly bad. An owner could kill his slave and

nobody at all had any right to object and when a slave became a

Ch±strian the master might not be much concerned with what the slave believed

but he was to what the slave did and of course if he found that the

slaves were honest and KIM would work harder he might be pleased with that.
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But on the other hand if the slave would do wicked things and that he might

very well do and the slave refuse that would be a different thing. Wherever

you have slavery, wherever slaves are looked upon as chattel inevitably, I

don't care whether it is in Rome or in America or where it is the breeding

of slaves becomes a business. A slave is of great value and therefore it is

a very profitable thing to raise slaves for sale and any slave owner was

interested in the children born in the slave household. And it naturally was

customry for them to pick out the strongest ones of the slave men and use them

simply as they would animals. Children KhXXN who would be strong and who would

sell for a good price and they persecuted slaves no matter how honest and

dependable he might be that how true to his master's service, naturally could

be.3j were killed and tortured for their refusal to engage in what to

them was wicked immorality was from the master's viewpoint simply a part of

his business in produci)'ng other slaves. So you see something of the misery

which was paid by Christians when they were slaves as a result of the fact that

Christianity was illegal. That also was the fact of the immoral and wicked

customs of slavery which was followed in the Roman Empire at this ti4e. Now

the--under Trajen we have as you notice at that time a very outstanding

martyrdom. T.... coming to the city of Antioch, the second most important

city in the Empire. There was denounced before him Ignatian, the Bishop.

And T ordered k* He was given every opportunity to deny it, and

he refused to deny it. And he was given every opportunity to prove that it is

not true. All he has to do is take a little bit of incense, and burn it in

front of T. . . .. . . statue or in front of T himself as proof that he is ready
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through this form, but I .... cannot deny his Lord, and not only that I ....

is asking to have the opportunity of martyrdom. He knows that the deaths of

Peter and Paul , and he feels that the crown on a long life of service to his

Lord. It will be to suffer martyrdom. So as I mentioned last time on his

way to Rome he wrote a letter to the people at Rome, to the Christians at

Rome begging them do not use your influence with the leaders of the court

Some of you may have great influence , but do not use it to try to intervene in
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martyrdom. Now these letters which I. . . . .. wrote are the earliest Christian

documents we have, except for the letter of Clement of Rome. They are the

earliest Christian documents that we can be fairly sure of. There are one or

two other writings that could perhaps be earlier, but most likely a good big

later, but these can be definite, dated; and they give us a very good authentic

of certain attitudes of Chrisitaa life. Student AAM": It is

all together possible that he did. We know there were many who did. We have

no proof that he did, but it is possible. WE know that he was considered as

a great to end his life with martyrdom. He felt that it would }we been

wrong and wicked for him to have fought martyrdom at a time which would

interfere at the time of his carry K -ing on of the great work. He had been

lUnfiURN for maybe 50 years the leader of the Christians in this great city,

and had a tremendous influence in the spreading of the Gospel. His work was

his doom, and for him to interfere with it by seeking martyrdom was wicked

but now he had had a X long life of service andthe of martyrdom was

something greatly desired, and whether he took steps to bring XXXX himself

XX to the atten'tion of T. . .. . . .. or not, we have no evidence, but we have other

of whom we know that did at a later time. So it is not impossible. Well now

I letters we will speak a little more of later. I want you to get the±r

place in the history, and the one thing that is natural about them is there

have been many copies of them. We had them in Greece and we had them in XXXZ

Syria, and we had them in Greek in the longer form and in the shorter form.

And naturally scholars wonder which are the true letters. The general

attitude of scholars today is that the Greek letters in the shorter form are

the two letters of I. . .. . . .. . And that the Syriac letters are simDly a conden-

sation of the Greek letters. Therefore, not the original. Though the Greek

letters are X (in the shorter form) are thought probably to be the original.

Much study has been made of them and they are very important in N. T. scrilDture

because their quotations from the apostle Paul show clearly that he considered

Paul writings to be inspird scripture, and his attitude is one with reference

to the scriptures. His allusions are such to be of very great value to the
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New Test.
criticism in proving the genuiness of the books of the N. T. One extreme?nly

interesting thing about I. . .. . . .. of course there were extra letters which

were written which people do not think are original. They think that seven

are original. Now some of the others maybe. It's pretty hard to prove, but

the usual attitude of the scholars XX today is that seven of them are the

origthnal. One thing that comes out clearly in the letters is his idea of

the authority of the bishop. That comes out very clearly in his letters. Now

that 9.the hole question of church government. Still we find in

these letters evidence of the acceptance of the Roman Catholic view that the
derive

pope, the bishop of Rome is the head of the church. All of the bishops XXMkX

their power from him and they are If that was the belief of

I... how strange indeed that in his epistle to the church of Rome he makes no
reference
hXYMYX whatever X to any bishop at all as being in Rome. Would it not be

strange if writing to the very church of the man who was the very head of the

church he did not at least pay his respect, and it needs apology for giving

adice and admonition to the bishop of Rome's own people XXX]X

if the bishop of Romeis over html He makes no reference whatever to the

bishop of Rome, so hie epistle cannot be used as evidence for a claim of

authority for the Roman bishop over other bishops, but they are a strong evidenc

of the fact that he believed that church order was vital and that in order to

have church order you should be submissive to the bishop of the church. Now

the word bishop is a word which they today has certain connotations as it

is used in certain organizations. But the word he uses is simply an old greek

word meaning overseer or ruler and it was used of civil officials. It is not

an ecclesiastical word orginally. It simply means the one in charge or the

director, and it is used for political officials. So that how much you are to

draw of a particular office and so on may be subject to debate and to discussior

but this is clear. I.. believed that there was a man in his church who was

in authority over that church and that the people should be submissive to the

desires, to what he thought correct. Now we should mentione that in

the development of any organization you will find two tendencies. You will

find there is the tendency to XX suggest that anXX organization may be run b
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This was the opinion

which was expressed by Pres. Roosevelt at one time. I was listening on the

radio when he received his degree from the University of Pa. and he said how

much better everything would be run if all the people _12...........He said

take the railroad for instance instead of a Board of Directors and a Pres.

running the railroad all the men connected with the railroad own it directly.

Suppose that all the conductors and the fireman and and the porters had equal

say with the President and the directors in the conduct of the railroad how

much better the railroads would be run. Well, now I can't helo but wondering

whether Roosevelt in those words which I have heard him say was appealing to

the emotions of some particular group rather Lhan expressing his own opinion,

because it seems to me utterly inconceivable to hear a man say that. That

if you had to give a thousand Pullman Porters to get together and vote to decide

on whether the train ought to leave Phila. at a certain time, or whether they

should use certain engines, that you wouldn't have the most utter confusion and

pretty soon you would haven't any railroads at all. It is utterly impractical

to run anything in that way and nothing has ever been run that way that has

succeeded. In fact, the more you have power IX entrusted to an individual

or to a small group of able men the more successful an organization is, pro

vided that these men are really able men and provided that they are men who

are sincere in the welfare of the thing that is being done rather than in

simply what they can get out of it. Now those are mightjy and no matter

in any totalitarian group no matter how able a man you have running no matter

how splendid his abilities and how excellent his ideas inevitably in this

wicked world it is not long before iXI you find a man in a position who is

either shiftless or lXXi and inefficient and the thing goes to pieces, or

a man who is personally selfish in his attitude and not interested in the wel

fare of it, and so a totqlitari.an thing while the most efficient sort of an

organization it is is one which is bound to weed to decay and destruction is

continuous. The most wonderful example in history End of Record 37

Beginning of Record 28 who at the end of the I World War saw his

XXcountry going to pieces ready to sit down and do nothing about it and
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seize the power in the nation, and to seek absolute power. Nobody could XXX

lift his hand without added for approval. I've heard someone telling a story

of being one night 15 in Constantinoble and they were sitting having dinner

with and they said to him,"Isn't this strange. Here we sit in this iX

hotel with this jazz bands 112 and out through the window you see

that what a picture of antique How contrasting it is

X and they went out and cut it off, and his authority was absolute ruthless.

and would have been utterly destructive. Along with it he had a genuine desire

to make this nation a modern nation, so he looked at conditions in the nation

and he decided the railroads should run better and he gave his orders and saw

to it that it was done. People had a type of writing they had had for hun-

dreds of years. It wasn't well adapted to the 2- It's oretty

hard to get people to change. He ordered them to and he said I'll teach you

to and for three or four years they were instructed. Then the time came

when said the time for learning is at an end. TXh Two months from to-

day everybody must know how to write latin letters or he cannot hold any govern

ment position. You cannot get a marriage license; you cannot transact any

governmental business of any kind unless you know how to write latin letters ..............

but X he changed the writing system of Turkey. All that haroened

in the last thirty years. He the remarkable thing is that Adam Turk

was not succeeded by a man who without the desire for the good of
you're

his nation said if men go on ruling the way I do NX going to

get the .............He says we don't want that. We want a democratic nation

in which the people vote to elect able men to rule. We want a democracy. Un

to that time anybody who would say anything against A. . .. . . T would be MI

killied. Now, he says, we must have an oppoition party. So he ordered them

to form an opposition party. (Laughter) They formed the opposition party

and he ordered them to make speeches against his policies. Well, but they did

it and he ordered the newspapers to print them. The newspapers questioned

whether his policy was the last word in wisdom. The editor would throw them

into prison. Now they were forced to 1X) print all speeches attacking his
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his policies, but they did 1t and he forced the of an opposition

party and 16 it proved to be a considerable and KXXXXXX After A.........

death his followers ruled and the opoosition party was a real party; it was

considerable powerful, but the time came when during the last years the

opposition party the majority. They now rule. A party is in the

minority. But the opposition party took over in the course of it a

great deal 5 And so you have a nation which jumped over from one

of the most backward and medieval nations into an advanced ation. It made a

step which in ordinary history wouldn't be done 1XIX in less than 1400 years

and they made it in less than 30 years; and they did it because you have a

totalitarian ruler who exerted himself to see that it was done but they had

something which perhaps never before existed in history. A man who was a

totalitarian ruler who wanted to develop a system which would be the end of

tXXX totalitarianism. Both naturally wish to continue, and I say there is no

parallel to to its exploration. But you have these two attitudes, you can

have everybody beside. What time shall we have a test in this class? Let us

all discuss it. We could discuss it for three hours. One person would like

to have it a certain day another one another day and another one another day.

We could spend three hours discussing and perhaps never reaching an agreement

to it. It is far better X for somebody to try to decided what is best and

get the best he can and set a decision. If you're going to have orogress you

have to have control not too widespread, but if you're going to have progress

for a long time you have to have something that insures that once those in

control get the or lazy they can be moved out and others put in in their

-lace. So when you come under the ugly heel of a mean dictatorship people

immediately YkKNKXd shift to the idea having everybody an equal voice which is

utterly impracticable. Usually it means going backward. And when oeople

experience the situation of everybody having equal control which leads you

backwards pretty soon then they sa give us a leader who is smart -- just to

one extreme and to the other. Now in church government then we have the trend

going both ways. We have the reaction one way and the other. Our

Presbyterian system of church government is an attempt to have a middle
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ground between the two. It is an attempt to give the individual leader the

authority a'nd power in his individual area to move forward without anyXXX
IX policies

MhX control from above and without having to submit all his,r to every

detail to a large number of people who are not in the position of leadership.

But at the same time with the great number of people able to express disagree

XXXXX] ment to withdraw their gifts or to even ask that he be no longer the

pstor in such a way that there is a check on it and at the same time with the

Presbytery having a right and a duty to keep a general watch over his preaching

that it is not and to intervene XX if it becomes necessary There is

in it though a constant struggle . There is the struggle of individuals with

out power to try to get the power so distributed that everybody has it and the

able leader is only one of the last and nothing can be accomplished worthwhile.

And you have the struggle on the other hand among leaders in larger groups who

try to get the totalitarian control over the whole. You always have that and..........

The Presbyterianism is an attempt to get a position between the twol

The Baptists, the Congregational churches in theory go to the democratic extreme

Every church absolutely independent in actual practice Congregational and

Baptist churches which are effective usually are churches in which the oastor

is a man of such ability that he leads his church and makes the greater number

of decisions, and the result is that very often in Congregational and Bapist

churches you get a totalitarianism which goes to an extreme which in a

Presyterian church would never be possible because X there will always be

the Presbyterians who would be against it. But that which seems to be working

toward one extreme can easilybe pushed against X)XX the other extreme. There

is that danger. There is that situation. A church XXL government is

not anything that you can say this is the ideal system. We have it It

is an ideal to work for. People have to try to make it work. Well, now Ignatio

being an X effective leader, a man who accomplished O much naturally found it

icessary if work should go forward that an order should be recognized, and when

he had conflicts and difficulties with individuals who didn't want to go along

with his excellent ideas and XXX tried to overcome them it pushed XX his

thinking in the direction of more and more authority on thept of the bishon.
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Now if he had been in a different situation or he had come in contact with a

difficutty which come when you get the wrong man as bishoo or when you get a

bishop over others who exerts authority which is harmful and which nroduces

too much centralization 101 in the other direction. But the fact

is that I. . .. . . .. . epistles with their stress on the power of the bishon orobably

exerted an influence in Church history toward the development of a control

which might lead in the direction of a hierarchy as we have in the Roman

Catholic today. And of course his epistles today are there for the Roman

Catholic church to apreal to and say look here. Beinning of the second century

here is a great leader and his writings show the tremendous authority which he

held that a bishop should have. That is the attitude of X) his eoistles on

his part; but in opposition to that is very well that we know that there is not....................

in his epthstles. That even the bishoo of Antioch owed the least

subordination whatever to a bishop of Rome or to any other bishop anywhere so

XXXXXXX that it is-are epistles which can be strongly in argument with the

Roman Catholic position XX against those who are not familiar with it, but if

you know that there is no point in denying the propZ'er use as but to

point out that there is not a suggestion of a hierarchy over the bishon. Student........

AAM: Oh, yes, ever since Peter went there. This ooint is very imoortant

It is important that we have a definite understanding of what the R. C. Position

is, because it is one of the largest in the religious world today one

that is actively moving and one that we must be familiar with and the actual

feeling of the Roman judge is not though it is perfectly understood

in their writings.. My guess that would be that a great number os R. C.s

themselves have little true understand what there position. But theEe nosition

on authority as held today is this. That Jesus gave to Peter authority over

the church. You are the rock on which the church shall he built. To you I

give the keys of heaven. What you lock is locked and what you ooenis ooened.

on earth and in heaven. There claim is that Jesus gave this authority to Peter

and to Peter's successors, and so the pope has the authority as being Peter's

successor. Now they hold that Peter then was a bishop of Jerusalem in those

days, but that Peter left Jerusalem to go to Antioch and he was the bishop of
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Antioch for a while and then when he left Antioch he went to Rome and then he

was bishop of Rome and therefore when he died his authority XX ...l3i,..........

as bishop of Rome and that ever since the bishop of Rome is head of the church

with absolute final authority over the government of the church not because

he is bishop of Rome but because he is the successor of Peter. Certqin ones

might wonder why the successor in Rome would be rather than the successor in

Jerusalem or the successor in Antioch. They would all three correctly be

successors of Peter, but their belief is that Peter took this authority with

him as long as he lived and when he died he was bishop of Rome so it is the

man who succeeded him as bishop of Rome who received his authority. The fact

that Rome was the head of the KIWX empire according to their theory has nothing

whatever to do with it--with the authority of the bishop of Rome--it is
End of Record 38

Beginning of Record 39 And in fact during the middle ages at one time

it was ruled in Southern France, and for a period of about a century

the pope was in Southern France and not in Rome. They were still called

bishops of Rome but it is not because they are bishops of Rome but because they

are the successors of Peter that they get their authority. Yes? Student...............

AAM: Perhaps we might take a second to mention another fact. The Roman C.

church is absolute totalitarian. There is no whatever in its theory, and

the R. C. church has maintained in Italy carried out the viewpoint of the R. C

church. Now in its 2-.U. S. the strongest nation in the world today.

And the worst part , but R. C. in this country are very ansious to

prove and sincerely that they are good Americans. The right and desie

to be good Americans. Well, the result is that in order to be effective and

successful with their people the hierarchy in the U. S. has to stand for a

great many things that would never be acceptable in Italy at all. And has to

claim to believe in freedom of speech and various other American things. The

result is that the hierarchy of the R. 6. church in Italy looks with great

suspicion on the American Roman Catholics, and when I was in Palestine 20 year

ago there was a fine church which had been built with American money at one of

the sacred sights of Palestine and American money had been bought for it and it
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was already dedicated, but it was and in case of emergency

I have no doubt that the R. C. church would have it's headquqrters in the

United States but it would be a very very serious emergency, because the

Italian leaders N) wish it to be over there not simply because of

EXX) wanting their own people to have it but because their viewpoint-that

the Viewpoint of the American----that the Roman Catholic church in American is

different--not theoreticallyX not in the attitude of the believers but in

the attitude of the ---- . 5 But this point is important. The trend

today is that Peter gave this authority to his successor. Now it is rather

strange that I. . . . . of Antioch rightly would not give some reference to his

to the man who was over him who was the bishop when he was writing to the church.

But we have no trace of it, not even when he was writing to the people of Rome.

He believed in the authority of the1XN head of the church in a particular

area, but as I pointed out that is something which can eqsily )XXX develop

in an effective and NX successful man who finds thatthe principal difficulty

he has if that of little groups of but who want their ideas to be just

as effective as his. He can push it in the totalitarian direction, but you

put the same man in a situation where you have an inefficent or shiftless or

selfish bishop and you will find that he was the leader of the group.....................

to get more bishop Student. Mcr: The church at Rome was not a

church of slaves. There were slaves in it, but it was a hurch which represented

a cross section of thepopulation and it included people from the poorer class

and people from the TTIXX well educated, and it included. The church

of Rome clearly contained men of influenced as XXXM shown by 7.
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Student AAM: I . has been the leader in the second largest city for

many many decades and anybody could have found out who was thehead of the church

at Antioch very easily. I doubt if you would talk to any Christian man very long

before you would hear him mention I .... Now at the end of XN his life he

received the crown of martyrdom, but perhaps through he went into this before

the emperor presented Christianity We don't know what he did, bu; I still

Student AAM: I doubt if it is stated anywhere but it

is plain to see that in the latter years of his life he was the bishop of Rome.
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But there is no proof anywhere. There are references a century after the time

of Peter to but the fact of their having been that condition

Student: AAM: The difficulty of a hierarchy is that it soon becomes

selfish and often shiftless. Now in the R. C. church the - for the last

300 years XMJ the R. C. church has had the influence of the Jesuite movement

which is something which is almost unparalleted X)'MXX in the Bible. We take

a good bit of time on this next year. My first suggestion is that without the

Jesuite movement the R. C. church would completely disintegrate in two or

three hundreds years, but it is a powerful XMXXXOIXXX force within it

and XX but the Jesuites combine in a most remarkable way.

One one hand they have absolute authority in the head of the Jesuite

order. Absolute complete control, but on the other hand before anybody can even

have a vote as to XN who is to be the head of the Jesuite order, he has to

be in it for twenty years and during that twenty years and constantly inveatigat

to make sure that he is 100 per cent devoted to the loyalty of theR. C. -- to

the good of the R. C. system, and this pretty well rules out getting into leader-

ship those who are .... . . .. . . . . . They have a tremendous idea there but not a

Christian one. It is ideal for which they stand. The point is that every

member to keep hold you are suppose to be XX like a stick that somebody picks

up in the hand of your spirit. If he tells you that a thing is black when it

looks white you're supposed to say of course it is. You're supposed to be

absolutely and completely in his hands. But that man in whose hands you are

is cannot be a shiftless lazy person because he has to be 20 years under observa

tion before he can even get in a class X from which they are MTXX3 selected.

And he can't be a man who is looking out purely for his own purposes because

they are under such observance for 20 years. And of course there is another

thing that the father of very TMT cleverly did was that he

made a rule that Jesuits can't be popes. He can't even be a bishop unless he

has special permission from the superior. Other orders want XXX their

ANNUM men to be bishops and popes and rejoice in how many they have had, but

the Jesuites order their men not to take position and authority in the church

because they can't have any ambitions. Ambitions They are working to
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increase the power of the pope and that is their object in life. To increase

the pope's power and influence, but if the pope as an institution and not of

a man, and if the pope does what they don't want him to do they just ignore

him and he doesn't dare contradict. That is a strange development. It's

1fflXXX unparalleted as far as I know. Student AAM.: That's a big

subject. We could take a lot of time on it. (Laughter) Well, our American

system of government is to have a president with tremendous power but the people

four years from now have a right to vote whether they want him to continue or

not. It's a combination of the two, and that's the---if you can give the leader

the power to go ahead and use their brains and their ability which the like a

lot of people don't in deciding what to do but give the rank and file a right

and an opportunity to judge whether the leaders are really sincere and earnest

EX and industrious and unselfish and to throw them out. That is your ideal

, but it's difficult to get that. Well, we -- I have to take another minute

before XX we stop to mention about the assignment. I posted this End-ec-ee. 39

Beginning of Record 1T0 I trust you all got in the statement Mon.

night - I haven't added them all up, but looking at the you probably

all did. If any of your, of course, have gotton any of the reading lessons done

that's all the better ................I do not have naturally enough books for

all the faculty at one time, but the assignment--I asked you all Mon. night to

let us know how far you were in that whether you had turned in a reading assign-

ment or not. The reading assignment we posponed one class hour, XXXXX

so that during this hour there will be put up a notice that makes it a little

more which lesson you have for tomorrow and for next Wed. and of coure

for next Thurs. to cover all three assignments. Please do them in the order

given. There are sufficient books for everyone to be able to get the book in

the library if you use your books. You're supposed to use in a particular time

the only one of which there is less than of the others is On that there

are sufficient but barely sufficient copies. The other three there are ample

books. Now we will meet today and tomorrow we will not meet Friday in this

class. Neither will the Prophet class meet Friday at all. We were speaking

last time about persecution in this century. We know that the attitude of TrajB
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and then we noticed the fact that in T.. reign there was one very out-

standing martyrdom--the martyrdom of I... and we said a little about his

writings, about his epistles which have been sovery important in the N. T.

criticism and which also had a part in the history of the development

of the power of the bishop. He was so convinced with the very great importance

of the power of the bishop. You notice that he has nothing to say about any
inferiority

bishop at Rome so far as from admitting ØI%j on his part to any bishop

of Rome. He never even mentioned any reference in his Epistle to the Romans

about any bishop at Rome at all. During the seventeenth century when King

MM Charles,I of England was trying to fashion a governmental control upon

the people of England to the church of England is Archbishop L... who was
much

emphasizing the great authority of the bshop and archbishop made XX of the

epistles, and at that time there were 12 long epistles considered to be

from I Archbishop made a study of the epistles and on the basis of

textual evidences he maintained that actually only seven of them were genuine

and these in a somewhat shorter form. Later on a manuscript was discovered

having exactly the seven which he said and in a shorter form. It is unfortunate

that that great student of the Bible, that great Christian leader, Archbishop.........

should be known to the modern world simply through his guess as to the

date of the creation which is one of the least of the many fine things that he

did and that the many great excellent things that he did are so largely

forgotton in the Christian Church, but he showed remarkable critical ... k-.

dealing with the epistle. Today most scholars agree that of the 12 epistles

QX we have five of them are later imaginary writings and not genuine but the

seven of themare genuine and that of those seven the long form have in the

Greeek is enlarged and later find that the short form in the Greek is probably

correct. On the other hand the still shorter form XX1 which we have in

Syriac is a condensation that somebody made at a later time. Now if you can

XXXXNXXXXX a great deal of study and there are many considerations that
go into it.
XXXXX. We won't have time to go into it here but it is worth noticing

that that is the attitude of scholars today and certainly is well accepted

that the genuine are seven in their shorter form is quite generally agreed, and
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they of course are strong evidence in favor of the Now the

after T .... we notice Hadrian who succeeded T .... seems to carried out the

same policy that T. carried out. He recognized that Christianity-was illegal

but though it was illegal most of the Christians were pretty decent people and

nobody was to be sought out for being a Christian, but if somebody would make

formal accusation that a man was a Christian he was to be given a proper hearing

and it it was found that the accusation had been given maliciously or from the

desire to get some preperty the man who had made the accusation would be punished

but if the man on being brought before the court and accused of being a

Christian admitted it and refused to sacrifice to the emperor then the man was to

be killed. T.'s declaration on this was sent to one of his governors and it

carries on the policy of T., but makes it a definite law rather than simply a

suggestion. There have been many who have tried to make this rescript was not

actual that XX Hadrian never wrote it, but most scholars today say that it

probably is authentic and that he probably did write it. During his reign and

during all this period there was an occasional uprising by the people in some

area against the Christians and there might be a good deal of the slaughter of

Christians in a particular area or some slave owner might kill a good many of

his slaves for being Christians, but the attitude of the Roman State was one oe

holding back attak upon the Christians and only punish them when there wa

formal accusation and definite proof given. So that the Christians during this

period began to write to the emperor trying to tell them why Christianity should

not be considered illegal. They began to write books addressed to the emperor

trying to convince the emperor. Whether the emperor ever X saw these books or

not, I don't know, but it was the beginning of a class of literature of which

we will speak of later. Which we speak of as the Apologies. Perhaps we might

say just a word now about this type of literature. The work apology is used
here

XX} in a different sense that we use it today. There is nothing apologetic

about the Apologies of the early Christians. Apologetic in the modern colloquia

sense. The modern theological sense of course they were apologetic. The

Apologies were written addressed to the emperor often, but meant for anybody to

read them to show him that it was not unreasonable to believe in Christianty.
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And that it was unreasonable to persecute Christians and a number of men, some

of the very learned men wrote these Apologies presenting the reaoon2 for their

faith. I will delight to assign you all reading in the earliest Christian

writings immediately, but most of those are in the one volume so I //ft

have to make the assignment in Clement of Rome be the only assignment this

week in that volume, but I want to give you a typical apology so I am

assignihng you, I believe, Assignment B, is the Apology of Tertullius. Now that

is written about 200 A. D. So that is not one of the earliest Apologies. P11

give you one of the earliest later, but it is a good sample of one of the very

finest of the Apologies. In fact TErtullius was in a class by himself. He is

one of the finest writers that the Christian world has ever seen, and it is

worth your reading at any time and it is not out of place now, because it is

X typical of this class of writing, though% we get to Tertullius a little

bit later. Now Hadrian wassucceeded by A. . .. . . .. . whom he adopted as he had been

adopted by T.......... and A.... in the years in which he reigned in the 23 years

in which he was emperor carried on the same policies of Hadrian. There were

occasional .10 , but largely caused by the fury of the people and the

attitude of the people had perhaps became very bitter against them. Sometime

there were great riots. We find that at the beginning of this and of course

even in the book of Acts at Ephesus where they had that treat riot there roused

up by the soldiers against the Christians and if some diaaster came if there

was a drouth, if there was a NIQ war or somethinglike that there would be many

who would because the gods were angry at the threat of Christianity.

Christians should be killed and the gods will be and the disasters will

stop, and so whenever they had disaster there was apt to be that feeling

against the Christians, and of course many people whose businesses were inter

fered with by the people who were engaged in wicked and defensive businesses

and the people who were engaged in businesses that depended on idol worship for

their success they naturally would raise a stirred-up feeling towards the

Christians and the Christians had no defense from the law. The law would try

to interfere with riots or with disturbance of any kind, but the Chris.tianSWere

an illegan organization even though not shut out by the law and that put them
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under serious . A very interesting instance of an individual persecution

in this case occurred in 156. It was in Asia Minor that it occurred where the

popular feeling was roused very strongly against the Christians and. some of the

Christians were seized and were accused of being Christians by the governor

and admitted the charge and it was declared that they would be killed andXn

thrown into the lions or some such treatment, and some of the people here-some

of the Christians became thrilled with the enthusiasm for martyrdom. One man

forced himself forward taking some others with him and saying let's go forward

and get martyrdom and they came forward before the governor and declared that

they were Christians and then one who was the ring leader of this when he

saw the lions filled with terror and held himself back, declared that he wasn't

a Christian after all, filled with fear, and this rather displeased the crowd

which had enjoyed seeing the previous one eaten by the lions and which was all

stirred up with the hatred of the Christians that when this one went back and

XXX)@C said that he was not a Christian the governor then refused to throw him

into the lions and of course that was good tactics upon his part if he wanted

to destroy Christianity because it would make it easy for others to give up

Christianity then the crowd called Away with the 13* and

Po was the man who was the leader of the Christians in that area. He

was a man who was now 86 years of age . He had been a friend of the apostle

Paul. His name is spelled Polycarp. I spoke wrong -- He was afriend of John.

He knew John when John Wa5 an old man-he was in his earl twenties. So he

knew John quite well. John is said to have made him bishop of and for

a period of 50 years Polycarp had been known as one who was telling people about

his contacts with God repeating to them the messages of the apostel John that

he had given exhorting them to carry one' End of Record ko

Beginning of Record kl accept the 0. T. with seven extra books and

the N. T.......1. . They do not consider with the writing in

the Bible. They consider that the pope is inspired and infallible interpre

tator of the Bible and he may state what the true meaning is of something in

the Bible or of soethingin their forlorn position. Now, we don't admit there

is a... . .. ... .. . . .. but they would not think thata pope today had any authority to
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give something as a new idea, but simply to give the right interpretation which

was either in the Bible or That is very important. I hope you all have

that in mind. That is the theory of the H. C. church. Now, of course, it id

understand of the rank and file that this theory may not be clear, but that is

the theory that they express. Now, the apostolic fathers ---- we might say

this-----the H. C. church puts a great deal more attention on fathers than we

do., because they consider that a church is the source in extremely important

in our knowing what to do. WE consider the. Bible is 2 they consider

that the Bible has been given to us by the church and preserved by the church

and therefore the words of the Church .... and they are tremendously interested

in R Christians and so they are interested in all these writings and

they are very anxious to show us how these writings support their . I'll

be interested to know how very very many find no support at all. Well now

the apostolic fathers. The first of them in point of time isClement of Rome.

of whom we have already spoken of at some length. We should just say that

nothing is know of certain about the life of Clement. 50 or 100 years later

other epistles were written claimed to be by Clement, but nobody today knows.

'There is only one epistle which is considered today to be by Clement. What is

called the second epistle of Clemtnt is written O years later by some unkown

writer there is only one epistle which we today believe could be froi

Clement and as to who C. was some people say he was a Roman consul, a leader in

the Roman government. Others say he is a slave who came to Rome there

are all kinds of beliefs and stories which rose 5 or 100 X years later

about C. but they contradict one another and the fact of the matter is all we

know about C. is that he is a man who wrote this epistle and he was a member

of the Roman service. We dont even have proof he was a leader of the church,

though it is quite likely that he was a leader of the church and of course, the

Roman theory that he was the bishop of Rome. Well, the Clement of Rome when

nest mention Barnabas. Now the epistle of Barnabas. That is called that because

it is quite generally recognized that it was written after 100 A. D. the second

century; we don't know who wrote it. Some say the name Barnabas got attached to

it, but it has not been proved whether Barnabas It is a work in which a man
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tries to show that the 0. T. ceremonies is done away with . He has got some

good evidence and there is Ignatious. Certainly they are one of

the best of. the apostolic is not the man who wrote the epistle

of Barnabas, This epistle, somebody called thie epistle Barnabas thinking it

had been written by the apostle Paul, but nobody today believes that was the

case. I don't think anybody would say that it was written by a different man

named Barnabas. They just say that we don't know who wrthte it. Probably he

thought more people would read it, because nobody believes , but that's

the name of the book. And Polycarp he wcs mentioned in Epistle to the Philipians

Well we will mention the others in the morning when we have more time ...................

I have already started another but I want to refer back to that

for a minute. That was in 17 A. D. That was 147 years after the death of

Christ. That is a long time. The churchrs very very early. Actually it is

just as far after the crucifixion of Thrist as we are from 1803. My wife and

I this summer visited a place up in Mass. where they have found some old houses

from 1800 and they have brought them to this place to put them together and

tried to construct a village just like villages in the U. S. were in 1900, and

you go in there and you see the types of transportation. No automobiles, no

railroads, no airplanes, no telephones, no telegraphs, the road such that when

a horse and buggy comes along tXXXXX the dust rises ten feet high.

You can just hardly imagine that it is what they were accustomed to then. That's

just 150 years ago. You see the places where they sat for their meals. The fire

place over in the corner and you see the notice up which tells about

an apprentice has run away and anyone bringing back this apprentice will receive

a reward of 10 cents, and then this apprentice left him a very nice bit of............

which he stole from X him and anybody bringing that back will receive

a reward of $3. That is how different the cost of labor was in those days from

this day. Differences in so many many ways. We just can' conceive of what

life was like in this cottry 10 years ago, and that is--we don't know anybody

who knows anybody who knew anybody who lived at that time. There have been a

large number of cycles gone through. I dont imagine there is anybody in this

room who could give me the names of all of those people whose blood is actually
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flowing in your veins who were living at that time. That is of your grand

parents or great grandparents - whoever it was that XX is actually an ancestor

of yours who was living at that timd. Now, it was a long time and it was the

very early church. It was a long time after the death of Christ. And during

this period Christianitynas a religion had been considered illegal and occasiona'

persecuted with terrific rule, and always was thought of, as something that was

contrary to the law and something that was could reflect what people were suppose

to 10 Yet we find that persecution over in France so far away there

from 'Palestine we find that the people who were killed among the first were

a lawyer the great in the whole area who was killed. Another one the

bishop there, probably a man of education and a man of standing in the

community, a man who had many years of service to Christ' was killed, and then

we have this l0.in some way was able to stand it longer. She was

the first one taken and the last one to die. I read of the account of the cruel

torture and treatment of the people. The thing of great interest was not the

cruel way they were treated so much as the fact that they had the to

stand such treatment and remain true to their faith and if iX THIS treason

did not put an end to their faith. And we have no evidence of any supernatural

works of God ( I mean works outside of the ordinary process of nature)occurring

at that time. God gave them power to give them His holy spirit was in

them and helped them as He does people today. But the sort of miracle that

occurred in Bible times there is no evidence of any such thing. But these

people 150 years after the time of Christ which is actually as far as.................

is concerned about as far away as we are. In fact many of us no more what life

was like in Palestine and about the events 12 After that length of

time the movement had grown though it was a small movement according

to the whole population-it had grown such that as far away as .... . in many

other areas there were people that were so devoted to Christ that they were

read to submit to this terrible persecution rather than to deny Him. Now the

second century, as we know, and it was who put an end to the first

persecution, purely not because he was a good man, not because X1 he favored

Christianity. He was a bad man, but the good man who preceeded him felt it was
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his duty to destroy Christianity. I was just thinking this morning. I wonder

if any country anywhere in the history of the world has had a succession of

such good rulers as N. Trajen There are five rulers and

for goodness of character and for excellent ability as rulers, I am sure

you could not find any three suecessive presidents of the U. S. who compare

with them. I am sure you couldn't find any three successive kings of England,

or of France, of of Germany who would compare in character with these men, but

these men the last of them the most logical of the groups said Christianity

is a menace to our empire ................We don't know why. We don't

know anything more about it. She liked them and she asked him to stop the

persecution continued to tolerate Christianity for the next, for the

rest of this century . .... When we say the first century we mean the 200's

We are no in the 20th century, and it's good you all know that
(Unable to make out the rest of record)

(There doesn't seem to be a Record 11.2) Beginning of Record 43................

For Monday's Apostolic Fathers I will assign you some from time to

time to read. I could not assign you any thusfar because they are all in the

same book, and there would not be books enough to go around. But later on.

All Christian writings practically to 200 A. D. were in Greek. The Christian

church in some had its services in Greek. They wrote their literature in

Greek; they read their literature in Greek. I spoke wrong. I said "all"

I should say all Christian churches in the western part of the empire. In

the eastern part Greeks shared with Syriac the dialogue of their nation. The

leading language of the Chrisitaa Church. The most extremely eastern section

was largely Aramaic speaking, and those of you who have already read the

assignment Eno ice that he gives you the letters that were written by

Jesus of the Syriac king of the dessert, and the letter which he

wrote Jesus and tell how ... . right after the death of Christ. He tells us

that of the first century. It is interesting to read what he said about it,

but to know the fact that no scholar today things those letters are genuine

It is considered that the Syriac, the church of the dessert did not become

Christiqn until at least 100 years after the time of Christ. This is considerd
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to be a tradition with no foundation, but it's a very interesting position which

developed during the second century, and E.. . thought it was true, and I

thought it was good to give it to you as an object lesson of the fact that when

you read of anything that happened in "Eu own day he speaks of what he

knows. When he speaks of what happened earlier, the question is .... 3.........

One good thing about him is that he usually quotes, but in this particular

thing which he quotes the evidence which he quotes is not considered as genuine

by any authority. Yes? Student AAM: X Anything that Eusebuis

tells about what he saw is very good, but anything that he tells us that took

place before his birth, the question is where does he get his evidence? And

it would be very valuable to get any tradition you can get and then put it

together, but scholars today are agreed that Student




AAM: Yes, very good. I think it is good that we have an idea and an under

standing of this. The people were scattered through$' the empire. People every

where were tremendously interesting in anything that they could get from the

early times. Anything genuine about Christ, and it was very easy under those
without

circumstances for some things that people wrote/X any intention of

deceiving to be taken by somewheQe else and read. Here's a fine Christian work

he sayd. Where does it come from? Now there are things that 5* , but

rdont think that is true of these good books. I think they were done'by people

who were genuinely trying to help and the misunderstand continued through an era:

But it is easy to see how those errors 5 Somebody says what is

this Who wrote this? Well, I don't know. It seems to me that perhaps it was

Barnabas the companion of Paul. I don't know that it was, but it sounds like

the sort of thing he probably would have written. Somebody else says it was

written by Barnabas. And you will find even in class very often I present a

thing three or four times, and then somebody comes up with a question that is

very simple. I had that happen, last two or three days, and you're all here

listening and trying to get this material.' Well, you slip up occasionally.

Yes? It is easy to see how a group in the church over a period of time could

slip up and make mistakes, and ........The wonderful thing about it is is that

we have so much that is accurate and can be depended on. Not that there is so
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much that can't be. And the extrememly important thing is that we have the

Bible which is so accurate. There is nothing else that was recopied for so

long a time that is anywhere near as accurate. We can find that this is true

by the contemporary material that we find. Yes? Student AAM: No,

If you get a history of the Civil War written this year$' the difference

is that XXXfL a man today who writes a history of the Civil War has got a lot

of manuscripts to investigate which people who have looked over very carefully

and which there has been a great effort to check. I've read in the last year

four different accounts by in which there are very different

ideas expressed. Everybody recognized the main people when it comes to the

details it's easy for people to be uncertain. But the difference is that today

we have more people who are spending time trying to get these things accurate.

Now it is true there thah in the early days of the Christian Church they were

looking for the return of Christ, and they were busy trying to do everything

they could before he came back, and there was no great point in trying jto be

accurate and careful in remembering history. For instance, you take things in

Palestine. Nobody cared NXX what things happened Palestine. They were

too busy trying to do Chrisitian work that they didn't think But

then after Constantine became a Christian and people settled down to know that

it might be a long, long time before Christ came back they became tremendously

interested in knowing where things had happened in Palestine and they became

tremendously interested in knowing as much as they could about precise details

about history, and from that time on, we have much more material, and therefore,

on many phases of it we can much more solid than we can on this period when

they were not an official group, but when they were a little group....................

But even so in the time of Constantine we have a great many traditions of that

time which nobody tXdy today will recieve. Student AAM: The attitude

I want to give the Chureh History with exactly the attitude which is

you look at the scripture and hear some things absolute clear. There are some

other things which there is a strong evidence that they were of this belief, but

there are eertain objections. And there are other things which may be torn

apart, and you should And I'm trying to teach the attitude of seeing
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what the essence is for any particular thing, taking that which is definite

and call it infallible, and trying to decide' what is the truth on those

things that are less accurate. And that is the same attitude that I'm trying....

10...........And I am giving the opinion that seems to me to be the correct

one as I have studied a fair and large amount of the material. But I am

interested in your taking the evidence of it and on any opinion I give do not

take itbecause I take it unless you know it. I'd like you to know that it is

my opinion, but I'd like you to check it. That is an important thing, I think,

in all XXX scienfific approach to any subject. You can get the attitude X

XX and differentiate between things XhX that a certain and things that are

uncertain. And that doesn't mean you can take the certain and forget the un

certain. You cannot do that because there are many things which are relatively

certain which are nevertheless a great importance. Somebody asked me about one

of the students. What kind of shoes did he have on this morning? Did he have

tan shoes or MX black shoes. Well, I don't know. Well, did he have shoes on

at all? I know he had shoes on, but I'm not sure what kind of shoes they

were. I'm not sure whether the shoes were lace "shoes or high shoes or low shoes

I didn't know. But I was sure he had shoes on. I would have noticed if he did

not. And so you see there may be regarding anything there are certain things

which are certain and certain things that are uncertain. And the more we learn

of the things that are certain, the more we are able to tell what 15 things

are uncertain. That is very importanØ't in the approach to any subject and I

there are some people who become discouraged and it's too much work to try to

pick out what is truth and what is not. How much easier to say, "Here is ouJ7

system God has given to us. It has a thousand points that are exactly perfect.

We stand on these and that is all there is to it." I used to have students when

I .was teaching a few years ago, to come to me after class and say, "Well, why

do we have to go into these historical arguments X about the accuracy of the

Bible. We've got the philosophical argument of our system. What more do we need

Why bother with all thehistorical arguments? Well, I KIM don't think that is

an attitude that is honoring to the Lord. It is true it is far better to take

everything God said and that's it and don't worry about it than it is to deny
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anything God has spoken. But what is to be understood what God said, it is

very important that we differentiate between that which is clear and that which

needs further study. And I believe that the sort of leadership that God will

use in the Church is a leadership which is able to differentiate and to select

among the I think that is very important in relation to all
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of the Apostolic fathers in our list. I want to go on to D Another type of

writing from this period. The apologies, and the apologists were men who wrote

apologies, and they are very different from any present day apology. An apology

I mention this in connection with our story, is not in any means telling somethin

of which you are ashamed of or wish you had not done in the theological sense.

It is a presentation of a reason for the. faith that is in it. It is a presenta

tion of the fact that there is no reason why X a man of the world who does not

believe in Christianity should think that youare rather silly in believing in

it, because there are evidences for it which are worthy of the attention and the

respect whether one accepts them or not. That is the primary intention of an

apology, and ofcourse an apology to the emperor might try to say you are killing

all these Christians while they are the best people in the empire End

Beginning of Record 42

The next of these apostolic fathers I would like to mention is 3........................

(Record very noisy) It tried to show

that the 0. T. should be done away with. Christianity Now the next

one I want to mention is Herman. This book is a queer book. It is different

from any other of the apostolic fathers. The Shepherd of Herman. Who Herman

was we don't know. There is a tradition that he was the brother of a bishop
150

of Rome about/X A. D. If the book was written about 150 A. D. it is getting

rather late for the apostolic fathers}L The book is a very peculiar book. It

is the account of a... .. . . ... X15 of a man. I suppose that 5 It was

something that was desired and fantastic. Somebody has said that the Shepherd

of Herman is the John Bunyan of that day. That is to say insome ways it is

a little bit like Pilgrm's Progress. It would be interesting for you to read

..sometime. You would find some thoughts, in it which are heloful. It was--all
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of these books were good books and presented generally the Christian attitude.

Next of the Apostolic Fathers is Paias. And Papias evidently did a bit of

writing, but nothing that he wrote has been preserved independently. All that

we have of Falbias is what Eusebius quoted from. Eusebius quoted from Papias.

Because these passages are of such great importane we can prove Papias as an

an individual among the Apostolic Fathers. He was a Bishopin Asia Minor. He

was evidently a fine leader, and he was one who had known the apostles personally

And his testimony to the authenticity of the Gospels of Matthew and Mark is

very important in N. T. history. Eusebius didn't have much use for Papias ............

6-i- E),4usebius was a friend of the emperor Constantine. Constantine

was a Christian, and the {I whole empire would soon be Chriatian, and we were

going to have a Christian world because the Christian emperor was going to make

a Christian world, and therefore Eusebius was rather disgusted with these people

XXX who thought that a Christian world would only come with the return of

Christ, and He would set up a Christian world after his return, and Papias,

he felt was a man of very poor intellect, because he )flX had this belief that

the world was not going to become Christian because the emperor was Christian,

but only when Jesus Christ comes back to set up His Kingdom. And so Eusebius

selected X from Ppias some of the things Eusebius thought were

very fantastic and mddelight of this belief. He said that Papias I said the

grapes were going to be much larger and how many grapes there were going to be

on the vine.Eusebius thought anybody who would Thold such foolish ideas 7k

Yet, Eusebius thought that Papias was useful in presenting the gospel
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some people call it. Ku.....means that one who believes in the thousand year

reign from the Greek word A KU was one who Eusebius did not think much

of, and he didn't think much of Papias. And so even to this day there are people

who take over Eusebius' attitude and would say that Papias was a man of rather

poor intellectuality. He was a pre-mil. But it is interesting that Philip Shaw

the authorof this series of the history of the Christian Church, about ten volume

which is still the best extensive history of the Church from the time of Christ

to the reformation that we have. Philip Shaw who ended up as a professor at
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YjMNMX Seminary and who was certainly no pre-mil himself. In fact, more or

less shares in Eusebius' attitude for pre-mil. It is interesting that Philip

Shaw does not think that X Eusebius' attitude for Papias was a very reasonable

attitude . Because Eusebius says that if Papias was a man who held this pre

mid view we should not feel too badly toward Papias on account of it because there

were others who held the view. He says the most striking point in the eschatology

of the A .. .. age is the prominent Milinarianism--that is the believe of a visible

reigh of Christ in glory dn earth with X the risen saints for a thousand years

before the general resurrection of judgment. It was indeed not the doctrine of

the church and wasn't any caeed of devotion. As far as I know we haven't any

cX creed or form of devotion in that period. It has been observed today. So

we have no evidence that it was a special creed or form of devotion. But Shaw

says it was a widely current period of distinguished teachers, such as Barnabas

Papias Then he goes on to name men like All of those

came from a century or two later. It was the universal belief of the Christian

Church in this century. It would seem this way. But speaking of Papias Shaw

said a pious for contemporary of Polycarp entertained an extravagant notion to

the hapiness of a mil reign for which he appealed to apostolic tradition. He put

into the mouth of Christ himself a highly figurative description of the more than

tropical . .. . . .. . of the coming period of the mil which is preserved by approvd

by but But then XX Shaw goes on and shows that Barnabas

takes an explicit pre-mil view that the first of the great apologists took very

strongly, that Iraneus the great writer at the end of this period X of whom we

have not yet spoken but will a great deal he strongly took the pre-mil view

and that ThX Tertullius X was an enthusiastic . .. . . .. . .... . ll

to some people and .ue.it.as.a.means of attack on pre-mil. It is typical

of the fact that was made all through the ages on it and people are still making

it today, but it was avery interesting that the leaders of the church all through

this time is strongly pre-mil. And in the fourth century when Pontius became

emperor. Well, now, Papias was one who knew the apostles, and his evidence is

of real value and importance. Now next to these apostolic fathers I will mention

+h 4+1 +f iI'iii 1AI V+ lrT.Y T.T 44- 4
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It was unknown X till 400 years ago when it was discovered, but recognized to be

from the second csentury, and so it is considered as one of the apostolic fathers.

And the manuscript which was found 400 years ago XXX has been lost. So we don't

even have any original, but it was a work which is considered by many as a gem

of the apostolic fathers. Yes? Student---------------------Then the book which is ofte

referred to as the Didache which is the Greek for teaching and the teaching of

the twelve apostles. By the way this has nothing to do with the twelve apostles.

That is the title given to the book "The Teaching of The Twelve Apostles". it

is a little manuscript which was not discovered until less thati 100 yeas ago. In

modern times we have rediscovered which scholars agree comes from sometime in the

second century . ik-///// and it gives the expression of the belief of this

articu1ar small church. Their beliefs, their practices; and it is an interesting

work End of Record 42

beginning of Record kk type of the apologies of a defense of

Christianity against persecution. Another type is to.point out the weakness

of the heathen god. Anything that shows a reasonable i61J amount of Christian

ity in a aviewpoint which can be understood by a person who is not himself a

Christian is an apology in the technical theological semse, and it is to be said

to the honor of the early Christians t1 during the secon century there were

men among men who said the emperors are great and good menX. They misunderstand

what Christianity is and only get the evidence to them there is a possibiliby that

they may change their attitude, and so these men began writing apologies. Now

the early apologies which has been preserved by a man by Aristices. I simply

mention it because it is the earliest one that has been preserved for us. It

is from the time of the reign of Adrian. There are two others from the same reign

which haue not been preserved, but to which we have referene. I will not...........

But the next one I want to mention is a much more important one. This is Justin

Martyr. J M is the outstanding one among the apologists. He was a man who was

brought in a town called the new city. It is the town of Palestine on the...

It was the headquarters of the Samaratans, where Jesus sat by the well. But this

man was a pagan. He was brought up in that town, but he was not a Samaritan but

a pagan. He was brought up in the town and given a good education and he set ou
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to be a philosopher, and he studied philosophy and talked with different people

and tried to decided what was the correct interpretation of/IXX. He ...3....

And found none of them satisfactory. He tried one after another. He sought good

points about them and them he saw weaknesses in them. And themn one day when he

was walking by the seashore he came across an old Christian couple with general

dignity and entered into a conversation, and this man discussed.these philosophies

with him and showed him what he had already come to believe that no one of them

gave a truly satisfactory interpretation of the universe or XXXX11¬ satisfies

man't desires. And then this man said what you need is not somebody who is trying

to work out an interpretation of life, but you need someone who witnesses to that

which he already has experienced, that which he has seen. And he said of the

Hebrew prophets who were long before these philosophrs, but who told how God had

spoken to them and through them. You'll find their witness and you'll find in thm

an evidence and a viewpoint of a God who c'reated and controls the world

which is much more satisfactory than the views of any of these philosophers. And

he said more than this, he said you will find these philosophers--that these

prophets of the Ancient Hebrew foreold the coming of Christ, and their prophecies

werefulfilled in His life and work. They witnessed at the very beginning. The

old man left Justin. Justin never saw him again. He didn't know what his name wa

but he took his advice and began to study the prophets of the 0. T. and then he

began to study the gospel and decided that here was the truth that he had missed.

And the man who had been the enthusiastic student of the Greek philosophers now

)X became a very fervent Christian, but he did not go into Christian work in

the ordinary way. He had been a philosoper... XXX a man who traveled around

speaking here and there giving lectures in philosophy to people. He didn't need

much to lve. He lived on a very simple basis. There were philosophers like

that who traveled around talking and discussing things and he continued that the

restof his life only as he went around and discussed thing he W would always

lead the discussion to show as the old man had }'{x that the true NXX1X

answer to life was in the witness of Christ, and so justin spent a long life

traveling about. He sought the Soc ie of Christians, he got more information

from them, but he went about on his own from place to place this way and some s
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that he accomplished as much as any Christian leader during the period which

the spread of Christianity. It's hard to say if that is true because we have so

little evidence. But he was highly thought f in the early church, and we have

from him two apologies and another work which is longer than his two apologies

put together. His two apologies were addressed to the emperor trying to persuade

the emperor that he was wrong to persecute the Christians. He addressed his large

aplogy go An and the small one he also addressed to him. Some thought

it was it was to Marcus And in these he asks that the Christians be

MXXXX given justice and not condemned without trial just because they were

Christians but their character be investigated and the fact be knownthat the essenc

of their life be such as one that warranted investigation of what they believed.

K His two apologies are very fine works. They are rather short, but then he wrote

a dialogue which is more than tWie as long s the two apologies put together. Thi

is called the dialogue with X Trypho. It has 142 chapters in it. It is the

account of a dialogue with a Jew who had taken part in B. . .. . . .. insurection.

Jerusalem had escaped from it and in this dialogue Justin tells about his conver

sion and he takes up the matters of theChristian viewpoint about the prophets and

the life of Christ, and takes up the Jewish attitudes of his day, and tried to

show that the Christian attitude is correct. Now there were many other works which

he wrote which have been lost and there are some others which have been claimed

to be from him but are not by him. Some have attirubted the epistle to...............

to him, but it is usually thought that he ws not the writer of the Epistle to

D But Xi his works are not elaboraely worked out in detail, but

they have a freshness about them. Shaw saic if the emperors of Rome had read the

books addressed to them, they must have been strongly impressed at least with the

honesty of the writers and XI the innocence of the Christian people. Justin M.

isldhe earliest outstanding evangelist. He call him Martyr because he was martyred

in Rome as we mentioned last time. Now there are threee other names I ought to

give you, but who perhaps we will not need to go into great detail--three

pologists we will name---- (Casian) succeeded Justin Martyr perhaps a little word

of detail about him. It is desirable that he was a pupil of J. M. He wrote an

apology but the thing he is most remembered for is his harmony of the gospels
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which he caliled the He took the four.gospels and tried to make one

book out of them doing away with all parallel passages, and his . .. . . .. . was

copied and recopied until there were hundreds in use all over the Roman Empire.

Eventually it was discarded and for quite a while people read the life of Christ

in the edition that Tatian brought out combiing the four gospels unto one book.

At the 10 should be mentioned. Aphenheoras---a Christian philos-

opher at Athens--His apology has been preserved. And then Naleto perhaps could

be mentioned a little bit more. Bishop of Sardus. A man who was of brilli4nt

mind and very prolific He is quite interesting to us, because in one of his

aplogies he gives the first Christian list of the Hebrew scripture, and it omits

the Apochraphy which the Roman Catholic church accepts but which the Jews never

accept. It omits that, but it is the first Christian list of the Hebrews. Now

Hegesiptus ap orthodox Jewish Christian began to write a history of theChristian

chuich and it is said to have still existed in the sixteenth century, but it is no

lost. We do not have any copy of his history, but Eusebius occasionally quotes

from it. If we have it we would say that he was the first Christian Church historia

We don't have it. We consider Eusebius the first Church historian. But Eusebius

quotes a number of passages from KXgh Hegesiptur who traveled extensively and was

very interested in gathering the early traditions about the beginning of Christian

ity, and who wrote an apology. Then1 I will just bafely mention here TX

Tertullian who was perhaps the greatest of the apologists, but the reason I am on1

mentioninghim here is because he comes at the beginning of the next century, and

he overlaps. You could possibly consider him in this cdntury, but I think we will

leave him till the next century. You are reading his apology. Tertullius is

one of the most vivid writers that the Christian world has X ever seen. He has a

XXXy style that is crisp, and he wrote a tremendous amount of material. The first

man with one minor exception to write Christian material of any importance in Lati!

and he was not in Rome but in North Africa., And X From Tertullian writings have

come the bulk of our theological terminology . Most of it comes from Latine, and

Tertullian who was a lawyer in vented the terminology, so he is a man of X tre

mendous importance in Christian history and a very great writer, but we will say

a good bit more about him 1XX later. I think it is just good to know here tha
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it was at the North Africa that he was. Well, I guess our time is up for today

and you will not 1 . End of Record 414

'Beginning of Record 45 certain date, on the calendar and we observe it on

that dayy and others said no it is a certain dayof the week. It should be on

a Sunday and there was a split between them over thie and a XMXNY sharp controversy

he made a trip all the way from Smyrna to Rome. There at Rome he had a discussion

with the Bishop of Rome wich they failed to agree, but nevertheless the bishop of

Rome permitted him to lead in the church
sel1vices

there and the two reoognized one

another as leaders of the Christians and although the disagreed on this vital point

they joined together in the bond of Christian ThE] fellowship. And Polycarp

was a man who had great influence with the Christian world. He had been a great

leader in this area. He had an epistle written by him. Well, the people began

to cry away with the atheist. Let Polycarpbe searched for and when XX Polycarp

heard this friends came into his house, an old man of 86 and they said Polycarp

the mob is crying out for your blood. Do come and let us hide you and Polycarp

said no, I am going to stay here. If they want me they know where to get me, and

the crowd said no, you're too important to our leaders, and they said you come out

here to a farm outside and stay here for a while until it dies down. Polycarp

said well, I wont go and flee from them, but he said I will go out to the farm.....

21 but he said I will go out there and prhaps so he went out

to the farm and he spent the whole night in prayer praying night and day for all

of them and for the churches all over the world, and then the people r'oused so

much agitation that they should bind Polycarp and bring them before them when he

came to his house they said he is not here and they couldn't find him and they

refused to tell them where he was, and so they came, and then his friends came to

him and they told him to move to another farm, but a slave was tortured betrayed

the place where Polycarp was and late in the evening the people came to the house.

His friends said here they are coming for you. He said I am not fleeing. ml

didn't come out here to flee. He said simply because you thought I should stay

here until the furry was over. I neverwant to.................and so he refused

to flee and they came in XX and said the will of God be done and went down and

talked with him and asked him to allow him one hour to pray, and so they agreed t
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to this and he prayed there for about two hors and they were so impressed with

the general attitude those who heard him were astonished and some of them were

sorry that they had come out against him such a venerable old man, but when he

had finished his prayer, they took him and they put him on a donkey and started

for the city. Already the morning was dawning, and ahead of the police-----they

W were coming in and they asked him to get into their carriage. He got into the

carriage and then they said Polycarp, why should you have this trouble? Why don't

you just sacrifice just a little bit to the emperor. What's the harm in that?

Just say Lord Caesar and offer the sacrifice and offer it and then you won't have

any trouble. He didn't answer them, but
when

they persisted, he said I am not

going to do what you advise, and they became quite angry and they stopped the

carriage and told him to get out. They put him out with such haste that he XNMXE

scraped his chin, but he walked on quickly and it wasn't much further to the arena.

When he came there was such an uproar that nothing could be heard. And they brougl

him before the councit, but he said are you Polycarp? We respect your age. Don't

put us in this situation of having to hurt you. Just swear by the emperor. Offer

a little bit on sacrifice in front of him. Hjust say away with the X1]XX atheist.

Well Polycarp says away with the X]XX atheist. But that wasn't enough. Just

curse Christ and I will release you. Polycrp say, I served him 86 years, and he

has never done me wrong. How can I blast t1ee, My King and Saviour. And the

counset said I have got wild beasts here and I will cast you to them unless you

change your mind. "Polycapr said, call them and the counset said, if you despise

the MX beasts I'll have you burned. And olycarp said, you threaten fire that

burns for a moment. You know nothing of the judgment to come, the fire that burns

for ever. Bring what you will. And the counsel tried to persuade him but couldn't

He was astonished 6 Polycarp has confessed-that he is a Christian.

Everybody knew it. He had been their leader for a good many years, but had not

been officially. And when this was heard the multiude of the heathen and the

Jews living in Smyrna cried out with uncontrollable wrath and a loud shout. This

is the teacher of Asia. The father of the Christian. The destroyed of our Gods

who teaches nXX neither to offer, sacrifices and they cried out that

a lion be loosed on Polycarp, but the official said that the game had been legally
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closed and he couldn't bring out one of the lions. Then they cried let Polycarp

be burned alive. And so they brought the things and the people gathered in order

to burn him and he XX] took off his outer clothes and began totake off his

shoes and stepped forward and when he was about to be nailed to the stake he said

X Leave me thus for He will give me power to be held to the fire and to endure

the fire will grant me to remain unmoved in the fire even without X1 being tied.

But he looked up to heaven and he said "Oh Lord God almighty, Father of thy beloved

and blessed child Jesus Christ to whom we have received knowledge of thee I bless

thee that thou 1t granted me this day and hour to share among the number who are

martyred through the resurrection of eternal life, soul and body to the

immortality of the Holy Spirit. The fire blazed up, but the breeze seemed to carry

it away from him. He didn't seem to be burned by it, and until someone came up

and they drove a dagger into him and bloofl gushed out and the body was burned then

but the people were permitted to gather up the bones. Some objectd to their

gathering up the bones. They said they will forget to worship Christ and they will

start worshipping him now. People said we could never do that. Christ alone is

our Saviour, and he is just a good man who has. sealed his testimony with his death.

/But you can see how even at this time people were afraid of the worship of saints

Well, this is more or less isolated In the reign of But it was indeed

a noble end to a noble life of service, and it shows the bravery of some of the

Christian leaders and it does show the terror under which the people constantly

had to live even though the persecution was slight at this time. They never knew

when it might break out. Now the next ruler was amore logical minded ruler than

any of those who preceded Marcus . Marcus the emperor of Rome who was adopted

by A ...........from his deathbed, was a philosopher. A man who was a student of

philisophy-- a man who is held by many to be as fine a man as ever occupied

a throne anywhere in the world. "He was constantly trying to do everything in line

with justice and rightness and he was turninghimself away from all kinds of sensual

places of every sort and trying to devote himself to the study and the thoughtof

what was best for the Roman Empire, but Marcus marks a vital change because he could

not see the attitudes of his predecessors. They were practical men. He was more

of a reaeonal. They said here's a law that Christians are to be deleted. This is
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the law. If someone is proved to be a Chrisian, he must be killed, but they said

if they are good people on the whole, we are not going search them out. We 're

not going to interfere with them except when there is a formal accusation. Well

Marcus couldn't see any reaenTn for this. He said the Christians are either good

people who should be considered as legal or he said it is illegal and should be

punished. He said the law is on the statute book. It has been the attitude of the.........

for many many years that Christianity is forbidden. Well, then, he said, it

ought to be forbidden. He said the idea of patting along and then ignore it is not

right, and Marcus said the trouble with the people is that they are wickedness and

selfishness and the trouble is they have forsaken their own Of course

I don't believe in any of these ideas about but he said these are just

symbols of great principles of righteousness and he said if the people won't wor

ship the god ]XX how can you expect there to be some "ordliness in the land.

And he said these Christians may be individually good people but they tear down

the ordiliness of the empére and to interfere with the respect people have for thei

Gods is a bad thing, and so under Marcus perhaps the best of all the emperors

the policy was changed to a policy of deliberate persecution of the Christians. Up

to this time we have had the two times when the emperors have XXX1( instituted

any large persecution against the Christians. They have been the wicked emperors.

Nero and and the good emperors up to this time have either not persecuted

Christianity at all or have tried to keep the persecution within bouid. 7uthhhhhh

But now we have a change from this time on in general it is the good emperors

who persecuted Christianity and in general it is the bad emperors who don't bother

the Christians. From this time on the attitude of Marcus becomes. the

accepted attitude. The people must give up Christianity. An end must be put to

this things. So about 170 Marcus .... instituted the most severe persecution that

the empire had yet XUR seen and by far the most widespread persecution . Whether

it was any greater in proportion to the whole number of persons than that under

Nero may be questthned. By this time, of course, there were many more Christians

than under.Nero, but certainly the number of individuals affected was far greater
than under Nero. And it was a persecution not carried by a wicked tyrannical

emperor for his own personal attraction, but it was a persecution carried out by a
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good men, a man who was interested in the welfare of his people and who was doing

what he thought was for their welfare but it actually was an attempt to destroy

Christianity by a brutal attack against them. And so under him we have in the

year 166 we have a great persecution in which the greatest of the early apologists

a man named Justin Martyr of whom we MX shall speak later and some of whome

writings I will want you to read. Justin is the man's name, but he is called

Justin Martyr by virute of the fact that he died a martyr's death. Justin Martyr

and six others in Rome in this year 166 were kililed as a result of the attitude

of Marcus many of those who declared themselves to be Christians were sent

off as slaves into the tobe forced under cruel treatment to work there in

the minds. And .... . .. .... . .. . . .. . ......... .. . .. End of Record 45

Beginning of Record 11.6 In France. T1N There in France which then was

known as Gaul Christians were seized and brought before the emperor's officials.

The first of them was a man of high rank, a leading advocate. He protested against

the insults which were being made against the Christians there in Gaul, and he was

then the first to suffer execution. A number of those who were brought and who

were about to be killed could not stand the sight of the death ahead of them and

therefore sacrificed to the emperor. And to the great sorrow of the others. And

many slaves who were arrested and who confessed all kinds of terrible things about

their Christian masters in order to escape. They were so terrible people who

attended the services and who were much interested in the teaching which their

masters had given to them in attempt to win them to Christ formerly accepted

Christ, but when they were faced with tortu they simply couldn't stand it and they

saw thatit pleased the persecutors to make up all kinds of stories about the

wickedness of their masters and the criminal activity they were engaged in and

the immorality all of which was done 2 but they made up these

stories seeing if they could get off with the tortue more easily. Then the people

raged like wild beatts to the Christians. They said you see what these people are

We should persecuted and killed and do away with them. There was a female slave

named Glandina who was tortued for a whole day so cruelly tha t the tormentors

wondered that she still continued to live, but she persisted in her faith to

Christ and her refusal to turn against him in any way, a deacon in the Church at
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had placed a red ho brass attached to his body in the most tender places, but he

said nothing but I am a Christian. The others were brought and tortured and killed

in various ways. The Bishop of L .... was over 90 was brutally beaten and died in

prison. A number of others were tortured in the arena. Glandina who had survived

this terrible day of torture was bound to a stake and there exposed to wild beasts

Another man was roasted alive. And Glandina, for some reaeen the animals didn't

attack her, and she was on the stake there tied to it with the animals around eatig

up the other people but didn't attack her. So she who was one of the first to be

tortured was the very last of Th all to die. But then they threw her into a net

and she was ... . killed by a bulls He refused to let the bodies of the martyrs

be buried, and they finally burned the ashes and cast them into the river. But

Gregory of . .. . . .. . estimates the number of victims as k8, which after all is not

such a tremendous large number. It was a very cruel persecution, but it does not

seem to have affected such a large number of people. But this was the beginning

of persecution on a larger scale than before, more widespread through the empire,

of anattitude by the emperor of searching MM out the Christians and trying to put

an end to the Christianity. And a movement which was considered to be a harmful

movement, something that wasinjurious to the empire. When Marcus.......died he

was succeeded by his actual son. He did not adopt a son as the predecessors had

done for nearly a century. His own son succeeded him. And he was a

man who was given over to false or to wickedness just as opposite from his father

as anyone could possibly be. He was j/ wicked. He was immoral. He was brutal.

He was everything that his father was not, but he couldn't see any sense in this

persecution of the Christians. He didn't see anything He wqs interested

only in his own pleasure, and he had a concubine named Marcia who for some reason

was favorable to the Christians. We don't know why, but she induced him to order

the persecution to stop. It continued a year two into his reign and then he order

ed it stop and ordered the Christians released from the mines who were in this

harsh cruel labor in the mines. Many of them came back to Rome and others places

from the mines as a result of his orders and the persecution came to an end. The

last Christian who was killed in his reign was a senator. Actually one of the

Roman senators. He was killed XXK but the informer who had given evidence and
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man whom he accueed as being a Christian. And so they had a period ofabout 20

years in which there was practically no persecution. You see the shift around

from the evl men who persecuted the Christians. Now it becomes a matter

of imperial policy by those who are interested in the welfare of the empire to

try to destroy Christianity. This is about 170 A. D. You see it is over 100

years after the time of Nero that the shift was made. And so gave the

Christians a,break of 12 years of his reign and then after him the next man who

reigned any length of time did not persecute the Christians for the first few

years of his reign, but then began it again, and so at 200 A. D. another perse

cution breaks out. We'll leave that to the next century. Because it actually

started 202 when the emperor made a law definitely speaking against Christianity.

Did somebody have a question? Well, that is all we will say now about the

persecution during this century. Most books dealing with this will trace the

rnXX persecution right through to the time of Constantine, but I think

it is useful for our understanding period by period. We will stop here at this

turning point of the centures. 100 the year of the end of the reign of ....

who persecuted the Christians on a small er scale, than Nero. 200 just after

the end of the wicked ruler who put an end to the persecution of the

Christians as long as he was emperor. You see it is a complete turning about

in the attitude o the emperors toward Christianity. Mr. Beck? Student.............

AAM; Of those we have discussed in class thusfar Ignacious was seized in

Antioch by the emperor, but he was sent to Rome to be killed. Often they would

send people to Ro e, but not all the time. All the persecutions in Gaul took

place upthere in aul. There were persecutions in Athens. Polycarp was killed

over in Asia Minor, and my guess would be that there was a little more in Rome

than other places but not much more. About the same. The emperors authority

goes all through he empire, and of course it might depend on the attitude of

the governors whether they were quite anxious to carry out his policy or whether

they weren't quit so anxious, but Marcus or someone near him in command

we don't have definite evidence but under his authority that the word was sent

to all the governors to carry out the persecution against the Christians and to

root it out while previously no such order had been given by any good emperor.
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Now Nero had had it carried out in .... as well as in Rome. But under Nero it

was not a matter of Christianity itself but purely a matter of arbitrary

cruelty. And persecution seems to be directly in Rome. His was directed

at a few people who were rather prominent people in the Christian faith. Well

now C. X under this head. The second century we looked at A the spread of

Christianity B. we looked at persecution in this century C. The apostolic fathers

Now this term apostolic fathers is a rather queer term, but it is a term which

has become established in Christian usage in Christian history. The term the

fathers, by the way, is a peculaar term. We use it for any Christian writer of

the first six centuries. Any Christian writer. There is no reason they were any

more fatherly than later on, but they were early, so we speak of them as the

fathers. The is the study of the writings of The Christian writers of

the first six centuries. Now and then we call them the apostolic fathers are

the first fathersafter the apostles. That is they are the first--the apostolic

men are men were not but there are men who came right after them. The

word probably got started that these were writers who knew the apostles. And

we know the next generation the men who knew the apostles. Now in one of the

assignments that I have given you I have assigned two ..llXI

......Now the reading from Clement--we have several books. I think we have six books

that it's in, but two of them are the A. . . . . .. Fathers, and in the A Fathers

there are two... that I want everybody to read. And because these two pages

give a general vision of the apostolic fathers. Somebody has said that Christian

ity--that the Bible rather, is not like a European city. A city which as you

approach it you come to suburbs. You come to little villages, and you come to

shopping centers and all that and finally you get in to the great part of the

city with its big buildings. It's not like that. It's like a city in the near

east. A city perhaps in the dessert somewhere where you are right in the heart

of the desert, and you step right into the heart of the city. By that they mean

you do not have a 12 a lot of other works that are almost as good as

Bible writings. There is a sharp contrast between the Bible writings and the

Christian writings which XK immediately followed.. The finest of Christian

works were not written immediately after the writing of theBible. God put a p
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sharp line of demarcation between.them. Clement's epistle is a very nice epistle

It is a good book, but it is not in the category with the Biblical writings, and

the other of the apostolic fathers, most of them, are definitely inferor to

his XXX epistle. The apostolic fathers are good Christian men with high

ideals, but they are not in the category with the Biblical writings at all. Now

these apostolic fathers in he earliest of our writings, some of them are very

good all of them have a truãy Christian spirit. XXXNX I will name to you what

are considered the apostolic fathers. We will not say a great deal about them.

I may assign you sometime some reading about them, or I ,may assign you reading

of some of them, but if I give you a quite a bit of detailed information about

them here you would't remember it and when you get to w±iting them down in notes

I can assign you to it in the books. According to the theory of the churhh of

Rome the Bible is God's word and no other written material is Gods NY]t word.

Their only difference with us about the Bible is is that they consider seven

books to be part of the 0. T. which we consider not to be. These books were

written before the time of Christ. Those books they conclude in their 0. T.

But as far as the N. T. they accept exactly the same books as we do with no

addition whatever. These apostolic fathers the church of Rome does not

consider any more inspired than we do . End of Record 116

Beginning of Record 47 ........The men who gave a reason for their XXX faith

presented a carefully explanation that should be understandable to those who

have taken the background of the resons who Christianity was a reasonable view

point, and why persecution was not for the best interests of the Roman Empire.

We entered that with fair mention of Tertullius. whom we are going to discuss

under the nest head or the next century, because the greater part of his activity

was in the third century, but I wanted to mention in here the because he comes

so logically in this series and also because of the fact that it is very good to

have.2Tertullian at about 200 A. D. At the end of the firsteentury

we have Clement of Rome, just before the end of the first century. Right

at the end of the second century we have Tertullian. These are two of our out

standing early Chris tian writers. All the other writers we have mentioned as

yet come in betweeen these two. Now we will 90 on to E. which is a very importa
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subject in regard to this secon d century. Opposition to Christianity other than

persecution. We have already noticed the opposition of the persecution in this

century to Christianity, and we have seen that while it was a constant force

sometimes breaking out would be very svere always in the background always a

possiblity, yet there was no effort on the NRYN part of the Roman Empire to des-

troy Christiantiy except for the persecution of Marcus And that was some-

thing which we dont know a great deal about. We do know that in Gaul it sur

passed any persecution up to that time, and yet the total number of martyrs

there was well under 100 in Gaul. We haeevidence that it was also present in

other lands. It was a real effort to suppress Christianity, but I'm not so sure

that Marcus was filled with a desire to put an end to Christianity as that

he felt logically that the law should be enforced. And logically Chistianity

was a view different from that of the Roman Empire and IX it ought to be put

down and he proceeded to make what under the previous emperors was rather hit and

miss and make it a real effective attitude, but it only continued for a brief

time, because after his death his son lost interest to enforce the law, so per

secution was not the great tremendous thing against the church in this age that

it was during the brief period of Nero or that it became at sometimes later on.

During this century. But there was other opposition to Christianity aloso during

this age, and under this XX 1 is pagan literary attack. The chpponents of

Christiantly were not satisfied simply to try to kill and to torture the

Christians in this century. There were those who did that. And there was a good

deal of that in certain times and in certain places. There was probably on

the part of most of theleading thinkers at this time knew /nothing about

KMXXXXMXX Christianity. They paid no attention to it. But there were those 4i

who looked on Christianity as a serious development which needed ± answering

and during this century there is more of this type whose name is very well known.

His name is XTX Celsux . He lived about 150 A. D. He wrote an extensive

and carefully reasoned attack on Christianity and many of the attacks NMKXNXXXM

of modernists and unbelievers in this century were already XX present well

expressed in the writing of Celsux. He went in to the beliefs of the Christians

true whether it was

he went into the pattern of the Bible whether the Bible was
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jØ dependable. He took up the vital points of Christian doctrine and

Christian belief and he assailed them. He was an able man and he did. a good job

of the attack and the attack seems to have been an attack not in ridicule or a

test to use unfair arguments as many attacks are but a pretty well reasoned

essence to take the Christian viewpoint and to tear it to pieces. Celsux's work

had not been preserved, but we knot a great deal about it. We know many pats of

it because of the fact that 100 years later a great Christian thinker of the

century later X wrote a $' work against Celsux in which he took up his book

section by section and answered his arguments. And this writer of a century

later was called Origen. We will say a good dealabout him in our discussion of

the next century. At the present point, our interest being right now in subjects

rather than Origen the reason I mention Origen here is two-fold: It is to tell

you how it comes that we know much about Celsux, but more than that ) it is

to stress the fact that Celsux writing must have had considerable influence. If

a man a century later would think it worthwhile to take it X up and examine it

in detail. You will find books which are written today attacking Christianity

which are widely distributed, and sometimes you look at them and you think

well now, this is an answer that means the end of our religion and 30 years later

people have even forgottwn that the book every existed. They don't know anything

about the man that wrote it. They just disappeared. I don't think anybody is

asked today to sit down and write a book to answer Ingersoll about the Bible.

although he during the last century went over this country for many years

lecturing on the mistakes of Moses and trying to tear down people's faith in the

Bible, and there was a period of a good many years there in which it was worth

while and important for people to andwer Ingersol and to show the XX fallicy

of his viewpoint, but as a living today he has disappeared. His writings

are not reprinted and distributed today, but a century after Ceilsux wrote Origen

felt it important enough to answer him and to distribute this book, 10 so that

would be pretty good evidence that X) Celsux's book was distributed to some

extent at least although a century after he wrote it. And if some people were

considering his arguments as having enough importance in the Roman world that

they thought it was vital that an answer be written even at that late date.
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But we don't know what answers may have been written before that, but we have

no answers preserved before that. It is possible that a good many Christians

early in Rome answered Celsux, but they were average men, and their writings were

read and had an influence and were forgotten. Origen was an outstanding scholar.

A man of tremendous influence, and what he wrote has been preserved, but it

shows the importance and the influence of Ceilsux writings that Origen would

have answered it a century later. So much for pagan literary attack. The fact

that 6ellsux's attack would be so important leads us to think that there may

very well have been other attacks, that have not been preserved. No. 2 .........

Ebionism p------- - - - Now Ebionism is a movement within the Christian church. It is

the movement which is --- we find very important in the book of Acts, which is

there spoken of as the Jud The Ebionist movement is the movement of those

who emphasized the Jewish teachings to so great an extent that they tend to make

Christianity become simply a branch of Judaism . Now some of these of course we

Jewish Christians who were attracted by Christianity and came into it and perhaps

were sincere believers in Christ, but who nevertheless, did not take their under

standing of Christ and carry it over to their understanding of the whole Jewish

system, and consequently had a mixed belief which was partly Jewish and partly

Christian with an emphasis on the Jewish element in it to such an extent that

logically ZZ carried out it would mean the end of the distinctive Christian

emphases and simply a branch of a sect of Judaism. They insisted on the necessi

of keeping in this present age those important rights and ceremonies which had

their vital place in looking forward to Christ but which are no longer necessary

now that we know more details about Christ and about his .... what the things

that were pictured in advance. It is interesting however, that Shaw in giving fn
Ebionites

four characteristics of the common/whom he says are more numerous give as the

fourth characteristic that they believe that Christ is soon to come again to

introduce the glorious mil reign of the Messiah.3( with the earthly Jerusalem.............

He gives that as the four views of the larger class of the 12

Now that certainly shows anothermisunderstanding on his part, because the views

of practically all the Christians at that MM time were definitely pre-mil but

it was part of an attitude which came in not very long af ter Constantine when
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represented old Jewish Well, it does if you take the hope of Isaiah and

of Micah and the other great writers of the 0. T. as old Jewish hopes. It is true

that there were Jews who were building on these great teachingsof the 0. T.

went on in their imagination to develop ideas about the Mil which was not taught

in the 0. T. some of which speculations are entirely possible that they may be

true but others of them are rather fantastic going beyond the facts just as some

Christians have done in many parts. And when people oppose pre-mil they pick out

some of the ideas which have been developed by tradition going beyond what is in

the scripture and say it is a Jewish idea which has been kept or developed in

church practices of Christiantiy. But the history of the early church shows

Shaw's statement right here is completely false. That i was in any way a partic

ular of Judaism because he will show in other parts of the book that it is also

held by men who It was the predominant belief in the second century.

I think we could say without fear of any successful contradiction that 95 per

cent at least of the Christians of the second century were definitely re-mil

and practically all of the leaders at this time were. There are many of the

leaders of various groups for whocm we have very definite and clear statements

and there is noone from this century of whom we have any statemnt of opposition

of pre-mil, but he gives that as one of the Kä characteristics. Now the others

are different from this . The more common Ebionite he says their views iay be

reduced to the following: (1) Jesus is the promised Mesiah, but he is a mere

man, not God himself. Origen speaking of this compares this ...... . .. .......ik............

Thou son of David have mercy on me. Their se cond view was that circumcision

in the observancd of old ritual law is necessary for salvation. Their -third

however, that all Paul is an apostate and heretic and all of his epistles are

to be XXXXXXXX discarded . End of Record 1.7

Beginning of Record 48 because it was held by all believers at this time

There was a second class of Ebionites. There were various sects who held the

views of speculative measure in which they would take their various elements of
Christianity or Judaism and develop them philosophically they were much smallerthen this . .. . .. ....................................Student:.

AAM




There is a book in
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the library by a man named Ayre. It is called Sources for Early Church History.

He has about three or four pages in which he quotes from several of the

apostolic fathers their statements from pre-mil. Another good source would

be the second volume of Shaw's church history where he deals with it. He

mentions the fact there he is not dealing with the second century. Held dealing

with the whole period up until 200. And he says among the greatest leaders of

the church were those who were strong and then he names about ten of them

and then he says it was opposed by them, and then he gives a list of names most

of whom come at the very end of the period long after the second century. Student

AAM: I don't remember specifically at the moment but the statement that there is

to be great tribulation just before the coming of Christ is referred to at least

in some, because Thay all agree to that 3 Well the Edionite

then did not become a great movement which threatened the church. It was rather

an emphasis which in some areas would become rather strong, and which was a great

force to be met in the days of Paul at the consul in Jerusalem which the

Ebionite tendency was met Those who accepted Christ as the Messiah as the

Saviour, but did not realize it is tremendous importance to the point where

it met a changing of the XX relationship of the 0. T. Law, and Paul me th-..................-

and finally there was the council of Jerusalem, but the attitude

is still continuing. And we have thisEbionite movement which is important during

this age in which I put as opposition to Christianity under the persecution as

opposition within the Christian Church of men who do not fully understand the

Christian teaching some of whom were thorough going Christians, but sinee they

put an emphasis on certain phases which were logicallycarried out X] with the

contradctions to Christianity others carried these emphasis to the point where

in their belief they actually were not truly Christian. But there was very

a variation . .. . . . .. .... Student AAM: The emphasis on the ceremonial

law. I think you're dealing with a different subject 1% than what I was

talking about. It may be a subject of great importance and it might have given

that impression. 1%' was speaking of an attitude toward keeping the Ten Command

merits. I' was speaking of an attitude toward keeping

cireumsicion and the very different phases of the ritual law. Now it is true
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that at ailperiocis in Christianity and in Judaism there have been individuals who

have thought that salvation was a matter of being a good man rather than being

saved by grace. But this has never been true Judaism or true Christianity. The

0. T. never says anybody can be saved by keeping the moral law. Nobody has ever

been saved in that way. If a man truly kept it, he would need salvation, but

no man has ever been truly kept it. The law was given to show the kind of life

God wanted his true people to live. And to show them how far short the had come

before they were saved of the kind of life which would be necessary for a man if

he was able by law by living for Christ to become a child of God, and the law

is just as important for that purpose now in the moral law as it was then. Ithinl<

that Mr. Smith has a real point that we are not that there is something which was

right in the Jewish time and became wrong in the Christian time. Not at all. But

there were certain ceremonies which in the Jewish time looked forward to Christ.

And these ceremonies were very important and anybody who would knowingly squirm

cirôumscion and the sacrifice, and the various prescriptions of the NLXX Mosaic

law would put himself outside the of the possibility of salaation natural

because he would be that which God had given him. But God gave it not

as something which of itself could bring salvation but which could point those

people to Christ through whom they as well as we could be daved, and through

whom and apart from it noone ever has been saved or ever will be saved. But

this Ebionite movement was a movement which came from either a great

sentimental attachment to these things without realizing that they were tre-

mendously important in their place ............7* it comes wither from that or

from the understanding of the true Christianity and it was sometimes carried to

the extreme{as to deny the deity of Christ. Or to deny scriptural of Paul's

epistles, but I believe these were rare. It was a force to be recognized, but

" not nearly important as the next movements which I will mention. The

next which was tremendously important. Student: AAM: That is Tertullian

was perhaps the first to wonder about it. Tetullian said that there must have

been a man named Ebion who was the founder but we don't know anything about it.

We know there must have been such a man for it to be called Ebionite, but that is

Tertullian's theory. Shaw says the name comes not of Tertullian first intimated
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from a supposed man be the name Ebion of whom we know nothing, but from the

Hebrew word Shaw says it may have been, originally like Nazarene of

Galilee a designation of all Christians, the majority of them living under these

circumstances . 9 Nobody knows where the name came from.

Maybe there was a man Ebion. Maybe it comes from the Jewish word since

it is so similar to Ebion. It's a good guess. Well, how does it comes' from the

word poor. Blessed are the poor in spirit, they think they were the poor and the

meek, or id somebody else say poor worthless people. Nobody knows. It is like

the word one of the greatest groups of wonderful Christians in the world

history are the The Calvinists of France who stood for their faith and

hundreds of thousands of them died for their faith and a third of France became

thoroughly until Christ died in treachery and in a course of a century

it was destroyed. But nobody knows where the word came from. There are a lot

of guesses and none of them have much real The X name which sprung

up within these last four centuries and where did it come from? We just don't

know. Somebody's guess is that it comes from the German A person who is

united with you. Well, why would they be called that paticularly? Yes, this is

what Paul was attacking in his epistle to the Galatians . movement which

came to be called the Ebionites, and it may have been more important in the

first century than in the second century. It was a movement which continued on

from that time and was found to some extent for a long time and Origen goes into

it to considerbble length. Well, then, No-3 is a movement which was so great and

so strong and so powerful during this century that it threatened completely to

put an end to a real Christian movement, and in fact, some people looking at this

second century think that true Christianity came about as near to being wiped out

and overshadowed by this movement during that century as it has been in this

century be modernists, and some people point many parallels, but the movement is

one which has come to be caled Gnoticism. You might say that it is the other

side from Ebionism, because Ebionism might be saying here is a Jewish background

of Christianity let's 12 Now this is more the Greek

background. The Hellenic background--the background of the thinker, the reasoner,

not going by tradition, but going by understanding. That of course is a very
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important thing to understand what they mean, but we probably find the

Gnoticism beginning as early as the writings of the apostle Paul. If Paul wrote

his epistle to the Galatians in order to know the following of Ebionisim as he

undoubtedly did is not quite as certain but I highly probably that he wrote the

epistle to the Colossians to show the error of Gnosticism. At least there are

statement in the epistle to the Colossians which make no sense unless they are

interpreted with the understanding that P aul was aware of a tremendous movement

which was springing up among the Colossians which had to be met, a movement which

was putting emphasis in the same direction in which they were. later nut by the

development which we call Gnoticism. Paul speaks about the danger of being spoild

He says in Colossians 2:8 "Beware lest any man spoil you to philosophy and vain

deceit after the traditions of men and the rudiments of the world and not after

Christ.." And he says in Verse 18 "Let no man beguile you of your reward in a

voluntary humility and worshipping of angels intruding into those things which he

has hot seen vainly puffed up by his fleshly mind$' and not holding the head from

which all the body by joints and bands having nourishment ministered, and knit

together, increaseth with the increase of God." In Colossians we find Paul facing

a group of people who say we have a philosophy which the ordinary Christian does

not understand, but we know what things we mean. We have the understanding. We

have the background of X it. And if you've got our philosophy then you have got

the truth, whereas if you just have what the Bible says about Christ and salvation

through him you've got some valuable things End of Record 48

Beginning of Record 49 and understand the thing not revealed in the

scriptures which gave them a viewpoint of Christianity which the ordinary

Christian would know nothing about, and very soon they went on from that to

develop various aspects to the point where became more important to them

that the things which are revealed in scriptures. And then the next thing is to

go on and deny certain of the Christian teachings. It is a tradition that there

was a man named in the latter part of the first century whb was one of the

early leaders of the Gnosticists. We don't much about it. It was very early.

But we do have tradition that Cerinthus came in conflict with the agent of............

In fact the story is told that once John went to the public' bath in Eohesus
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and when he went there he saw in there he said I better get out of this

place in a hurry The Lord's judgment may fall and the whole thing would

be destroyed. I better get out of here, and he rushed out of the bath thinking

it might fall in with a man like C in there. Now, that is a tradition and

whether there is anything to it as to the particular incident, we don't know

but there is pretty good evidence that the apostle John felt that the views of

C .... were nothing to take lightly, and it is undoubtedly the fact that in the

epistles of John there a very ver y strong statements. Take the WX second of

John. If any one come to you and bring not this doctrinereceive him not into

your house neither have fellowship with him. If you want separation from unbelief

or apostasy I don't know any better place to go for it than to the writing of

the apostle of XX love, the apostle John in his epistles. Statement after

statementin emphasis on the terribleness of unbelief and for the willingness of

having fellowshiop and working in cooperation of those denying the blood of Christ

and turn down the teaching of his deity. Well, of course, those statements in

John's epistles show his attitude toward unbelief with very very strong attitude

toward apostasy, but they do not bring out anything of the part of this Gnostic

development his attitude to it as his tradition does by relation to theCorinthian

Paul's epistles do ...............We find that the feeling of this development

as time went on there were people who accepted Christianity but who said well,

that is very good, but you must understand. And as they went on to try to under,

stand it they got rid of a good many of its basic teachings, and the Gnostic

movement came to be a movement found in all parts .of the Roman World, and there

were many branches of it. There were all kinds of views. One thing that many

of them were much interested in was the attitude towards the body. What about

the human body. What is our attitude towards it. They found sensuality all

around and wickedness and some of them said first the Bible speaks of the sins

of the flesh and it speaks of that which of the flesh doesnot .... and they took

the word flesh as to mean the body. Now the N. T. does not use the word flesh

in the meaning of the body. The flesh Is the selfish man, the carnal man, the

man who is interested in his own feelings, rather than in God's personal will.

The Bible never presents the human body as being evl in any way. Itis
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something which a wrong emphasis on it as anything God has made become evil, but

the body itself is a wonderful good thing which God has given us and which when

rightly used is good and not in any sense evil. That was the Christian teaching

but among the Gnostics there were those who said the body is evil. We want to

get away from the body. We want to live a spiritual life and not a bodily life.

The Bible never says that the spiritual life is divorced from the bodily life.

It is spiritual following the Holy Spirit as divorced from fleshly following our

individual fleshly attitude and instinct of person desires. It is God living in

us and not spirit living in body, but they took this attitude and a large groups

of Gnostics went to an extreme of the The less we pay to the natural

desires of our body, the less attention we pay to it the better, the more we put

the stress only on the spirit. And then there was another groups of

gnostics who went in the other direction and they said the body is entirely evil

Therefore the quicker we destroy it the better. Let's go into all kinds of sensuã

exess , and we can get rid of it much quicker. And you have the two extremes. A

small group going in sensuality and a large group going into neither of W]1

which is a Biblical teaching. The Bible teaches that the body should never be

the end always the means, but a good means which is to be rightly used and not to

be and so we have among the gnostics this great emphasis on the attitude

toward the physical and toward the body. And then NX there was a great emphasis

on them in the understanding and trying to understand what was facts of the Bible

trying to understand the real nature of the angels as Paul says here Going into

things and shooting into things that they don't know about. Paul doesn't say

they may not be true, but they are truths which God hasn't revealed and for every

such truth they grasp they may grasp ahold of a hundred things which aren't

true, and we find among the gnostics man many different groups with many

different ideas and interpretations of the universe. Some of these ideas holding

Christ in a very important part of their system of belief some of them pushing

Christ back to the point where he is hardly more than just a name in the course

of their belief. One of the great leaders of the early Gnostics was a man named

Marcion. Marcjon was a man who would. seemed to have become a real Christian in
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his early life. He is one who was tremendously influenced by the teaching

of salvation of Christ. He was the son of a Christian Bishop in his first fervor

he gave his propertZy to the churchy( but when he began going on and changing his

views his own father excommunicated him. At least so the tradition says. ABt

the middle of the second century he came to Rome and in Rome there he X joined

another Gnostic and X3I joining together they developed their ideas and they

began spreading them. It XXX said there were two or three final forces the good

and gracious God and the evil matter by the devil and the righteous world make

it. This righteous world maker is the finite in perfect angry Jehovai of the Jews

So the God of the 0. T. is a righteous God insisting on the law being kept but

he's an imperfect angrey evil one even though insisting on good laws and good

moral principles and the good and gracious God was first revealed by Christ un

known X before, and he strongly opposed Paul's epistles. He said that they,

were not to be taken as authoritative. He took an opposition to the 0. T. having

any authority over the Christians he developed a view as you see that went very,

far from Christianity. As a young man in Asia Minor he had known Polycarp, and

when Polycarp was an old man and went to Rome to see the bshop of Rome to discuss

the date of Easter they say that one day there in Rome Marcion sought him and

Marcion seeing this old man whom he knew in the early days was very pleased to

see him, and he says Polycarp, do you remember me? And Polycarp, said I know

you, the first born of Satan, and that shows the attitude that Polycarp had

toward Marcion. Polycarp knew of Marcion's teachings being spread through the

Roman World and Marcion himself going about presenting his wonderful teachings of

the understanding of what Christianity really way, which proved to e something

which wasn't Christian at all. Student: AAM: He through large portions

of the Bible. He considered the 0. T. of little value, and he rejected the

pastoral epistles and he, but many of these Gnostics got to where they would

accept certain parts of the Bible. So you see in the attitude of J°hn towards

is the attitude of Polycarp toward Marcion. You see how these Christian

leaders felt about this movement which was coming to be so widespread until in

the city you might have a great and lovely group of fine Christian people and then

these Gnostic teachers would come in and they must have felt just the
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felt originally when Paul began to come in and Paul was preaching Christ and the

people would be leaving the synagogues and following a Paul. these Christian

groups the Gnostic leaders would come in and they would start explaining to them

the real understanding of the Bible. The rea understanding in the light of

real knowledge and real philosophies and they would find that perhaps all

of these well-to--do people and the educated people in their church would be going

off and following these Gnostic teachers and getting the true understanding and

only a few of the poorer people stayed trued' to the simple teachers of the Word

of God, and it was a tremendous force which looked as if the Christianity might just

be split up into a great ma ny little sections each with its own particular under

standing of these points and many of them rejectieg most of the basic teachings of

the Bible. It was a tremendous force in the second century. Now, most that X we

know about Gnosticism comes from the 6hristian writer who has written in opposition

to them, and we will assign some reading from some of them and we'll not take the

time in the class here to go into great lengths in details of the views of any of

the Gnostic teachers. There were great varieties to their views, some of whom had

a few followers and some had thousands of followers, but here in this second

century under the constant pressure of Roman persecution you will find this Gnostic

teaching doming in as the apostle John says they were not of us f or if they would

have been of Th us they would doubtless have continued with us. Thy hve gone out

from us and these people were going out to form their new groups all over of people

who were denying many of theChristian teachings, and some of them holding certain

books of the Bible and some to others. Among them there was a great development

of a dystem of X... .. . . . .. . . .. a belief that there is the great unmovable absolute

God. He is so great you can't know anything about him, and he's so great that

he is untouched by us and couldn't have anything to do with us and from him came

another God and out of him came another and out of himcame another and then the

last one that came out is Christ, and Christ made the world, and we are thus

separated by all of these great and the one great ,rnknowable God whom we

can't reach or touch. And all these sorts of theories tried to explain the under

standing of the universe were developed by the Gnostics, many of them conflicting

ithwone another, but some of them received a great number of followers and how

'mc
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discouraging it was to Christians and their leaders in those days. After that

someone had been on from a life of wickedness and sin once in the love of Christ

and coming to the Christian Church and showing great zeal and fervor in his Christ

ian life, then have one of these Gnostic teachers come along and this man would seer

to be such a fine Christian for a time think now I'm getting the true understanding

And goes off and follows this Gnostic teachers., in spreading this false philosophy

This misunderstanding thinking he had a true understanding not contained in the

scripture and leading people away from Christianity instead of toward it. There is

very little of the problem we have to face in this century that the second century

Christians didn't have to face. Well, I just want to mention No. k here. The

reason I just want to mention No. k here is because while it was a very important
factor
XXXM in the next century, we find little more than the beginning in this century.

So I want to mention it here for completeness in the century though we will deal

with it more in the next century, and that is 1k It is very strangE

End of Record 49 and Beginning of Reaord 50

IN THE IDEA OF two gods the god. of Christ and the God of the old Testament. Opposi-

to each other, and all this sort of thing, but the main came to be used for

people who identity of theBible to the point where they said the fact

there is one God to such a great extent that they denied the diety of Christ, and

some denied it by saying Christ is a mere man, but the majority of them denied it

by saying Christ is simply God the father under another name. Christ is simply God

the father under another name. There is one God there are not two gods or three

gods. There is on e God and the movement as you see beging where they stress the

unity of the Godhead, but it goes on to a point where it denies the trinity.

Student: AAM: There are many today who hold similar views. And there were

many different ways in which this view was held, but it is a penalty which begins

as a good thing. The fact that there is one god, butwhich in stessing certain

aspects of that goes on to point out it is denying the very heart of the Gospel,

and is very very dangerous and very wrong. Sometimes it is called . .. . . .. . . . . which

would be more exactly what you are speaking. The different moods in which God

manifests as the Father, as Christ the Son, as the Holy Spirit. Now that is not

true to the Christian teaching. The Christian Teaching is that God, the one god,
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is in three persons which exists through all eternity as three distinct persons but

one God. Student: AAM: I haven't mentioned him yet because he is in the

beginning of the next century , but it comes to be called sometimes..............................

and sometimes Unitarianism. There are different names used for it, but that was the

name used at that time, so that is the name I have given it so far, and we'll say

more about it in the next century in the first century it becomes an important

movement as the very end of the centuyy, but throughout the century Gnosticism is

a tremendously important movement. And it is an important movement not

only in the fact that it led people away from the church, but in the reaction which

it had upon the church. Well, now writers. And now F is(Pelenic)

writers and plenty of the apologists wrote against various Gnostic groups which

had not been preserveB and we know these men as apologists because their apologies

have been preserved. Now Tertullian who wrote a great apology also wrote K

extensively against the Gnostics which has been preserved, and under these writers

here there is one I want to mention who wrote about many different writings,, but

the ones which have been preserved are principally the ones against the Gnostics.

And so I mention them particularly under this heading P writers, and his name

strangely as a P... writer is the name of peace Irenaeus. Irenaeus was a man who

was a man who was in Asia Minor, and there who Polycarp and Papias and other

great leaders from the early Christian church in the age just after the death of

the apostles. He spread his views there in Smyrna and then he wKK went west and

he made a trip which was a much bigger trip than it would be today from here to

California. It would be more like going from here to Japan. He went way out West

to France and there in Gaul he became a leader among the Christians. III mentionec

to you how under Marcus the Bishop of Leo was martyred. Irenaeus was

chosen as his successor and he was the Bishop of Lyons in Gaul. And he wrote

extensively and his works are very important, so important that we have to pay a

few words tohim in addition to what we have beeen able to say XX today, but he

is remembered particularly for his anti-Gnostic writings, and so I put him here

under these writers. The very KXX important leader in the church during

the latter part of the second century. We'll speak more of him tomorrow. The

0pposthtjon to Chrisitanity other than persecution and then we began to mention
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pagan literary attacks of which we don't know much in this century, but the answer

given in the next century dealth with the writings of this century. I mentioned

Ebionism which was a strong force in the first century, considerable force in the

second century. I mentioned Gnosticism which was the great opposition movement

of this century. A movement which looked for a time as thought it would completely

over run the church, because all of these different groups of the intelligent

people thought that they could understand things and know what they were all about

and mate their explanation of the universe instead of taking what the Bible says.

And they got different types of explanations so in general they agreed on thinking

that the God of the 0. T. and the God of the N. T. were opposed to one another.

How similar to much of this modernism of today And some of them thought the God

of theO. T. was an evil God whom the God of they N. T. was fighting. Some of them

thought the God of the 0. T. was one who was used by the God of the N. T. for his

purposes and yet a different one, and the God of the 0. T. with his strict law was

not what they wanted, and some of them said the God of the N. T. is the right God

and therefore all the bad people of the 0. T. are the good people, because the good

people of the 0. T. were the servants of this God who is not the one we want to

follow, and one of the larger groups called themselves Cannites, because they would

glorify Cane and they would glorify Esau, and they would take all the people that

were not represented as good people in the 0. T. and they would glorify them, most

of them would claim that they wre following N T. teaching. There is no opposition

between the Old and the N. T. The apostles make it clear. The N. T. is built on

the Old and carries on the teachings of the Old, makes them more explicit because

Christ had come. The two form a unit, but Gnosticism tried to make the two opposed

to each other. Now, Gnosticism is such a big movement it will be worth a lot of

time, and I'm going to give you some reading to do on it about one of thewe days,

but there is not great value in learning a great many details about the view

of these different sects. The vital thing to learn is what is right and these view

are definitely wrong. The fourthof these P11 we barely talked about. We did

not go into it because it is a movement which comes just at the end of the century

and is very important in the next century rather than this one, but we have to

mention it because it did begin at the end of the second century. Other writ
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A number of the writers we have mentioned wrote against Gnosticism. Justin

Martyr, for instance, was the writer I'm mentioing particularly of the P writers

and by the way I don't know if you are all familiar with the term P.... It is one

of the technical theolotical terms just like apologetic in theology doesn't mean

to be apologetic at all. It means to be forthright in defense of the faith. It

means to present the evidence, and P.....however if the word exactly what it

means etomologically. It comes from the word and P is one who

is attacking false doctrines. A P. . . .. . . .. is a writing assailing that which is

wrong, and so there were many P writers in this century, but the one whom we

think of particularly under this head is I. . . . . and the reason that we think of

him under that head is his great Polemic work against Gnosticism has been

preserved while many of the other works have been lost, and much of what we know

of Gnosticism we learn from Iremaeus. Iremaeus was a man who brought up in Asia

Minor at the feel of Polycarp. He often heard Polycarp tell about the apostle

John, his contacts with him and what he had learned from him. Iremaeus knew other

there who had known the apostle. He was there for you see just one step removed

from the apostle in his contacts. There are some who think that Iremaeus may

have gone with Polycarp on his trip to Rome when they discussed the time f$ of

the Easter celebration. It is possible that he did this. We do not know, but

we do find I... in the center of his life living over in France, and we wonder

how he got there and it's not only possible though nobody knows that he made the

trip to Rome with Polycarp and there in Rome heard about France and decided to

move up there. But any rate, we find that the time of the terrific persecution

in France under Marcus i is already a 3 there in France. There

he is in Gaul in the city of Lyons, and, when the Bishop of Lyons was killed inn

the persecution, I .... was selected to be the successor, and so he became the

head of the church in this city. He was a very active Christian, very energetic,

a man of great leadership and influence, and according to tradition just about

everybody in Lyons was converted as a result of his efforts, and he sent

missionaries unto other parts of Gaul, and became a very influential leader there

and was also very active in writing and we have the names of a large numberof the

book's which he wrote. DEFENCES OF THE FATTH, DISCUSSIONS OF THE MEANINGS OF
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OF VARIOUS BOOKS OF THE SCRIPTURE, but one great book that has been preserved, the

outstanding one of those that are preserved is this book of his against heretics.

I. .. is very important in connection with our study of the N. T. its genuiness

because he makes specific references to it. He is also very important from the

Roman Catholic view of their defense of the claims of the Bishop of Rome because

he's the principleforce from whom we get names of early bishops of Rome. I read

to yok this statement from a R. C. textbook on church history it said, whether the

second or third popes are the same man or whether they are different men En

Beginning of Record 51 . truth of the Church of Rome. And the Church at

Rome likes to take the words from him as evidence of their church. A a

matter of fact, I think here under F. Polemic writers, this is as good a place as

any to speak a little bit about the effect of heresy on the organization of the

church during this period. This is a matter on which we do hot have any explicit

statements from ancient times, but on which most writers of church history are ver.........

on. Thy believe, and probably from the logic stem correctly, that the

church was greatly affected in this century by the necessity of maintaining a

position against the Gnostic movement and the Gnostic views which were coming in.

If you were going to have all the groups of Christians as soon as people were

converted to the Lord have people coming in and presenting Gnostic speculation

and new interpretations which would do away with some of the books of the Bible

and which would push the doctrines around in such a way that as many of the Gnosti

held Jesus was just a phantom 4(Zj%j/ nuktilizing what looked like a man, but

wasn't a man at all or that it was a combination of the man Jesus.212

....withthe two of them working together, actually not one person at all, but the

divine Christ% using the man Jesus or some other such unChristian view, if all

of these other views would come in and just leave the people with all tangled

ideas you wouldn't have anything left to the Church, and the leaders, and the

thinkers, and the Christian church found it necessary to combat this and of course

one of the great ways they combat it was by writing like X Iremaeus, but

there were others. Now most books on church history will tell you that a N. T............

became established as a result of the opposition to Gnosticism. I think

that is going much too far, but I would say this that the Gnostics coming in an
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disputing some books made people ask the question What are the real books that

God has inspired? What are the true books of the Bible? It increased interest in

that question and led people to inquire about it. I don't think it led them to

make the decision. I think God makes the decision, but the people --- the liberal

writers and writers that were slightly liberal will say the church selected the

books which they would make their authority in oppositian to Gnosticism. I think...........

The church decided to make absolutely sure that they had the right books

in the time of Gnosticism. They determined that their people should know what was

in tune with God said they would not be misled. Now, you find a different

in the expressions. For instance, Justin Martyr speaks about the...........

of the apostles. Now that is a general term. We believe he means the four
and

gospels 0/the XXX1t Acts. But it's quite a general term. Justin Martyr doesn't

tell us precisely what books he means but then when you have the Gnostics coming

in and sayind here is a book that tells you the real truth about Christ. It's

a secret book and it is kept among the well informed people and notgiven out to

the general public, but it's a good book and whenit contradicts the gospel of

John, you take it instead of John and when they would say you must accept the gosp

of Luke and not the other gospels, and such statements you find I .... in his

writing, there are four gospels. There are four books which God has inspiried

and are the true record of the life of Christ and of course there would be four.

He says there a four winds. There are four points of the compass. There are

four faces of the cherib in Ezekiel and there would be four gospels. Well, now

his first two arguments I don't think have any weight whatever. His third

argument about the cherib. I believe the cherib was a true of the gospel

very definitely. I think it is a valid argument, but we would have to study

Ezdkiel to see just how it is. I am sure the other two arguments

affected more of the readers much more than this. Very often false arguments

will affect people much more than true arguments, but you see the difference in

attitude. Justin Martyr says we have the memoirs of the apostles and we read about

what Christ did and said. He presented Christianity to a pagan world that knows

nothing about it. I. . . .. . thirty or foØrty years later is dealing with a world

in which Gnostic teachers are coming all around and presenting new books and C1T
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ing some of these books and I... says there are four gospels. There must be four.

It-'s-absolutely necessary that there be four. there are four directions in the

world. There are four winds; there must be four Gospels. Well, people get

excited about ....6... b.ecause of their insistance on the point they are

tremendously excited about, and this is a point worth being excited about. It

is vital to know just exactly what the scriptures say. And I.... is a testimony

to us that at his day the leaders of the Christian Church were convinced that

there were four gospels. That there were four and there were only four. And

I.... goes into various books and shows it to make it clear just what are the

correct books of the scriptures, so that the people would not be mislead by the

Gnostics. I would say then that Gnosticism forced the church to make its positin

clear, and to make definite what were the two books to make it understandable to

people. I don't think it made them excited. I don't think they had the right

to make them excited. I think the Lord had given them the inspired books and thos

were the books they had, but it made them determined not to get confused on the

matter and to get other books mixed up with them. Now the other thing which many

writers talk about the influence of Gnosticism on the church is the organization

of the church and it must have had an influence here. As long as you have a churci

where everybody believes and everybody ) who that comes into the church is thrown

right in his doctrine you don't care much who speaks. Here's a man who wants to

give a message. Let's hear him. You don't care what it is. You know it's all

true and that is absolutely the way in the church in the heatthan areas. But after

a little while you find people coming and they say I want to give a message, and

they talk as if they MXX believe exactly the way you do and they give up and give

the message and pretty soon you find that they are undercutting the very things

which you believe. They are attacking what you think is vital and yoy soon decide

that it is necessary before you that a stranger give a message in your church that

you know something about where he stands, and what he believes, and I'm sure that

we have this effect in the church the coming of Gnosticism. It lead the people to

determine they must be more careful about the leadership of their church to keep

it sound and true. And so we find I... using as one of his big arguments about

Gnosticism. People said, well, what are we going to believe. Here is this man
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that says % Luke tks the only true gospel. And there is

a man who says the 0. T. is a lot of foolishness defending that which is not true

and not in line wxth Christ, and here you say the 0. T. is true and is God's Word

that points to Christ. Who are we going to believe? What did I... say? He

says, do you want to know who to believe? I know it is a difficult problem for

you. How are you going to tell? Are you going to select the man that has the

best boice or makes the best appearance? That seems to e the most pleasing per

sonality? That's not the way to decide what truth is. Well, I. . . .. . says, I'll

tell you the way that will be helpful. He says, you go to a church which has been

established from the timeof the apostles. A church in which the apostles were

there and gave the truth and there is a contuous history of Christian leadership ir

that church since that time, and he said you see what they teach in that church,

and he says, you will find that the churbhes that have a history you can trace rig

back to the apostles' time are agreed on the XJ( teaching of the scripture and on

what Christianity is, and he says, Naturally there is a good reason to think that

is the true teaching of the scripture, rather than what is held by a lot of churchE

that have just sprung up recently and don't have the deep roots that these others

have. And so, he said, go back o Polycarp over there in Smryna. Go back to

Antioch where you have the bishops who go right back to Ignacious and right back

to Peter, bishop of Antioch and Paul the Apostle leading in Antioch. Here you havE

a record a place where there has been the teaching of the doctrine right through

this century and a half. He say, go to Rome and in Rome you will find that Peter

and Paul the apostles were in Rome and he said 1. . .. . . .. was leader you have

these men one from the other and he said see what these churches believe and see

what these churches agree on, and that's a good way to know what the truth is

Well, it is a matter of trusting people to get their feet on the ground and decide

as between the $ the Gnostic sectjy and the orthodox Christian viewpoint. And

probably there was real value in the argument he gave. But the Roman church today

says see what I... says. He says the truth is in the Church of Rome where Peter

put it. Peter, the head of the church. Then Peter passed it on and so on.. I...

Does'nt say that. Then, he says, I.. is a witness to the fact that the Roman

church is the head church I. sever said it is the head church He said it

it:
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is an important church. He said they are people who have a history reaching back

to the time of the apostles, and it is reasonable to think X1 that there will

a preservation of the truth there. It may be just as true in some churches starte

last year, but it's a little hard to prove that it is. Here you have a continuous

record of the leadership of the church. Now, the Episcopal Church today made a

great deal of the doctrines of the Apostolic succession, and they will base this

on I .... The apostles appointed these men, and they appointed others, and they

appointed other, etc. Well, now, that is not EX I .... argument. He is simply

arguing so people will know what the true doctrine is against the false and one

method they can use to try to determine it to see how the true doctrine has been

preserved in these various churches that have record going way back. The people

take his language and get an idea of apostolic succession, and they say the fact

that Christ put his hands on Peter and Paul and others gave them a special authori

to put there hands on successors, and in the Church ofEngland today they will tell

you. Archbishops that have been consecrated by bishops who were consecfated by

bishops could go right back to the days of the apostle Paul. Now in the days of

the Reformation in D.,enmark the King of D.. simply swept aside the R. C. leader

and put in a X Prostestant leader and you have Protestant teaching in Denmark

ever since, but there was a... .. . . .. with the former leaders. In Sweden, they did

a different thing. In Sweden, he told the leaders o the church to ordain new

man whom he designated, and these new men were trained under Martin Luther, so the

leadership of the church in Sweden gradually changed while Denmark was suddenly

changed and both the people were in favor of what the King did, and the King

carried out the wishes of the people. But it was done in two different ways, and

the result is that the Church of England today will tell you that the bishops of

the church of Sweden are men who have the spostolic succession. If any one of

them comes to him, he can preach in our church. He is recognized as a true
not

bishop, but a man from the bishop of the church of Denmarkwill/be recognized in

the church of England because there was a break 400 years ago and they were not

consecrated by the man who had been consecrated by those who had been consecrated

by the apostles originally. Well, now that is a magical sort of an idea which we

find no more of whatever in the Bible. We find no more teaching of the early
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Christians, but you can see how it developed from this effort of I... and others

to confince people that they should hold to the true doctrine rather than to the

new doctrine of the Gnostics, so thas idea of apostolic succession developed, and

the idea of the primacy of Rome, did not develop as early as that, but a step was

taken in that direction, or at least the writing of I .... and others are used toda

by the church of Rome to make us think that it was held at that time. So you see

Gnosticism had an effect on making the church its organization l.*

Naturally as long as everything was going along nicely in the church everything

is smooth, somebody wants to do something one way and somebody wants to do it

another way everything is very easy doing and nobody cares much. Who has the say?

End of Record 51 and the-Beginning of Record 52 What shall we do? And the

are apt to follow his ideas not only on the big things, but on the little things.

And so in times of crisis or emergency inevitablg you get control by a small group.

For any sort of efficient operation you have to have a unified control, but the

danger of unified control is that eventually it falls into wrong hands. You get

efficiency with small centralized unified control. You have a danger, and so

democracy means not that everyone runs it, but that the loyally support their

leaders as long as the leaders are true to the ideas that the group believes. And

if the leaders turn aside from those ideals or prove inefficient they throw them

out and get new leaders and then loyally follow those new leaders. Now the

question of coursewas I1)'f how are they agoing to throw out the leaders? What was

the method used to determine how the new leaders were chosen and this method

there were many different varieties even in the selection of the popes of Rome.

These has been a history of many different methods being used before they can

determine 2 they have used for some centurêes now. So you see how

there was a development in the church which would have come inevitably for the sak

of efficiency *you're bound to get a greater centralization and then when the

centralization falls into the wrong hands, people itead of blaming the wicked

leaders are apt to blame centralization, and then you get a development where

everybody wants to run everything himself and not to have any leadershio and you

go into the other extreme. You have the practice of one extreme or the other in

every type of organization. Over in England in the seventtenth centuyy the arch-
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was trying to control the Church of Engla'zd. with an iron hand. And the Pilgrims

and the Puritans were so disgusted with that attitude of these archbishops who were

trying to our main teachings and to destroy the former testimony of the ç'$

church of England that when they came over to the U. S. here they said we are not

going to have any authority over us. Each of our churches absolutely supreme in

itself, and so you have the Congregational systems develop in New Engladd with ever

church a law unto itself and in the history of the U. S. although the Congregationa

churches have the first start and they were in those days very very true and loyal

to Christ continued so for a couple of centuries. The right of

the congregational church in this country have been a fraction of the other churche

because the Congregational churches have this lack of any unified direction.p On

the other hand individual churches of them remain true long after other groups went

completely into Modernism. And even today you'll find an occasional Congregational

church that is absolutely loyal to the faith, although by this time most of the

Congregational churches have been taken over by modernism and unbelief. On the

other hand the Methodist church came into thie country a century and a half after

the Congregational church was here, but it had a... .. . . .. . . control. It had godly
who

men who as Bishops having absolute control would say/would be allowed to preach

and who wouldn't preach, and these men were godly and efficient leaders and the
find

methodist church spread tremendously and when they would 6é the wrong man to

the wrong place, they would pick him up and put him in another place and they

would put another man in that place, and they used intelligence in planning the

development of the church and the church spread at a tremdndous rate and the word

of God went throughout the people all through this country through the Methodist

church far surpassing anything that was ever done by the Congregational church.

The time came then when the bishops becauje modernists and with the control once

they became modernists they began to turn the church over in a few years to where

the church is absolutely under their control and it is almost impossible for

evangelical teachers to become very far extended in any branch of it because of

this control which was the very means that made it spread and gave it efficiency.

You see there are dangers in both. There are advantages in both and we have to

try to find the means to get the good leadership without the dangers of wrong
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leadership. Well in this day then you have the church in the second century going

through this period of drafting different methods. We have no definite teaching

in the N. T. as a specific type of church government to be used.. God left us to

use our intelligence in figuring out methods of directing his work in order that

:5 the most may be accomplished. And in that second century they probably

struck a pretty good means between them. They had the leadership and yet they had

the voice of the people of the church in trying to keep that leadership right. And

do it was probably a pretty good average that was maintained, but the development

the writings against Gnosticism stressed leadership in such a way as to give the

able to be used by wnng leaders in later years in the way that I... and other

leaders have been using it. So this whole matter of the development of the church

is perhaps 6* but it is not so foolish because we have very little

evidence of it. What we know about it is largely based on what we find in the

existence two or three centuries later or on the writings of these men particularly

Irameous. So it logically goes under I Student: AAM: Well, there

is a very There are many factors under this. I don't know what you mean

because Congregational Church was a unified group which was

established in one section of this country which had a great history of loyalty

for a couple of centuries but which has now fallen almost completely under moderni

The Congreaational churches were here for a century and a 1XX half before there

were any Baptist churches to speak of in the U. S. It's a much newer movement

which has bden affected by all sorts ofinfluence, and you will find sections of it

which are as modernistic as anything. You will probably find that the Northern

Baptist Convention is about as modernistic as you will find anywhere. On the other

hadd you have groups that have come out of that who in rebellion against it have

sought to get an absolute freedom and XX yet, if I understand correctly, about

a sixth of the Northern Baptist Convention have come out of it, and of this six

about maybe a third of it is in the GARB and the other two thirds are scattered

individual church. Well those individual churches, many of them, are taking the

extreme attitude of individual..., but the GARB you are getting developed a more

central control. A committee of 14 has a tremendous to the church and which

is a tremendous force increasing rapidly. It is growing faster than any other
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branch of the Baptist church. But all that we have to take up next year. Now

the so much for I... then. G. Now sometimes it is difficult to be sure what,

movement belong under E which we included and what sould be under G. It

is true for instance that there might be people who turned in the Ebionite direct

ion, but not far enough to be They would belong under G. There k.
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But I am putting here a movement called Montamism which the church of Rome

considered as being a heritical movement like these others. But which most

Pvostestant scholars today do not consider to have been so, and I think they can

be proven to be correct, because the views of the Montanists are the essential

doctrines of Christianity were definitely orthodox. You cannot prove a denial of

any of the orthodox doctrines of the church on the part of the Montanists. Now

the Montanists were a group which began in Phrigia, which is a part of Asia Minor

and thentionedin the book of Acts. There was a man there named Montanist who was

converted and became a Christian and became a very ardent Christian. Accordingly

to the accounts of his enemies he was a heathen priest of a peculiar ... before

he was converted. We don't know whether that was true or not. We do know that

he became a Christian and became a very ardent Christian and it was during the

time of the persecution under Antonine in the middle of the century that he

and two associated with him, who he called went out as and reformers

of the Christian life and claimed the reproach of the of the Holy Spirit

to the Mil reign.. in little villages in Phrigia, and they xaid that the New

Jerusalem was going to come there. Now they may have had some rather fantastic

ideas, but these ideas were not contrary to the scripture as far as there is any

evidence. They simply were saying certain things were goind to happen which did

not happen. Now it may be there is a similarity with the beginning of the

Russelites. Pastor Russ said was it 1888 that Christ would come back? And then

when the year came and he didn't come back, he said that he had come but people

hadn't recognized him on account of their wickedness, and Russel was succeeded

by Judge Rutherford, and he was succeeded by people who call themselves Jehovah's

Witness, and they have changed so many of the doctrines of the scripture that

they deny the dity of Christ. They deny a great number of the essential doctrinE

of the scripture. They are very definitely heritical. Well, now whether Pastor
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Russel was heritical in the beginning of the movement or not, I don't know, but

the idea that the scripture says Christ is coming back. We don't know when he

is coming. It may be very soon and he is going to set up his kingdom of

righteousness on earth. That is a criptura1 teaching. Now, when we say I know

when it'd going to be we are going against the scripture. And when we say it is

going to be right soon for sure we are going against the scripture. People have

said that at different times through the ages. They lave said it and then they

found 'they were mistaken. But when they find theyare mistaken the leader says

I made a mistake in setting dates and they go ahead and preach the truth and say

we don't know when he is coming, but we know he's coming or else they go off into

heresy as the Russelites did and change the doctrines and teach that which is

contrary to the word of God. Now in the case of the Montanists according to their

enemies there may be certain mistakes in the beginning of their movement, but

it is quite clear that they did not go off into heretical views as a result, but

their movement spread and soon all through the Roman world there were individuals

who were following this man Monanist. They were puttingtremendous stress ? being

very rigidly moral in your life. The standards of which were maintained by

them were very very high. They were apt to be rather impatient with people who in

the fact of persecution would submit and sacrifice to the emperor and then when

the persecution was over come back and say, oh, I didn't mean to mean any hard by

it. I just couldn't stand the fear of it, but really I believed Christ all the 'is

time. Take me back into the church. They were apt to be rather strict, and say

if you believed Christ you should have died for him. You are really a hypocrite.

Wewon't take you back in the church. They wanted to take a very extreme strict

view on this point, and I might say I don't think we should be too strict or too

mild either one, but I think it's easier to be sympathetic 141 thE

truth is in between. But the Montanists stood for a great strictness. Now they

stressed the Holy Spirit. They talked much about the Holy Spirit and the enemies
s.y

of the Montanist/that Montanist himself said that he was the Holy Spirit.

End of Record 52 and Beinning of Record 53 OF YEllding yourself

to the Spirit's way. They called themselves Spiritual Christians. They called

the others physic or carnal Christians. Now the movement of the ]äX Moi
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Montanists spread through the Roman world eventually it reached its height in

North Africa where there was a very strong movement for a time, but eventually

it died out. And as the Montanists spread the Bishop of Rome, particularly, did

not like them, XX)C and they began to say we should cut our relations to them.

They're as bad as the Gnostics, have nothing to do with them, or they would not

be allowed to take part in our services. They would not be allowed to commune

with us. They would ex-communicate them. I.... wrote to the Bishop of Rome urg

ing them not to do so, saying that while the Montanists might be a bit anatical

perhaps a little bit overzealous on some points they were truly ordained of God

and they should not be cut off, and you see the question which is a vital question

in Christianity. We must make an absolute line of separation with those who deny

the deity of Christ. There is absolutely nX warrant for working together in

fellowship and cooperation with those who are opposed to the simple doctrines of

the scriptureØs. But we must work in cooperative fellowship with those who hold

the great doctrines of the scriptures even if they differ from us on certain points

And here was a point where it was hard for them to decide which side are the

Montanists of this line and eventually under the leadership of the bishop of some

the organized church turned against the Montanists, and eventually within the

next 50 or 100 years they died out. It was a strong movement of attack, but not

one which lasted more than a century or two. The other movement you mentioned

here in this connection is a dispute about the date of EXX Easter. Now on this

point there XX is no question at all as to whether it was heretical. It is not

heretical to celebrate Easter on a different day. But the bishop of Rom on this

point became just as excited as on the other and eventually two centures later

that those who didn't celebrat e Easter on this day, they were heretical and out

side the faith. And the bishop of Rome was going to do that at this time to make

that decision and I... wrote and urged him not to do XX it. I.... said I XXXX

agree with you on the date of Easter. This is a date we should observe, but he

said, these are true Christians, and they observe Easter on a different day. This

is not reason for a separation from them. He wrote a beautiful letter which

Eusebius has preserved to the bishop of Rom urging him not to cut off .... with

people who differed on the date of Easter. Student AAM.Li.
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They do not claim and in fact on many matters they change their mind but they

don't say anything about them. The Roman church declared 200 years ago that......................

was heretical and no Romanists was allowed to read a book which said

the sun was the center of the solar system. I doubt if there is a Roman Catholic

living today who would say that the earth is the center of the solar system, but

after makeing declaration after declaration on that point, it was just quietly

dropped. We will continue tomorrow. We noticed that one of these Montanism

Until about 100 years ago practically all T)TX church historians considered

to have been heresy because the churches that continued mostly cut off

relation-shipwith the Montanists and treated them as heretics, but it is now considered

ly most Protestant historians that the Montanists were not heretics at all. There

is nothing heretical in their doctrine of which we have found any evidence. The

Some of their opponents accused them of havng heretical ideas,, but there are not

like the Gnostics carefully worked out views of the universe against Christianity

bt there are statements about themselves. Practical statements MR like the

claim that Montanist claims that he was the Holy Spirit. That is what some of the

enemies claim that he said he was the Holy Spirit, but protestant scholars are

quite convinced that he never said any such thing, that he made much of the Holy

Spirit and was accused by his enemies of having made such a statement as this.

The Montanists were considered by I... who was as strong against heresy as anybody

can be as a group which should not be cut off from the Christians. He urged the

Bishop of Rome not to cut them off from fellowship even though some of the Asian

churches had done so. A number of the Asian bishops had declared that they would

have no Montanist taking part in their services and was not allowed to partake of

the communion in their church MX thus they ex-communicated them from their

churches and the bishop of Rome wanted to do the same and I .... persuaded him not

to for a time. Buteventually the bishops of Rome did the same thing,and the

Montanists were cut off from the fellowship of the others. The---I should mention

perhaps at this point the development of a turn which developed during this

century which we find used a good deal as early as Ignacious. And that is the

term Catholic. The term Catholic orginally used means all embracing. It is

very unfortunate that today many people shoulduse the term Catholicas simply a tern
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forone particular denomination because the term means something entirely diff-

erent. Personally, I rarely use the term catholic in the sense of referring to

one denomination. I like to speak of them as the Roman Church or as the Roman

Catholics. Of course, any term could come to mean a particular thing. Often

the very opposite of what the term originally meant, and we have to constantly

be pointing to terms as old terms become changed in their meanings, and so it

may be necessary on account of popular usage that we should give' up the word

Catholic and allow it to be the term of one particular group, but I hate to do it

because it is a term which has such a great history in those days. The word

catholic in those days meant the true great church including people of divergence

of the minor matters. It meant those who were really the children of God regard

less of their particular organizationor the pticular group whether they were

people of Rome whether they were people of Constantinoble, of course it wasn't

found yet at this time, whether they were people of Jerusalem, whether they were

of Jewish background whether they were of Greek background, whatever they were

so long as they held to the great doctrines of the church. So long as they were

truly Christians, they were considered as ,Catholics; and the people might differ

over a point within the Christianity and still be considered to be equally

Catholic, but of course the heretics were cut out from them. They were not

Cahtolics. And so the word Catholic was used in that sense in that period, and

it is often spoken of as the Catholic church meaning the true church at that

time. Now, of course, if we use the word etomologicaithen if we today speak of

one group as the Catholic Church we are implying that they are the true church.

They and they alone, just as if we were to call them the true church, but of coure

it XXXXX is true that a particular church may change its meaning and come to be

used to refer simply to a circle, persons or a group of people regardless of

tis etomology, and the chances are that most people will use the term today and

have no thought of the particular meaning simply the reference to a particular

group of people, but that is what the term catholics mearitat that time. We have

it in the apostles creed. I believe in the Holy Catholic church and the great

bulk of our Protestant churches say the Apostles Creed with that termØ'inology

in it. I believe in the Holy Catholic church and when they say it with that
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terminology, we mean I believe in the fellowship of all true believers, regard

less to the particular group to which they belong. Whab we mean when we use

that terminology. It seems to rue that it was Martin Luther who changed it for

his followers to I believe in the Holy Christian Churhh. I'm not quite sure

whether he did or not, and that his foldowere therefore used the term that way

which then would mean that they were givng up the word catholic and allowing

their opponents to use it. After all there is no sense in fighting over a word

the important thing is the meaning, and that part of the Apostles Creed is very

important, and we must if we say I believe in the Holy Catholic Church, we must

think of the true meaning, and of course no Protestant would think of it as I

believe in the church from which I am not a member and which would exclude me

unless I make great changes. Student: AAM: That's right. Of course,

if the Roman Catholic church of today has the truth and the other groups are

hereticts then in the proper etomological sense the term catholic should belong

to them, and not to us, but if the Roman Catholic Church is Z one group which

has the truth and another group would have the truth would differj in views from

them then the word catholic can apply to them as to the others. If the others

have the truth and they don't have the truth then it certainly shouldn't apply
to

to them at all, so that/j simply use the word catholic alone and apply it to

the particular groupj is very much against theetomology, but etomology doesn't

make a great deal of difference. Words change in their meanings. If we're going

to use it in a different sense than it i$7 was ori'ginall

used today then it's all right and if so we have to be very sure we understand

what it use to mean in ancient times when we are discussing it. Yes? Student-..

AAM: During the time of Irmeaus the Church of Rome was a very strong church.

That it had any powerful influence outside of Rome would be different. Well, it

had the example outside of Rome. There's no evidence it had any authority out

side of Rome in the time of Irameaus, but would have great influence, and the

question would be why did the church at Rome have influence? And Rome being by

far the largest city of the Empire, Antioch the second one, Rome being the center

of the Empire A city to which people came from all over the Empire for matters

of business, for matters of any kind, it was the center. Rome would naturally J6/
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by the place to which it would go out and to which it would come. If a man

became a leader of a new heresy way over in Asia Minor or up in Spain someihere

inevitably within a few years if he prospered and got followers he would be in

Rome with a group in Rome following him.

End of Record 53 and the Beginning of Record 54.i it would have tremendous

influence, and of course Iramaus says you want to know what the truth is about

these heresies. Well, look at the church in Rome and look at the church in

Antioch. Look at churches which have had a long history, which are strong

churches where the truth has been preached continuously since the time of the

apostles and see what they believe, and you will find that these churches he

says dontt accept these Gnostic heresies., which is one of his big arguments.

In the way that he used the argument they think that whatever Rome says in right

Well, that's not the way he words it. Of course, the Roman Church today

according to its theory the fact that Rome was the capital of the Empire has

nothing whatever to do with the power of the Bishop of Rome according to their

theory. It is entirely a matter of Petter who was given the keys by the Lord.......

havjing passed on to his successors, and if Peter hadn't come to Rome

j4' according to their theory the Roman Bishop would have no authority what

ever. It would be the bishop of whatever place Peter stayed at. That is their

theory, buthistorically, it is the opinifon NNY Protestant people that the

influence of the Church of Rome was due entirely to the place of Rome as the........

of the Empire, rather than to the question of whofound the church. Well,

indeed we have a little more to say about the Church of Rome before we are

through with the second century. I haven't anystatistics on the second century

but I'd like to say this at this point, perhaps, it will give an idea from this

that it is estimated by scholars that about the middle of the third century about

250 A.D. that the Church of Rome had about 50,000 members which you see is a very

large church. It was only about a twentieth of the people of Rome, but itnXX

was a very large church. Student: AAM: No, the word chholic was used

as early as the coming of Ignacian. Nearly a hundred years before this, but it

came to be more and more when there would be a question about a certain group.

Now here is a group that differs from us on some point. Well, are they catholics
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or aren't they? Well, if it is a mônor point, they are just as Catholic as we

are. It doesn't make any difference. If it is a real heresy they are not

Catholics. The term has that meaning, and when eventually about 1000 A.D.

or a little earlier, the church was divided into two deparate nan sections, the

Eastern and the Western. The Western was called the Roman Catholic Church, and

the Eastern was called the Greek Orthodox Church, and the difference was that

the Easterners prided themselves of their orthodoxy and tried to get every littlE

point exactly right, while the Westerners tried to consult on their k

that is on having the doors of the church as wide as the doors of the Kingdomeof

Heavens including everyong who has the great essential doctrines regardless of

the variation on minor points, and that the word Catholics means not mak ing...........................

Now of course today it's different because it's 1540 in those

years along there in the Council of Trent a definite viewpoint was adopted which

had been held by only a portion of the medieval church and was made the definite

position of the Roman Catholic Church at that time. That would have included

many of the popes at that time and certainly believers were concerned, but since

the Council of Trent in the middle of the 16th century the Roman Catholic Church

is a sect with very exact views on a number of points and with great liberty of

opinion before that time. So it is a question as to whether they are entitled

to use the word Catholic since that time, but they have used it a great deal and

the Protestants Yes? Student:;;;; AAM: Well, ther theory was that

wherever Peter was, he was the head of the church, and of course this theory is

based on two or three verses ofscripture and it's a matter of ... . of those

verses , but there is no scriptural reference whatever if Peter had such

authority that he had a right topass it on to somebody else, but they claimed

with no evidence whatever except their statement tht he passed the authority on

to the next Bishop of Rome. Well, now, it is extremely unlikely that any

documents from that time will ever be discovered which will provd this particu

lar thing, but if something would be discovered which would disproved it, they

have some very cleaer and able scholars who would find a very excellent way of

explaining it in such a way that it wouldn't affect the authority. But at the

present, there is no need of such explanations, because thés is the claimé that
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is made. But what I am wanting for our Church History here is to have

definitely in mind the difference. The power of the Church of Rome and its

importance is one question, but the question of whether this church had a right

to control other churches had a right to do so not by virtue simply of being at

the capital of the Empire, but for some other reasonj would be the question on

which we are interested in from anyevidence of that period. We find people

looking to this as a graat church, a church of influence, but we do not find

any evidence at that time that they considered it as having an authority initseif

to dictate to them in any way. Well, the Montanism them--Iramaus urged the Mhb

Bishop of Rome not to excommunicate the Montanists, but they were excommunicated

whether immediately or a little later, it doesn't seem to be very clear. Not

long after we find them consided as heretics by the Church of Rome and by most

of the Catholic church. Student: AAM: Yes, any bishop anyway had the

power to say that a man could not take the communion in his church. That was to

excommunicate. Excommuncation would refer only to his church and would have no

relationship to anything else, and there is no evidence that he 8




At this time many of the bishops of Asia in different cities in Asia had already

excommunicate the Montanists. They had said the Montanists are not to parkake

of the communion in my church. They are not truly Christians. The Bishop of Rome

said the same thing. He cut himself off from relations with Montanists. It

does not mean that he had authority to say he may not partake of communion, but

only he may not partake of it in my church. To excommunicate is to cut off from

communion with you, not necessarily to cut off from communion with the Lord.

Now the other dispute at this time was the one on which there was a great deal of

heat, and a great deal of heed feeling and this was over the question of the

date of Easter. It is a strange thing that people may on points of doctrine

very important points of doctrine you may get people together in the same church

You know how a church in which people are both loyal members of the church and

one believes in the dity of Christ and in his atonement and another has no faith

whatever in any of these doctrines and yet they were both loyal to the church and

they would both feel very proud of their particular church. But if you get a

church in which there is a particular right or ceremony and they differ on the
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ceremony it becomes a tangible thing and sometimes it will make a great deal of

difference and a division between than a doctrine point which may be far, far

more important. Well the matter of Easter is a matter of a right of a ceremony.

But the question is when are we going to have Easter. Well, now, if I were to

ask % any one of you here when will we observe Chrstmas in 1957? I am sure

that everyone of you here would unanimously say December 25, but if I were to

say when will we observe Easter in 1950, I am not sure if there would be anyone

here who could give me the date on which we will observe Easter in 195. Dec.

25 is Christmas. What day is Easter? Who is there here who could tell the in

1957 when Easter will be observed. I wouldn't be surprised if there were a very

few of you who could tell me in 1954 when we will observe Easter. I wouldn't

be surprised if you wouldn't even know what it was in 1953. And yet you all

know when Christmas was each year. Isn't that strange? Are you so much more

interested in Christmas than you are in Easter? Actually Christmas, the birth of

Christ is important, but Easter, the Resurrection, is far more important in our

religion. Yes, you all know the date of Christmas and you don't know the date

of Easter. On the other hand, if I were- to say to you what day of the week will

we observe Easter in 1973. You would all say Sunday, but if I were to say to

you what day of the week will we observe Christmas in 1973 probably nobody here

would know. There might be very few of you who would even know 10 years ago

what day of the week observed Christmas. But you would know what day of the weel

we observed Easter. Well, you see, it's a matter of ceremony. When is it goin

to be? When I was in Jerusalem in 1929 I went to the alleged church of the

resurrection, the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. I went there on the date whith

the Roman Catholics and we celebrated Easter and than I went there again about

a month later and find a tremendous crowd of people gathered together there to

celebrate the Greek Orthodox celebration of Easter. They had their Easter three

or four weeks later. Well, now if you had in the same town one church that

observed Easter on a certain day and another a little later, there would be a

confusion, and particularly if you had one church which today was celebrating

Easter , the Resurrection of Christ, and the church across the street was

observing the Crucifixion n that day and Easter two days later, that would be
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very confusing. You come out of one church happy and celebrating the Resurrec

tion and the people across the church would come out with mournful faces as they

remembered the crucifixion of Christ. Well, that was the situation which

sprang up in the early church, and it was MhO not a simple problem to know what

to do about it. It is not a fault of humanity that our calendar is confused.

It is nobody's fault , but it is a fact that God created the univers in such a

way that there is not clear definite XXX calendar. What made the calendar. The

thing that finally makes our calendar is how long it takes the ]XX earth

to turn from the time when the time is heading for this part of the earth to the

time that it is hitting this part of the earth and the relation to whether the

earth is on this part of the sun or on that side of the sun or on this side of

the sun. How long does it take the earth to go around that area. It's pretty

XI] hard to determine. The xcholars now know that it takes 365 days and five

hours and 29 minutes and a certain number of seconds. If you can figure it

down to the seconds and and it still won't come exact. It doesn't divide

into a year. There are not an exact number of days in a year, and the same

thing relates to a month. A month originally is the lenth of time it XkX takes

the moon to go around End of Record i" and Beginning of Record 55

If you divide the days into the m-j.ths it's a fraction l Sowe have

three different things unrelated to X each other. The time that the 1X

earth turns around a day, the time that the moon goes around the earth, and

the time that the earth goes around the sun. They are unrelated to each other,

and if you want to remember particular dates for a particular situation, it is

a question which we are going to use for our pattern. Now the Jews from early

time use the Babylonian calendar which has the moon, and the Jews today have a

XXX calendar in which the month is painted as the term--the XmxxhXXKKXM length

of time it takes the mooon around ...1-.....Very few of you could tell me

when the full moon will be four months from now, and you can't tell becquse it

doesn't fit exactly. If we had a real natural calendar the full moon would

always be right exactly in the same spot. Back in Ancient Babylonian, they

would have a man up on thehiliside watching, and he would give his word. He'd

say, "This night I saw the beginning of the full man, just a little sliver."
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It was only visible maybe for a half a minute. XX If that didnt

appear so it was very important to watch carefully. It

exactly related the XX calendar to the moon. Well, the Jews had this

XMXH calendar which related to the moonand today the Jews lave twelve months

in their calendar but every few years they have a thirteenth month so that it

makes it up, so tht over a period of years there moon calendar but there

is an extra month put in every little while so as to keep it even and they

have to keep it exactly so over a period of 50 years it is exactly the same as

ours, so each particular year differs. The Mohammedans laven't done that. They

have a moon calendar, and the moon calendar pays no attention to the sun calen-

dar. The whole month they fast in they don't eve'n .................Sometimes

it comes in summer, sometimes in winter, sometimes, it comes in spring..............

to the length of the year. Well, now in the early church they said the half

circle was the time when Christ was crucified, and therefore that is the time

when we should remember his crucifixion. As the Jews were celebrating theirn

Passover, the Christians were celebrating the remembrance of the death of Christ

And so on a certain day of the Babylonian calendar, the fourteenth day of the

XXX month of Nison. On thatparticular day the Christians observed the

Crucif1ixion. They had a day of fasting on that day. And then when according

to the Jewish calendar the day came to an end which is just at sunset and which

is still this year at sunset. If the Orthodox Jews had a theatrical performance

in New York or if there is one at which the Jews want to attract Orthodox Jews

to now on a Saturday night, they would beginit late in the evening, so that a

Jew over in Brooklyn can see the first the Sabbath is over and that it

is all right now to travel on the subway and that he cango on the subway after

that and go to the theater in New York that evening, but he cannot go early

because he can't travel until the day is over, and the day is over when it gets

dark enough When the fourteenth of Nison was over then the Christians

would celebrate they would then have a communion service in which they would

remember the results of the death of Christ and his resurrection. And so their

time of joy was on the evening following the fourteen of Nison, which we would

call the evening of. And that was done through most of the churches of Asia.
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And I suppose it was done at Rome at first, but after a time in Rome where the

people came more and more to be non-Jewish in background and they did not have

--were not accustomed to the Jewish calendar particularly and the principle

thing they learned was to celebrate the resurrection on the seventh day of the

first day of the week and that came to be their big day of celebration every

Sunday was a day of remembering the Lord's resurrection. They were interested

in the one great remembrance of the Lord's resurrection. The Easter Day, when

we would remember him particularly, and then they said he was XMX crucified on

Friday before the day the Sunday on which we remember His resurrection X is

the day we look back and remember His crucifixion. And so they would have that

in the spring and they wouldn't pay any attention to what the fourteenth of

Nison was. They would do it on a Sunday, and so one group would have it any

day of the week that happened to be the fourteenth of Nisan and the other would

have it on a Sunday, and before long the Passover and the 1 Christian day were

not, always coming together and when they would come together there might be

clashes between some of the very fanatical Jews and some of the Christians who

would perhaps have more enthusiasm than spirituality and they wanted to

avoid these clashes so they tried to have it on the Sunday that wouldn't be

right by the Jewish Passover. And the result was that eventually in the West

they developed pattern. They would watch in the spring time for the..................

the day when the sun is right over the equator. In other words the day when

day and night are exactly the same light. That is the 21st of March, and when

the 21st of March came they would say when is the next full moon and watch for

it. And then when the full moon came, they would say the next Sunday after that

is Easter. So you see if the 21st of March is a full moon then you can have

Easter until a month later after the next full moon, but if the 22nd of March

is a full moon then you can have Easter on the following Sunday and that is the

system we use today to determine when Easter is. If you want to know when the

next Easter is going to be, see on the 21st of March what the moon is like. And

if the moon is not full that day--if the moon is full wait a whole month---if

it isn't full the next full moon the next Sunday after than will be Easter. If

the full moon is on Sunday that won't be Eqster. It will be the next one after.
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So you see that Easter can be early in March or late in April. There is a

range of about 6 weeks in which Easter can come and we determine it according

to the and the full moon. It's a very complicated system, but

in the West among the pagans who had become Christians this habit developed of

celebrating Easter that way. Now by the middle of the second century, you had

many churches in Asia which held to the fourteenth of Nisan as the day of the

Crucifixion, and they remembered the X)(i5 resurrection particularly right

afterward. And you have the churehes of the west mostly remembering according

to the very complex system I just desribed to you, and it cameto be a confusion

and the Bishop of Rome and the leaders in the West insisted on their system.

This is the rightsystem and when Polycarp was very much concerned about it in

150 A.IL he made a visit to Rome and talked with the Bishop of Rome and they

differe)d on the question. Neither could convince the other,but they said we

are both good Catholics and they & celebrated the communion together and the

bishop asked Polycarp to celebrate the communion in OMY Rome giving honor to

Polycarp even though they differed on the question of Easter. Well, that was

the attitude of that bishop of Rome, but when you come to Victor the bishop of

Rome, he is the first bishop of whom' we have any evidence that tried to think

of himself as an authoity over the world. It was Bishop Victor toward the

end of the century. We have no evidence that any otherpope within a number of

years before or after took that attitude but )X1t how much authority he thought

he had over others, I don't know as we have much evidence, but at least he

had this attitude. He wouldn't work with anybody who just didn't exactly

agree with hinj. So he is the one who was going to throw out the Montanists and

I .... persuaded him to at least wait awhile and then he d4cided that he was

going to excommunicate all the people who didn't observe Easter on the particu

lar date on which the Western church has always observed. And he was going to

excommunicate the church of Asia. Your people can't come to communion in our

church and if they are here and we forbid our people to go to our church becaue

you have Easter on the wrong day, and Irameous plead with him not to do it, and

he didn't do it. He did the Montanists, but he didn't the.........................

The people who observed the fourteenth day. Student: AAM: The Jewish
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Passover is at that season of the year. They have their passover along in the

spring, and the Christians day was at first the same day. Then they made it

the Sunday following, and then sometimes that would mean that they observed

the Crucifixion the same time as the Passover was being obeerved, and some

times it wouldn't. And then they began to have some disagreeable instances

and they said let's be sure it's a different date although in the same general

season, and somebody I think it's only about once in 80 years. or

something like that it comes the day as the Passover. It is qihite rare. Who

hit' on the system we don't know but this was the system we all should keep

today and we do. Student: AA14: The fourteenth day of Nian is the day

they remember the Crucifixion, and then they might have an Easter Daynthe

Following Sunday or whatever it was. Sometimes it would be the next day and

sometimes it would be five or six days later, or they might simply have a

celebration that evening. The dispute really wasn't so much over Easter as

it was over the day of the Crucifixion, but the Eastern church was putting its

emphasis on the day of the Crucifixion and the West was on Easter. And it was

the Waster that won out. Student: AAM: Irameous had been a student of

Polycarp. He had learned with Polycarp. He had a great foundation, and yet he

had come to the West and the West this is what they did and he had fallen in

line with it and he used it .. Irameaun would not be excommunicated under this.

He head to the day of Easter as we do today, but he said these other people are

just as good Christians as we are. What if they do observe it on a different'

day? That's no basis for division. He said don't cut yourseves off. Don't

cut off the church of Rome from fellowship with large groups of fine Christians

in Asis simply over a matter of observances. That was his plea and it is a

MXXU beautiful letter. His plea urging Christian forbearance on points which

aren't essential. It's a beautiful letter which is preserved in Eusebius.

Student: AAM: Well, no, because the question would be this. Are you

going to celebrate on a particular date on which the Jews who have a month

calendar cebebrate passover which may be three weeks earlier or three weeks

later orare you going to delebrate it on the date of the year which l

The month didn't agree with the year, and the thing was that to the west they
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didn't know anything about this Jewish calendar. And they said we are not

Jews. We are Christians. We believe in Christ ENd of Record 55.

Beginning of Record 56 Why should we try to go by the Jewish Catholics?

We're not interested in the Passover. We're interested in the Crucifixion

of Christ. So we will follow according to our calendar, but then they say now

Easter we celebrate on Sunday so instead of trying to get the exact date and

having but this is our Christian Easter and we don't want to make

it the same day as the Jewish Passover. Yes? Student: AAM. The

particular term-it's my impression that it comes from a... .. . . .. . The English

word-----------The term is a derivitave of the word Passover. From the

word Passover comes the word Easter in many of our languages, but the actual

English word Easter seems to come from the sunrise, from the coming of the new

year, and may refer originally to a spring festival. Student: AAM: It ix

only the English speaking people that use the word Easter. Most of the Western

countries, I believe use the word which is derived from Passover.

But as far as I'm concerned we call our day observed for the resurrection of

Christ we call Sunday, the day of worship. And we have week days and you

take our month names. We XXX call January after the old Roman God Janus ....

and many of our month names are named that way. But they aren't just terms to

indicate things. The etomology is forgotten. It has no meaning. After all,

etomology doesn't matter. It'w what does the word mean today. Well, this

agreement then over the date of Easter was a non-heretical divergence, and

eventually all those who held the Easter Date were excommunicated, but that

was a couple of centuries after this. Thanks to Irameous the church didn't

split over this at that time, and by the time when they did a couple of

centuries later ....................By that date the great bulk of the Christians

hdd come over the system of having Easter as we have it today, so that there

XXX were no great number of people who were cut out from the ranks of the

general fellowship of the church when it happened a couple hundred years later.

Well now H. The Roman Church in the Second Century. If it were not or the

claim's of thefloman Catholic Church today, I would not We have

already said about the Roman Church in the second century. And what we
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have said is important to say and worthwhile but it is far far short of the

claims of the Roman Catholic Church today. But I would like to mention about

the Roman Church in the Second MX Century that now it was a large group

of people, a great many of them foreigners and not Romans, XXX and the

language of the church was not Latin but Greek. It was a foreign speaking

turn, church of Rome at this time. Most of its bishops were people who had

come from the East, from Greece, or else migrated to Rome, But it was an

important church, the church of the capital of the Empire, but it was nothing

like the claims made today, and I would like to read X to you an interesting

word from thie book which I have here 'A Roman Catholic Church History'T It

is called An Outline History of the Church by a man named J0sepfh

and it a very strong piece of work. It is careful in its statements. It may

not say certain things that we think ought to be said, but when it says some

thing its facts are usually quite dependable. It is not a book for popular

consumption but a book for use in school, and it is a careful accurately

written book. I read to you what it said about the first century about

whether the second and third pope were the same man or two different men. And

that seems strange to say that the bishop of the church ordained by God for

thatpurpose. We wouldn't even know whether there were two of them or one of

them. Now, regarding this. In thia book they tale up each century and under

the century they begin with the political history and then a section on the

church and under the church the first section is always is thepapacy, and when

you get down in the book very far you'll find that they have several pages

on the papacy taking up each pope in order and telling a good bit about him.

Well, now let me read you what he says about the 100th he calls it. The second

century to the third. No. 1 the papacy. All he says is two paragraphs. Let

me read you the first one. "Several of the eleven popes who ruled the church

in the second century were martyred." That's one thing about the church of

Rome. It was a dangerous place to be bishop, because if persecution broke out

that was whee it was apt to start. And severl he says of the eleven popes

If he knew how many he would say how many. Several of the eleven popes who

ruled the church in the second century were martyred, for accepting St................
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St and St. Victor.........That's three he names of the elen. Except

for these three they remained rather shadowing figures with of un-

certain dates. There is what he says. In the second century a hundred years

after the death of Christ, in that century, the Roman Catholic Church lists

eleven popes who ruled the church, but of those eleven all is remembered i

shadowing figures with uncertain dates. Well, now they weren't considered

particularly important if that 's all they remember about them. YOu can see

their pictures today, but they may be largely imaginery pictures. We don't

know when they ruled, and we dont know much about them. And we know some of

them were martyrs but we don't know how many. That doesn't fit with people of

that kind having trouble that they were ordained of God to be the rulers of

his church. It doesn't fit. There were many things which people were

tremendously interested in and during the second century, but they didn't

think it was particularly important to remember the names and important facts

about the various bishops of Rome except for these three men who are known

not because of anything in Rome, but because of their relations to some great

man from some other place, like A. . .. . . .. . What do we know about him until

Polycarp came to see him. It was on account of Polycarp that we know about

A We have great men in the second century. We 'ye noticed a number of

them, but not one of them was a bishop of Rome. The great writers, the great

leaders, the great opponents of heresy of the X second century were not bishop

of Rome. There weregreat men here and there. The bishops of Rome were proba...................

organizers. They were probably mostly good Christians. Some

of them probably suffered martyred with great loyalty to Christ. But

they were not outstand figures in the church, and that isn't what you would

expect if they were ordained ofGod to be the leaders of his church to have

rule over the church history. Student:///// AAM: The persecution was not

nearly so severe in the second century as it was in the third century, and we

know a great deal about Irameous, about Justin Martyr, about quite a number of

men. Although it is true there are a great deal we don't know about, tI we

don't have full records preserved. They were looking for the return of Christ

very soon. They were very busy witnessing to the utmost and so they would be
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ready for his coming, and they were not as a whole greatly concerned in pre

serving records. And so it is a fact that we have less records by far of the

second century than we have of the later centurØies, but in these records the

men that are outstanding are not the bishops of Rome and they had felt that

they were ordained ofChrist to be the heads of his whole church. It would be

very strange that if in the amount of infoimat ion we have a great part of it

didn't relate to them. Now these three we know about and what we know about

them we learn because of their relationship with great people who lived else-

where, like we know about and about Victor about Irameous letter's.

Student: AAM: I don't think they faced that particular question, but I

think if you take the views which they hold and insist upon them that...............

just as conscious of it at that time as anybody ever was and of course they do

make much of the fact that the bishop of Rome wrote a letter to the church of

Corinth telling the church of Corinth that they wught to be a better church.

they said now this is Rome giving orders to the churches. But the interesting

thing in this is that Clement never says anything about himself or claims any

authority for himself. He is from the church of the great capital. Some

people said it is impossible to think of the church of Corinth talking

to the church of Rome so whether it is or not I don't know, but at least there

is no evidence in the letter of KIM XX Clement speaking of himself as the

authority. He doesn't even mention himself. He writes on behalf of the church

But it will be very strange if Christ actually told Peter You are the head of

the church, and Peter told the man who succeeded him , you're the head of the

church. You he the authority, and it went on that way. It would be very

strange if they and the members of the church weren't conscious of it. I doubt

if any Roman Catholic would think that would be the case, that they weren't

conscious of the second century Well, I'll go to the assignment for

next time End of Record 56 and Beginning of Record 57




The Roman Church in the second century, and we know that they were not out

standing. The church seems to have been an important church, but there is not

so much that happened there that is important that is preserved to us as the

other churches and its leaders most of them practically nothing is known about.
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and Victor is very similar to popes of many later ages. He seems

to have been very determined and anxious to exert his authority, far more than

the other Bishops of Rome in the years before or during the next century. In

general though he was not at this time by individuals who occupied the

position of bishop of Rome. No. 3 the Third Century. Now we come to the third

century and we find that by this time the Christian Chtxch is much larger than

it was the century before, as it was quite a small organization in 100 A.D.

by 200 it was many times as iargej, and the result is that we have much more

information about it, yet we still are in a period when there are very important

things about which we know nothing. We have a great many different movements

during this century. We have various churches which were quite strong, but the

middle of this century the Chistian Church at Rome ANN which had 50,000 people

in it which was 1/20 of the people of Rome. It was a pretty good sized Church.

There were ko different churches. One bishop over the different churches.

So that the number of people who were Christian sduring this century is far

larger than earlier. During the earlier period we find that X)X all kinds

of lying stories were spread about the Christians as they were committed to all

kinds of wickedness and their secret meetings were talked abnut with all this

sort of thing among the heathen. Now this is largely ended by the third

century. There are enough of them the people know there is nothing to that

sort of thing. Student: AAML Yes, you mean I didn't give information

about H? Well, I didn't give any particular subject matter, but the thing I

stressed under H was that the church was not outstanding at this time. I

read you from that book of church history that the most of the popes at this

time we know practically nothing about. Just the names, we don't know their

dates, we don't know anything about them. The idea that if the bishop of Rome

wasXX supposed to be the head of the church, he did a pretty poor job of it

during that century, because hardly the names are known. It would not be worth

heading if it were not for the fact that tremendous claims are made today of the

Roman Church, therefore, X it is important that we know them, how comparatively

unimportant its bishops were during the greater part of the second century A.D.

Now in this )]4 third century the church was-44e4'i as had been early in the
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second century such a small organization that any kind of lying stories could

be spread abroad. There were wicked people among Christians as there always

has been, but there were not many of them, and there were a large enough number

of good people that you could not persuade the rank and file of the people of

the empire that they were people who were addicted to wickedness. In fact, it

came to be a common statement when they could see how the Christians loved one

another. They saw an attitude among one another that was very different from

anything found among pagans, and yet in spite of that during this century, the

power of the empire do lave a hatred of Christianity. I They realize their

wickedness and the entire moral standards of the Christians naturally displeases

them and then of course there are those who were considerably devoted to the

worship of the old gods and we find their fanaticism dislike this new movement

that is becoming so strong within the empire. But this century instead of taking

as I have the first two and taking various subjects through the century, I think

it would be more profitable to take this century in sections and tell about the

different developments within the XKHMX sections. And so I'm going to rnakd

A. Christian century from 200 to 237. And you see it is a littleover a third

of the century. Supposing a man was born in 180. He was 20 years of age at the

beginning of the century. By 237 he will be 57. YOu see it is the greater part

of a man's life, but we call it a full generation. This turn from 200 to 237.

And I'm going to take that as a unit first. There is not much point in knowing

about something important in the third century which happened about 220 and then

mention something important that happened about 280 the people would never see

each other and would have no contacts witheach other. There is so much space

in between. It is much better to have the material to do it as we have in this

century to go a little more slowly and get an idea what happened at particular

sections of the century. And so we are going to take this generation from 200

to 237, and we're going to get an idea of the events during this generation.

Under this I am going to make no. 1 then - Relation to the Roman Government.

We notice that the XIMN relation to the Roman Government during the second

century was one in which Christianity was ..against the law, but most of the

emperors paid little attention to it. There was 15~XXXX persecution which broke
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out here and there, but until the latter part of the century the attitude of

the emperors was do not let anybody be injured as a Christian simply for the

personal dislike of someone else or the desire for other persons to receive

the rewards as 8 If someone is declared to be a Christian bring him

before the govenor andif he denies the charges and sacrifices to the gods, let

him go and punish the man who falsely accused him. That was the attitude of the

emperors up until Marcus. ] Marcus being more logical said if Christiani

is illegal it should be punished. and there was more widespread persecution

udder him that there had been before, but we notice that at the end of the

century the wicked X emperor for some reasonstopped the persec1iion.

And we did not have under reign any persecution that is after the reign

is well underway and then and after him who is unrelated to




who became emperor in 193 continued the policy, and so Christianity for the

last 15 or 20 years of the century was hardly persecuted at all. When the

third century began with Sept having reigned and after this century had

gone on two years he introduced a change. He made an edict making it illegal

for anyone to become a Jew or a Christian, and this of course in the case of

the Jews they had special rights given them. Those who were Jews could continue

but in the case of theChristians it was illegal to be a Christian. It was

illegal to now become a Christian or ever to have become one. And so we have

an outbreak of persecution under an outabreak which was one of the most

severe that the Roman World had ever seen. It was particularly severe in N0rth

Africa and in Egypt. Egypt of course if also Northern Africa, but it ix

further south than theregion around Tarsus which we call North Africa, and

we distinguish the two because there is a long distance between them and

naturally each of them would be more closely connected with the neighboring

part of Europe than they were to each other. So when we speak of Africa from

now on, we won't mean North Africa rather than Egypt. We'll call Egypt by its

own name. Now in these two sections the persecution was particularly severe

but it was felt all through Hhe Roman Empire. The outbreak of persecution

naturally had differed in its reaction to different people. There were those

among the Christians who were terrified at the coming of the persecution. There
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were individuals whose faith was not very deep perhaps. Perhaps XHKNK they

would have seemed to be .... in times of peace when everything was easy, but

now who gave up their faith and went and sacrificed. The Christians then called

them apostates--people who had given up their faith. There were some, however,

who sacrificed of fear, andwho did not really wish to give up their faith who

tried to continue being Christians and after the persecution was over wanted

to reenter the church. They called these sacrificers rather than apostates.

The apostate was the wne who had completely and firmly given up his faith. The

sacrificer was the one who out of fear had given in and had sacrificed. There

were others who had a good friend who was in the Roman government and this friend

was a pagan and he liked the Christians and he didn't want to see them persecuted

so he would make a certificate that they had sacrificed even though they hadn't/

And some tried to their conscious in this way. When the investigator

would come, they would say, are you a Christian? Do you deny to serve the

gods. You say, here is my certificate. They'd look at the certificate certified

he had sacrificed, and the man hadn't sacrifieed, but he had a certificate that

said he had and he tried this way to escape the persectuion. Now these individual

after thepersecution wasover were -- there was great controvdrsy in the church

as to what should be the attitude toward these. T) They were considered by

the church just as bad as the sacrificers. And particularly was it the case when

the individuals who had paid for these certificates. Some 13 They

thought they would escape God's favor by not sacrificing but they would

escape the governors disfavor by buying the certificate that they had sacrifiec.

It seems like a very unsatisfactory method$ all the way around. XdOne of

e types of giving in which was particularly dislked by the Christians was

what they would call a... .. . . .. ... .. This latin word mdans one who had handed some-

thing over . 1314 interested to get the Bible to get

a hold of the Christian books and destroy them, and so theChristians would do

anything to prevent having to turn over the books but once the persecution was

over they wouldn't have the Bible and it was quite difficult to get another copy.

And so a Christian who under the fear of the persecutors would surrender their

faith was particularly afterwards to the body of the Christians. Now just
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in these various ways is hard to say. During the previous 14 years of no

persecution there had been many coming into the church without fully realizing

what it meant and some of these however proved to stand very X valiantly against

the persecution but others surrendered. Student: AAM: It is rather diff-

icult to say. I don't know how widespread it would be. And at this time I

bubt if there were any copies at this time of theBible as a whole. The use of

the book form had ony begiiin to be coming into use. But the scrolls were what

most writings were on. And the scroll could not have the whole Bible on it.

So it would take quite a number of scrolls to make the Bible. My guess would

be that the great mass of the people read a copy of some part of the crintures

End of Record 57 and Beginning of Record 58 Most of the families in

the church would have a portion. There would not be probably any singlet copy

of the Bible available. Now while this was the attitude of some, and doubtless

a good many, the attitude which was much more characteristic of the church at

this time was one of welcoming the opportunity to show their loyalty to their

faith. When a person would be brought before the judge and would stand before

the danger of death and asked if he was a Christian, he would boldly say, Yes,

I am and declare his faith in Christ and his refusal to worship the idols nor

the sacrifices to the emperor. He would be called a confessor . ....

This was not the attitude of the mass of the church by any means, but there

were individuals who were carried away with the enthusiasm to stand for the

Lord and felt that they should follow martyrdom. Now, Tertullian wrote an essay

on in Persecution in which he contended that it was wrong to go forward

and seek martyrdom that way, but that it also wasj wrong to under any

condition. On the other hand Clement f Alexandria said the Lord himself has

commanded us to flee to another city when we are nersecuted. Not as if the

evil matter that we fear death, but that we may not lead nor any to evil

doings. The church We do 1tXX not commend those who exoose them

selves for the teaches not so. So you see there were different attitudes

naturally taken in the face of these crises. In Egypt there was a

wealthy man named Leonibus who had been a prominent Christian and he is not an
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individual character of imnortance in history but his son is. I don't know as

you need to remember his name, but Leonibus was seized and was taken and

tortured and killed, and his son who was 18 years of age was determined to

go and share in his father's martyrdom and order that .... mother took all

his clothesaway and hid them so he couldn't get out of the house in order to

prevent him from doing it; and is said to have saved his life from persecuioi

in this way. Now Origen went on to become a great teacher, the greatest

scholar of the early Christian church, one who wrote thousands 01' books. It

is imposible to believe a man did as much writing as Origen did. But he had

many wealthy supporters who would hire great numbers of writers to sit down

and take his notes and shortened them in all his lectures and then to cony them

down in longhand and make manuscrips of them, and his writings were distributed

all over the Roman world. Eventually when he was 70 years of age and another

great persecutiony came, he was taken and was very crually tortured and two

years later died as a result of the tortures which he had undergone. But in

his case, his mother prevented him from seeking martyrdom when he was 18, and

the Christian world received its greatest scholar as a result of it. He had a

life which contributed tremendously to the growth of Christianity and then he

had to be martyred at the end of his life. Some of the tortures which were

thought of by the Roman persecutors at this time as in previous times were

extremely ingenious and very very cruel. We have long descriptions of the

utter wickedness of the tortures which were used to try to scare people into

leaving the Christian faith and yet the strange thing is that then there were

these terrific tortures, and these terrifically cruel treatmentai of those who

were persecuted and yet there was nothing like the attitude of the Communists

today of trying to force uniformity of among the people as a whole. It

was rather totake individuals and to torture them and to scare others away in

this way, and so we find that at this time in North Africa when there were five

Christians seized and put in prison and threatened with martyrdom and these five

had not yet been baptized. They were who were receiving instruction.

We find that the members of the clergy were able to gain entrance to the prison

and to baptize them in the prison before they were executed. Now that shows a
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degree of freedom for the rest of them which is altogether different from the

Commntst persecution today. The persecution seems to have been not at this time

of seeking out every individual. There were thousands of Christians in the

empire who might be seized, and thus cruelly treated, and who might never even

be touched upon even though they would go to the prison and bring food, and

bring things to them. Sometimes they would almost be worshipping. Not wor

shipping actually, but almost worshipping the confessors in the prison, and

sometimes when the people were taken to their deaths, great crowds of Christians

followed them with great reverence as they were executed. This strange combina

tion in the ersecution at this time in the attitude toward many whom they

treated so cruelly and hundreds whom they seemed to have ignordd who were just

as definite in their Christiaa testimony. There were two individuals who

joined this persecution under who were killed who have been particularly

remembered. The name of the two young women were Perpetua and Feliitas. Now

they were in North Africa. We have an account of thell martyrdom in very interes

ting details of the account of it which some think was written by Tertullian,

but we do not know. We don't have proof as to who wrote it. But it gives as a

great' many details of it. These were two of the five people whom I just

mentioned who were baptized in the prison. Now it is interesting that these two

Perpetua was the daughter of wealthy man. She was from a prominent family,

people very well-to-do, and Felicitas was a slave, and these two in the eyes of

the Christians were on a absolute equal position. One with a very fine back

ground and the other a slave girl, but both of them standing nobly for the

Christian faith. Both of them venerated as martyrs, both of them receiving

every honor at the time from the Christians. Now these two . There were some

men also who were martyred at the same time, but these two are the ones

particularly mentioned in the account. Perpetua was married. She was 23 years

of age. She had a young child born only two or three months before. And her

father came beseeching her to have pity on them and her young child and give

up her Christian faith. The government came to her and said, "We don't want to

hurt you. Just offer a little pinch of sacrifice to the emperor. That is all

we ask, but she remained firm in her Christian faith and was put with the others
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to be thrown to the beasts. The slave girl, Felicitas, two days before she

was to be thrown into the wild beasts gave birth to a child in the prison, and

there she was crying out in agony in the agony of this childbirth, and the

jailer said to her, "If you can't stand this pain, how do you think you will

be able to stand the pain of suffering and being chewed up by the wild animals."

He said, "Why don't you give p your Christian faith and get out and go to the

hoxpital where you can be taken care of and treated better. Just offer a little

sacrifice to the emperor's statue. That is all that is necessary." And she

turned to him and she said, "What I now suffer, I suffer myself, but then there

will be another who will suffer with me, because I also shall suffer for Him."

She stood by her Christian faith and the two girls together were thrown to the

lions. Persecution under continued through his time. He reigned until

his death in 211. That was nine years of rather continuous persecution, though

with ups and downs. It was not a searching out, like theCommunist persecution

today, of anyone who makes the slightest hint of deviating from that which the

officials want everyone to believe. It was not that. It was a rather arbitrary

thing selecting certain ones for very cruel punishment and not making it

extremely difficult for great number of Christians who continued with their

services and their Christian propaganda. The persecution was continued after.......

death through the reign of his son C. . . . .. . ... Now oldest son was

murdered by his youngest son, andif you go to Rome today, you will see three

great arches there in the Roman forum. The arch of Titus, thearch of

Constantine and the arch of S. .. . .. . .. . .. And of the arch of S. . .. . . you can see

the line where he mentioned his sons, and when theyoungest son murdered the

oldest son, he had the line crossed out on the arch, and you can still see it

today where it is crossed offf on that arch there in Rome. We don't need to

mention him among our emperors, because it was very brief time after his father

death before he was murdered. C.... a cruel and bfutal man reigned for the

next 11 years. 211 to 217. Caracalla. It was a name which you occasionally

hear today because he built great on the outskirts of Rome which are

known today as the .. of Caracalla. But it's a great large building in which

one part of it has been out inbö a stage and they have great concerts and
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End of Record 58 and beginning of Record 59 unless there was clear

proof that there would not sacrifice and don't search them out, but the

Marcua went the other way. In general now, it is the emperors who

wanted to have a continuous government with justice for the people as a

whole and that the Christians were a menace to the land. Now, In general, it

is the less worthy emperors who stopped the persecution during th century

it worked this way very much. Student: AAM: He was a man of very very

fine character, and every one must praise him for that, and Tertullian

couldn't quite believe that he was reponsible for that 3XXX persecution

but he had not evidence he wasn't, and he was the supreme ruler of the land,

and the greatest persecution they had yet seen broke out in his reign, and was

carried on in many different sections. Now if a person is convinced that Marcus

couldn't have anything to do with it, you can't persuade him at the time, but

XX it certainly would have been easy for him to stop it 3 Well,




and Caracalla had simly carried on the perseuction. He was succeeded

in 217 by a queer sort of fellow named Heliogabalus. Nk Now Heliogabalus was

put in the position by the army, and he was one of the worst type of men who

ever occupied the throne of the Roman Empire. He had been a prst in Syria.

And he had participated in all sorts of wickedness, but he tried to get the

people to worship Baal. Now you have a situation where Jezebel brough the

Baal worship into Palestine only that instead of the enemy of Baal to

his mind is the old god to Rome, and so he brings in Baàl and these other

Syrian Gods and he doesn't do away with the Roman gods, but he makes theRoman

gods Hewill take one of the leadthgRoman goddesses and he will celebrate

a marriage between her and one of the lesser Syrian gods, and then after a year

or two he will have a divorce and this Syrian od would throw out this Roman

goddess, and he carried on that sort of thing for about six years until he was

finally assinated, but he thought of Christianity of another religion which

came from Palestine into the area and rather than an enemy, and so

persecution was very little during his reign, and his coming in brought an end

to persecution to Christianity. At the same time in the end, it would have

touched the of Christianity because the Romans with their believ in their
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great gods seeing the Roman Emperor treating the Roman gods in this way would

tend to lose faith in the reality of the power of theRoman gods. Well, now he

reigned for six years, and then he was assinated, and he was succeeded by his

cousin who was a very wicked sort of man. His cousin was X Alexander Severas.

Alexqnder reigned from 222 to 235. He had a reign of 13 years, and he was as

different from ..H.. as any man could be. He was mild and amiable interest&

in philosophy. He was an oriental like his cousin. He did not have the

fanatical hatred toward the Christians like the Romans had and who restore the

beliefs and deities of Ancient Rome. And Alexandrer was a... .. . . .. . at least he

was a man who believed all religion was right, and he put up a private

chapel, he put up busts of the Roman Gods, and of Abraham, Moses, and Christ.

He put them all up there together, berause he felt that all religions were

good, and so we have a period of 13 years here, while there might be occasionally

a little bit of perseuation in one particular area, in general the Christians

had peace, and they had this period of 20 yeas without interference from the

Roman government at all. The church was growing in Rome and in all the other

sections of the Empire. Alexander S. . .. . . fegarded Christianity so leniently

that hismother sent for Origen when she was visiting in Egypt and got him to

explain to her this belief, and there are some who say that the first
erected

Christian churches would be ØØ}'ç at this time. Before this the worship

was held either in the open or in the homes of Ki]X members. But 1i the

the end of the century, we have a great many church buildings, and it may be

that during his reign was when they egan. Now he takes it to 235, and

I made this--- first I thought this morning I would run into 235, but then I

changed it to be 237, and the reasoØ'n I did that was because I thought it was

good to bring in the next emperor. The next emperor, when Alexander was

murdered, and in this period we have 25 emperors of whom all but four were

assinated. When he was murdered a Tragen barbarian who was a soldier in the

army and had gotten a great many friends in the army seizing the empire and

for two years he was able to hold the position as emperor. Hs name was

Maximin. And Maximin wasn't particularly against Christianity, but he was

against the man he just killed, and since Alexander had not injured the
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the Christians, he introduced persecution against The Christians. And

during these two years there were arbitrary seizures of Christians in various

places, many being sent to work at cruel labor in the mines for many would die

under the cruel treatment, but he only reigned for two yeam, and he spoiled

some of the temples, and he was just a brutal character all around. So you

see we have a period of 37 years which the first two years had no IDersecution

Then we have 15 years of very severe persecution at first and then coninuing

with to some extent through the 15 years tell % 217, and then we have

18 years with practically no persecution. And then we have theee two years of

cruel treatment of religious people in general and the Christians perhaps

suffered a little more than others did during this two years in which he

reigned. So you see, how different it was from the picture that many of us

have of the Roman Empire trying to destroy Christianity, trying to route it

out and utterly put an end to it. We have a greater persecution later, the

greatest that ever occurred in which it was the idea to do that very thing, but

up to this time that thing had not really been attempted. They would seize

individuals and punish them very cruelly, but they made no attempt to seize all

the Christians, no attempt to search them out and get every one of them they

possibly could, and there were long periods 20 years sometimes even as long as

40 years in which there was practically no perseuntton and Christianity had a

chance to spread without any opposition X at all on the part of the government.

The Lord directed it and planned it in such a way that the only church would

get rid of those whose faith was not very deep and would strengthen the faith

of those who had %) to face the cruel ordeal and determine whether they would...........

and at the same time they had the long periods in between when peonle

remembered the persecution and remembered the constantcy with which the

Christians had stood for their faith and been attracted to come and learn

what it was that these Christians believed and gave them an ability to stand

before such as others were not able to do. Student: AAM: There is

no vidence of any opposition to Christianity, buthe was a rather cruel

sort of a fellowin general and the thing was under way 12 He would

have stopped it if he had wanted to, but he did nTt stop it, it did continue
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during most of his reign. So much then for No. 1 The Relation to the Roman

Government. I called persecutionat first. I decided to change it to the

Relation tothe Roman Government because we are interested not only in

persecution, but in the attitude of these governors who did not persecute

and the reason for it. Now, I'm going to mention No. 2 under this head and

Anti-Trinitarian movement. That reason I'm putting that as No. 2 nstead

of a little further on is because some of the great writers whom I want to discus

in this material are particularly important in connection with their attitudes

toward these anti-Trinitarian movements. And it is good for us perhaps to have

a brief f idea of these movements at this time. The Anti-Trinitarian movements

at this period were called as a whole by the name of monarchianism, and.............

gave that term to it a monarch is a single ruler. One who controls, and it

probably was an idea stressed by those who began these Anti-Trinitari8nmovements

They said, we don't believe in three gods or two gods. We believe in one god,

and so they came to be called the monarchianists. Now, of course, all Christians

believe in one god, but the question is what kind of a god do you believe in?

Is it one god and that's all there in to it? Or are there three persons in the

one God? Now, the exact terminology had not yet been worked out at this t.me.

y the Christians, but the belief of the Christians right from the time of

Christ was that there were three persons but one God, and the Father, the Son

and the Holy Spirit Three distinct persons, but actually just one God. Now,

we can t understand how that can be, but that has been the belief of

Christianity all through the ages. That has been the belief of the teaching

of the Bible, and the belief of the Christian church. Well, now, theseoeoole

make people think you are talking about three gods or two gods. We don't

believe that. We believe in ond God. And consequently it is easy to have a

reaction from that which is stressed on the unity of God but that can lead into

very]fiX small beliefs End of Record 9 and beginning of Record 60




and come down later in the next period, so I don't think I'll say

much about it in this period but in the next generation. Now, these three....

l- is that which simply said, there is one God and Christ is a man so

Christ is not God, Well, of course, that is denying the very center of
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Christianity when one takes that position . And this attitude, they call

that dynamic monarchism. They said there was a power which cam upon Christ,

which overshadowed him, which used him, which adopted Him, but he was

originally just a man. Now this attitude is anti-Christian and did not have

much weight in the church although there were places and times where it was

more subtely put and which it did have considerable strength. There was one

of the groups for instance, which said that Melchdek was the head of the

angelic hosts, and he was the mediator between God and the angels and so if

He was greater than Christ, who was merely the mediator between God and man.

And this shows you the vague areas into which these groups of men went. The

Victor the bishop of Rome declared that these beliefs were not Christian were

not to be recognized in the church at all. They were not to take part in the

communion service in the Roman church, and so Bishop Victor excommunicated them

in Rome. There were two or three groups, I don!t take time to discuss them

in detail of this dynamic type, but the second class of them said no, that is

not true. Jesus is not a man who became god. Jesus actually is God and there

is only one God, and the bishops of Rome at this time liked that much better

than the other which they could easily see was untrue, but they liked it so

well that they were accused by some of their opponents of adopting this

second type. That is denied by the Roman Catholic Church today that any

bishop of Rome ever adopted this, but some of their contemporaries were quite

certain that they had done so. Now this second type which said there is one

God. There is one God and that God is Christ, and He suffered on the cross

Jesus said, u1 an my father are one. He that hath seen me hath seen the

Father." There is just one God. Well, Tertullian said they make the

father to be the one who was crucified. And so Tertullian gave them the name

Papritasian. That the Father suffered on the cross. And the first of

the outstanding first leaders of this group came to Asia Minor to Rome. He

had been a confessor in Asia Minor. He had stood up valiantly and refused to

Sacrifieed, and so he had great ... . He was considered as a man who had stood

despite the danger of death, and the Bishop Victor looked with great friendliness

upon him, and when the bishop
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ordered that the Montanists were not allowed to take part in the

Roman servicesto this man who had the view that it was one God.........................

Tertullian said about him. He says, He with his vision of Rome -.....................

that they rolled away the Holy Spirit and crtcified the cross. As you see thaT

XX is the statement that a lawyer would make who was very clever % to give an

impression a little bit from the actual facts. The fact was of course not that

they crucified the father but 6 and theMontanists put their

stress on the Holy Spirit. The Romen bishops at this time called the teaching

of and his followers very attractive to them, and it was not for some time

that they were persuaded that this was a more subtle thing and a more dangerous

thing than the dynamic ... . and we do find that by the end of this neriod the

Roman bishops had definitely turned against this. But there was a time when

they were wavering and their enemies say that they actually embraced this

heretical view. Now, the R. C. today .... but our next point is going to be

-about the greatest scholar of theRoman church in the first flew centuries, and

his name is j Hippolytus. I am not mentionng here the third type of anti-

Trinitarian movement because it doesn't really begin until the next generation.

But Hippolytus was the greatest scholar of the Roman Church in several centuries

and an interesting thing is as Philip Shaw says Hippolytus lived three lives.

First it was an actual life here at home in the beginning of the second century.

And he was a man of great renown, highly thought of who wrote many important

books, and who died under Maximin, and there are all kinds of traditions as to

how he died. Some say he was tied to two or three wild horses his arms to each

one and they were driven out and he was torn into pieces. Others say he had

cruel punishment in the mines there and died. there. What the actual situation

XXXX) we don't know except we believe he was a martyr. Some call him a

bishop and some call him a president. There is much dispute as to the actual

situation. But his second life was during the middle ages when he was one of the

greatest of the saints of the Roman Catholic church. He was revered in the Roman

Catholic Church in the mIddle Ages. And the XXXXX third life he lived is in

modern times, because there was discovered 100 years ago a work which was by him

which has been proven to beby him. In it he tears into the character of these
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bishops of Rome and calls them heretics and wicked men and . them most

bitterly. And the Roman Catholic Church has venerated him as a saint and now we

find that tore into the bishops of Rome and accuses them of being very bad

characters and heretical in their viewnoints, and so Philip Shaw says that

he lived three lives. Now what was his real position? Well, an Austrian scholar

in the last century named Vollinger. And he worked out a very clever solution to

keep Hiopolytus as a great saint and yet believe that he sincerely believed that

these popes were wicked men and yet hold that actually there is no har in hs

belief. And that is X1 what is taught about him in all Roman Catholic Churches

today. We have to leave that till tomorrow morning. Last time we took up Nd 3

Hippolytus. We are dealing right now with this first third of third century and

within this third we are looking at those men and those women who were particularly

importantat that time. It's a little hard to be sure just what order to take them

in because they were contemporaneous. One might be prominent say in the first

part, another in the middle, and one in the first part again X) in the last nart.

And it's a question--I don't think that exact order matters a great deal. There

is one other who perhaps chDonologically might better have been out ahead of

Hippolytus in our outline, but I'm putting him after Hippolytus simply because

Hippolytus connects rather logically with the subject we were just look

ing at--the Anti-Trinitarian movement. I mentioned that there were three phases

of these Anti-Trinitarian movements which were called in those days Monarchianism.

The first of these phases was the dynamic Monarchianism which seems simoly the

power of God--That God came on Christ and Christ was really only a man. XXX

This would clearly seem to be non-Chaivtian. GoOd Christian people slipped into

it without realizing what they were getting into, without reLizing how their ideas

were moving, but then others saw how their ideas had moved and soon reacted rather

strongly about it and the reaction against it led to the second thing of the

Anti-Trinitarian movement - the phase which stressed the unity of the Godhead so

much that it presumed Christ to be a part of God actually, and this grouo of

movements came to be called which is a latin word meaning the father

was suffering. The opponents of it said, well, then according to your view

God the father died on the cross. God the father suffered on the cross and they
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oh, no, it was Christ the Son who suffered on the cross. He said there is not

distinction between Christ the Son X1 and God the father. One God there is

no division of persona a all. Well,then they would say, you believe the Father

suffered on the cross. Well, it may be so, but we don't really mean that. It is

pretty hard to define their ideas exactly in these areas, and some of them even

went so far as to say that is what they meant that the father suffered on the cross

But i is much eaier to see how the first type of Anti Trinitarian movement is

definitely unChristian than the second type. It is much easier to see, and some

of the Bishops of Rome gave--while excommunicating the first type are referred to

Protestant histories as men who accepted the second view. Now that the R. C.'s

of course would deny. They would not admit that any bishon of Rome would have

accept that. But they would say that some of them were too mild toward it, perhaos.

The present R. C. view is that all the Bishops of Rome are infallible and that

they could not possibly have followed into these views, and we can cross examine

them. We have not a great deal of evidence from the period and so it is rather

hard to prove. But there were those at the time who thought that some of the

bishops of Rome were actually members of this group. The third group really

begins in the next period, and we wont take it up now. It is spoken of as

S and he was a man from the East who was livingin Rome during this first

period. End of Record 60
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I would like to start punctually on time, and to have everybody'-on seat

on time. When a class is as large this one, and if you are late by one minute, and

there are seventy in class, then that means we are 70 minutes late. So, especially

in a large class like this it is very important that we be present and ready to start

right on time. Now, this is my first chance to greet some of the old students

whom I have not seen since last spring, and I may not have change to see-you
with

a nd speak te/jou in the next two or three days, but I hope I will. Any w- way I

want to tell you that I am very happy indeed to have you back with us, and we

look forward to a year's blessing in the Lord. For the new students wh- there are--will be

a few things to say about our general conduct of the class which will be perhaps

rather important. First, let me say this, that I have a great deal to do, and matters

that are not important I w-o.*oé- would like you to handle with Mr. Faucette or

with others of course instead of with me, but y if you think sometht4ig is very

important, please do not hesitate to come and see me. I do not care if it is important

to me, but if you think something is important, please do not hesitate to come and

see me. I do not care if it is not importnat to me, but if it is important to you, 0

I am anxious to be of any help to you if I can. I was speaking with a fellow just

yesterday who had a rather serious ... to his course by a decision which the
at this point

faculty mamember has made last March. I do not know/whether that decision

was right or wrong. It cannot be changed now, and so there is nothing ˆ that can

be done/ about it. There is no point in seeing him. I have Ø great conflence

in the particular faculty member, but we all make mistakes. I have had many more

years of experience in Seminary management than any body else mum connected

with our group and consequently anytime you think that something is in someway
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INJURING to you and/wrong decision has been made, and there is something that

is important in the conduct of your course or in your life, please do not hesitate

to come and see me, because I am anxious in such a case to look into it and see

exactly what the situation is and to do what is best for you and what is best for

the school. We Naturally we are not in a situation where if we had two or
each

three, four students and could tell everr- individual ut student. Whenever

there is any particular favor given to one person and you have to think immeidately.

Does this mean that there are twenty-five others who have equal rights to ask

for it. I always think further than that. I think I would rather add the additional

twenty who would be entitled to it, if they knew there it could be done. I do not
I let

think that it is fair to give any one student a special privilege unless/everyone

w ho would have equal right to the privilege and he knew about it, understand that

he would have an opportunity' to ask for it, and so, in a $' institution with any

size of a number of students, the probbem Is keeping things on an even scale,

and being just as helpful as possible to every individual, but in whatever arrangement
to

that is made for-one individual thinks of what it does in relation to all other

individuals. And I have had good many years of experience in dealing with

problems of this type, and sometimes I can know the answer aNx in a zrcc minute

or two. Twenty years ago t might have taken me three or four hours to work out.

So, please do not hesitate if you want to come and see me anytime there is any

way in which I can be of help to you. You know the new students I have already

mentioned twice that I am very slow in learning your names. So, even if you
the next day.

talk with me an hour, please do not expect that I should recognize you
when

I guarantee that ,rears are over, I will recognize everyone of you. But I am

rather slow in learning to recognize the faces.wHtet*t-- But I probably remember

most of what pou said, id and once you remind six me of your name, I will be qxf.t
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quite aware of the situation. I often think that 0' If a person fails to get something

that he needs, some training, some important training he needs in grammar school,

or. at higher school he could make it up'. But if he fails in higher schobi, then

he can make it ups'. If he falls to make it up, he will make it up in Seminary.

But if he fails here, his ministry will be ruined, and his life will be tr

trained/ by some very little thing that could have easily been remedied if he were

only aware of the problem. And therefore I feel that the Seminary training has to
custom made in in

be iac to quite an extent a.. / operatiory'which the need and the situation

of the individual are taking ... to a very great extent. So, I am very anxious
be of

to know whenever there is any particular situation in which I ca z,4ive help to you,

Now, this course in Church History I am arranging the material, I will arrange the

material under certain definite heads, and I think that it will nu ke it easier fcr y'

you to grasp it, and I will call the RomaniM Numeral One, Introductory.

There will be some more important material under this head. And under that A

The Method of the course Incidentally, about any problem you might see me

about, during these three days, Today, tomorrow and Friday, I am very anxious to

see you if I can be of help to you. It is entirely possible that I may not becx have

any time next week/ in which I could deal with any particular problem After the

next week, I should have plenty time then. So, if you have something that you

m ight think you might see me about/ next week about, please do so this week.

Now, A. the Method of the Course I have attended an institution 'where you

would sign up for a course for one or two or three credit hours, you would go to

class and you would sit there with that length of time taking notes and 0'in the

end of the year you glance over the notes, and then you take a brief examination,

and receive one or two or three credlttew- for the course, depending on the

number of hours you sat through the week in the class. And in the very same
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institution, from the same professor, I had another course which would be two-

hour credit course in which he has assigned fifteen or twenty hours of work to
in which

do every week. Since I had three or four courses before,/it did not average fifteen

minutes a week, I did not feel justified in complaining ... It certainly seemed

a áoppy way to handle things. I have been very anxious to avoid that sort thing

here. And so we think of credit hours as not an hour in fact, but we think of

credit hours as an hour in class and two hours outside class, or two hours in

class and an hour work outside the class. In other words it means three hor s a
if

week in a xc credit hour. And so, in all ofhour courses & you have an hour

in class, Prof. should assign you approximately two hour work on the average

and sometimes it is difficult to keep the average, because sometimes there are

particular tings that take more time and aud there are other times t when it is

hard to find ... We try to average three hours a week through the terrW

for each credit hour class. There is one exception in Hebrew. The beginning Hebrew

has physical problem. The problem of getting your eyes used to new letters. Hebrew

f-aeual-ly4t would not be a particularly difficult subject if we use the letters4i

we are accustomed to. But since the big job is getting your eyes used to these new

letters, that takes time. We always felt that for Hebrew it is quite proper to expect
very of drilling on it
a ,éonsiderable amount more/time in/i a ith'ig- than in other courses. Then that is

an
the only course in the Seminary in which we expect to spend normally/average tIwe-

of more than three hours e total including an hour in class and two hours outtide

ordinarily. Now, in Church History, two years ago when I dealt with the post

Reformation Church History, I gave three lectures a week for two credit course,

and the assignments corresponded to that. This semester I do not expect to

do that. I expect to average two hours in class a week and txx to assign, not
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over four hours on average of outside work. You notice on the schedule that

the Church History meets on Tuesday morning at 9:20 and Wednesday morning

at 9:20 and it says on Thursday morning 9:20, special. We will have that

meeting tomorrow, at 9:Z20. Next week there is a good possibility that I will not
with

be meeting/any class at all. I am expecting to average two hours a week throughout

the tern,. but occasionally I have to be away and this extra special hour will

make it possible to adjust that a little, and I want to average two hours a week.

I do not want to average three hours as I ddc did two years ago. That means

that you might have alittle more outside work than they did two years ago. But

the outside work, the assigned reading bnd the reports which I will assign, I

expect them to be turned in on time, and I will deduct if they are not, except

in the case of a person who is starting the seminary for the first time. If you are

taking beginning Greek and beginning Hebrew, I will give you a little xx extra

leeway, $= becaus%e those courses hcwk) build, and Church History, you

might say, i a series of... while they are interrelated to the series of

if you miss two weeks of Hebrew, you might as well quit and start all over next

year. But if you miss two weeks of Church History, you can go on from the

point where wvc you are, and you will, with certain amount of handicap, not

be greatly handicapped, and you can ma*- it up youself, in vacation. So that if

you are taking two beginning languages, simply mention that on your late paper,

and I will understand that. Papers can be week or two later in that case, because

I want you to keep up with your work in the languages. I am not going to assign

any Ø outside reading and reports enough to bring the total of six hours of week.

I am not going to assign that much on the outside readings, becuase I feel that it

is very important that when you 1a-- start the lecture that you have the previous
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over four hours on average of outside work. You notice on the schedule that

the Church History meets on Tuesday morning at 9:20 and Wednesday morning

at 9:20 and it says on Thursday morning 9;20, special. We will have that

meeting tomorrow., at 9:'20. Next week there is a good possibility that I will not
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be meeting/any class at all. I am expecting to average two hours a week throughout

the term,. -but occasionally I have to be away and this extra special hour will

make it possible to adjust that a little, and I want to average two hours a week.

I do not want to average three hours as I dá did two years ago. That means

that you might have alittle more outside work than they did two years ago. But

the outside work, the assigned reading and the reports which I will assign, I

expect them to be turned in on time, and I will deduct if they are not, except

in the case of a person who is starting the seminary for the first time. If you are
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year. But if you miss two weeks of Church History, you can go on from the

point where vc you are, and you will, with certain amount of handicap, not

be greatly handicapped, and you can ma1= it up youself, in vacation. So that if

you are taking two beginning languages, simply mention that on your late paper,

and I will understand that. Papers can be 4eek or two later in that case, because

I want you to keep up with your work in the languages. I am not going to assign

any Ø outside reading and reports enough to bring the total of six hours of week.

I am not going to assign that much on the outside readings, becuase I feel that it

is very important that when you ha- start the lecture that you have the previoi s
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lectures in mind and therefore I am counting on you to review each lecture prior to

the next lecture. Now, it is very ititia disconcerted when I found last'

I intended to much more than in Church History, because that ,14' field was built

so much more on the previous hours, but it is very disconcerted when you deal with

a very important problem, and after having dealt with it about an hour, somebody

asks a question which shows that he has no slightest conception of what it is

because he has not looked at his note in between. I would like to ask everybody to
to

take fifteen minutes e half an hour at least reviewing the lecture each time.

I would like to ask you to do that. Human nature being what it is, asking would
wait and

not provide. Some would/do it all night before the examinations, and so I find
detest

it necessary to do something that students eteet very much, but I am sure that

they will be very grateful later on, and that is to give spot quizzes at the beginning
the

of tie hour ory'previous lecture or on something earlier in the course. And as I
of the work

say, the big part gf this course is to get inte- mind what we have dealt in class.

Because my greatest interest in church history is not having you learn a lot of
can simply

dates and facts, if you/take a book and meméorize them... I do not see any great
if that is is an

value in that, eeeuee all you get. My interesVin having you have/understanding

of these, what they mean, and we-- what their interrelation is, what importance

they should have for our lives, and if I have to spend the first ten minutes for

each hour trying to remind you of what I gave the hour before, I would waste a
to I lecture

lot of time, and I-s4.oii do that, mm would have to have-three hours a week, and

I am not going to do that/ this semester, and so I am going to give you % quizzes

very frequently, and if you do not like it please go out zrith be&.x back where nobody

can see you and yell about it about five minutes and get it out of your system, and

then come in here and write a good corrrct answer to t questions that I will as
kRl
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you in the quiz, but I am not just/interested in yourtalking something up in two

final
days before the/exams putting on the paper and then forgët it, but I am interestMed

in your pt1iTr getting it and so you have to keep on reviewing. So, there will not

such
be/great amount of outside reading for this course, but there will be very considerable

amount of review of the lectures-aid--- expected, and you ic should certainly have

a1t
least have an outline of the previous lectures in mind and the main things, and

main facts with c which it deals, and the main txzox understanding of the

main features. Now, in this class, the most important thing in this class is the

ate- attempt I make to give you the understanding of the meaning of church history.
not

And what I understand to be as-the meaning accx of it you can /ind in boo), but you

have to read 4.&yc many books to get the full of the view which I would present,

and therefore, if you are going to class, X' you should always be present in class.
the it -that-

We do not have cuts in/Seminary. We cons ideç/eta-s-a rather infantile matter, to give

cuts. The lazitxPW Seminary should have passed that stage. We expect fr everyone alwa
to be any course
suents in class. cXnkx If you feel that4t-4s a waste of time to be in class,

you-fflay-musti,--ee-we11 please come and talk to me about it. Because it is

altogether possible that some1 members of the faculty including myself te- may have

gotten off tangent and xecx that he is wasting time. It is possible, and in such

a case we should remedy it immediately. It is equally possible that you have ns

understood any particular matter, and in that case, we wdl try to make it clear to

you. Please do come and talk to me about it. We mean that x everyone of

e-su- our ... Is important, and we ôxpect everyone to be present on time.

The Method of this coue, then, is primarily a lecture with assigned readings.

It is not a research course. It is a lecture course to get the understanding of the
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MEANING of church history as it may be vital in our lives and in our service for

our Lord. That naturally leads to B. The Value of the Studying Church History

Number 1 It can be a source of great encouragement to us When I was a student

in a modernist college holding my faith in the Scripture, believing the Bible to

be true, and believing in the great doctrines of the Christianity, but in a college

which was five years before had been a thoroughly evangelical school, and which

was in process of transition within the two or three

years afterwards became a completely modernistic college. When I was there, in

class, there was a way pressing on you an attitude that the teachings of Chrsitlanity

were a lot of old myths and fables, that way even without much presentation, pressed

on us, I could not avoid it. And I cannot tell you what an encouragement it was in

connection with a course, I made the study of the first church councils" the M-- Nicean

Church Council of 325, and in reading about the council, how tremendously they-

were-excited ñxx those people were at that time, 325 years after Christ, 1600

years ago about the doctrine whether Jesus Christ was fully God thc or whether

He was in some way partly God. God rested on Him, something like that, and

when I saw how ritzxxiwxcx those men from all over the Roman Empire

felt so long ago that this was such a tremendously vital matter and I was thinking

that there are other matters that are still more important than this matter. It was

such a great relief that such weight was pressing upon them, to get the feeling of
these
he-hings in church history where these men- many important people had felt that

these matters were so important. To see how the Christianity began and how

the little group of the disciples , a little group of scattered disciples who had

fled for their lives that their master had been crucified, and they were afraid to

admit to anybody that they were connected with him, and some of these conditions of
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terror and confusion among these modtly comparatively uneducated people.

There began a movement which spread through the whole Roman Empire thi"eugi-art

until that power, one of the greatest powers the world has ever seen, finally being

una ble to crush it and had to succumb to it. And the whoRoman Empire was filled

with this teaching two or three hundred years, but to see how it occurred, what a

source of encouragement to us! When we face the encroaching modernism and

the encroaching unbelieve and denial of Christianity, sometimes it looks almost

hppeless, but we see what God ±kRxx did az then. What an encouragement to

us xx when we read about Martin Luther and see how the greater parts of the

world ñidx was filldd with formalism and with an attitude which accepted a great
they

many Christian doctrines which/did not apply to their hearts., did not get their real

value to the life, to the oul, and how this man risked his life to begin to present
who

these matters, and xk was situation after situation where other/are doing
for

exactly the same thIng7--theyhave-been have been killed w-ih- their faith and

their doctrines have been completely eradicated from the area where they spoke,

but how in the providence of God Martin Luther was able to continue fiercely,

and from that little start, there spread over half of Europe and over the whole northern

section of thei,e1ther Europe a new understanding of the gospel had made

tremendous impact. How utterly hopeless it was when Luther began the new work

of Reformation. What an encouragement to us! What an encouragement it can be

when we study that little band of the Pilgrims in 1609, that little group of comparatively

uneducated people, dissatisfied with formiLtsm which was in the church of their

day, though these churches were presenting the true Christian doctrines, but in such.

a formal way and without real Ø opportunity to study the Bible for himself, and see
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(665) what it taught, and make it real in your life, and how these little groups

of people with no resources stepped to serve the Lord, and other groups which

stepped out in the previous years had been annihilated by war, by torture, by

shipwreck and by other means, but how God took this little grop a- and

moved to .. . moved to the United States and enabled them to survive .n-

the tremendous difficulties, and set a pattern which for two or three hundred

years had an effect upon this countrly which made the nation different

from almost any nation in the world that we have ever seen before. You see

how the hand of God works against the seemingly impossible obstacles. What

a tremendous source of encouragement! Well, then, I think one of the greatest

purposes of studying church history is this encouraging which we can get

out of it. But I want to go on which I will call, the purpose of

studying-thechurch 1iey.history negatively. I think that this is tremendously

important. The purpose, negatively, not to learn what is true in theology.

We do not studyv church history to learn what is true about God, to learn

how one can be saved, to learn the great facts of the origina of the world or

its ... we do not study church history for this purpose. Church history is

not reliable source for these things. I believe that the so called Jehovah's

Witnesses is a cult which is presenting the false doctrine. I admire the zeal

these men we show, but I detest the harmful results on people's 4ie-- lives

of the false doctrines that they present. But one of them has a wonderful

title which is taken from the Scripture. Let God be true, and let every man

a liar, and it is a fact when it comes to knowing what the truth is about God,

what the truth is about the great things of the universe. Rkut There is one

way to find it out. And that is from the study of the Scripture.
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Now, church history can be a tremendously important to us in showing us

what an effect the Bible has had, and where people l3oc have studied the

Bible and have attempted to follow it, God has tremendously used them, and

where people used other means of getting truths, the church has been a failture.

The jrr1x Bible is the source of knowledge. The Bible is the source of
this

knolwedge. I gav/a course in Church History, and under these present

circumstances, once in three years we started in ... I think we have gonr

through the whole ... through and we go right straigh through, and all our

students who take courses in three years get this course from me continuously,

but if you take it in four eagz years, as good many do, they may get it in

their first year and then in their last year, but I do not give it every year,

and I do not feel that we should have a full-time man in church history. if

we have a full-time man in church history, he will naturally be entitled to

give electives in the courses and develori' a department. I see a real

value in developing a department in church history, oc after a person has had

five or six years of exegesis. But I believe that the vital thing is to know

what the Bible says, and that is the vital thing, and therefore, we mtst-exa.4ne-

clam it into two years, and we try to get the basic, vital things during that

time, and we do not give any other electives in church history, mz interesting

as they may be, and valuable as they might be, because we think that in the

course of three or four years of course... much further as Master's degree

w oull lead you, we feel that the main thing záf± should be

exegesis. It is a question, What does XfrC$ God say? The whole world

may turn against k- the truth, but that does not make any less true. You
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cannot settle *c truths by whom? You cannot settle truths by counting

the truths. You see who knows the facts, and when x it comes to the great

facts of great eternity, I often think that many of our x philosophers are

a-rig- like a group of very highly intelligent people who had never bum crossed

the Pacific ocean, had never been to the Pacific oceans, and had never

talkedaa with anybody about the Pacific ocean, and had never read

any book about the Ocean)'. In these days of widespread information it is

hard to z imagine iki*x icx such a situation. 4-yu-w-4.r'4Tx
for

4aqh- But if you will imaging/a moment, think of a man of tremendous intellect,

q wonderful thing, who has never crossed the Pacific Ocean, never talked

with anybody who had ever seen the Ocean, and who had never seen anybody

who had seen the Ocean, these men go up on Mt. near San Francisco,

and there above the clouds they are able to look away the Pacific Ocean, and

one of them says, I wonder if there is any country over there, and then the
good

other says, Well, now, I think I can give you some 4hllosophic arguments to

pve prove that there is not any such IL thing. This man says I can give

you a better philosophic argument that there is a country, and then they argue

back and forth, and they may have some very acute xzx reasonings as to cx
whether

whether there is a country beyond the Pabifi4c ocean or not, oi/that is am simply

the end, or whether if you keep on going zk around, you will come back

to America. They may have some very acute reasonings, but the only Way to
for somebody

find it out is/to go there, or to read a book written by somebody who has

been there. They might discuss, Is there anything over there or if there is

any what sort of country is it? What cx kind of language do they use?

Do they really run from north to south like the Mississippi? Or do they run

from north to south?' like the Nile? Or do they run from west to the

east like the Yangtzse? Or do they run fromto the "V-~Xz
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Theycould

Columbia? /hink of these things and give illustrations and azmckgxc

V, wxzbowix comparisons and they could slx)w wonderful acumen, and they

could think of all the possibility, but they would never know with certainty

whether there would be a country, ant- and if there is, what kind of country

that would be, and in what situation it would be at all, they would not know

unless either one of them went or talked with somebody who had been, axx or

read a book written by one who had bee there. And no human being has ever

gone beyond the grave and come back to tell us about it aside from. Jesus Christ

our Lord. We do not know what is beyond the grave. No amount of philosophic

thinkin can possibly tell us. We do nbt know anything about God. We can see

that there must be ,cx a god. As Paul said, if you look the nature, you

see the works of God, you see His power, you see His majesty which is

implicit in nature except tint Satan has blinded our eyes so that we cannot

see. But we see the power. We see the greatness. Wxeeax We do not know

His character. We do not know whether He is a good God or He ixxx sends

rain to make things grow and He sends the sun to keep us warm and all this.

Whether He is a cruel, futh1ess god who sends hurricanes and j/ floods and
whether

tempets and th'x tornedo. We do not c know whether He is good or e is

bad. Wedo not know wnether He has made us for a joke and He is going to

crush us with the turn of His hand. Or whether He loves us and made us for

fellowship with Himself. These and thousand other questions can only be
is

answered by reading the book that was written by the One who knows that

God Himself overshadowed the human writers and led them in their writing so

that it would give facts about these things. And therefore, if we are going to
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know what/Is true in theology, church history will tell us what people have

thought, and it is good to know what people have thought because it suggests

matters for investigation, but it does not give you the answer. Human thinking,

human reasoning are wonderful to suggest mattersK for inveqtigatIon, but

it is useless when it comes to give you answers about things we cannot reach.

And the other side of the moon except for the satellites that go around and

take a picture of it and nobody on earth could tell what it is like until that

happenes. Nobody has ever seen the other side of the moon. It might be

utterly different from this side. I remmneber when I was a student in seminary,

I used to go bike- I riding for a little exercise. One day I was going along

and I saw a head of a most attractive young woman I had ever seen for years.

Oh, my, as I saw her, I Just wondered what her face would look like, and

I drove along and ... I said to myself, I do not want to embarrase her, I do

not want to scare her, and so as I got back, I turned around and saw, she was

at least forty ( years older than she was from the back view. It was absblutely

different. And nobody could have told that without seeing her. You could

not reason it out and the same is true about the other side of the moon. You

have to see to know what it is like. The great facts of eternity there is one

way to find out, that is, to see what someone has said who knows, someone

has told who has seen them. God Himself is the cxxixii'x only one who has.
our

And therefore, thonlr source of knowledge of theology is the Bible/. Exegesis
so much

is 1nore important than church history. While I feel that one course In
in our Christian life and work

qcic two years, two credit hours.., is tremendously helpful/ I do not
in on that -

feel that/three yearØ' course more timgfshould be given. . vital to the exegesis
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and see what it really means, and get into it, and get the facts that God

has given us... our purpose in church history is not to learn what is true

in theology. Now, this is not to learn how God desires us to worship Him.

Someone showed me a letter to me two years ago that had been received from

a friend who had just been , during the war, they had been to the U.N. forces

in Africa, and they said, if you had seen as I did the remains of the churches

of 20th century A.D., and the ruined churches of 20th century A.D., excuse me,

not 20th century, but second century A.D. If you had seen those little churches

of 2nd century A.D., all the .... all these cx different things

that they thought were important in worshipping God, you would realize tk

how silly it is to just go to a church and sit there and listen to a minister to preach.

How important it is to have the right formnd ceremonies and all that.

Well, the question of how much form and ceremony are desired to use in worshipping

God is one which can be decided on the basis of the Bible and that of Rome, not

ont which can be decided by church history. When you think about this church

that found the rooms, they said it was from the second century A.D. My guess

is that it was the last part of the second century. A.D. We do not have a

great deal from j' the first part of the second century. Then suppose it was
th

lócx 175. Suppose it was 145/year after Christ died. 145 years from now

wx was 1820. If you are ever up to Boston area, driving up there, and to-

stop there what they call straw-bridge... They trV to keep the town just as

people lived in 1800 A.D. and as you look around the condition of life and

the way people lived ]xx in 1800 A.D. you cannot just imagine the changes

that have taken place. Most of you could not imagine the changes that have

taken place since I was a boy. You just could not imagine. Most of them

take place so gradually that there is not much said about it in our book.
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But life is constantly changing, and the way people worship God in a certain

church 150 years after Christ died does not prove much as to how Christ wanted

us to worship God. If you can get all the churches a dx1& of 150 years

after Christ died you would learn perhaps quite a bit. We cannot get one

per cent of it. But you could get all of them/, You would use a lot of them,
would not what as to

and then you/eeu1fl-learn/ God's will Is/how to worship Him. One way to learn

that is to see what the Bible teaches. I believe that it wGods intention x
I help

in order to,keep us from this danger into which so many, many people fall that

He purposely thought that after the iwwx New Testament wasw' written there

should be very, very little Christian literature that was preserved for more than

a hundred years. For the next hundred years the amount of Christian literature
a

that has been preserved would not, I believe, make up ±,third of what is

in the New Testament, and much of it is highly questionable as to when it

was written or who wrote it. You get along two or three centuries later you

have a tremendous amount of Christian literature, but there is a big gap in

what has been preserved. I believe that gap c should warn us gia against
you

this idea that many ofxx have. All that ever the early church did. That is
No,

right. /What the Bible teaches is right. From the study of Church History

you can get tremendous encouragement to go to the Bible and see what it

teaches and foliDw it and meet that encouragement, but the purpose of studying

church history is not to get an authoritative source of deciding how God wants

us to worship Him, and then small C. Is not to learn God's plan for our lives

Church history , from this you can get tremendous encouragement. Like wlt-et

how God used people in the past. You can get tremendous encouragement by
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and

seeing how man has .. and God blessed them,/God used them. (

You can get great help in your life in church history. But if you want to know

God's plan for your life, the place to go is the Bible. That is the only source
be the

of real truth. History is interesting, and it has value, but for/Christians
in

the source of knowledge and $' the source of getting touch with God, and learning

His will for us should not be church history, it should be the study of God's

Word. This may seem like a repetition so many times, but it is amazing how

many people you find that the gthoooEjthc biography of some individuals, what

some particular men have gotten, what some particular church groups have
everything.

gotten, back to them they seem to settle most How
God

we are. He-has given us such marvellous tw treasur of the Bible.

And that has been our central feature of our Faith Seminary from its very inception,

has bwen insistent that philosophy has its place, that history has its place,
dependable

that all has its place, but the one deer4rn source of knowledge in e- Divine things

i±s-t-ge- is the Bible, and the rrost important thing a Christian can do, no matter

what line of service for the Lord he is going to be in, is to learn to understand

e-- that life. It does not do much good just to hold it in our hands. What is

in God's Word is all true, and not know much about it. You know a few wonderful

verses and that is grand. I had some people say to me, Well, we have got

John 3:16, what else do we need? Well, cc if you say John 3:16 i3c and all

the truths in the Bible that fit with John 3:16, that corresponds or develop it,
the Bible

put them on one side, and put the rest o'ei on the other, I would say that

by all means... that is the i=rk heart of the Bible. God just did not give us

John 3:16. God gave us a book with sixty-six books and He intended that everyone

of them would be vital in your life , in your work, and in the activity of the Christians.
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So, He wants us to know what the book of Nahum teaches us and what the
and what is and

second John has to say, he meaning of James/for our lives,Is4qhat is the

importance of the second Samuel, and there is tremendous importance in

every one of these, and to know &kx what the Bible says, what it

teaches and to get into it and see what is really meant at those points where

those people can easily twist and get any subtle meanings out of it. That is

the most important thing. But church history certainly has its place. So,

we go on number 3. The purpose of studying c church history positively.

We looked at it negatively, and now we look at it positively. Tinder this,

small a. To see how God has worked in the past I do not need to say much

about that now, because much of what I have already said am falls into that

category. What an encouragement it is to see how God caused that the

Christianity weed- would spread through the whole Roman Empire, to see how

God caused that Christianity would spread the whole Roman 4cRck Empire,

nd with overturn the attitudes of the pagans and philosophers and of the

opponents of the Christianity were completely ... this way t-hree-yea-re-.- in three

hundred years. What an encouragement it is to see how the Reformation

took place. What an encouragement it is to see how 1e He took the little

band of the pilgrims and set a standard that affected tkx an entire nation

from this little group of comparatively uneducated people, scocicic...

were able to acc(omp1ish with His help. What an encouragement to many

things in church history can be, if God has a purpose, and if you are

completely consØecrated to Him, and if you really think of His will, and not

your own pleasure, or for your own glory, for your own fame or 3catrx

something about yourself, but ... you are really seeking... who knows what
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He may accomplish through you. Church History does not tell you what

to do, but it encourages you tremendously in doing it, and it is dx a fair

illustration of how God has worked in the past. We see many of them, and

I do not c mean to elaborate on this further, but now x to speak of it

under the second point which is much less familiar, but is I believe quite

important. Small b. To see how Satan has,( worked in the past Anybody

who has the idea that this world is a world which x God has just gradually

out and pretty soon all is going to be a completely Christian world.

Simply does not know much about those facts; yet, there are people who are

moving ahread on that assumption, and unfortunately in order to move on that

assumption, they have to change the definition of Christianity until it becomes

an assumption entirely different from what the Bible teaches. But God has

permitted Satan to be the prince of this world, and God has permitted Satan

to have such a power in this world that we read in the book of Jude that even

the archangel of- Michael, striving with Satan about the body of Moses,

durst not give him a railing accusation, but said, The Lord rebule thee.

Satan is a tremendous power in this world. God permits him. And it is easy for

us to forget. People say, I remember back in 1915, people said, Oh, there

cannot be a God who would permit this vx war. Well, they do not know

anything about sin. They do not know anytühing of the reality kx and nature

of Satan that God permits for His own purposes to continue through this age,

and we cannot resist it in our own power. Sometimes people say, Resist the

Devil and he will flee from you. That is a misquotation of the Scripture.

The Bible says, Submit yourself unto God, and God will resit the Devil. He

will flee from you. In the power of God Satan can do nothing to injure us,
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And church kx history sbows how && case after case people would

step upe boldly to do great things for God in their own strength, and utterly

failed. We need to know the tremdnous power of Satan, and his reality, and

the fact that he is here, and he will be here until the end of this age. We need

to be aware of this tremendous power and we need to be aware of his wiles.

He will do his best to destroy our witness, to destroy our activitjies as he

can. If he finds that he cannot do '( that, then he tries to push us into

where we are putting our whole efforts in some side issues, xx This may be

good, it is not accomplishing much in the *Lord's work. Sometimes I feel

as if struggle with Satan is like a ... of war, here we are pulling and pulling

and pulling. And on the other ,i( side, the Satan is pulling and pulling .that way, and

when you find that you cannot pull this over tIcxkx this way-, and then we-- let

.u&t-1et-t-ge- us let it go... and we fail to accomplish what is our

likewise it is way over there and we fall to accomplish what is right, and the right

place is not way over there and way over here. It is wherever God's Word teaches

us / that it should be. Satan will fail us xxxx from dozen different angles.
all through

We learn from history how Christianity was a dominant force,6Hhe Nearest,

and how in Arabia there were Christian churches gi '$ everywhere in Arab'ia.

How in Egypt, almost everyone was a professing Christian and there were thousands

and thousands of earnest Christians in Egypt. And then we see in these areas

people got into fighting and scraping over minor points that were made clear in

God's Word, and instead of giving their efforts there trying to win thecx to the

Saviour those whoct- did not have personal knowledge of him, there they were giving

efforts, fighting over things that are made ... in God's Word, and they fought

over these things, ux to such an extent that the cutside world decided that
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these little comparatively 46 minor things were what the Christians were

interested in, and they had fio knowledge of the real meaning of salvation

and when the Mohammed king came forward in Arabia with that great teaching

that g there is no God but one. And with that terribly distorted teaching
swept

he added to it and boa combined with it and he fe-+o-Arabia and eventually
has been

his force swept Egypt, and Christianity,4eeame almost powerftt4-less through

that whole area, ever sirce, and God permitted Satan to take one of the

greatest Christlanj areas of the world to be turned into desert as far as

Christianity is concerned. Today it is the hardest thing to do in the world
wherever

to do the Christian work, -Fercvct-Is'lam has gone,. be I was in seminary

we had a missionary from Egypt who told gx how a friend of his who was

a missionary was in a little town in England, zxkxx In a little town in England,n

he was speaking in a little church, and there he told them about this
missionary

greaVwork inEgypt, and all he said was that you have to be so careful because of

the law kçgh of zkx prophecy of the Islams. Clear over here in England

xukxd nobody there would know what I hear, and so I will tell you about the
who

Mohammed , young man/came to me at night, like Nicodemus

who talked with Jesus,who learned about Christ, and who was secretly baptized
it

so nobody would know about it, and two days after he told! this fellow was

pushed under a streetcar and was killed. And the man who czkthzIxxx told
till

about it believed that that was evidence of the pervasive power +wegh this

day of that teaching of the apostasy in Islam. And the result is [hat no missionarjies

who work there for forty years of earnest labor cannot have more than five

converts. Now, there may be hundreds of them who became secret converts.

All,±kEdE&Rdkgkx humanly speaking, could have been converted, if

the Christians in Egypt and Arabiákept their eyes on the main things of the
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gospel, and people had seen Christianity as reallyshouki be instead of

wMel"i- in comparison with which Mohammed seems to ... truth, and his

p swept across the land, and introduced it, and there are many other

illustrations in history. Back in 1550 one third of the people of PoØ'1and

were Christians, were protestants, and most of the nobles of Poland were

protestants. No one could become the king of Poland without taking an

oath that he would do nothing in any way to injure protestantism in 1550.

And then there came a disj4ute on certain points of doctrines/which have their

importance but not to be compared with 1 the great fact of salvation through

Christ on which all the protestants would agree, and ... but this dispute came

there and a bulk of them disagreed with the teacling which came to be accepted

in the great part of northern Germany. The people there took no Interest in trying

to help them, a nd the Jesuits sent there highly trained, learned, skilful...

technicians to hold a public debate and to win people x1kx through to

stand there and they got enough people to stand with them, and then they

began inciting the mobs and attacking the protestant churches and in

fifty years all the protestantism was wiped out of Poland, and today, if you

take all the cricminals and prisoners of the United States, 4 I heard it said

that 1f there would be two or three nationalities, of which there is artyinore
And one

prominent than other there, Poland would be among them. /-T.he reason is that
been

three years they had them denied the opportunity of denying the gospel

in Poland except for a very slight excepttlon. And Satan was able to destroy

this tremendous .... that true Christianity has made in Poland. We learn

from this how Satan worked in the past, not to simply think , Oh, I am going
in

to step Ø out and I ami going to win the world j my own strength for

Christ. We must submit ourselves to our God, and follow him , and then
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we can resist the Devil and we can accomplish great things for Him. We will

meet at 9:20 tomorrow morning.

Side 2




A word on seats ....

Briefly answer these questions. Discuss the value of history
a

as4neans of learning what is true in theology, if your number of Odd. If

your number is even, briefly discuss the value of church history as a means

of learning how God desires us to worship Him. If your number is even.

Not over two minutes ...........

Now we were yesterday speaking about the purpose of studying
To see

church history, positively. WE noticed under that small c./IIow God

worked in the past . To encouragØing feature of it which is very thrilling

and which is the main reasorVar- and most minutes every say. .. To see how

God works.., it is thrilling to see how much worthwhile it is. But they miss

a great part of the value of it if they dod not also see the other purpose of it.

Arid the second purpose that we noticed is to see how the Satan has worked in

the past. Everyone is familiar with the name of Johi Calvin, one of the

greatest theologians who ever lived, but I regret to say that great many

ep- people do not know another phse of Calvin's activity which was just

as important as a theological writer. Calvin was a man who was tremendously

interested in the spread of the gospel. There is a wide belief that he

wrote a speedh which the Director of the University cf Paris gave which

presented the gospel very clearly at the opening of the University year, and as a

tlixesult of which the director and Calvin kzto both had to flee for their

-419
lives. Well, many people were burned at,.takeoxk in France for believing
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the gospel and trying to present it to others, but Calvin took refuge in Geneva,

and there in Geneva in the midst of great difficulties and obstacles he proceeded

to becoming established,'uibut his primary interest there was making the centre

for the evangelization of France. So, over the years, he received and protected kxd

hundreds of refugees, but he was not content with that, but he trained them

in the gospel and in the presentation of the gospel and they went back to

France, and these men went about from door to door widely presenting the

gospel until one day in a park at Paris, somebody sang, a little boy started

to sing one of C ivin's hymns and somebody else joined and sombody else joined aid-p

and pretty soon there were five thousand people eame- were singing this hymn,

and it was apparent how widely the gospel was reaching through France as a

result of the work of these men whom Calvin was training, and many of them

were captured and many of them were killed, and but others avoided being

captured, and kept on pushing and working until over a third of the people

d of France were ... Then the Romanist leaders set to work to try to
oWe

destroy this and attacked them andcxiix in two wars and4nt,+emendous massacre

thousands were killed, but a year later there seemed to be more than there v*zx

before. In southern France, there would be a edx town in which there would
where

be a great Romanist they would havea great
with an archbishop

mass/celebrating it and fifteen people present, and theWwo blocks down five

thousand people out to hear the preaching of the gospel, and the Jesuit order

wh1eit was determined which was started after Calvin started his work, but

which has been the most able instrument in wiping out the gospel the world

has ever seen, and perhaps with exception of Isalam. The Jesuit order set to

work to try to win France back to-- Romanism, and in the city of Paris, they

managed to fill the people with fanaticism, and so outside the Paris, their

activitiiy was not so successful. And the king of France died, and the next
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man in line was a proteatant, a Xxgmx Huguenot, what they call. And in

several ... battles his forces met the Romanist forces and defeated them,

and the of France was in their/ hands. And then they could not

take Paris, because the Jesuits so filled the people of Paris witanatical zeal,
hatred

and with fanatical zeal and fanatical ixtxzcbe of protestantism they were living
young

on grass and herb, but they still resisted it, and then the/Henry of

waketz who was an able general and leader of the Protestant party
being

siad, what is the use of/the king of France? The last king died and he was

next in line. All r France but Paris recognized as king. He said, what is

the use of being king without Paris? He said, What France without Paris?

Paris is worth a mass, and so he c' announced his desire to join the Roman

Church. One of the priests in Paris preached a sermon in which he said, this

morning my God Went to mass to make him king. And they ridiculed him and

in fact cxikI they said, he was dishonest in pretending he wanted to be

a protestant, 1$ eabndly when he was just doing to advance himself.

But the Jesuits said, No, we must take his word, we must accept his sincerity,

and so he became a Romanist. He said, I can help my protestant brothers

be- more by being Romanist myself, When I become the king cf France, and

control the country, then I can V without being able to get Paris, having only

nominal power in France. So, be became ruler of France, and did a tremendous

amount to help of the people of France, and he made a treaty whereby he made

it-- the Edict of Nantes by which the Protestants were guaranteed religious

freedom forever. They were guaranteed there would be oc absolutely no

discrimination/ in government office on the basis of whether they were protestants
t

or Romanists, and they were guaranteed equal opportunities ,everywiior nd
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even
and in the cities and in the south of France they werqiallowed to keep garrisons

insure their safety. But Y a Jesuit persuaded the others to accept Henry's
genruine

statement as eere and thus stopped France and- from being torn asunder

like a civil war, and made Henry king, and they made parliament a,xIixx

agreement. They promised that they could bring up Henry's children, and so

they brought up Henry's chi4dren, and they became chief officers and

representatives. And the lazy invalid son Louis XIII became king and never

bothered much about anything, but a cardinalW(DOX1(X Richeliau and

France. And when the protestants would have a great meeting with thousands of
present

then/in their synod representing nearly a third of the people of France, Cardinal

Richeliau was greeting them and thanked them for their loyalty to their country,
was

and showed every friendship toward them. The only thing/.he he said, Why

should you have garrisons in your cities? That is a state within a state. You

should respect the country to protect you to have either camm commandship...

we are perfectly safe. We are all Frenchmen and nobody will interfere with

you. And he persuaded them to give up the garrisons, all except one city.

So, that one he attacked. After a considerable seige, he proceeded in capturing

and he took away its garrison, 0' but he left

it free. Then Henry N's grandson Louise XIV became king, and the Protestants

were a great force zirzxx in France, and many of them were4 in leading

positions in the government as they aave been for years. The/ir churches

were preaching the gospel and their people were going forward to important

positions and leaderships in every way. But at Henry's court,t-he- in LouØse'

court the Jesuits had Axjix control. And Louise sank into the depths of

wickedness and licentiousness and in sin, and the vbc JesuiW'preachers
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preached the terrors of hell for his own who lived ungodly life, aid Louise said,

I feel as though I could hear fleeing scourging around me, and what hope

is there for me? And the Jesuit confessors said, there is no reason for

you to Peas worry. He xk said, why not? From what you preached abott the

terrible fate that people will have who have lived like myself live. Well, he

said, you can easily offset your wickedie life by some good deed. Well,

he said, what good deeds could I Ø do enough to offeet the wickedness that

I had in my life, and the Jesuit confessor said, well, that is simple. A large

part of your country does; not recognize the pope as the supreme leader, and

he said, they are preaching salvation by faith instead of attending the mass.
S

He said, they are denying the doctrine/of the Roman Church. Get this out of

your country, and God will bless you forever. Well, let me go tkx just the

way you are. And Louise immaediate1y set to work and gradually removed

the Protestants from high positions in the government, and gradually

made ç/ it more and more difficult for them and then he began to put in troops
cities

in the e-1ty where they had a great number of Protestants and put there most
and

licentious soldiers into the homes of thecoutstandlng protestants,/glvlng
ca

them license to be as mean,'brccoubt and disagreeable to the people as they

eed]d- felt like it, but if somebody turned to Romanist.all they stopped, he

was immediately treated well, and great many who had not really axbthbcx had

the heart of the gospel in their mind gave up and joined the Roman Church,
to

and then it cut down/the real Christians. And then Henry, or Louise announced

that the Edict of Nans was repealed. And this Edict which had been

for two thirds of a century in effect he repealed. He xladç said, every

Protestant minister must leave the xxzrbt country within sixty days. No one
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else is permitted to leave the cojintry, but all must join the oman Church, and

attend Romanist churches or they ought to be imprisoned for life or sentenced

ax kxxxVwqAb=xwhzx to galley slave. And thousands of men managed

to get out of the country. Thousands of them went to Berlin and kept up

Protestant services two and half centuries after this time. Thousands of

them went to South AMerica(, and thousands of them came to this country/

despite ... efforts ... to keep them mV and others could not get out of the

country, and fled into mountains and there xix they managed to survive

t here but they were hunted down by the soldiers and they were killed and thus

the Protestantism was reduced to maybe 3% of the people of France. And it

was two centuries after that before they had freedom of religion. Paris is

worth a mass. Henry said. Devil certainly k&-:f= used the Jesuits, and

certainly used Henry's qx oompromise to destroy one of the greatest evangelistic

words the world has hever seen, one of the greatest outreaches of the gospel.

Today France is one of the hardest countries in the world to reach people for

Christ. It is one of the hardest places to make impact on the lives and hearts

of the people. The country as a whole is nominally Romanist but the bulk

of the$ people are actually atheist. I heard a French diplomat say once,

In order to make any progress in 0 France in politics you have to be known

as one who is against the church. But if you become a representative

outside France, then you have to be known as an ardent supporter of the

church, because Iixx France ... is known as the defender of the Romanist

Church. This was a few years ago. I do not know under De Gaulle how

things have changed. This country which could have been one of the greatest

Protestant nations and one of the greatest centres to send missionakies throughout
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the world became almost a non-entity as far as the preaching of the gospel

is concerned. And it is one of the outstanding instances in history how

Satan has worked in the Ø' past. And God does not want us to underestimate

Satan. He wants us to realize that he is ready an anxious to wreck our

testimony for the Lord. We should submit ourselves to our God. Make sure
putting

that we are in line with Is purposes and we are,4ft-Christ first in everything,

not speaking our own money, our own comfort, anything except His purposes.

And then we can destr5y- the works of the Devil, but only then when we have
probably

done half way Satan may and/will e- defeat us . Now the third purpose

pes4b4.-li#y--- of studying the church history is to see how much of our social

a nd religious culture is historical rather than biblical and logical in order.origin.

3. To se how much of our social, rel1us culture is historical rather logical

or biblical in 10=0a-origin. A little after the turn of the century there was

a great dispute among the presbyteries of Philadelphia. Should a man stand

when he prays in public or should he kneel? They almost had a split among some of

the churche overt question, which is a rigit way to do. Forty years later,

three fourths of the zwchurches which had been taken over by modernism and
giving

unbelief. When we begin o-1e attention to matters purely form and ceremony,

it is easy for Satan to come in and to lead us away from the attenticn to the

real thing of the gospel. We cannot learn the truth except from the Bible.

Church history does not tell .1 us the truth, because everyman might be mistaken.

It is only the Bible on which we can defend for truth. Church history does not

tell us how we sould worship, and in God's providence He caused that we should

that-- have no evidence" to speak of being a means or methods of worship

of the church for 150 years after Christ. Time is enough to develop into any
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DIRECTION, so that we should look into the Scripture, and not to the church

history to learn how to worship, but we can learn much from church history

about how easy it is for people to fall into certain customs and then

the custom continues a little while xx you begin tdx to think that it is of

Divine origin, and you begin to think that is the thing that is really important,

and you get the idea- eye off the Scripture which is the only source of knowing

what is importan I heard a story about a new officer who was appointed according
charge

to the story which I heard, apppinted to have xgcof soldiers who guarded

the palace of the czar.., and according to the story tin t I had heard which

I have no reason to think that it is not true, ck and yet I have no absolute

proof that it is true. According to this story, this officer found that t

arrangement for the placing of the solderies around the palace for protection

involved the standing of the guards at certain places on the lawn and always

night and day a guard stood at that particular place, and he would stand there

until he cx was relieved. Night and day there was always a soldier at this
figure if there is danger of a riot or attack

place. And the officer could not ,tel-why there were not thirty othe =

places that would be much more important to defend than this particular spot

and in fact these other places were well protected and he thought that he could

use this soldier elsewhere very well, but these were the orders, and he

inquired why is it? Well, it has been always done that way. And being a studicu s

young man, he began to investigate the records and he found that three; hGndred

years previously, over two hundred years a soldier stood right at that right

place, and hever left the place without a guard standing, and then he found

that it began when the Empress Catherine, the ruler ki of Russia who was interested

in innovatinBs and changes and new ideas. She received some rare shrub

from a relative of hers in Southern Europe, and this would look very beautiful
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on the lawn, and she was afraid someone would trample over it and it would

not have a chance to grow properly, so she planted it at a certain place

and gave a very strict order that a soldier must stand right at that spot and
who would

he must there on guard so there is nobody/carelessly trample over the shrub.

And those orders were given and established and within a few months/ the shrub
for

was xit unsuited te the climate xx of Russia, and the shrub withered

away and disappeared, but over two hundred years a soldier was iwcx kept

on guard at that spot and no body knew why he was there, and that is, it is

a natural human tendency . ... anarchy, unless we do thl.ngs

to which we are accustomed. We do not know why we keep on that way.

And 90% pf the people just follow blindly whatever they have been accustomed

to. I think 8% of them blindly attack whatever they have been accustomed to.
things

There may be 2% of the people who try to think/through and try to see what

the sensible thing is, but kEx it is an important thing in our carrying on of

our civilization its tendency to keep on the way we have had things done,

unless we vx find a reason for change. But when it comes to the wcrk

of Christ, it is very good for us to get an understanding of that fact. ,2 How
That purely

much there is in life. /f Is,' matter of having been &M established through

some accidents, through some custom, through some fitness to some situation

which has now changed, and having become xk established, people simply

are confused in it. I personally think that one of the greatest advances

that could possibly be nude in the study of the Old Testament would be if

there wai]d be a system worked out and it would not be difficult to work it
would

out in which one of our Latin letters/be used for each Hebrew letter, and

you will always have the same understanding for one same Hebrew letter, then
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and thus we could learn the Hebrew and study it and read it in our Latin
as much

getters. In my opinion students will learn,1ebrew mkxx in one year as

they do in three when they have to go through the toil of getting their eyes
done when

used to a new type of letter*'. It is the same sort of toil everyone of us had/.. a child

in getting used to the Latin letter that we commonly use. But there would be

no particular use in teaching people that way, because our Hebrew Bibles are
our

all in Hebrew letters and 4rammars and our dictionaries ac use them, and

if you had a few thousand do]brs it would not be difficult to put all these

into Latin letters, but nobody Bob= .. has felt... but anyone who has the

money to do it, seldom has interest= to do that. But I know a great professor,
the

a learned schoiar, a man who was a great expert 1n$urnerican language

and wrote ... which is a language preceding the Babylonian unless ... who

wrote a standard grammar yew years ago, and somebody suggested to him

to write in Latin letters instead of in Hebrew letters. Then, Oh, he said, that

would be unscientific. That would be unscientific! He was shocked/ at the

idea. Actually it of course does not mk make any difference what kind

of letters you use provided that everybody uses them and understands them.

Purely a custom that has developed. We have Ø letters C, A, B, C. instead
we have

of b1.kic Alpha, Bet$a, gamma/C instead of G there, because ... have

any G. And when they saw G, they said, ke, not being able to say Ge, and
S

so they got Ke there instead of Ge, and then the Latin/who had 4 Gj

that is for a Ke, they did not know tiat they, had Ke for for Ke, so they

took the C and put a little mark across the lower part to make a new letter Ge.

So we have got two Ke's in our language. Only in English sometimes we make

Ke, sometimes Ce, in order to add further Ø confusion for people. I heard
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it said that in 1exlco a child can learn to read as well in a year as a child

can learn in the United States in three years. I do not know how you could prove

that unless you are sure that the two particular children were of equal mentality.

But I can easily imagine that it would be the case, because we have an antiquated

ridiculous absurd spellings in English. There is absolutely no sense to it,

a nd yet if you try to change it, and it is just about impossible. A Christian

would be very foolish to spend his lifetime to get spelling system changed,

teend your life time in trying to get people know Christ, and to be saved

through kldx Him, and to c follow Him, but when we realize how accidental

some of these things are that seems so important in life, why, it just makes us

easier to understna d to do the Lord's work to get ix an understanding of

a-Me- this factor. I think from the church history if you watch you will

find much that will be helpful for you that way, that will help-yett-,ful to put your

emphasis on what 4' is biblical zca and what matters without necessarily

me- coming into sharp conflict with people who have customs that there is

nothing ,qut wrong *ith it. There is nothing particularly important about
it
her, particularly biblical about it. Well, we go on to iY. d. Small d.

Small d is a rather difficult ttg thing to do properly, but very helpful if you

can. The purpose of studying church history. Small d. Is to become acquainted

with great men of the past and to see the $e points of strength and weakness

to-be e-aoqua4nte4w4th-t-he-4nen It is all too $'easy in the study of church

history to have it simply be a series of the expanse of a few names and tags

upon which they hung and perhpas to think of a ,1 few men of vital importance

as a sort of superman, but H- if there is time/ in certain areas of history to

look in enough details to get to know these men to see their struggles and

their uncertainty, to see how they came to make the decision they make,''
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you might say, humanly spekklng, they are hung in balance whether they

make this decision or that, or they make one decision and then oxx went

on to be greatly used of God while in case of other people there they may be

opposite decision and they may be- disappear from history or what they did

was very harmful rather than helpful. To see it not simply as a series of events

that is prevented before you, but as human being facing problems and situations

and trying to solve them, can give us an understanding in situations which we

face ourselves. The principle of understanding ought to give us the importance

of going to the Scripture for our ewer' answer, because that of course is where

the principles come from that are vital. Somebody has said that people no longer

learn anything from history exept that people do not learn anything ffom history.

I think that that is a rather extreme case. But it is true that people repeat

the same mistakes over and over. They do not seem to learn from history. I

remember about 1930 I read of a story of somebody told, some Englishmen

who was rather looking down on t Chinese, and he told, he siad, back 150 years, I ju

just do not know when it was. He said that one of the opium wars, the Englsh

had to attack Hong Kong, and he said/ that the Cihinese had fortified Hong

Kong from the side toward the water, and strongly fortified from that side.

The English ship went around, in fact, from the north where it was not

fortified, and they came hit, and he said, the approach that one of the
you are not supposed

Chinese IAIjaC came to the shore and howled, a wrong/ way, a wrong way/to

be over there. But they did not pay any attention to their telling that was the
and

wrong way. They came in/they took Hong Kong fairly easily, because they

came from the side and it was not defended, although a great effort has been
the

made to defend it from,4rteide- seaside. Well, this statement I read by an Englishman
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Z 1930 telling about how foolish the Chinese were in that particular situation,
as

a nd it was rather amusing what I would be five times/mused as I would be

ten years later. When I read an acle in the Saturday Evenin Post telling

how how these British spend a hundred million dollars in fortifying Singapore

so it could not be attacked from the sea. A hundred million dollars then

would be worth five times as much today. So, evidently, they evidently made

tremendous effort to make Singapore absolutely decx impregnable from

the sea, and the Japanese simply came down from the Mainland peninsula and

attacked from the north where it was not much defended and they took it

without much effort. And so, the Englishman who was laughing at the Chinese

for their mistakes one hundred u- years zx made exactly the same

mistake. And it shows how history repeates itself, and I find it in runnijng a

Seminary the very sad thing is that I face the problem. What arou going to
the whole thing

do about this problem. I think through *ery carefully, and I think the whole

thing is settled and I get it so we do not hear xabout it for ten years. And

you forget about it. You find the same problem coming up again, probably new

to the group. But you forget the measure that he had introduced that had made

it ... Now they say we do not learn it from history, but I do not think there is

any reason that we should not learn from history. We can learn from people's

mistakes to try to lea- avoid those mistakes. It is wonderful to read about
some of these great

Martin Luther, John Calvin, John Wesley an4/ee-inaiiy-gieat men who had

followed the Lord and how marvellously the Lord had used them. But we ought to

take enough time.
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TO READ at the same time some of their associates, and some of their c

friends who went ahead ixEx to serve the Lord and so effectively up to a

certain point, and then their courage failed them. Everybody heard of Martin

Luther, but how many people have heard of Staupitz? Staupitz was the head

of the Augustinian order in Germany. Staupits told the gospel to Luther. I

do not know whether Luther got it from him or not, but he heard from two or

three different sources. Luther did not invent theXoqxx Gospel. The gospel

was in the Scripture, and the people all through the ages had been sx saved

by j the gospel. But when poor Luther as a monk there was trying to get

the ii Divine forgiveness for his son, and he could not get any feeling

of forgiveness. He went through all kinds of ceremonies and forms and said,

My/ sin, my sin, what can I do about it? Staupitz said, he believed in

Christ, ... Christ bore your sins on the cross. Can't you simply trust in

Him? Staupitz showed Luther that- the center of the gospel and encouraged

him and- to study the Word andod got him the position of professor at Wittenberg

University, as the expounder of the Book of ibm Romans and other books of

the Bible which so greatly increased Luther's understanding, but then it came

to a point where it was necessary to stand for the truth, Staupitz who helped

Luther toA back him out and encouraged him all along, and so he sent his

cn x sister, his younger sister to learn what she could from Luther and

to be a member of the group of women who were studying there in Wittenberg.

Staupitz, when he faced the final crisis, could nct stay, and he asked for

a special permission to leave the Augustinian order and to go into another order

for he was not known, and he went into this order, and Luther wrote two lovely

letters and in which he told him/ Beloved father in Christ, Luther was terribly
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disappointed, when the man who/led him so much when he came to the vital

issue, ... today Luther is one of ( the great heroes of faith, and very few

people ever heard of Staupitz. Staupitz was a great and good man. I have

no doubt tk t he was ,4 saved. But I am sure that he regrets bitterly the fact

that when he came to the ultimate crisis he failed. And to learn about people

who have failed, compared with the few who have pressed forward

and followed the Lord and whom God has %used throughout the ages, can be

not only be encourating to us as know of whose who have succeeded . In order
really

tc/know these men you have to take a considerable time in getting the whole

s ituation in mind to know the flesh and bone of man rather than simply naming

them. There we simply cannot do that/ with the time available with a great

many, but I do try to do it when I can, because I feel that it is very helpful.

Then E, I said, most ministers use Church History mostly for the first xpoint

of encouragement, I should have w not been ... that statement, because it is

. E To get illustrations for Divine truths And church history has wonderful

illustrations of the truth. And you can find stories that c*k xcxaçx will

thrill p-px people-- them, encourage them, and stir them to follow the Lord

with more truth. But we must remember that history does not prove what the
we

truth is. It wonderfully illustrates, but -to learn from the 1e±., what the truth
in

is, and see from-history how it hasworked out. I like a story about Martin

Luther when he was on his way to the Diet of Worms where he was to stand

before the Emperior for his faith, and probably .. would be treated Xe as

John Huss had a little over one hundred years before when he was burned at

stake. .. went back w± K xfrauxiuzX'xx although safe conduct was

given him. Though there was t on the way and the imperial herald ã let
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him preach on different towns on the way, but every place they stopped,that
there saw signs up that the emperor ordered/all Luther's books tothec must be

gathered tQgether and burned, thc and people said, that is what they will

do to you. Now that is what they will do to you when you get there. Many

people thought that Luther must be a some sort of terrible man that he would

be in such a situation. Otters tought he was a wonderful man. But all of them
and hear him.

were curious to see him/ So, he went into the church and people pumazat
him

crowded ,th the church and one place such a crowd came in Y that the whole

side of the church came off. When one side of the church fell over the
the

people, thezIy jumped up and ran. This man must be a preacher oVDevll

that the very church would break as soon as started to preadh. And Luther

howled with his great voice, Come back here, come back here. The Devil

is trying to keep you from hearijng the gospel. When you km= look at the

events in your life, God may be leading or Devil may be leading. Which it is

you learn from the Word of God. Don't let circumstances determine your life,

or what you do. You determine the circumstances/ in the light of the Word of

God. But you can find wonderful illustrations of the truth in history. It is

woncerfully illustrated, but it does not prove . divisions of

church history. Division s of church history. 'umber 1 ox under that. History

is a continuum breaks are not usually complete at any one point jyxxcx

It is easy for us to think, we find in history such an empire as

and then there was aS period of such and such. And then there is a period of

such and such. Well, these changes, these differences are very great. But

the breaks between them are not sharp. They are not absolutely gradual. The

changes take place often within a comparative short time. But not instantantaneously.

Usually there is a little time involved. When did the Christian era begin?
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Well, it began in our figuring when our Lord" Jesus reached the age

of four or five. It is an arbitrary point. I do not know why the issue of age

four or five is particularly an important point. They ... see the difference

between A.D, and B.C. Of course, there was a monk about 500A.D. whoe'

k- tried to figure out from his birth and made a mistake and they got fairly

near to it, and it is good to have a good humerical system,

a lot handier than it was back in 290 A.D. when they said, this was the

third year of the Empeor so and so or this the fourth year after the earthquake.

This numbering system that we have are very handy. But did the change

take place?/ between the pagan and pre-Christian era? And the Christian

era. Well, very few people knew when Jesus was born. Then 30 years later

he began to preach, and the multitudes came to hear him, but compared with

he whole population of the Xot Palestine there were hardly any. Xxidx

The day when he was crucified, in God's sight it certainly was )(the most

important day that ever occurred in the history kx since the fall of man. But

how much of 0/the world knew about it? How many people outEide the
m

Palestine knew about it? That obscure Galilaean whc/some thousands of

eople followed had followed him until the very time when He was crucified

there. As far as th most of the world is concerned, they did not know

Christianity existed until the a century or two later. Time came when everybody

in Roman Empire faced it as a V real force. The time came when paganism
before

completely disappeared/ But nearly 490 years went by before that time. Maybe

200 and 250 years before b e..to...be. half the people of the
R?1an £npice world

knew even there existed such... there was a change ficax4te year or
is an

two years of- since. $0 But the changes not/Instantaneous thing.
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That is true of most changes. History is a continuum. Breaks are vital.

There are important sources come and usually changes occur over a period cf
Centuries

time. Number two. §!~~iemare convenient means of general division.

Good many times it seems as if important developments last just about one a
happen to

hundred years. It is of course just because we/have ten fingers ... that

we figure time by centuries, but it is a very convenient system and we are

going to use this system in this class. I wish that you would make it sure that

you eoo& are familiar with common designations of ±kc centuries. It is

a little bit confusing. The first century is the years that do not have any

one in the hundred line that begins. The year begins before one hundred.

The second century has one at the beginning of it, and we are now in the
ith ±gkx though

twent?' century,///,We start eh- the figure 19. Everybody should be ukizsk why

that should be. But it is a little bit confusing if they do not keep in clearly
history

in mind. But I think that it is rather important to get an idea of fifty. To get

an idea of .., see the differences between the two things that are- were twenty

years apart and to see the two things that were one hundred i/years apart. So,

we are going to refer to centuries and I am going to use them in our outline

a good deal. Please get back clearly in mind so that if I ask you to describe
what happened

events in the 14th century, you won't describe Xhktgs between 14000 and

1500. This is xzbt what happened between 1300 and 1400,.= And remember

that the 1st century is before 100 A.D. and not after. Now, some bc people

think that history is simply a matéter of memorizing a lot of dates. Remember

the boy who learned the poem in 1492 when Columbus sailed the Ocean Blue, and

then he said, Now, I know when America was discovered. So, -s--peree- he

knew it perfectly well, So, the next day when someone said, he sled, 1583.
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Where di he get tint ? *Rx In 1583 Columbus sailed over the - Sea.

When you learn dates like that, they mom abs lutely nothing. And so,

people go to the opposite extreme and take the attitude , Why bother with

dates? Dates are like skeletons. They are tremendously useful if you think

of them as a means of getting the general relationship of events. When

y ou look at the Middle Ages, I want you to know within a hundred yea s when

something happened, know what century it occurred, I do not care tckcx

about your knowing 1372, 1327, but I do not want you to think that it was

1627. When we are looking at the time of Reformation, we are looking either

by h- the year a few things that I want you )t' to know rather exactly. In
if you can

the ancient church history period, I think it is goo, know what- about what

a third of the century something happened, and there is no greater importance

from our viewpoint in konwing whether the Emperor Nero died in 64, 65, 66, 66 67

or 68. It does not make any big differenc'//,trom our viewpoint. But it makes

big difference whether it 1- was 68 or 38. Whether Christianity has had

nearly 40 years to get under way after the death of Christ, or it was only 6 years.

So, a third of a century is about the time of the mature active life of the average

person or at least he used to be withett- our increases in health and sanitation.

eqccx that we enjoy, probably a bit longer now. But through most of

history, a third of a century of Ø time when a man begins to be an important

factor in life until he becomes an old man, and a new generation has practically

taken over. At least it used to be. I think you can I-k-- extend it to some extent

now. But that is only a few years. So, in our ancient church history try
a thing

to remember within a third of a century when th±n-hapened. And it is very
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important to know whether it happened in 37 A.D. or 137 or 237. Somebody
you

ask t4e-ethet-wh ay-Vai when the air plane was invented., if you say

1812, everybody today will laugh. It is dxxx ridiculuous to think of all that

happened during the last century wetid- about air planes, but if you know

whether it was 1904 or 1906 or 1908, it does not make a great big difference,
this

We if you know that it was earlier in the-24th century . So, I would like you

to remember dates to that extent, of a third of a century within this course.

And that, you won't find it difficult 4e if you get the relationship of them

eroty-i*-mi fairly in mind. Now,_number 3 Church history is

usually divided into three mal sections partly on secular 'history...

We see - the ancient church history, the medieval church history and modern

churc h history. I say, partly based on the secular history. Because in

church history the modem period 7 begins with Reformation. In secular history it

begins with Renaissance, maybe fifty years earlier, but it is the same general

period. But it was the change between a world in which the Roman civilization

was in control,/ and a world which has been overrun by an unassimilated people

who destroyed most of the civilization, and sank back into the dark ages, and

then a world uin which again civilization began to come vigorously to the fore,

that is a movement in the secula' history. That makes a tremendous difference

in church history. And the modern period, I t'k'c think , is most important

for our understanding, but the ancient is more important than the medieval far

less. The Medieval is as long as the other two put together, and it is yx
view

very interesting, but from our ivewpoint we will have to spend a little time

on the Medieval. I want you to understand the ancient. Because it is very

important from our viewpoint. And the ancient church history began after

the end of the New Testament. Wx We are not dealing with the New
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history
Testment4n this course. We are dealing with what happened after the New

Testament. Then the church history began after the death of Christ, and
Apostles

practically it began practically after the Apeealypae. We are not dealing with

Paul, for instance, in this course. That is dealt with in the ApostDlic history.

But our church history, then, begins and runs on until the Roman Empire

disappeared and the area was divided into petty little groups en- always fighting

against each other. And instead of a situation in which nine out of ten

people could read and write, you get into a 9dk situation which may be

one in a hundred. It was the coming of barbarism and it last nearly a thousand

years. Well, we will continue there a week from the next Tuesday. It is
my

not/present expectation to meet in the next at all. There would be an assignmnt

that I will post. It is not my present expetation that there will be any

meeting next week, but we will post an assignment on the bulletin board

which I would like you to have ready a week from next Monday.
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CHURCH HISTORY (Pro-Reformation.)

IX. Leaders in Monasticism.
A. Paul of Thebes - AD. 250, he lived as a hermit in a cave. Influenced others.
B. St. Anthony -Christian hermit who defended Athanasius.
C. Athanasius - He wrote a life of St. Anthony,
D. Basil the Great - Cappadocian father who tried to live an ascetic life.
B. Pachomius - Contemporary of Anthony who started group monasticism.

X. Church Leaders.
A. Jerome - Advanced monastic Idea; wrote Vulgate; Origin controversy.

1. Damasus I - Bishop of Rome. Encouraged Jerome to write the Vulgate.
2. Ursinus - A. deacon who tried to become bishop instead, of Damasus I.
3. Paula - Widow who was greatly influenced by Jerome's monastic ideas.
4. Jovinian - He attacked monastic life. He abstained from marriage.
5. Helvidlus - He also opposed Monasticism.
6. Vigilantius - He wrote against monasticism in stronger language than Jovinian.

B. John Chrysostom - The great preacher. He was bishop at Constantinople.
1. Libanius - Greek sophist, who taught Chrysostom and Basil the Great.

C. Augustine - He wrote Confessions' ,'city of God' and 'Retractions'.
1. Monica - Mother of Augustine.
2. Valerius - Bishop who preceded Augustine at Hippo.
3. Donatist Controversy

a. Mansurius - Bishop of North Africa who was succeeded by Caeoilius.
b. Felix - Bishop (tradetor?) who ordained Caecilius.
c. Marcellinius - Roman governor who said the Donatiats were wrong.

." ManIchaean controversy
5. Pelagian controversy

a. Pelagius - Human nature not Inherently corrupt. Man basically good.
b. Coelestius- Lawyer and devoted follower of Pelagius.
c. Jerome - Wrote three books against Pelagianism.
d. Bishop John of Jerusalem - He took the side of Pelagius at a synod.
e. Orosius -He brought criticism against Pelagius at Council of Jerusalem.
f. Honorius - The emperor who persuaded Zosimus to turn against Pelagianism.
g. Julian of Eclanum - He presented the Pelagian views effectively & clearly.

6. Semi-Pelagianlsm - They said man was not entirely corrupt.
7. Semi-Augustinianism - General view of the Western Church.

The Fifth Century. 401-500 AD.
I. Pagans and Political Leaders.

A. Arcadius - emperor of the Eastern Empire.
B. Honorius - emperor of the Western Empire.
C. Stilicho - Vandal leader who helped Honorius, but enemies had Stilicho killed.
D. .Alaric - 410 AD. Plundered Rome, but did not injure churches. Visigoth.
B. Count Boniface - Roman general in Africa who invited Genseric to help him.

1. Aetius - Lied to Boniface and his wife so that he eventually could be leader.
2. Genseric - Vandal leader who conquered North Africa.

P. Attila - Hun who invaded Italy but Leo I probably persuaded him to leave.
G. Clovis - Leader of Franks who had a Christian wife and later became one, too.

II. Mission Work in the Fifth Century.
A. Pa].ladius- First missionary to Ireland, but failed in his mission.
B. Patrick - Self appointed missionary to Ireland, who succeeded In his purpose.

(Gerinanus- Some say he was sent by Clestine I as a missionary to Britain.)
III. Bishops of Rome in the Fifth Century.

A. Innocent I - He asserted hIssupreme official authority' on Pelagius controversy.
B. Zosimus - He took side of Pelagl.us at first; but then turned against him.
C. Cèestine I- He wanted to win Ireland for the church so sent Palladius.
D. Leo I - Claimed supremacy of Rome. Wrote a tome., included in Chalced.on act.

1. HIlary - French leader who did. not recognize authority of Leo the Great.
2. Valentinian III - Emperor who gave decree to recognize primacy of Roman bishop.
3. Priscilhlanists - Leo wanted to have this sect investigated.
Li Pelagians - He said anyone who held to these views should be deposed.

B. Gelasius I - Wrote to emperor Anastasius, & said. priestly power above his power.
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IV. Christologica]. Controversy.
A. Apollinarianism - Jesus had a human body and. human soul but a Divine spirit.

1. Condemned by the 1st Council of Constatinop1e.
B. Nestorianism - Divine and. human nature made so distinct so as to become 2 persons.

1. Cyril - Archbishop of Alexandria who criticized. Nestorius.
2. Celestine I - Bishop of Rome who told. Nextorius to give up his ideas.
3. Council of Ephesus - Deposed Nestorius.

C. Monop1rsitism - Jesus had. only one nature. (See below).
1. Dioscorus - Succeeded Cyril. Stressed idea of one nature in Christ.
2. Eutyches - The view received the name Eutychianism from him.
3. Plavian - Bishop of Alexandria who wrote to Leo I for advice on this view.
1, Leo I - He wrote the Tome in answer to Flavian's letter.
5. Council of Robbers, 449 A.D. - This defended the Monophysite view.

V. Simeon Stylites - Syrian monk who lived on a pillar for 40 years.

The Sixth Century. 501-600 A.D.
I. Secular History.

A. Romulus Augustus - In 76 A.D. he was removed. from office, thus ending Roman empire.
B. Theodorick - Arian king who was defeated by Justinian.
C. Justinian - Reconquered. N. Africa from the Vandals and Italy from the East Goths.

II. Religious History.
A. St. Benedict - Founded Monte Casemo and the Benedictine Order.
B. "The Three Chapters" - Nestorian writings that Justinian condemned.
C. Eutchias - Bishop of Constantinople who presided over the 5th ecumenical council.
D. Vigilius - Roman bishop who refused to attend the 5th ecumenical council.
B. Gregory the Great - Originator of the doctrine of purgatory.
F. Augustine - Benedictine monk sent as a missionary by Gregory to England.

The Seventh and. the Eighth Centuries. 601-Boo A.D.
I. Secular History.

A. Mayor of the Palace - The man in France who ran the government.
B. Charles Martel - Mayor of the Palace in 732 AD who stopped the Mohammedans.
C. Pepin the Short - Son of Martel who got backing of the Pope to be king.
D. Charlemagne - The Holy Roman Empire began in 800 AD when he was crowned by a Pope.

1. Leo III - The pope who crowned Charles the Great as emperor.
2" Alcuin - The educator that Charlemagne brought from England.

II. Religious History.
A. Monothelism - Christ had two natures, but one will.

1. Sergius - Patriarch of Constantinople who suggested the view.
2. Honorius - Bishop of Rome who backed the view. Later popes condemned him,
3. Diothelite view - View adopted by 6th ecumenical counincil opposing this view.
4.. Agatho - Bishop of Rome who opposed Monothelism.

B. I4ohammedanism - There is one God, Allah, and Mohammed is his prophet.
1. Islam - Proper name of the religion, which means submission.
2. Feast of Ramadan - Hard ceremony, in which you can't eat or drink for a month.
3. Radija - First wife of Mohammed.
4.. Jejira - Mohammed's flight from Mecca to Medina.
5. Abu Bekr - Caliph who succeeded Mohammed.
6. Cnar - Caliph who conquered Jerusalem, took Egypt, burned library of Alexandria.
7. Au - His two eons were killed. Thus two oDposing groups were formed in

Mobammedanism -the Shiites and the Sunnites.
C Boniface English missionary who was killed by the Frisians in Holland

The Fifth Century continued. (Monophysitism).
1. Theod.osiuz I - Bmteror of the east who defended orthodoxy.
2. Pulcheria - Sister of Theod.oáius who married the general, Marcian.
3. Marcian - Emperor of the East who called the Council of Chalcedon.
4.. Council of Chalcedon - Condemned Monophysitism as a heresy.
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D. Iconoclastic Controversy - Should. images be destroyed.? Be worshipped?
1. Constantinople Council of 7514._ Called. image worship heresy and. idolatry.
2. 7th Ecumenical Council (787) -Called by Irene. Gave images lesser reverence.
3. Caroline Books - Books Alcuin helped write; no religious value in images.

B. Adoptionist Controversy - Double sonship idea.

The and 10th Centuries. 801 - 1000 A.D.
I. Papacy in the 9th Century.

A. Nicholas I - Opponent of Photius. (858-867).
B. Formosus -His successor didn't like many things that he did. (891-896).
C. Boniface VI- He as pope for just a few days. (896).
D. Stephen VI - (896-897). Re had body of Pormosus dug up and put on trial.
B. Theodore II- He annuled. all the decisions of Stephen VI.

IT. Papacy in the 10th Century.
A. John X - Warrior who was put in as Pope by Theodora.
B. John XII - probably the 2nd worse pope. He made Otto of Germany emperor.
C. Leo - Antipope, succeeded John XII who returned, so Leo was deposed.
D. Sylvester II- Called John XII a monster, antichrist, wicked pope.

III. Religious Personnel and Events.
A. Theodora - 842. Held synod to have images brought back into the church.
B. Photius -Patriarch of Constantinople who said Western church was in the wrong.
C. Agobard.us - Lyons, France. Opposed worship of Saints.
D. Claudius - Spain. Opposed worship of pictures; wouldn't use sign of the cross.
B. Radbertus - France. Advocated theory of transubstantiation.
F. Rarannus - Opposed transubstantiation. We are nourished by the words of Christ.
G. St. Dunsen - England. He wanted to reform the church.
H. Cluny reform- Abbey in France that was a center in reform.

The 11th Century 11)01 - 1100 A.D.
I. Papacy in the 11th Century.

A. Benedict IX - A very wicked pope. He was driven from Rome. Later reestablished.
B. Sylvester IT - He was forced out of the papacy, and Benedict IX reestablished.
C. Gregory VI (John Gratian) - Bought this office from Benedict IX.

(Henry IT - emperor that deposed Gregory VI).
D. Clement IT - Made pope by Henry IT, the emperor.
B. Leo IX - Appointed by Henry II. Came to Rome as humble pilgrim w/Huldebrand.
P. Alexander IT - He bestowed England on William the Conqueror.
G. Gregory VII (Hildebrand.) - Strengthened the Papacy.

(Henry IV - Emperor excommunicated by Hildebrand. Repented. at Castle of Canossa.)
II. Religious Personnel and Events.

A. Azymites - Title given Latin Church by the Greek Church for using unleavened bread.
B. Berengar - Attacked transubstantiation. Tried by Lateran Council.

The 12th Century 1101 - 1200 A.D.
I. Papacy in the 12th Century.

A. Adrian IX - Influenced Henry IT of England to conquer Ireland.
B. Alexander III - He canonized. Thomas aBecket as a saint.

II. Religious Personnel and Events.
A. St. Bernard of Clairvaux - Hymn writer. Emphasized true gospel., Monastic-Preacher.
B. Crusades - An effort to regain Palestine from the Turks.
C. Thomas aBecket - Good. archbishop of Canterbury who opposed Henry II.

III. Scholasticism
A. Anseim - England. He developed ontological argument.
B. Abelard.- Moral influence theory of atonement. Jesus was an example to us.
C. Peter Lombard - R.C. Father of Systematic Theology. Wrote 4 Books of Sentences.
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D. Iconoclastic Controversy - Should. images be destroyed? Be worshipped?
1. ConstantInople Council of 75 - Called image worship heresy and idolatry.
2. 7th Ecumenical Council (787) -Called by Irene. Gave images lesser reverence.
3. Caroline Books - Books Alcuin helped write; no religious value in images.

B. Adoptionist Controversy - Double sonabip idea.

The 2 and. 10th Centuries. 801 - 1000 A.D.
I. Papacy in the 9th Century.

A. Nicholas I - Opponent of Phot ius. (858-867).
B. Formosus -His successor didn't like many things that he did.. (891-896).
C. Boniface VI- He as pope for just a few days. (896).
D. Stephen VI - (896-897). He had. body of Pormosus dug up and put on trial.
B. Theodore II-. He annuled all the decisions of Stephen VI.

II. Papacy in the 10th Century.
A. John X - Warrior who was put in as Pope by Theodora.
B. John XII - Probably the 2nd. worse pope. He made Otto of Germany emperor.
C. Leo - Antipope, succeeded John XII who returned, so Leo was deposed.
D. Sylvester II- Called John XII a monster, antichrist, wicked pope.

III. Religious Personnel and Events.
A. Theodora - 842. Held synod to have images brought back into the church.
B. Photius -Patriarch of Constantinople who said Western church was in the wrong
C. Agobardus - Lyons, Prance. Opposed worship of Saints.
D. Claudius - Spain. Opposed worship of pictures; wouldn't use sign of the cross.
B. Radbertus - France. Advocated theory of transubstantiation.
F. Rarannus - Opposed transubstantiation. We are nourished by the words of Christ.
a.. St. Dunsen - England. He wanted to reform the church.
H. Cluny reform- Abbey in Prance that was a center in reform.

The 11th Century 1001 - 1100 A.D.
I. Papacy in the 11th Century.

A. Benedict IX - A very wicked pope. He was driven from Rome. Later reestablished.
B. Sylvester II - He was forced. out of the papacy, and Benedict IX reestablished.
C. Gregory TI (John Gratian) - Bought this office from Benedict IX.

(Henry II - emperor that deposed Gregory VI).
D. Clement II - Made pope by Henry II, the emperor.
B. Leo IX - Appointed by Henry II. Came to Rome as humble pilgrim wfHildebrand.
P. Alexander II - He bestowed England. on William the Conqueror.
G. Gregory VII (Hildebrand) - Strengthened the Papacy.

(Henry IV - Emperor excommunicated by Hildebrand. Repented at Castle of Canossa.)
II. Religious Personnel and Events.

A. Azymites - Title given Latin Church by the Greek Church for using unleavened bread..
B. Berengar - Attacked transubstantiation. Tried by Lateran Council.

The 12th Century 1101 - 1200 A.D.
I. Papacy in the 12th Century.

A. Adrian IX - Influenced Henry II of England to conquer Ireland.
B. Alexander III - Re canonized Thomas aBecket as a saint.

II. Religious Personnel and Events.
A. St. Bernard of Clairvaux - Hymn writer. Emphasized true gospel. Monastic.Preacber.
B. Crusades - An effort to regain Palestine from the Turks.
C. Thomas aBecket - Good archbishop of Canterbury who opposed Henry II.

III. Scholasticism
A. Anselm - England. He developed ontological argument.
B. Abelard- Moral influence theory of atonement. Jesus was an example to us.
C. Peter Lombard - R.C. Father of Systematic Theology. Wrote 4 Books of Sentences.
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The 13th Century. 1201-1300 A.D.
I. Papacy in the 13th Century.

A. Innocent III - Most powerful pope in R.C. Church. Had worldwide interest.
B. Nicholas IV. - Died in 1292. For 2 years after him cardinals try to elect new pope.
C. Celestine V. 12914.. Used as a tool by greedy men. Influenced to resign.
D. Boniface VIII. Influenced Celestine V to resign. Annuled his acts.

II. Mendicant Orders.
A. St. Francis of Assissi - Italian. Began Franciscan order. "Lesser brothers".

(Clara of Stephie - Began c].oisture of nuns. Influenced by St. Francis.)
B. St. Dominic - Spain. Began Dominican order. Emphasized education. Preached.

III. Divergent Groups.
A. Waldensians - Followed Peter of Waldo of S. France. Innocent III opposed them.

(Poor Men of Lyons - Another name for the Waldensians.)
B. Albigenses (Cathari) - Albi, S. France. Held Manichaean beliefs.

(The Inquisition - a movement to destroy .Albigensiana.)
IV. Scholars of the 13th Century.

A. St. Thomas Aquinas - Leading theologian of R.C. Church. Studied sentences of Lombard.
B. Roger Bacon - Franciscan. Studied scientific experiments. Condemned by Church.
C. Bonaventure - Head of Franciscan order.
D. Dons Scotus - England. Enemy of Aquinas. Mary had immaculate conception.
B. Raymond Lull-Spain. Missionary to the Moslems.

The 114th Century. 13Ol_lLOO A.D.
I. Papacy in the 14th Century.

(Babylonian Captivity - Popes subject to king of France. Resided at Avignon.)
A. John XXII - Set up permanent court in Avignon.

(Emperor Lewis - Summoned council to try John XXII.)
B. Urban VI - He wanted to reform the church but used poor tactics.

(St. Catbarine of Sienna - She tried to give good counsel to Urban VI.
C. Clement VII- Pope who was elected while Urban II was still in office.

II. Religious Personnel,
A. Marsilius of Padua - He said all power came from the people.
B. William of Occam - Franciscan. Power of the church should rest with representatives.
C. John Wyclif - Made English Bible. Denied transubstantiation.

(Edward III - England. Sent Wyclif as a representative to Avignon.)
The 15th Century. 11401-1500 A.D.

I. Papacy in the 15th Century.
(The Great Schism - More than one pope reigning at the same time.)
A. Alexander V - Pope elected at Council of Plea. Thus you have 3 popes.
B. Benedict XIII - Pope from 1397 - 114214.
C. Alexander V - Died after 1 year, 11109_l4lO.
D. John XXIII - 2nd. Plea Pope. Tried on 70 charges. Imprisoned, for 10 years.
B. Martin V - 11419. New pope elected to end the Great Schism.

II. Council of Constance.
A. John Hue - Bohemian preacher condemned by Council of Constance.
B. Mary - Sister of king of Bohemia who brought scholars from England.
C. Sigismund - Emperor who wanted the council to be called.
D. Jerome of Prague - Brave friend of John Hue who died a martyr.

* * * * T ECUMENICAL COUNCILS. * * * * * *
I. Council of Nicea (325 A.D) Arianism.
II. Council of Constantinople (381 AO.) Macedonianiem. Apollinarianlem.
III. Council of Epheaus (11.31 A.D.) Nestorianism.
IV. Council of Chalcedon (14.51 A.D.) Monophysitism. (Eutychianism).
V. Council of Constantinople II (553 A.D.) - Three Chapter Controversy.
VI. Council of Constantinople III (680 A.D.) Monothelitism.
VII. Council of Nicea II (787 A.D.) Iconoclastic Controversy.
VIII.Council of Constantinople IV (869 A.D.) Condemned Photius. (Western).

Council of Constantinople IV (879 A.D.) Praised Photius. (Eastern)
Note also the very important councils of Pisa and Constance.
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